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EDITOK’S PREFACE

In the autumn of 19l4 when the scieptific study of the effects

of war upon modern life passed suddenly’from theory to history,

the Division of Economics and History of the Carnegie Endow-

ment foB International Peace proposed to adjust the pjrogramme

of its i^searches to the new and altered problems which the Wafr

presented. The existing programme, which had been prepared

as the result of a conference of economists held at Berne in

1911, and which dealt with the facts then at hand, had just

begun to show the quality of its contributions ;
but for many

reasons it could no longer be followed out. A plan was therefore

drawn up at the request of the Director of th(^ Division, in which

it was proposed by means of an historical survey, to attempt

to measure the economic cost of the War and the displacement

which it was causing in the processes of civilization. Such an

‘ Economic and Social History of the World War it was felt,

if undertaken by men of judicial temper and adequate training,

might ultimately, by reason of its scientific obligations to truth,

furnish data for the forming o4 sound public opinion, and thus

contribute fundamentally toward the aims of an institution

dedicated,to the caus^of international peace.

The need for such an analysis, conceived and executed in the

spirit of historical research, was increasingly obvious as the War

developed, releasing complex forces of national life not only for

the vast process of destruction but also for the stimulation of new

capacities for production. This new economic activity, which

under normal conditions (d peace might have been a gain to

society, and the surprising^ Capacity exhibited by the belligerent

nations for enduring long and increasing loss—often while pre-

senting the outward semblance of new prosperity^made necessary

a reconsideration of tlTe whole field of war economics. A double

ctbhgation was therefore placed upon the Division of Economics

and "History. It was,obliged to concentrate its* work upon the
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problem thus presented, and to study it as' a .whole
;

in other

words, to apply to it the tests and disciplines of history. Just

as the War itself was a single event, though penetrating by seem-

ingly Unconnected ways* to the remotest parts of the world, so

the analysis of it must be developed ac^rding to a plan at once

all embracing and yet -adjustable to the practical limits of the

available data.

During the actual progress of the War, however, the execution

of this plan for a scientific and objective study of war economics

proved impossible in any large and authoritative way. Incideiltal

studies and surveys of portions of the field could be made and were

made under the direction of the Division, but it was impossible to

undertake a general history for obvious reasons. In the first place,

an authoritative statement of the resources of belligerents bore

directly on the conduct of armies in the field. The result was to

remove as far as possible from scrutiny those data of the economic

life of the countries at war which would ordinarily, in time of

peace, be readily available for investigation. In addition to this

difficulty of consulting documents, collaborators competent to

deal with them were for the most part called into national* service

in the belligerent countries and so were unavailable for research.

The plan for a war history \fras .therefore postponed until condi-

tions should arise which would make possible not only access to

essential documents but also the co-operation of economists,

historians, and men of affairs in the nations chiefly concerned,

whose joint work would not be Inisunderstood either in purpose

or in content.

Upon the termination of the War the Endowment once

more took up the original plan, and it was found with but
slight modification to be applicable to the situation. Work was
begun in the summer and autumn fdf 1919. In the first place

a final conference of the Advisory Board of Economists of the

Division of Economics and History was held in Paris, which
limited itself *to planning a series of short*preliminary survej^ of

special fields. Since, however, the purely preliminary character

of such studies was further emphasized by the fact that»they*were
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directed more especially towards those problems which were then

fronting Europe as questions of urgency, it was considered best’

not to tfeat them as part of the general survey but rather as of

.contemporary value in th^ period of war Settlement. It was clear

that not only could no general programme be laid down a friori

by this conference as a whole, but that a* new and more higlily

specialized research organization than that already existing would

be needed to undertake the Economic and Social History of the

War, one based more upon national grounds in the first instance

and* less upon purely tnternational co-operation. Until the facts

of natioifal history could be ascertained, it would be impossible

to proceed with comparative analysis
;
and the different national

histories were themselves of almost baffling intricacy and variety.

Consequently the former European Committee of Research was

dissolved, and in its place it was decided to erect an Editorial

Board in each of the larger countries and to nominate special

editors in the smaller ones, who should concentrate, for the

present at least, upon their own economic and social war history.

The nomination of these boards by the General Editor was the

first step taken in every country where the work has begun. And

if any justification was needed for tjie plan of the Endowment,

it at once may be found in the •lists of those, distinguished in

scholarship or in public affairs, who have accepted the responsi-

bility of editorship. This responsibility is by no means light,

involving, as it does, the adaptation of the general editorial plan

to the varying ’demands of national circumstances or methods of

work
;
and the measure of success attained is due to the generous

and earnest co-operation of those in charge in each country.

Once the -editorial organization was established there could

be littife doubt as to the first^ltep which should be taken in each

instance toward the actual preparation of the history. Without

documents there can be no history. The essential records of the

War, local as well as central, haye therefore to be preserved and to

be maRe available tor reseirch.in so far as is compatible with public

interest. But this archival task js a very great one, belonging of

right to the*governments and other jwners of historical sources
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and not to the historian or economist who proposes to use them.
'* It is an obligation of ownership ; for all such documents are public

trust. The collaborators on this section of the war histofy, there-

fore, working within their own field as researchers, could only,

survey the situation as. theyfound it and report their findings in

the form of guides or manuals ; and perhaps by stimulating

a comparison of methods, help to further the adoption of those

fcund tQ be most practical. In every country, therefore, this was

the point of departure for actual work
;
although special mono-

graphs have not been written in every instance.

This first stage of the work upon the war history, dealing with

little more than the externals of archives, seemed for a while to

exhaust the possibilities of research. And had the plan of the

history been limited to research based upon official documents,

little more could' have been done, for once documents have been

labelled ‘ secret ’ few government officials can be found with

sufficient courage or initiative to break open the seal. Thus vast

masses of source material essential for the historian were effec-

tively placed beyond his reach, although much of it was quite

harmless from any point of view. While war conditions thus

continued to hamper research, and were likely to do so for many
years to come, some alternative had to be found.

Fortunately such an alternative was at hand in the narrative,

amply supported by documentary evidence, of thqse who had

played some part in the conduct of affairs during the war, or who,

as close observers in privileged positions, were* able to record

from first or at least second-hand knowledge the economic history

of different phases of the great war, and of its effect upon society.

Thus a series of monographs was planned consisting for the most

part of unofficial yet authoritative statements, descriptive or

historical, which may best be descAted as about half way between

memoirs and blue-books. These monographs make up the main

body of tl\e Work assigned so fai;. They are not limited to con-

temporary, war-time studies
;

for t|;ie etjbnomic history of ttie war

must deal with a longer period.than that of the actual fighting.

It must cover the years of "^deflation ’ ag well, at leasrt sufficiently
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to secure some fairer measure of the economic displacement than

is possible in purely contemporary judgments.

With ^his phase of the work, the editorial problems assumed

^ new aspect. The seri^ of monographs had to be planned

primarily with regard to the availability .of contributors, rather

than of source material as in the case of most histories ;
for the

contributors themselves controlled the sources. This in turn

involved a^new attitude towards those two.ideals which hjptorians

have sought to emphasize, consistency and objectivity. In order

to bring out the chief ctotribution of each writer it was impossible

to keep within narrowly logical outlines
;

facts would have to be

repeated in different settings and seen from different angles, and

sections included which do not lie within the strict limits of history

;

and absolute objectivity could not be obtained in every part. Under

the stress of controversy or apology, partial views would here and

there find their expression. But these views are in some instances

an intrinsic part of the history itself, contemporary measurements

of facts as significant as the facts with which they deal. Moreover,

the work^as a whole is planned to furnish its own corrective;

and where it does not, others will.

In addition to this monographic treatment of source material,

a number of studies by specialists is already in preparation,

dealing with technical or limited subjects, historical or statistical.

These monographs also partake to some extent of the nature of

first-hand material, registering as they do the data of history

close enough to the source to permit verification in ways impossible

later. But they also belong to that constructive process by which

history passes from analysis to synthesis. The process is a long

and difficult one, however, and work upon it has only just begun.

To quote an apt characteriza^Ibn, in the first stages of a history

like this one is only
^
picking \jotton The tangled threads of

events have still to be woven into the pattern of history
;
and for

this creative and constructive w,ork different plansWcJ organiza-

tions may be needed.
*

‘
^

In a work which is the product of so complex and varied

co-operation •'as this, it .is impossible to indicate in any but
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a most general way the apportionment of responsibility of editors

and authors for the contents of the different monographs. For

the plan of the History as a whole and its effective ‘execution

the General Editor is Responsible ;
l^t the arrangement of the

detailed programmes of study has been largely the work of the

different Editorial Boards and divisionalEditors, who have also read

the manuscripts prepared under their direction. The acceptance

^
of a monograph in this series, however, does not commit the editors

* to the opinions or conclusions of the authors. Like other editors,

they are asked to vouch for the scientific^erit, the appropriate-

ness and usefulness of the volumes admitted to the series ;
but

the authors are naturally free to make their individual contribu-

tions in their own way. In like manner the publication of the

monographs does not commit the Endowment to agreement

with any specific conclusions which may be expressed therein.

The responsibility of the Endowment is to History itself—an

obligation not to avoid but to secure and preserve variant narra-

tives and points of view, in so far as they are essential for the

understanding of the War as a whole.

J. T. S.
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The main object of this book is to describe the work of the

Allied Maritime Transport Council (the A.M.T.C.) and its per- ..

manent Organization, the Allied Maritime Transport Executive,

as an experiment in international administration. It attempts

both to indicate the place which the Allied control of shipping

occupied during the last year of the war in the general economic

organization of the Alhes, and to discuss how far the principles

and methods of Allied co-operation then developed are of import-

ance for the permanent purposes of peace as well as the temporary

uses of war.

This Allied organization co-ordinated the control of all Allied

shipping during the latter part of the war and may perhaps claim

to be, within the economic sphere, the most advanced experiment

yet made in international co-operatioy. It was, however, essen-

tially an organization co-ordinating,•and not replacing, the national

departments which directed the respecthe mercantile marines

and through that direction ultimately dominated the supply policy

of the several AJlied countries. iLwas from the beginning based

upon the work of the national departments and did not, and could

not, have an existence independent of them.

If, therefore, its work is to be understood, it will be necessary

to say something both of the national systems of shipping control

and of the general system of feontrol of supplies both national

and Allied.

Part I of the book is introductory. It describes, the main

features of the economic system which the war organization was

destined to change, and sketcbjes in very slight outline the

shipping problem and its ‘Solution.
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Part II contains a chronological account, still on a small scale,

of the growth of the national control of shipping in Great Britain

during the first three years of the wAr.

Part III describes, *in four chaptQgs, other main elements of

Control during the same penod. The first gives an account of

the control of commodities, the second of the Blockade and the

relations with Neutrals which it involved, the third indicates the

'importtmce of freights land profits in the development of control

;

the last chapter sketches the submarine gampaign—^the struggle

at sea—and for convenience this chapter, unlike those which pre-

cede it, covers the whole period of the war.

Part IV is intended to give an account, on a very much larger

scale, of the work of the Allied Maritime Transport Council itself

and its Executive during 1918, and to discuss the reasons which

made practicable and necessary the methods by which its results

were achieved.

Part V, an epilogue to the main theme, suggests some of the

conclusions which may be drawn for the future of Int^national

Administration, an almost unexplored subject which demands

much fuller treatment thanHhe limits of this book allow.

Part VI, an Appendix, contains a collection of official documents

and statistical information designed to illustrate and give authority

for the substance of the text.

Tlie sketch in Parts I, II, anH III is intended less as a contribu-

tion to the economic history of the war than as an introduction to

the theme of Part IV, and the scale on which particular subjects

in it are dealt with is determined b)'^ this consider|ition. In the

description of the work of the varies departments of the Ministry

of Shipping, for instance, and of other organizations, space is given,

not in proportion to their intrinsic importance but to their im-

portance from the point of view of their^relation to Allied Control

under the Allied Maritime Transp<5rt Council.

Similarly,- while some description is given of the British,control
,

system, little is said of the corresponding organization in other
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countries, partly because I can speak with more knowledge and

authority of the former system, but mainly because Allied control

was based upon and associated with the British system, although

the work of the British system would hot have been possible

without efficient controls in the other Allied countries.

My object is to describe the ground occupied by Allied control

during the war. In front of it, and surrounding it, is the much

larger territory occupied by national controls of shipping and by*-

the 4vhole extensive economic organization of which they were

a part. I have taken the most direct path I could through this

larger territory to my destination, attempting to describe what is

visible on the way, but only within the limited range and from

the particular perspective of a traveller along a narrow road in

a vast region. Many others will, I hope, explore the wider territory

and will view it from many angles and in many perspectives until

at last it is surveyed in detail. Meantime, Parts I, II, and III

merely give the notes of a passing observer making his way

through to his own special field of survey.

A writer with official experience must submit to certain serious

limitations and restrictions. I have infposed on myself (sometimes

with great reluctance) as a self-denying ordinance the omission of

all names and any attempt to apportion either personal praise oi*

blame. The information used is throughout of a kind already

published ;
and the necessary official permission has been obtained

for the publication of the official documents printed at the end of

the book.

The last sbe years have taught almost as much in the sphere

of civiBan administration as i^^ the art of warfare itself. Com-

paratively little, however, has yet been published, and the

lessons learned in each separate experiment are for^the most part

known only at present to.the actual persons who were engaged in

it. I venture to express thtf hope that each of the important

administrative experiments of the war may find some one who

took part in ij; to record and publish all account while his memory
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is still fresh. I believe that no economic history of the war that

is not based on a series of such individual records will be adequate.

In the actual circumstances in which the organization was de-

veloped and records kept during the ^j^pr, no history based upon

documents without the aid of direct experience can give a faithful

picture. It is true that the inevitable bias which comes from being

immersed in a single sphere of administrative work will require

•to be dScounted. But* the general historian will find it easier to

make allowance for this than to overcoi^e the difficulties with

which he would be faced if his raw material consisted only of

documents with no personal and direct evidence to interpret them.

J. A. S.

December 1920 . .
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^PART I

INTRODUCTORY

THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND THE WAR PROBLEM

CHAPTER I

THE IMPORTANCE OF SHIPPING IN THE WAR
The Orman and Allied blockades, and the difference between them. Shipping

first becomes a crucial factor in the war in 1917. When shijipin^ is inadequate

control of shipping involves control of supplies. The defeat of the submarine.

If an adequate history of the war is ever written it will pro-

bably give as much space to the economic as to the purely military

struggle. It was as much a war of competing blockades, the

surface and the submarine, as of competing armies. Behind these

two blockades the economic systems of the two opposing groups

of countries were engaged in a deadly .struggle for existence, and

at several periods of the war the pressure of starvation seemed

likely to achieve an issue beyond the settlement of either the en-

trenched armies or the knmobilized navies.

The conditions of the struggle were, however, very different

on the two sides.

The Central Powers from the first days of the war were cut

off from all overseas imports except for casual cargoes slipping

through the blockade or goods from contiguous neutrals. They
had no shipping problem, for Jtiey had no shipping opportunities.

Their mercantile marines wer^ from the outset penned in their

harbours or confined to the immediately adjacent waters. Ger-

many’s economic problem resulted not from the injlliflficiency but

from the cessatioft of fh^erseas imports, and was tliroughout

a problem not of transport but of internal production and of the

distribution qf increasingly inadecjfuate supplies. During the first

t569.33
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two and half years of the war the pressure of the blockade was

continuously more effective and almost brought Germany to her

knees during the hard winter of 1916-17. The larger harvest of

1917 and the supplies of Roumania left her in a better position

duripg the following winter^ but by ‘the next autumn she was

again in great difficulties and again faced with an almost im-

possible winter problem. In the event the blockade shared with

the military forces the credit of deciding the issue in proportions

‘which it is still impossible to determine with precision.^

The Allied Powers on the other hand held the seas throughout

the war and had the world to draw from, on two main conditions.

One was that they could find the money to buy, the other that

they could find the ships to carry. The first of these was the more

important factor until the intensive submarine campaign ranged

America with her wealth on the side of the Allies in the Spring of

1917 ; the second was the dominant consideration thereafter till

the end of the war.

The Crisis in 1917

It will be convenient at the outset to draw attentictfi to this

vital distinction of date, on which greater emphasis w'ill be laid

later. It is my strong opbiion that in spite of high freights, in

spite of the practical difficulties of shipping organization, and in

spite of the various resulting inconveniences, there was no shipping

problem in the sense in which it ultimately confronted the Allies

until the winter of 1916-17 ; that is, until the intensive submarine

campaign, based upon sinking without warning; had begun or

was clearly in prospect. During the earlier part of the war the

Allies had to consider how to deal with rising freights and

their effect upon general prices ; they had to meet the public

demand for the reduction of shipowners’ profits, and they had to

construct an organization to secuife that essentials only should be

imported when shipping was no longer sufficient for both essentials

and luxuries.^ But during this period they did not have to face

the probl^ of importing their supplies ir tonnage barely sufficient

to bring in essentials, still less the more serious problem of cutting

off a large portion of the real necessities of the civilian population

and the combatant forces. This latter problem resulted, and
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resulted solely, from the increased destructi9n of shipping through

the new method of submarine warfare announced to the world

in December 1916. It was to meet this problem that there were

constructed, firstly, the n^gre rigorous and more comprehensive

systems of nation^ control, and secondly, the instrument of Allied

control described in this book.

About the same time as the new submarine campaign, and

largely as a consequence of it, America joined the Allies.^ Apart

^

altogethc;;' from the reinforcement that she thus brought to the

milil?ary forces, her accession entirely altered the whole character

of the economic problem. Finance as a fundamental facdor in the

Allied position disappeared. For the new allianco as a whole was

almost self-sufficient, and finance in such circumstances is a

problem either of national legislation, or at most of inter-Allied

arrangement. Finance within a country, or within an alliance

of which every member is determined upon victory, can be created

in a moment by a vote of a Congress or a Parliament, and with

America's entry therefore, finance ceased to be a crucial factor in

the conduct of the war. Ships, however, cannot be so hastily

improvised, and great as were the tmtential resources of America

and the prospect of relief which those resources ultimately offered,

her entry did not immediately allevkte the shipping position.

On the contrary, the direct contribfttion which America put into

tlie war in the form of her army of two millions and tlie supplies

to maintain tliem entailed,an even greater strain on shipping. Till

the end of the war the total number of American merchant ships

in war service was less than the number ix?quired to carry American

troops and supplies.

A few figures will illustrate the grave change in the situation

which was immediately caused by the new submarine warfare and

the nature of the problem which confronted the Allies during the

last two years of the war. iJiring the year 1916 the average

monthly losses of British ocean-going ships were 24. In The first

six months of 1917 the average rose to 80. When the new cam-

paign ws in full force, British ships of this type were lost in

a single fortnight. By the end of 1917, Great Britain, France,

and Italy, had at their disposal a* total mercantile marine that

amounted to Ig,000,000 tons as compared with 24,500,000 tons
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before the war, and of this reduced tonnc^e tliey were employing

about 5,500,000 tons in direct war service. Every month the direct

requirements of the combatant forces were increasing, and the

pressure on the diminishing margin ^ the supplies required for

civilian life aJid for the niaimfactuie of munitions was becoming

more serious.

Shjpping the Central Factor

In tliese circumstances shipping became the very centre of the

Allied problem and shipping control the c^itre of its organization.

For in the long chain that binds together the effort oi a country

or of an Alliance it is always the weakest link that is the most

important. The authorities in control of shipping acquired

a dominant position in exact proportion as they found themselves

unable to perform their proper task of meeting the requirements

of the other departments. Month by month as the war proceeded,

as the needs of imported war supplies increased and as the number
of ships to import them diminished, those responsible for the

supplies of the Army, for the food of the civilian population, and

foi’ tlie raw materials for every form of industrial or military

manufacture, found themselves more and more in the position

of having to frame their programmes and direct their policy in

accordance with the number •of ships which they would be able

to secure. Month by month the shipping authorities, who desired

no such responsibility, found themselves obliged to add to their

proper task of j)icking the most suitable ships for the demands

made upon them, the much more onerous task of deciding between

those demands. Throughout the whole of this period the shipping

authorities desired to see an organization in w hich they would take

u leading but not a dominant part, and which would enable these

competitive demands to be settled by adjustment between the

competing suj)ply departments b^Ah within each country and as

between the Allies. The Allied Maritime Transport Council and
its Executive and the associated supply committees were the

final result of these efforts and thfe ultimike solution of the problem.

During the whole of 1917 and 1918, therefore, the Allies were,

partly by naval and partly by civilian action, silently fighting the

German submarine. The naval action included both attack
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against the submarine by destroyer, by uireraft, by. mining, and

by depth charges, and also protection of the merchant ship by

defensive aimament, by dazzle-painting, by guidance through

protected routes and, finally, by convoy. The civilian action con-

sisted of an organization boHi of shipping and of tlie distribution of

su})plies designed to extract the maximum of utility from every

ton of importing capacity. In this long and hard-fought struggle,

of which for many months the issue was uncertain, the Navy, the

officers and men of the mercantile marine,hnd the civilian^fficials*

who. controlled shipping and supplies all took an essential part.

This book will lift a corner of the curtain behind which this drama

was being enacted. In what proportions the credit for the success-

ful answer to the submarine should be allotted it is impossible

at this moment to determine. Certainly the supplies of the Allied

forces could not have been maintained without the naval pro-

lection of merchant ships, parti(‘ularly without tlie amazingly

successful system of convoy. It is equally certain that no system

of naval protection would have been sufficient without the con-

tinuous and unfailing skill and courage of the officers and men
of the mercantile marine. It is also clear, liowever, that the effort

of both the convoying navy and the ])rotected merchant vessels

would largely have been in vain without the intricate and elaborate

civilian organization by which only the most essential supplies

were selected for transport and preference was given to the most

vital needs of the counti^ in their distribution.

, Dkfeat of the Submarine

It is satisfactory to note that in whatever pro])ortions the

credit may be justly assigned the viciory was assured before the

end of the war. Tliroughout the war the civilian populations were

maintained, not without inconveniences but without serious hard-

ships ; no military force ever \wnt short, no military enterprise was

ever handicapped by failure in Aie ocean trans])ort of its supplies

;

and well before the Armistice, Allied building had been so developed

and the losses so reducec^that the number of ships was.increasing

steadily from month to month.. If the war had continued the Allies

would have been faced with an exjremely difficult supply problem

through the Nvinter of 1918-19 while^the American forces were
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being increased in France and their supplies were being hurried up
behind them, but th^y would have faced that problem with the

definite assurance that, in the absence of some new development,

it was a disappearing one, and that the supplies of their essential

needs would be maintained w'lthout grSlt difficulty from the spring

and summer of 1919 onwards.

The submarine campaign was thus defeated definitely and
completely in its own sphere, and not as an incidental result of the

•military successes of tMe Allies. But for over a jear it had been

the main hoi)e, and by no means the impossible hope, of the Ger-

mans, and the main danger—a very deadly one—to the Allied

cause. Tliroughout 1917 the German Admiralty were promising

their Government an issue within six months. Hindenburg was
urging his tired armies not to victory but to endurance. ‘ We shall

conquer if we persevere till the submarine war shall have done its

work.’ The recently published letters of the Ci own Prince reflect

the waning hopes as month after month passed and the promised

issue was not achieved.

The decision of the German Government to embark on the

intensive campaign in 1917, with its consequent effect on America,

has often been spoken of as a reckless and foolish gamble, but not
by any one who was concerned in countering it. It was indeed

unsuccessful, but unsuccessfui only as a result of two counter-

measures which had not been developed when the campaign com-
menced—the protection of merchant ships by naval convoy and
the complete national and Allied control of supplies. Without
these two counter-measures and with the continuance of shipping

losses at the I’ate of A])ril 1917, it is j)ossible that the Allies would
have been forced to abandon a large part of their military effort

in the winter of that year; it is certain that shipping could not
have borne the additional strain of transporting and supplying

the new American Army in the billowing summer.
c
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SHIPPING AND THE FREIGHT MARKET
Shipping a small industry in relation 1% its importance. Variety of U pes

of Merchant Vessels. The size of the chief National Marines. Liaers and
Tramps. The main routes of World Trallie. British Shipping. Its position

at th^ < Hit break of war. Tl^f Freij?ht Market and its workiiiji;.

The World’s Shipping

Merchant shipping has tlirougliout history occupied both in

the public mind and in the economic system of the world a place

altogether out of proportion to either the human effort or the

capital which it represents. The ordinary citizen of any civilized

town enjoys in his daily life the products of every quarter of the

globe. The very fabric of modern life is builtupon the interchangc of

the goods of widely sundered nations. But the steamships by which

the communications of the world are maintained and its products

and manufactures exchanged have never exceeded in number
some 8,()0(). Those employed in manning them amount to some

450,000 and those in building them to perhaps another 250,000,

small numbers compared with the 8,(X)0,0lX) persons occupied in

agriculture in a single country such as France. The total value

of all the ocean-going ships in the world before the war was not

more than sorn^£800,000,000, thaf is, less than the capital invested

in two English railway companies. The total amount of steel

sunk in the ships lost during the war was only some 5,000,000 tons,

that is, not more than 12 per cent, of the steel production of

America alone’in a single year.^

These figures are almost triVJal by comparison with those which

measure the effort of the belligerent countries in the war. It

would have been one of the most disproportionate thjngs in history

if for the want of ^pplicgtion of so relatively small an •amount of

human energy to one part of their economic system the whole

economic effort of the Allies had failed and the whole of their

military effoH been wasted.
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The 8,000 or so v^sels which composed the world’s means of

overseas transport were not uniform and interchangeable units.

They ranged from an Atlantic liner of 40,000 tons, built for speed

and carriage of passengers and unfit fpr cargo, to a small collier

tramp of a twentieth of thb tonnage. Few carried passengers

only, many carried passengers and cargo, most carried cargo

only. They ranged in speed from over twenty knots to less than

seven. ^Of those which .carried cargo, some ran as liners and plied

with the punctuality and regular routine of a railway train through-

out the year. Others, the tramps, the adjusting element in* sea

transport, went wherever the varying requirements of trade

and changing seasonal demands might call them. Some were

built to carry light freight, such as oats or wool,, and had large

cargo-carrying space in proportion to their displacement. Others

were built for the heavier cargoes which, with little space, would

bring a vessel down to her Plimsoll marks.

The great bulk of the world’s tonnage sailed under the flags

of a few great mercantile nations, as the following table will show :

PllIN(;iPAL SEA T0NNA(;E IX MIDSUMMER 1014

Flag,

BritiKh . . (I)

(icnnan . . (2)

U.S.A. (Sm and
Pliilippines)

. (3)

Fronch . . (4)

tlaf)ancH() , (5)

Julian . . (d)

Dutch . . (7)

Norwegian . (8)

Austrian .
. (0)

Greek
. (10)

Spanish (II)

Russian (12)
Swedish . . (13)
Danish

• (14)
Belgian

. (Ifi)

Portuguese
. (16)

1000 (r.T. and
IJpaxfrds, fjyuler

No. . a.T, No.

4,174 18.107,000 6,044

743 3,700,000 1,154

r>13 2,216,000 783
357 1,602,(KK) 650
420 1,406,000 726
3*>i> 1,310»000 300
2G3 1,285.000 447
323 1,087.000 1,331

230 027,000 192
262 771,000 171
229 664,000 369
140 531,000 595
183 526,000> 907
156 466,00(V«» 430
66 210,000 93
13 58,000 91

8,445 35,145,000 14,282

Total 100 G.T.

O.T, urul Upwards.

G.T. No. G.T.

2,634,000 10,218 20,831,000

620,000 1,897 4,419,000

395,000 1,296 2,611,0(K)

.308,000 D016 1,910,000

330,000 1,155 1,826,000

204,000. 655 1,514,000

207,000 710 1,492,000

891,000 1,654 1,978,000

90,000 422 1,017,000

122,000 433 893,000

222,000 588 886,000

321,000 744 852,000

496,000 1,090 1.022,000

338,000 586 804,000
59,000 169 269,000
34,000 104 92,000

7,27i7obo 22.727 42,4iM00

Notjc.—

W

hile for pneral puqwses vesbels of lOOO G.T. or over may be taken
as ocean-going vessels, a certain number of vessels in excess of that tonhage was
invariably employed on local trade. The nunrtjer of actual ocean-going vessels would
not greatly exceed 8,000.

This world fleet must be conceived as sailing under private
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ownership and management, subject only to official regulations

designed to secure safety and to protect the conditions of the

seamen’s employment.

Liners and Tramps

About half the tonnage, apart from the coastal craft, was of

the liner type, that is, it consisted of ships which ran between

regular ports to a regular time-table. These ships were tor the

most? part adapted for i^ie carriage of many types of cargo simul-

taneously, and often passengers as well, and were the fastest and

best built portion of the world’s fleet. They maintained stable

schedules of rates over long periods and retained tlie regular

custom of merchants who required to ship part-cargoes at regular

lates. To protect this regular custom against the casual corn-

])etition of the tramp steamer the liner comj)anies were grouped

in international conferences. These made it Impossible, by an

elaborate system of ‘ deferred rebates ’, for merchants who could

not dispense with liner transport altogether to take advantage

of occasional opportunities of cheap freight on a tramp. The

merchant who shipped by a liner was entitled to a substantial

rebate on the freight he ])aid if, but onl^^ if, during a certain period

all his shipments were on liners ; ap single shipment on a tramp

sufficing to forfeit the rebate. These conferences thus held half

the w^orld’s transj)ort under a limited form of joint control, enougli

to maintain regularity of service, but not enough to kill effective

competition. The permanent needs of transport on the gretvt

trade routes were met by vessels thus running regularly and con-

tinuously to fixed time-tables ; and a list of the principal confer-

ences at once gives a picture of the main channels of world traffic.

(See page 10.)

The British mercantile mSJine before the war occupied the

leading position in the world and, in the Alliance which confronted

Germany, a position of overwhelming predominajice. Of the

8,000 Qcean-going vesseli^of the world the British Empire owned

about 4,000, and France, Italy, Belgium, and Portugal together,

owned barely a thousand. It wae inevitable therefore that the

shipping control of the Allies should ie based upon the British
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PRINCIPAL LINER CONFERENCES AND NATIONALITY OF COMPANIES

(Alphabetical Order)

Europe-South Africa . British

Danish
German^
Swedish

United States—South Africa British

India—South Africa

• Europe-^Australasia and British

New Zealand French
(^rman

Euroi>e—Straits and Far Austrian

East British

Danish

Dutch
French
(ierman

Italian

.Japanese^

Russian

S{>anish

Euro|K^—India and ColoinlK) British

French
German
•faimnese

Euro|)e — South America British

(East Coast) French
•• German

Italian

Spanish

Eurojx)—West Indies and British

Islands Danish
Dutch
French
German
Italian

S|)anish

Europe — South America British

(West Coast) French
German
Italian

Euro})e—North America . Austrian

British

Danish
Dutch
French
German
Italian

Norwegian
Swedish
U.S.A.

system, and in fact the heivl-quarters of this control were through-

out the war in London. •

Of the British overseas tonnage, a little more than a third

of the vessels and a little less than half the tonnage were of the

liner type. The great bulk of these vessels were in the hands of

a relatively small number, less than a score, of bigliner companies.

These companies were for the most part highly developed organi-

zations of long standing and experience. They had effective

associations for the protection of their interests and were usually

the leading members in the International Conferences

The other half of the ocean-^iing marine, the tramps, were

under a much more varying management. They were owned by

several hundreds of companies and individuiJs, ranging from

wealthy i!nd old-established finfts to iivlividual owners of single

ships. •

As far as contact with the Government was concerned, the

official departments were, lor certain purposes of ne^tiating rates
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or general agreements, able to deal with collective organizations

such as the Liverpool Steamship Owners Association or the con-

ferences of companies dealing with particular trades, and in the

case of tramps, with such associations as the Chamber of Shipping.

In general, however, iof the curiient conduct of business the

Department was dealing with ownership units, that is, with some

score or so of companies for liners and several hundreds for tramp

steamers.

Fortunatel}', when the war broke out, th*e shipping of th^ world,
‘

and British shipping m particular, was in a better position than

it had ever been to bear the great strain which was to be impos^al

upon it. After a long period of relatively low freights and profits

the demands of the world for sea transport had suddenly become

largely in excess of supply in the years 1912 and 1919. The con-

sequence was that shipping comjianies were in a good financial

position and had placed abnormally large orders with the ship-

building yards. By the middle of 1914 the increased building had

already overtaken the demand. Shipping was again in excess of

the demand upon it and freights were falling. There was therefore

a margin of easily acquired tonnage, and the large building orders

])laced during the j)revious year continued to be a valuable offset

against the losses of the first year of tlje war.

•

The Freight Market

The allocation of the world’s tonnage to the world’s needs is

normally effected by the* intricate but automatic process of the

freight market.*

In general, the minimum and constant requirements of trans-

port from one country to another are met by the regular liner

services, and these are supplemented, when a new or seasonal

demand arises for more transport, by the interchangeable tramp.

It is in the tramp rates that Sje variations in demand are most

quickly reflected, and it is by the rise and fall of these rates that

discrimination from month to month between the cargoes to be

carried and those to be Igft behind is mainly effected. -Each rise

excludes from the market some cargoes which cannot pay the

price. and each fall brings in som^ new' marginal demand. The

‘same process V)perates rather more sli^wly and less exactly with
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the liners, which maintain their scheduled rates for long periods.

In the long run, however, the general course of the freight market,

operating primarily through tramp charterings, is reflected also

in liner rates
;
and the general process may be described without

further distinction between, the two'“classes of ships.

All over the world the merchants estimating the demands
of their own particular markets in wheat, in wool, in coal, in

cotton, make their purchases and then look round for the freight

to cany them. Some are able to wait, others must ship at once.

Knowing the elasticity and the nature of the consumers’ demands
for their own commodity and the nature of their contracts, some
are prepared if necessary to pay an increased rate for transport,

others prefer to cancel or post[)one. Each gives orders to his

agent on the freight exchanges of the world, such as the Baltic

in London, to bid for tonnage within specified quantities, dates,

and rates. Similarly the owners of disposable tonnage give in-

structions to their brokers on the same exchanges to accept
within specified conditions the best offers available. So the

haggle of the market excludes tllTf marginal need and allots the
available tonnage in exact accordance with the relative strength

of the economic demand. Exactly what the world most wants
(as measured by the price it is prepared to pay) is transported
up to the limit of the total carrying capacity. What is left behind
is exactly what the world least wants (as measured by the price

it refuses to pay).

The im{)ortant feature to note in this system, before we examine
the way in which it was replticed by an entirely different one,

is that it secures the allocation of shipping to supplies by an
automatic process and without requiring any comprehensive
survey of the world’s needs.

Let us suppose for example, that at a given time the overseas
tonnage of the world is on its ordiViary routes capable of carrying
say 300,000,000 tons and that expanding trade creates a demand
for the transport of an extra 100,000,000 tons. To some extent
the quantity actually carried ' will bfc increased. The extra
demand for freight will force rates up. Merchants who find

freight a bigger item in their ^cost will find it pays them to buy
in nearer markets—wheaf, in America for instance instead of
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Australia. Tramp steamers will be taken off the distant routes

and go into the Atlantic and on the shorter voyage will carry

more in the year. Under the attraction of the higher freights

some old vessels previously laid up will be brought into service

;

vessels under repair will be^)atched up. To some extent railways

and other inland transport will carry the goods previously taken

coastwise and so release a few of the bigger coasting vessels for

the overseas work. Ultimately extra vessels will be built and the

total tonnage will be increased till it meets* the new total demand. *

But this is a long jirocess, only slowly operative.

Suppose that the eftect of the above processes has been to

increase transporting capacity by 20,000,000 tons. We are still

left with an excess demand of 80,000,000 tons
;

320,000,000 only

and not 400,000,000 can be carried. The selection between these

(!ompeting demands on transport is then made simply and auto-

matically by the rise of the freight under the stimulus of com-

petitive bidding. The merchants in markets which are least able

to bear an increase in rates lose their transport and wait till the

situation is easier. And the process is continued through thou-

sands of calculations of different market conditions, and without

any survey of the whole situation, until the adjustment is effected.

Tliis is what happened in 1912-13 for jnstance when the demands

for tonnage were exceptionally heavy. Tramp profits, which had

averaged less than 5 per cent, for ten years, rose in that year to

26 per cent.

All that *the system needed in order to allot the transport

exactly to the slipplies for which fliere was the strongest effective

demand was that the offers of merchants with goods and of owners

with ships should be brought together in the big freight markets

such as the Baltic in London or the Collier exchange in Cardiff.

The brokers in these exchanges would know the current freights

offering in their own line of bjisiness, and something about the

seasonal changes likely to raise or lower them in the near future.

A good broker would perhaps have a flair for any new or excep-

tional circumstances, evQji outside his own special maricet, which

might be likely to influence ra*es. Neither broker nor merchant,

however, except in the most superficial sense, determined the

rates or the aflocation of the ships. Tl\ey were only the instrument
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through which the economic demand of the world effected its ow n

adjustments. They did not know—they did not need to know

—

no one needed to know—what were the total demands of the world

or of any particular country, how these compared with the total

transporting capacity of the available tonnage, still less what
was the intrinsic importance of the different supplies competing

for tonnage measured in terms not of money but of the public

interest. We shall see therefore that when the freight system
* was bi'oken by the pressure of the war, and it became necessary

to allot transport on a deliberate judgment of the relative im-

portance of different supplies, the problem could not be simply

solved by turning it over to experts—for such work there were
no experts.



CITAPTER III

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE AND PUBLIC CONTROL

The essential feature of the normal economic system. It works itself and

needs no control. This is true even of finance. Defects of the normal system

under war conditions. Inadequate production and distribution. The large

proportion of persons devoted^to ‘ marketing * and not ‘ making \ I he achieve-

ments in production of the Control System. Objects and forms of Control.

Lack of expert knowledge available for the new Control System.

The Normal Economic Process

Like the freight market which forms part of it, the normal

economic system works itself. For its current operation it is

under no central control, it needs no central survey. Over the

whole range of human activity and human need, supply is adjusted

to demand, and production to consumption, by a process that

is automatic, elastic, and responsive. Wherever the supply of

any article is less than the demand, the price rises ; the consumer

least willing or least able to pay withdraws his demand, and

a little later the prospect of highej' profits attracts more work

to production. So both production and distribution are adjusted

by a mechanism which registers and expresses the actual desires

of the myriads of consumers themselves, and not by the individual

decisions of a few who judge between those desires and, in accord-

ance with that judgment, direct. This process under primitive

conditions of society operates separately and independently in

numberless small areas. But the range extends as widely as

transport and pblitical relations permit the transference of labour

and of the product of labour. •And under modern conditions we

find the process working, with a range extending throughout the

civilized world, in the production and distribution of most com-

modities which can be ^asily transported and do*not quickly

perish. Some of these, such as wheat, cotton, and wool, are in

such universal demand, are so transferable in character and so

comparativelysimple in quality, that we find the normal process
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of individual bargains expanding into the mechanism of a few

central markets, in •which the demands of a whole world are

registered and adjusted with the world’s production. In these

great markets demand and supply are abstracted from the millions

of individual transactions on which Hiey depend. The specialists

in them see the economic life of the world in their particular

sphere simplified and intelligible. But though they can survey it

they do not in any real sense control it. When for a time they do

so—when there is a corner in wheat for example—it is through

some defect or abuse of the normal system. It is the distinctive

feature and signal merit of that system Kiat under it the multitu-

dinous economic activities of the world are, so to speak, democra-

tized. They govern themselves with all the liberty and elasticity

and variety of freedom. The few intelligences at the central

points of the system do not rule ; they have no more than a

delegate power
;
they register, they express, and, at most, they

give effect to what they represent.

Tiik System of Finance

The semblance of central control is greatest in finance, where

the economic process is most completely abstracted from the

activities on which it depends
; but it is still a semblance only.

The system of finance, like^the freight market, is the creation

of no constructive brain and requires no constructive brain to

work it.

In his interesting novel. The Gossamer Web, Mr. G. A. Bir-

mingham has pictured vividly and accurately the delicate web of

international finance whose slender threads control the massive

movements of world production and commerce. He adds to this

picture, however, the romantic illusion that at the centre of

this web, silent, vigilant, and omniscient, there are a few super-

human intelligences whose wisdom has constructed and still

controls the economic life of the world. There are no such Olym-

pians. This intricate system has been built and is maintained

by the w.ork'’ of thousands of men, of keen but limited vision, each

working witliin his own special sphere,*"each ’normally seeing and

knowing only his own and the immediately adjacent territory.

From time to time, indeed, o*iie leaps above the shoulders of his
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fellows and for a moment snatches the advantage of a more

extended view. Usually it is for a brief period ; usually the

range of vision, while wider, is still restricted ; often it loses in

detail more than it gains in4iange. For the most part the system

has constructed itself from the separate work of specialists who
built better than they knew. Those who have made the system

have normally not understood it ; those who have come nearest

to understanding it, the academic econwnists, have not con-

structed it and do not direct it. Since the rude shock of war

broke this machine the world has been looking for the supermen

who made it and controlled it, for those who understand it both

ill its basic principles and its infinite detail, and could therefore

refashion and remodel it to the new conditions. It has not found

them. They do not exist. The system will doubtless readjust

itself as it originally grew, but painfully, slowly, and expensively.

The change will be more like the adaptation to a new environment

in the process of natural evolution than the alteration of a deliber-

ately constructed machine.

Defects of the Peace System under War Conditions

It was thus of the essence of the peace economic system that

it was under no deliberate direction and control.

By the exacting criterion of war conditions, however, this

system proved to be, at least for those conditions, seriously in-

adequate and d<;fective.

By the new standards it was blind and it was wasteful. It

produced too little, it produced the wrong things, and it dis-

tributed them to the wrong people. It is worth while considering

for a moment each of these defects.

The peace system producecUtoo little. It is true that it had
the advantage of the spur of individual enterprise and individual

profit. But in its actual working the exact adjustment effected

by the economic process to the individual taste of the gonsumer
and to the strength df his ‘economic demand proved to involve the

allocation of an enormous proportion of work to what may, in

its widest sense, be called distribution as distinct from production.

The economic system, suryeyed suddenly from the central stand-
1W9.33
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point of State control, was seen to be swarriiing with middlemen

of every description whose work was not to produce but to dispose

of what was produced. In the whole system marketing occupied

a disproportionate place as compared with making. Whatever

the- need for the diversion of so much productive power to non-

productive tasks under the conditions of peace, a very much

bigger allocation to production was possible in war. In war the

excess, of demand oveB supply disposes of the marketing problem.

The State knows what it wants and can produce in mass. It can

in a day decide upon an order equal to»the individual orders of

hundreds of thousands of separate consumers which would require

the employment of thousands of middlemen and other distributing

agents. And the commodities which have to be distributed to

the civilian ])opulation are necessities of life, for which at sucli

times the demand always exceeds the supply. The difficulty is

therefore not to dispose of the goods but to ration them fairly.

Under these special conditions of mass orders by the Government

and a pressure of demand from the civilian population, whicli

removed the problem of marketing, the economies of central

control proved enormous.

And if the ordinary economic system produced too little it

also produced the wrong things and distributed them to the wrong

people. Production and distribution were adjusted under that

system not to essential need but to effective Iconomic demand.

Under the new standards of necessity, however, it could no longer

be assumed that real importance was measured with sufficient

precision by purchasing power. It became impossible for the

poor to be left to express the importance of their own need for

l)read by outbidding the rich. So long as wheat and the ships

to carry it are abundant the rich man’s power of economic demand

does not mean starvation to the ppor man. He does not consume

a hundred times more bread because his income is a hundred

times greater. A point of surfeit is reached and the poor can

still buy the bread they want. But once wheat or the other

necessities of life or their means of transport are reduced to a bare

sufficiency, the tolerable inequalities of the ordinary economic

system pass the point of endurance. If there is only bread enough

for bare physical needs qnd not for the full appetite, the un-
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restricted economic haggle will involve surfeit here and starvation

there. It was to meet these deficiencies of the normal system

that the new methods of State control were gradually introduced.

A

The Experience of the War

'riiere is probably no task at this moment which more deserves

the attention of professional economists who will a))proach the

problem in a purely scientific spirit, without bias either for or

against the general principle of State control, than an investiga-

tion of the actual results of the war period.

The prima facie facts with which they would start are indeed

so striking as to constitute at least a challenge to the normal

economic system. It is true that several factors contributed to

Hie results; the work of women and others not formerly engaged

in ])roduction, tlie cessation of many forms of capital con-

struction and of saving for increased investment abroad, &c.

An unbiased jirofessional inquiry would assign full weight to

these and other factors, but would probably hnd much still to

tlie credit of the new methods of organization.

The success of these methods under the conditions of the war
is indeed beyond reasonable dispute. At a moderate estimate, and
allowing for the production of ])ersons who were idle before tlie

war, between half and two-thirds of the productive cajiacity of

the country was witlidrawn into combatant or other war sorvici*.

And yet througj^out the war Great Britain sustained the whole

of her military effort and maintained her civilian ])opulation at

a standard of life which was never intolerably low, and for some
periods and for some classes was perhajis as comfortable as in

time of peace. .She did this without, on balance, drawing any aid

from other countries. She im^^prted, on borrowed money, less

from America than she supplied,* on loaned money, to her Allies.

She therefore maintained the whole of the current consumption

both of her war effort and of lier /civilian population Vitji a mere
remnant of her prodfletive power by rnmns of current production.

The only exception to this general statement is the extent to which

she used up fisting capital
;
and'she only did this in so far as

foreign securities were sol^l and the netVeal capital of the country
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deteriorated (in the ‘form of unrepaired and unrenewed houses,

roads, railways, &c.) to a value exceeding any gain through new

capital and plant constructed in the war and still remaining

useful after it. The loans she raised fiom her people are, of course,

no deduction from this general statement, as internal loans merely

represent a method of taxation and not a method of doing what

is essentially impossible, that is, making the production of a later

age available for the 'consumption of the present. The general

and amazing fact therefore remains, without essential qualification,

that with more than half her productive capacity withdrawn.

Great Britain met the scarcely diminished necessities of her

civilian population by current production.

Such an inquiry into the actual results of the war control

might be followed by another of equal interest. The most extreme

individualist will admit that control is not equally injurious in

all cases
;

tlie most extreme Socialist will not contend that it is

in all cases beneficial. But no one has yet studied fully, in the

light of the war experience, in what trades and under what con-

ditions the advantages of control and of private enterprise respec-

tively are greatest and their disadvantages least. The main issue

between public and private management will doubtless be deter-

mined by factors other than^ those wliich the scientific economist

can consider. But for a long time to come some areas of the eco-

nomic life of the country will probably be, as at present, under each

form of management. It is at least common grouixl between the

disputants that so far as socLalization is introdvced it should be

where its admitted advantages are greatest and its admitted

defects are least. A scientific attempt might therefore be use-

fully made to arrange trades and industries in an order of priority

which would indicate in which spheres, and under what con-

ditions, each system shows its. best results.

Most of the main principles <5n which the w^ork would proceed

are obvious enough. Where the development of a trade, under

free comlitibns, has in fact resulted in a practical monopoly, so

that the public get the benefit neither of cdmpetitive prices nor

of controlled profits ; where competHion, while still effective,

takes the form of attracting ^le customer through,methods which

really do not benefit him (such as competitive advertisement.
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costly offices and shops, the appeals of commercial agents, &c.),

instead of through reduction of price or impfovement of quality-

private enterprise is clearly at its worst.

\Vhat exactly are these trades and industries under present

conditions ?
’

On the other hand the advocates of control will probably admit

that its advantages are least where the development of an enter-

prise of public value requires experiments, involving sometimes

loss and sometimes gain. For this there ai'e several reasons. We
will mention one. No one who was intimately acquainted with the

great war administrations will contend that initiative, enterj)rise,

and constructive ability are in fact only developed in a business

training. But no official who knows the wliole temper and

character of public and parliamentary criticism will contend that,

under ])eacc conditions, experiment and enter])rise with lisk are

likely to be adequately encouraged in jmblic work. He knows

too well the essentially negative attitude of that criticism, its

tendency to concentrate on mistakes and to ignore successes, to

attach more discredit to the loss of £100 than credit to the gain

of £100,000. He knows that the effect is almost always to en-

courage the safe course and the avoidance of all risks. He knows

that the official who retains enterprise and initiative docs so

only by consistently resisting the qatural effect of the attitude

of 1 1 lose who charge him with the lack of it. This attitude may,

indeed must, be altered if the State is to manage any form of

enterprise successfully; but in any near future it is scarcely likely

in time of peace to encourage experiment and enter])risc as the

private system does.

What in present circumstances are the trades and industries

where for these reasons public control would probably be seen at

its worst? •

The further question as to the times and conditions in which

an extended measure of public control may be relatively advan-

tageous is more difficult. In the transition from peace to war,

and for the special conditjons of war, control is clearfy desirable

;

in the transition from war to peace, and for peace requirements

during such a period, the answer is piore doubtful. One comment
may, however,-be permitted. The main test of any system must
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be production. The need for increased production was preached

to the workers, and fightly preached, throughout the year 1919,

from the Supreme Council’s Manifesto of March to the Report of

the Brussels Conference in October. Before the end of the year,

however, production was declining, ^ot through any slackness

in Work, but through difficulties of marketing at the ruling prices.

A system which, however effective under normal conditions,

arrests the production of goods of which the whole world is in need,

must expect to be challenged unless it can firnl its own solution

and meet the essential test of maintaining production at its

maximum.

Thk New Control System

Under the special conditions of the war, at least, the normal

system quickly proved inadequate. It failed to respond with

sufficient speed to the imj)erative need for intensive production,

for fair distribution, for selection between the essential and the

unessential. Within a year the delicate and intricate machine

by which supply and demand had been balanced and adjusted

was smashed and lying in fragments. In its place the con-

structive brain had to build, and build rapidly, something which

would take its place ; to attempt a deliberate survey of needs

and resources
;

to measure tjie relative importance of munitions

beyond a certain amount, against food beyond a certain amount,

when more of both were wanted, but through deficiency of pro-

duction, finance, or transport, more of both could not be obtained.

So, one by one, most of the necessities of life were brought under

control, their purchase curtailed, their transport measured and

allotted, their prices fixed, their consumption rationed. Little

by little, but on the whole with an astonishing rapidity and

success, a new and deliberately constructed control system ex-

tended its grasp over the whole "economic life of the belligerent

countries. By comparison with the intricacy, the complexity,

and the elasticity of the system it replaced, it was perhaps clumsy

and rigid. But the new system couk} alone have made daily

existence and the continued effort of the war possible, in face of

the new and tremendous fact Jhat more than half the productive

effort by which ciyilian Ijfe is ordinarily maintained was with-
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drawn for the new work of the war, leaving the scarcely diminished

necessities of that life to be met by the remnant.

And for one part of this novel and immense problem there was

no expert knowledge to draw' upon. No one in the world had the

knowledge required by the^ew system to weigh the competing

claims of food, of raw materials, of munitions ; to decide up to

what point each should be met at the expense of the others

;

end in accordance with his decisions to direct and determine.

For this new task the skill had to be developed, the experience

acquired, the organization improvised.



CHAPTER IV

THE SHIPPING PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION—IN
OUTLINE

Requisition for Government Requirements. Prohibition of Im})orts : its

advantages, its defects. Emergency measures. Control of Commodities. Selec-

tion of Imports by Allocation of Ships. The National Solution. The Allied

Solution.

Requisition for Government Requirements

The methods of peace were soon found impossible in war. Let

U.S sketch in the briefest outline the mechanism described later

in greater detail, by which ships were allotted to their cargoes,

by which some supplies were preferred and others rejected, when

the shortage of tonnage became much too serious for the adjust-

ment to be left to the operation of the freight market.

When the war broke out the normal freight system was at once

modified by the use of the power of requisition. In peace the

Government had gone into the market for the tonnage required

to supply the Fleet and for the carriage of drafts and troops, just

as the private merchant did. But from the outset of war, it took

the tonnage it wanted for naval and military requirements under

compulsory powers and paid for it at rates which were fixed and

kept stable without regard to the open market.

Outside these requirements, however, the peace system con-

tinued. The only direct effect of Government requisition was to

eliminate the new war demand and the corresponding ships from

the freight market. The total •excess of demand, which was

mainly caused by the absorption of these ships for war purposes,

remained to be adjusted on the civil requirements tlirough the

operation^ of Arising freight rates#

This policy, which was administratively the only practicable

one at the moment, soon required modification as the pressure on

tonnage increased, and the rates therefore rose higher and higher.
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The reaction of the high rates on the cost of materials, on the cost

of living, on wages and on the public temper, and the dislocation

caused by the consequent adjustments, became too serious to

ignore. In addition, essential supplies not only had to pay a higher

price, but they were often Excluded by the competition of less

essential things. It became impossible after a time to assume,

because there was a stronger economic demand for barley for

brewing than for wheat for bread, that the importation of the

barley was more necessary to the country than the bread ; but

under this system it was the barley that came in.

•

Prohibition of Imports

Attempts were first made to assist, without replacing, the

freight market system by reducing the excess of demand over

supply (and at the same time to reduce the strain on foreign

excliange by restricting foreign purchases to essentials), through

a deliberate restriction of imports. Certain imports were pro-

hibited altogether
; others were admitted only under licence, and

when the imports reached certain limits, licences were refused.

This policy had in principle the great advantage that it could

be applied just so far as the available knowledge and organization

allowed, and that in so far as it was applied it gave relief to the

situation. It did not necessitate as^a prior condition a complete

survey of the whole problem
; it did not throw on the Govern-

ment the immediate responsibility for taking decisions covering all

imports comprehensively And in detail. It left the jieace system

in force to effectithe selection of all imports not excluded by pro-

hibition or admitted by licence
;
but it left it with a diminished

task
; the excess of effective demands over the tonnage, and the

force driving up freights, were reduced. For it is not demand in

itself that affected rates but only effective demand. A man may
desire to import American motor cars, but if their importation

is prohibited his demand never gets into the freight market and

never affects freights.

The system had the additional advantage of placing the re-

sponsibility for cho6sing between different supplies on persons

whose special task it was to study and know their relative impor-

tance, instead .of leaving it to shipping authorities, whose first
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preoccupation was with the practical problems of ship manage-

ment and who tended to be somewhat summary in their methods

in dealing with supplies.

Moreover exclusion by prohibition gave longer warning. If

the import of an article was not prohibited, but was in fact

excluded through shortage of shipping, the merchant would have

bought in the producing country ; he would have competed for

freight, and, though he did not obtain it, his competition would

have forced up the rtites for other merchants. The exclusion

being thus at the last stage, the trade would have had no oppor-

tunity of making the necessary adjusflnents. The merchants,

the retail trade, the manufacturers, would find themselves faced

with a sudden, and unforeseen, shortage which would dislocate

their arrangements. If, however, the import was prohibited, the

merchant did not buy it in the country of origin
;

he was not

a competitor for freight ; the trade adjusted itself to its absence.

Had it been [)ossiblc to frame and enforce programmes of

import prohibition on a sufficient scale to leave no excess of re-

quirements over tonnage available, the problem would have been

solved. Shipping would have resumed its proper role of looking

for its employment, of being servant and not master of tlie supplies

it carried.

This was an ideal pui\sue(| with diminishing success in the first

two and a half to three years of the war through the mechanism

of Board of Trade prohibitions and of committees for the restric-

tion of imports. By the autumn of 191^, however, it was already

clear that, useful as this method was, and real# as had been its

success so far as it went, it required to be supplemented by further

a(‘tion.

The defects and limitations of the system were indeed very

serious. It is extremely difficult to find any commodity which

can be cut out clean from the ««pply system of a country. If

imported furniture, for example, is prohibited, more furniture

is made at home ; the furniture makers compete for the timber

that wovdd otherwise be available for niilitary or munitions work,

and the consequence soon is that.extra timber is imported on the

unquestionable ground that it is wanted for military purposes.

If barley for brewing is excluded the brewers will- buy the home
«
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barley that would otl^erwise have gone to feed pigs or been used in

the manufacture of munitions, and an extra demand for imported

barley will be made on the unquestionable ground that it is wanted

for munitions or the essentiaLmeat supplies of the country. More-

over, few things can be totmly exclu^led, and the saving effected

by their exclusion is fjuite inconsiderable. Much the bigger saving

is made by Imiiting the quantities of imports, and that means

licensing certain merchants’ demands and refusing others. But

so long as the manufacture in question is* uiicontrolled and the

manufacturer is able to obtain a competitive price for his article,

the early comers who ofitam their licences find that they have

obtained a very valuable and indeed saleable article. Tlie licence

given without charge by the (iovernment acquires a value from the

fact that the supply is much less than tlie demand. The advantage

of the reduction in effective demand on the freight market never

gets through to the consumer in tlie form of reduced prices but

stays in the hands of the merchant, manufacturer, or middleman.

Th(‘ next limitation is psychological but perhaps the most

important of all in its effects. Those who administer the licence

system are constantly impressed with the very real importance

of the interests and industries whose continuance is dependent

upon the particular import asked for. This is an immediate and

obvious thing always before their eye^. They have not and cannot

have as clearly before theii minds either the shipping situation

as a whole, or the importance of the necessarily unknown import,

which in the last resort will be excluded through the fact that the

import they are ^Considering is admitted. They do not, and cannot,

realize the consequences of the higher prices of all the imports

which still continue to come in at a higher rate because they have

had first to outbid one more competitor. In addition, those who

manage such a kystem, if they are to have the expert knowledge

required, will almost inevitably have obtained their standards

and general perspective from peace experience and will find it

impossible to adjust these with sufficient rapidity to the new

necessities created by sqph a factor as the submarine* When,

therefore, the problem was looked at from the point of view of

supplies without any very close gelation with the department

dealing with ships, it was always found^ impossible, by prohibition
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or by licence, to effect more than a small and diminishing propor-

tion of the reduction necessitated by the tonnage position. In

1916, when the Shipping Control Committee suggested meeting

the reduction in tonnage by prohibiting imports at the rate of

13,000,000 tons per annum, the maximum plan of prohibition

thought possible was 4,000,000 tons and the actual amount reduced

under this plan less than 2,000,000 tons. This left the great bulk

of the necessary reduction to be effected in 1916-17 as in 1914-15

by the ordinary system of the rising freight market. Prohibition

of imports occupied a much more important part in the adminis-

trative measures of America during tfie war. In the United

Kingdom, however, it only touched a part of the problem. It

helped but it did not solve. It was never the chief method.

Emergency Measures

From the middle of 1915, therefore, the ordinary method of

the freight market, assisted by import prohibition, was visibly

becoming inadequate. One after the other, essential parts of the

economic system proved incapable of adapting themselves to the

necessities of the situation, and threatened the country with

imminent and fatal disaster. Now the bunker depots of the world

(on which all shipping was dependent) would be tlireatened with

depletion. Now the wheat imports would be endangered. Now
some essential raw material would be missing. No central survey

of any of these vital supplies was made during ])eace or the earlier

period of the war. I^arge nuittbers of merchant!? would consider

the })robable demands and profits of their own particular markets

and make their own arrangements without any comprehensive

plan or programme. With freights jumping as they did in 1915,

the risks became too great for this merchant or I:hat ; he failed

to buy or charter
; and at the lasf ftioment the Government (which

had accepted no general responsibility for the supply in question)

would be faced with a grave emergency. These emergencies were

for a long period met, in thd British manner, by improvised

solutions, each meeting the need of the moment, but failing to

prevent the recurrence of similar difficulties ; each continuing

while it was useful and being terminated or ’supplemented
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when it proved useless or inadequate
; bqt each leaving some

permanent contribution towards the complete system ultimately

evolved.

In a number of cases thej department entrusted with the duty

of requisitioning ships for war purposes (the Transport Depart-

ment of the Admiralty) used its control to force vessels into

a threatened import service (see p. 63, bunker stations) or favoured

the more important commercial imports when deciding the con-

ditions on which vessels requisitioned to carry an outward cargo

of coal were released for^ return voyage (see p. 62).

By the autumn of 1915 more ambitious methods were re-

quired. A committee, the Requisitioning (Carriage of Foodstuffs)

Committee, was appointed by the Board of Trade to assure the

supplies of wheat (see p. 51), and in conjunction with the Trans-

port Department it compelled (under power of requisition) owners

of s[)ecified vessels to cliarter them for the carriage of grain, the

ships being chartered in the market in the ordinary way. This

was successful in providing the required tonnage, and the extra

supjily so made available brought down the freight rate for wheat.

Obviously, however, both results were obtained at the expense

of other imports and without consideration of the relative claims

of these imports. The device was, therefore, in its nature, of a tem-

j)orary character, only justifiable so ‘long as wheat clearly needed

more help than other supplies.

At the same time (November 1915) another and temporary

and partial, but within its limits, very useful committee, was

appointed—the Ship Licensing Committee (see p. 49)—to

control the employment of unrequisitioned British ships by

licence. This Committee refused licences to ships engaged in

clearly unnecessary, or relatively unimportant, work. This cei-

tainly gave some relief to the situation and assisted, without at all

interfering with, other forms otccontrol. The pressure, however,

increased too rapidly to be met by this form of relief, and the

Committee’s work was automatically reduced as the Govern-

ment extended it» responsibilities over successive' civilian

imports and as a consequence' conveyed them in requisitioned

tonnage.
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Control of Commodities

Real progress was by this time being made in a direction

of much more importance. The (government, for reasons un-

connected with shipping, gradually took direct control of the

acquisition and distribution of the main articles of food and raw

materials of the country. The most important of these controls

included the combined purchase of the whole supplies of the

commodity in question, sometimes to be resold to middlemen

or manufacturers for internal distribution, sometimes remaining

Government property throughout, but in either case being impoi -

ted for the Government and not for the private merchant. It

followed as a natural consequence that the demands for transport

of these supplies were included in the demands made by the

respective Government departments u])on the Transport Depart-

ment, tlie War Office for example asking for the transport to

England of so much wool, which it had purcliased in Australia, just

us it asked for the transport to France or Mesopotamia of so much
clothing, which had been made under its orders in England. It

would have been possible, of course, for the War Office to liave

chartered space for wool, &c., just as the private merchant did

(and in some minor instances this was done)
;
but it was obviously

more convenient for a department whi(*h had no great experience

of chartering, and had its hands full with other work, to ask the

expert shipping department to arrange the freight. It was also

much more economical, for if supplies came in requisitioned

tonnage they came at ' Blue BOok ’
r ates (see p. 43), while private

rates rose rapidly till they became six times as expensive.

Selection of Imports by .Vllocation of Shipping

This development did not, however, solve the essential problem

of deciding what was to be transported and what w^as to be left

behind when shipping was inadequate or (more important at

first) what sliould be bought and what foregone when foreign

exchange was inadequate. On the contrary, the mechanism by

which this decision, with whatever expense and waste, had been

before effected, was now destroyed. Tlie ordinary systeih ex-

cluded the excess demand by letting the prices go up till sufficient
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cuhtomers refused to*pay and withdrew their demands. But the

Government was now the single customer and consumer and the

most important competitor for transport. It had to determine

itself, after a deliberate survrfy, how much wheat, how much sugar,

liow much timber, it would have, when it could not luive all it

wanted of them all, and prices were no guide. The cliange of

control did not therefore solve the ])roblem ; it made its solution

more urgent.

The responsibility for selecting imports thus fell upon the

(iovernment and the Goii^ernment alone. And as we have seen,

at the most atmte period, sliortage of tonnage was more seiious

than shortage of finance. In deciding what to import, the basis

of the problem was not how' much could be bought—but how much
could be transported. In the absence of other anangements,

therefore, the selection was necessarily made by the executive

oi’ders given to shipping by the shipping authorities.

It must be remembered that sea transport is almost as

tiansferable as money itself. In spite of great variety in type

and construction, ships, or at least the (*argoes which can be

carried in a mercantile marine under one authority, are astonish-

ingly interchangeable. Once the importing j)rogramnies and the

shipping of a country, or a group of countries, are brought together

under one control, it is possible, with time an<l organization, so

to arrange them that an economy in one supply can be used

to increase tjie means of transport of practically any other

supply. •

It is true that a heavy cargo, such as nitrates, cannot without

loss be loaded in a measurement vessel built for oats. But if

a given quantity of oats can be dispensed with, space is released

in another vesj^el which can indifferently carry either oats or

a variety of other articles, and, so, directly or indirectly, perhaps

through a chain of half-a-doEen interchanges, the economy
obtained in oats may be used to transport the nitrates. The
general fact of interchangeability ^(subject as it is to innumerable

difficulties in time, in piaffe, and in practical arrangement) was and

remained a fundamental fact in the construction of the central

shipping programmes, first of the* several Allied countries and

then of the Allies acting in conjunction. It constituted at once
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the great advantage and the most difficult problem of those

entrusted with the control of ships.

When some new demand was made on the inadequate shipping,

the questions were always asked : it really impossible ? ’ or

‘ H this new demand is met, what will go short ? ’ It was never

possible to answer ‘ no ’ to the first or give an exact answer to the

second. To ask such questions is like asking a man who is already

spending more than his income, is unable to borrow, and is still

going without much that he wants, whether some new expense is

really impossible, or what would have to be given up to meet it.

Of course, he never knows, if he incurs it, whether his boots or a

much-needed overcoat or anything else within hi? total range of

expenditure will ultimately have to be sacrificed. It was just as

impossible when additional transport was asked for one supply,

to say which of the other supplies would be affected.

With cargoes so interchangeable, an alteration in any part of

the shij)ping programmes under one authority at once reacted

upon every other part.

The central programmes of sea transport, which gradually

became amalgamated till towards the end they were almost

a single programme for the whole of the Allies, were thus always

being modified by an infinity of disturbing accidents. There was

scarcely any major event, \?hether political, military, naval, or

natural, in any country in the world which did not at once react

upon the tonnage position. The Russian Revolution, the entry

of America into the war, any j^oposals to redistribute military or

naval forces, the failure of harvests in Allied or neutral countries,

a severe frost in North America, a military disaster or success, at

once changed the central tonnage programmes. Each supply

department had to face its own risks, and make its own allowance

for unforeseen accidents. The fopd ministries had to reckon with

the possibility of failures in harvests, tlie munitions departments

with strikes or sudden changes in the character of warfare, the

military authorities with all the changing chances of war. But

the shipping authorities had to be constahtly forming a programme

and laying their plans with the knowledge that they were subject

to reactions from the cumulative uncertainties of all other depart-

ments put together.
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The National Supply Departments

The allocation of shipping, and therefore the selection between

imports, were in these circifnstances too heavy a responsibility,

and an improper responsibility, for any shipping authority to bear.

The organization described in this book was essentially one

designed to transfer a part of the responsibility to those best

qualified to bear it.

With this new system a constantly larger proportion of the

responsibility fell upon supply departments. If the assump-

tion of control of supplies by the Government did not solve the

problem, it gradually developed the organization necessary for

its solution. In all the big supply departments specialized experts

from different trades were incorporated in the official machine.

They, and with their aid the other officials, were day by day in the

course of their current work testing the requirements of each

industry by the criterion not of market prices but of intrinsic

importance in the general scheme of national policy. Every

separate control was working under the constant pressure of

inadequate finance, inadequate supply, and inadequate transport,

and becoming more expert in distinguishing the essential from

the merely desirable. The separate controls were soon grouped

under a few central authorities—the*War Office, the Ministry of

Munitions, the Ministry of Food, the Board of Trade—great

departments controlling their own supplies and daily acquiring

more expert knowledge as to their relative importance. The

Ministry of Shipping (into which the Transport Department

expanded at the end of 1916) no longer, therefore, had to deal

with the demands of innumerable specialized experts in different

industries, nor even directly with a score of separate controls,

but only with a few great central ministries, which presented

comprehensive programmes covering between them practically

the whole range of imported supplies. Ultimately indeed the

crucial competition was between two programmes only-r-munitions

and food.
,

•
’

The responsibility of the Minfetry of Shipping in the allocation

of transport, while extending over a« wider range of commodities,

was thus shared with the other great gffices. It was, however,
1569.33
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by no means transferred to them. For the total programmes

presented always exceeded the transporting capacity of the ships

available and the shipping authority was therefore still left with

a large responsibility for selection, ^ut by this time it had ac-

(|ub*ed a knowledge both of the commodities and of the personnel

engaged in controlling them which enabled it to exercise an

influence over the formation and execution of all the main

j)rogrammes.

By the end of 1917 the problem, as a purely national one,

reached its practical solution in the examination of the big block

programmes, and their reduction to within the limits of the trans-

porting capacity available, by a Cabinet Committee (the Milner

Committee) on which both the supply departments and the

Ministry of Shipping were represented.

Allied Ohganizatiox

By this time, however, it had become im})ossible to treat the

shipping firoblem on purely national lines, supplemented only

by occasional negotiations and agreements with the Allies.

Fiance and Italy were unable to transport their own supplies in

their own tonnage and in sucli neutral tonnage as they could

charter. Throughout the \var they had had assistance from

British shipping. It was obvious by the end of 1917 that this

assistance would have to be increased. 1 1 was by ncuneans certain,

however, after the drastic reductions in the Brijish j)rogrammes

of that time that, obvious and urgent as might be the need for the

extra transport of French nitrates or Italian coal, tonnage was

not being used to transport other French or Italian supplies on

a more generous scale than that of the revised British programme.

Controls had been established in France and Italy similar in their

general character and purpose to those- in Great Britain (though

with many varieties of method), but the system in the different

countries were not co-ordinated or capable of comparison. Ju.>t

as the Ministry of Shipping was not best qualified for determining

between British wheat and British sugar, but in practice had to

undertake the task until the organization described above was

established, so it was not best qualified for balancing the claims
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of British sugar against Frencli sugar, but in the absence of any
other authority was in fact deciding between them by its decisions

as to how many ships to allow' to France.

Obviously the persons 4best qualified to consider wdiether

Fiance4>^as consuming more sugar ii! relation to its vessels tlian

(ireat Britain w^re the sugar experts in the tw^o countries, and
so with the wdiole range of supjdies. Moreover, as the very

disasters of the war made Allied unity at once more necessary and

more possible it became a})parent that the essential competition

for inadequate shipping was not betw'een Britisli supplies as

a whole, and French or Italian supplies as a wdiolo, but between

Allied munitions and Allied food.

The national organizations (for the purposes of import, not

of internal distribution) were therefore given an international

character. This w'as effected, however, not by the formation of

a completely new' organization but by the co-ordination of the

several national controls through international committees and

(»f the shipping authorities through a shipping council and execu-

tive. Allied jirogramme committees consisting of rejiresentatives

from the several national controls were formed for all the important

commodities (wheat, sugar, meat and fats, oils and seeds, nitrates,

hides, w'ool, flax, hemp and jute, paper, &c.) and submitted their

demands to the new' Allied Maritinfe Transport Council and its

Executive.

Such in tl\,e briefest outline, and with the omission of many
tempoiary mea^^^res and expedients, was the j^roblcm, and the

development of the organization to meet it, which will be de-

scribed in the succeeding chapters of this book.
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PART H

BRITISH SHIPPING CONTROL

’ CHAPTER I

THE FIRST YEAR (1914-15). BEGINNING OF SHIPPING

CONTROL
Chartering and Requisition. The Hoard of Trade and the Transport Depart-

ment. Trade Division of the Admiralty. Blue Hook Rates. Transport of

Frozen Meat. Employment of Prizes, liosses and Freight Hates in the First

Year.

TfiE first effect of the outbreak of war was to paralyse shipping

and to accentuate the depression in freights which had already

begun to result from the large building output of the previous

year. There was the greatest uncertainty as to whether shipping

could be continued under ordinary conditions. The risk generally

or in special areas might prove prohibitive. Naval instructions

as to routes and detention would certainly impede the free move-

ment of ships, systems of convoy might even be necessary, and

merchants were doubtful of their markets. During the first two

months therefore vessels were freely offered to the Admiralty at

economical rates.

This position rapidly changed however. The carefully worked

out system of war insurance, under which the Government sup-

ported the underwriter by bearing 80 per cent, of the risk, proved

of the greatest value. The early losses showed the risk to be a

measurable one, and in a short time ordinary business dependent

upon ocean transport renewed its normal demands, while the new
and rapidly increasing demands upon shipping made by direct

Government requirements forced freights up.

For a time, and after the first brief pause of uncertainty and

fear, the normal supply system of the United Kingdom revived

and continued along its aepustomed lines. Merchants continued as
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during peace to buy. wheat, maize, oats, barley, wool, cotton or

timber, and all the imported food and raw materials on which the

normal life of the population and its manufactures depended.

Having bought in the produjjing country, they chartered freight in

the ordinary way through the Baltic and other freight markets.

The Government only demanded tonnage for the immediate pur-

poses of the war, for the transport of troops from Australia,

New Zealand, Canada, and India, and for the transport of supplies

from England to France, or to the Fleet.* These demands were

sufficient to affect the general freight market but not such as to

cause any difficulty in obtaining the ships. There was still an

enormous amount of spare tonnage engaged in employment of a

relatively unimportant and unessential kind which was easily

obtained for the new needs of the war. During the first few months

the Government recjuired only a small number of passenger vessels

for the transport of troo|)s and about per cent, of British o(‘ean-

going tramp tonnage for its supply arrangements.

Relatively small, however, as was this demand upon the then

Hbundant supplies of tonnage, it was recognized from the beginning

that it was impossible for the Government, as in the South African

War, to go into the market as an ordinary charterer. In that war

the transj)ort needed had been comparatively insignificant and the

(lovernment chartered under ordinary competitive terms with

other merchants. The result was that they paid rates, and made
the rest of the world pay rates, beyond anything previously known
in shipping liLstorv. Taught by this experience, the Government

had prepared to obtain its tonnage by requisition. Simultaneously

with the outbreak of war a Proclamation was issued indicating that

the Crown intended to use the powers of its Prerogative to re-

quisition the ships required for the purposes of national defence,

with due compensation to the owners.

Board of Trade and* Transport Department

These new powers of requisition, though not formally confined

to any single authority,*were chtefly exercised by the Transport

Department of the Admiralty. .

This department, on which tli^ force of circumstances was

gradually to thrust the responsibility for handling the sea transport
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of all the imported supplies of the country, .was humble in status

and small in size. It included a higher personnel of only some dozen

men, and the annual cost of its whole staff in 1913 was only £14*,000.

Before the war two departments <)f the British administration

were concerned with merchant shipping—the Marine Department

of the Board of Trade and the Transport Department of the

Admiralty. Their duties were entirely different both in range and

in character. The first exercised the whole of such general responsi-

bility as was at that time entrusted to the Government with regard

to merchant ships. This, however, concerned only the con-

ditions under which the British shipping trade was conducted

and included no control over the character of its employment.

In the interests of safety the Board of Trade determined the

conditions in which vessels must be built, loaded, and fitted

with lifeboats. It made rules as to engagement, pay, and food

of seamen and other such matters, and it enforced these

rides through local marine superintendents at the ports of

engagement.

The Transport Department of the Admiralty, on the other

hand, had no concern whatever with shipping in general. It was

solely responsible for arranging the transport required by the

Government itself, and for preparing plans for its more extended

requirements in time of war. During the trooping season each

year it chartered passenger vessels for use as transports in convey-

ing troops to and from South Africa, India, Egypt, and British

garrisons in other parts of the world. It arranged passages for

officers of the Navy and Army, and for this purpose had detailed

agreements with the main shipping companies. It chartered some

three or four hundred colliers a year, mostly on single voyage

•charter, for the supply of the Fleet and the various naval bases.

It managed a small number of vessels owned by the Admiralty,

including a hospital ship, some Colliers, and oil-fuel vessels. In

addition it was entrusted with the duty of making detailed plans

for the transport and supply of the Expeditionary Force and for

the ships required for naval Use in war under the naval plans

approved from time to time. The work, therefore, was of a kind

which gave valuable experience of the general conditions of

merchant shipping. It yras, however, limited in scale, and its
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largest section, the chartering of colliers, was carried out through

local commercial agents at Cardiff and Newcastle.

At the beginning of the war, therefore, as in peace, the responsi-

bility for any problem affecting merchant shipping as a whole

rested with the Board of Trade. Thi}^ department was responsible

for taking the initiative in the new measures, and for the establish-

ment of the new machinery required, except when the need arose

directly from the requirements of the Goveniment itself for the

transport of its men and supplies. In the latter case the responsi-

bility would fall to the Transport Department. Power passed

gradually from the larger to the smaller ofiice. This, however, was

not due to any deliberate transference of authority. It resulted,

as we shall see, from the general process by which the Govermmait

extended the sphere of its own direct responsibility for the ])ur-

chase, importation, and consequently the transport, of successive

classes of supplies which in the early part of the war were brought

in under private and commercial conditions.

The Transport Department was organized when war broke out

on the basis of four main branches, a naval branch (which handled

requirements of the Admiralty), a military branch (which handled

requirements of the War Office), a technical branch (which

arranged the fitting of vessels as transports, &c.), and an accounting

branch. It was at the time under a naval Director of Transports.

As soon as the war began, a civilian director was appointed

in place of the retired admiral who formerly occupied the position,

and the four branches of the office began at once to expand in

personnel and in numbers to meet their new work. The depart-

ment was also assisted by the association of an Advisory Com-

mittee of well-known shipowners who both gave the advantage of

their expert knowledge on technical matters and also watched the

methods of the department to see that it was as considerate

of shipowners’ interests as the,nature of its public duties per-

mitted. It was soon recognized, however, that in spite of the

previous experience of the permanent officials of the jlepartment,

and of the expert assistance given by this Advisory Committee,

the amount of technical work involved in the ordinary conduct of

business necessitated the inclusion in the actual executive machine

of persons with direct shipping experience. Shipowners and those
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engaged in various capacities in the shipping business were there-

fore gradually added to the staff of the different branches of the

office.

For the moment, however, the^hief expansion was not in

central but in local staff. .Transport officers with clerical and

technical staff had to be appointed at once at all the main ports

of embarkation and supply both in England and France and very

soon in many other parts of the world. The nucleus of these

staffs had been arranged in peace, but the work soon grew beyond

the anticipations of any previous plan. The Transport Officers

were tor the most part drawn from retired naval officers, but later in

the war they were gradually strengthened by the inclusion in their

ranks of many persons of shipping experience who were given

temporary commissions for the purpose. By the end of the war

they were established at nearly a hundred ports in England,

France, Italy, the Eastern Mediterranean, South Africa, and

Russia, and had grown into a big service numbering 900 officers in

addition to civilian staff engaged locally as required.

Trade Divisiox of the Admiralty

One other department whose action affected merchant

sliipping from the outbreak of war must be here briefly mentioned.

The Admiralty was of (^ourso res})onsible for the safety of the seas

and the efficient prosecution of the blockade. So far as these

duties required control over merchant ships, they entrusted the

task to the Trade Division. The primary duty of this department

was to detain British ships in 'port at times of special danger, or

to divert them into safer routes in order to diminish the risk

of submarine loss. In addition, however, it developed an ex-

tensive responsibility witJi regard to neutral shipping by

methods which are described in detail in Chapter II of Part III.

In the early months the Transport Department was thus

engaged in requisitioning the vessels needed for Government

service, most of which had been scheduled and marked down for

the purpose before the war began ; in mobilizing and organizing

its local staff of executive officers’; and in general in putting into

execution, in their infinity of administrative detail, the plana which

had been carefully prepar/ed before the war.
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Blue Book Rates

For the reasons explained above, no difliculty was at first

experienced in finding the jihips required by the Government.^
The immediate problem in relation to requisition, with which the

Transport Department was faced, was to determine the rates of

payment. There is no doubt that at this moment the most advanta- '

geous terms could have been made with shipowners, with their

entire agreement, to secure their vessels at rates which would

have meant a saving of many millions to the Government as

compared with those ultimately paid. Proposals were in fact dis-

cussed to work out detailed rates on a general basis of 10 per cent,

profit. These proj)osals came to nothing, partly because the

great pressure of executive work naturally made the settlement of

rates a secondai v matter, and partly because it was not in accoid-

ancc with the general (iovernment j)olicy at that moment to make
arrangements on the basis of the war continuing for a long period.

While the matter was in abeyance, the normal sea traffic had been

resumed, and the additional requirements of the Government had

forced up freights. Profits, and therefore the standard of expecta-

tion of profits, had increased and the opportunity was lost. In the

meantime, the Admiralty Transport Arbitration Board had been

appointed to determine any disputes.as to the rates of com|)ensa-

tion for requisition. This board was composed partly of leading

shipowners and partly of officials. It formed a panel from whicli

a small number, usually three, arbitrators were selected by the

president to deal with any particiflar case. It was found conven-

ient to use this board to advise the (iovernment wliat scales of

rate to pay without waiting for actual cases of dispute. The
persons composing the })anel therefore were formed into a number
of committees to recommend general scales of rates for different

classes of vessels. These rates,^ published in a Blue Book and

destined to become famous as the Blue Book rates, were, with

some increase for tramp steamers in the following spring, with

a few other modificatioBs, and Vith some general inerease to

represent the extra cost of working in the third year, the standard

rates for the engagement of all Government tonnage throughout

the war.
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The rates, which are summarized on page 349, of course varied

with the type of vessel. For the ordinary ocean-going tramp

steamer, engaged on the usual time-charter terms, the standard

rate during the first years of the war was 11 5 . a month on the

gross ton (equivalent to about 7s. on the dead weight). For this

hire the shipowner provided his ship in a working condition, paid

the wages up to their peace level, and bore the cost of marine risk

insurance. The Government found the fuel, bore the war risk, and

paid increases in wages. The rates were somewhat in excess of the

market when they were first introduced in the autumn of 1914, but

were already below it in the early months of 1915. As the market

rates went up, these Blue Book rates proved extremely moderate

by comparison cither with the rates paid for ships by the Allied

Governments or with the bargains made by the British Govern-

ment in most other industries.

Transport of Frozen Meat

The requisitioning power of the Board of Trade is illustrated by

the action taken to secure imported meat supplies.

At the beginning of the war the Board of Trade, at the request

of the War Office, both bought the supplies of Army frozen meat

and arranged for their transport. For this purpose they used com-

pulsory powers, and paid a fixed rate, but the form of requisition

was very different from that employed by the Transport Depart-

ment. Frozen meat is conveyed in the insulated space of vessels

which normally carry both passengers and general cargo. Instead

therefore of requisitioning and managing the whole ship, the Board

of Trade only requisitioned the insulated space. They paid a rate

per forty cubic feet which was intermediate between the Blue

Book rates and the current market rates of the time. But while

using the insulated space so acquired for the conveyance of the

meat they had purchased, they left the vessels otherwise free to

run on their own accustomed routes and carry on their ordinary

traffic both in passengers and general cargo. A principle, subse-

quently \)f importance, was established almost accidentally under

this form of requisition. The insulated space was not always fully

required for the conveyance of meat, and was therefore available

for such commodities as dairy produce, rabbits, and fruit. These
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It is probable that during this period the least of the causes of

high freights was the actual destruction of ships by enemy action^

Both British tonnage and world tonnage were, indeed, almost

identical at midsummer 1914 and •midsummer 1915, Lloyds^

figures covering ships of all 'classes and not only ocean-going ton-

nage, give 20-5 and 20-8 million tons gross for British shipping and

454 and 45-7 millions for world shipping. The losses of British

sliips of all (rlasses hf\d been nearly 400 shi])s of approximately

650,000 tons gross against which the building amounted to about

1,000,000 tons. For Britisli ocean-going ships the total loss was

160 ships against a building of 150 ships. More important was the

immediate iiiiemployment of a considerable proportion of the

world’s tonnage. About 5,000,000 tons of (ierman and Austrian

ocean shipping were immediately penned in their harbours while

about a hundred similar British vessels of some 800,000 tons were

also locked up in Russian and enemy ports. As far as the British

register itself was concerned, this loss was more than offset by the

capture of 151 ocean-going vessels with a total gross tonnage of

over 500,0(X). From the point of view of the world’s transport,

the unemployment of enemy tonnage was, of course, largely offset

by the exclusion of Germany and Austria from the importiiig

markets of the world. These two countries, however, never

imported enough to occupy ‘fully the total tonnage that was now
put out of action. There was, therefore, some net reduction in the

transporting capacity of the world in relation to its still remaining

requirements, even without consideration of the new requirements

due to the war.

More important than the actual net loss of tonnage through

either losses or forcible unemployment of ships was the delay

inevitably entailed by naval precautions. This is extremely

difficult to estimate and for this period no statistics are available.

It is probable, however, that not less than 20 per cent, of the

importing capacity of vessels arriving and departing from French

and British ports was lost through the delays incidental to their

protection. Tliese delays, of course, •• only affected vessels in

dangerous waters, and the percentage of loss entailed for the trans-

port of the world as a whole would be a considerably lower figure.

To these delays due to^aiaval measures were added abnormal
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I
delays in port, in loading, bunkering, and discharging, resulling

^ from the disturbance of the normal flow of trade and other causes.

Still more important was the steadily increasing pressure of Govern-

ment demands upon the world\s tonnage, and particularly upon the

tonnage under the British and Allied flags. The actual amount

of tonnage directly requisitioned bv^ the British Government,

indeed, remained fairly constant throughout this period. This

was, however, only a proportion of the real demands of the war

upon shipping. The manufacture of munitions and of other

supplies for the armies resulted in an increased importation of the

relevant raw materials, which was mainly effected by merchants

chartering in the open market and not, at this period, by requisi-

tion. What was true for British manufacturers was equally true,

though on a somewhat smaller scale, in the case of France and,

rather later, of Italy.

It is interesting to notice that the submarine during this

period occupied a much less important place among Germany’s

instruments of attack than it subsequently attained. In the

first five months only {) ships were sunk by submarines as against

42 by mines and 55 by cruisers and raiders. At this time, indeed,

the submarine was a much more fragile and timid foe than it after-

wards became. It had to keep near its base ports. It could only

live near a shallow bottom on whieh it could rest at frequent

intervals. It was very vulnerable to any opponentwho could find it.

From the beginning of 1915,- however, the submarines became far

more active and, in the first complete year the losses were 205 by

submarines, 78 by mines, and 77 by cruisers and raiders.

In general, therefore, in the first year of the war, we may
say that such inadequacy of tonnage as there was proved scarcely

more than an in(*onvenience, that its main effect was not to cause

the loss of any useful imports but merely to drive up prices, and

that it resulted not so much from war losses as from the new

war demands. The submarine was an irritating, but not at present

a grave, aggravation of difficulties due to other causes. It was

serious, not for any present results, but only as a portent o1 greater

danger in the future.



CHAPTER II

THE SECOND YEAR—CONTROL BY COMMITTEE

Losses and Freight Hates in the Second Year. The Ship Licensing Com*

mittce. The Requisitioning (Carriage of Foodstuffs) Committee. The Port and

Transit Executive Committee.

The second year of the war saw a steady development, both of

the various difficulties which we have seen beginning in the first

year, and of the measures taken to meet them.

Losses increased, rising to an average of 87,000 g.t. per month

as compared with 55,000 g.t. per month in the first year. The

large building orders of 1913 had been completed, and as the yards

were drained of labour by recruiting, shipbuilding declined. The

output from August 1914 to July 1915 in British yards was

1,000,000 g.t. and in August 1915 to July 1916, 520,000 g.t. At

the same time naval and military demands upon the diminishing

Allied tonnage were seriously, though not rapidly, increasing.

In the latter half of 1915 the proportion of British tramp tonnage

under direct Government requisition rose to 25 per cent, as com-

pared with 20 per cent, in the previous period, and in the first

lialf of 1916 it rose to about 30 per cent. The demands upon the

freight market made by raw materials required for the war manu-

facturers, but imported undef commercial conditions, are less

easily measured but were probably increasing even more seriously.

By the autumn of 1915 the effect on freight rates was becoming

very grave. The time-charter rate averaged over 18^. in the latter

half of 1915 and it reached 27^. by the end of it. During these six

months the freight rate for the Indian round voyage rose from

about 1005. to 1605. ;
for the Plate round voyage, from 8O5. to over

1305, This increase in freights was naturally reflected in a rapid

increase* in the value of ships which, a&.compared with the 1913

price of about £6 per ton dead weight rose from £15 per ton in

July 1915 to about £19. 155. by December.

Shipping freights thus
,
became one of the factors (though still of
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less importance than was commonly supposed) in driving up prices

and particularly the cost of the necessities of life to a menacing

height. The Government was forced into further measures of

control of both supplies and shipping. It became evident that it

was no longer possible to confine Government action to buying

only military supplies or taking under requisition only the ships

required for direct naval and military service, while leaving all the

other civilian or munition requirements of the country to the

haggle of the market. The results were becoming too serums

both in social unrest and, indeed, in the actual demands u])on the

Exchequer, for the increased cost of raw materials drove up

the prices which the Government paid for their munitions, and the

increased cost of living drove up the rates of wages.

In November 1915, therefore, the Board of Trade, with wliom

the general responsibility rested for watching the economic condi-

tion of the country, appointed two committees with drastic powers

under Orders in Council.

The Ship Licexsino Committee

One of these, the Ship Licensing Committee, began by

exercising a licence control over the overseas employment of

British tonnage exclusively engag(‘d on traffic between ports

outside the British Empire, At the •time when it was aj)pointed,

allegations were being freqtiently made that many British ships

were being employed in work either useless or serving no

Britisli or Allied interest. It was urged that the prohibition

of sucli employment would make" freight available for the more

essential civilian services. The Committee, which consisted of

a number of well-known sliipowners under tlie chairmanshij)

of an eminent lawyer, was appointed largely to meet these

charges. It spent its first few months in investigating the facts.

These proved to be, that there Vas comparatively little tonnage

engaged in work which was obviously useless or unimportant.

But except in such cases it was difficult for the committee to act

effectively on its own authority. * Its work therefore in •bringing

ships into useful employment by prohibiting wliat was useless did

not give any substantial relief to. the general situation. The

tonnage w ithdrawn from distant work b^re a very small j)roportion

1569. £
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to the increasing necessities of the country. The fact is that events

moved too quickly for the Committee. The extension of direct

requisitioning encroached on its work and the effective action,

determining policy, passed from the licensing to the requisitioning

authority. The Committee/ however, soon assumed a role for

which it was much better fitted. It was not qualified by its

authority or its constitution to measure or judge between the

country’s needs. But with powers extended to licensing voyages

of all British ships, it was admirably qualified in both respects

to apply a policy determined elsewhere to individual ships. The

Committee became the executive instrument of the Government

for putting {)olicy into effect as regards all British tonnage not

controlled by requisition. When the Board of Trade, for example,

arranged fixed * limitation ’ freight rates for the French coal

trade, the Committee secured their observance by refusing to

license charters with higher rates and also by refusing licences to

iiny ships which tried to escape tlie French coal trade for more

lucrative employment elsewhere. When the Ministry of Munitions

found it diffumlt to maintain their ore imports because vessels

found it profitable to take coal outwards and hasten back in ballast

for another cargo, the Committee retrieved the situation by

refusing licences for ballast voyages. When the Cabinet, on the

advice of the Shipping Control Committee, restricted the tonnage

in the service of the Allies to the amount in service on April 1, 1916,

the Committee enforced this decision as regards chartered ships by

refusing additional charters, while the Transport pepartment, in

close liaison, enforced it as regards requisitioned tonnage. With

the practically univeml extension of requisition in 1917 the Com-

mittee’s activities were suspended. They were revived after the

Armistice during the converse process of transition from requisi-

tion to freedom tlirough intermediate stages of qualified control.

The Committee was therefore an executive instrument, not

a policy-making body. Its contribution to the central problem of

deciding wliat supplies should be carried and what sacrificed was

of no great importance, ^

In one respect, however, the work of the Committee was an

important step in the development of AUied relations.. Its

enforcement of the limitatipn on the amount of tonnage chartered
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by the Allies involved constant and detailed negotiations witli

Allied representatives in London as to particular chtuiers. Personal

relations were established, knowledge was acquired, and the

habits and methods of co-operation were established. And at the

same time the need for organization upon a stronger basis, both of

knowledge and of authority, was ascertained and recognized.

Requisitioning (Carriage of Foodstuffs) Committee

The second Committee, established by a simultaneous Order in

Council on November 10, 1915—^the Requisitioning (Carriage of

Foodstuffs) Committee—had a shorter life but was an equally

interesting experiment.

Tlie Order in Council gave power to requisition or direct tlie

employment of any British ship in such a way as to assist the

importation of food or other necessaries. In practice, however, it

confined its action to the importation of grain (mainly wheat) and
to a novel and very limited form of requisition. It did not, like the

Transport Department, take a ship, pay so much for it on a time

basis, and run it under its own orders. It merely required the owner
to charter in a particular market, e.g. to bring a cargo of wheat
from the North Atlantic to England.

The Committee’s instructions were to provide freight so as to

increase British wheat imports to 800,000 quarters a week from all

sources and to reduce freights, and to do this by forcing tonnage
into the Atlantic wheat trade. Later the importation figure was

reduced, the rai\ge of operations was extended to the Plate and
India, and vessels were directed to* France and Italy as well as to

Great Britain.

Tramps were ordered to charter for the freight of a cargo of

wheat, or of a cargo containing a specified percentage of wheat,

usually 75 per cent., and North Atlantic liners were required

to take wheat and flour up to half their dead weight capacity.

The Committee had, of course, to draw on the same pool of

ships as the Transport Department which dealt with the general

requirements of the Government. * Duplicate requisitioning was,

however, avoided by leaving the selection of the vessels, of a total

tonnage specified by the Committee, io the officer in charge of the

Requisitioning Branch of the department.
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From November till the middle of February the Committee

directed under this system a smaller amount of tonnage than

the unfettered market, with its ordinary economic demand, was

itself attracting. Under this policy and during this period the

Committee’s action was entirely ineffective and had no results

upon either imports or upon freight rates. When the Committee

directed, say thirty vessels in a period when the ordinary market

was attracting fifty, the.result was naturally not to add thirty to the

normal number of the trade, but to leave that number at fifty and

merely to determine what particular ships should constitute thirty

of that numbei*—a matter of no importance whatever. The

imports tor seven weeks averaged only 510,000 quarters, and.

in exact conformity with tlie general market rate, the Atlantic

wheat freight rate gradually went up from 135. on November 15 to

145. 6d. on January 5, I 65 . 6d. on February 15, and I 85 . 3d. on

I’ebruary 29.

The Committee then for the first time proi-eeded to direct

vessels in excess of the number the market was itself capable of

attracting. The effect w'as immediate and dramatic. The North

Atlantic freight rate, wJiich had been I 85 . 3d. on February 29,

(lropp(‘(l to 125. 6d. on April 20 and to about 85. by June 30.

Weekly imports rose to 6()5,000 quarters.

By this time, however, il? was clear that w heat was obtaining

too much tonnage in relation to other commodities
;

the Com-
mittee’s activities w^^re restricted and were henceforth of little

importance. ,

As an ex{)eriment in dealing with the problem created by

sliortage of tonnage, the (’ommittee was not a success. At first

sight, indeed, it secured all its objects. Wheat imports increased;

the freights on them were reduced. Two serious defects in the

metliod must, however, be noted.
^
The first is that it is impossible

under it to secure the whole or even any large proportion of the

benefit of the reduced rate of freight for the consumer. When
rates are bipken, as they were in the first period of the Committee’s

greatest activity, the inevitable*effect is that the greater part of the

difference goes in extra profits for the merchants, who have made
tlieir bargains on the basis of the highei rates previously in force

and who have no inducement to alter their bargains because the
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rates liave since fallen. To be effective, control over a "iven (;oin-

inodity must be complete. Tlie second defect is even more serious.

The advantaj^e gained for a particular commodity is gained at the

expense of all others. The effect of forcing more ships into tlie wheal:

trade than the market would have attracted was to leduce th(‘

imports and increase the freights of other commodities, many of

which were no less essential than wheat. Probably the total in-

crease in freights in otJier markets was greater than the reduction

in the wheat market. The consumer piobably gained a small

share in the reduced cost of one commodity at the expense of b(‘ar-

ing a large share of a greater total increase in other (Commodities.

To be effective, control over commodities once begun must be

comprehensive in its range as well as <*omplete in its cliaracter.

Port axd Transit Exkcutive Committee

A third committee, destined to a longer period of usefulness,

the Port and Transit Executive Committee, was formed just

before the end of 1915.

At an early stage in the war the time spent in ]>0 !’t in loading,

unloading, and bunkering, beccame a serious factor in the shipping

])Osition. Many causes contributi^d to delay vessels for much
longer periods than liad been customary in peace. Trailic; was

diverted from its ordinary channels, jfnd some ))orts were therefore

mi-re fully worked tluin others. Detentions of vessels through

submarine j)recautions would result in the arrival of a bunch

together instead of the comparatively regular stieam for which

the j)orts were suited. Increases and changes in demands upon
railway transport made it ditiicult to k(cep quays and transit slncds

clear. Finally, the labour available for loading and unloading

necessarily suffered with every other service from the constantly

increasing necessities of recruitment and enlistment. The
importance of tlie delays r<*sulting from these and other causes

has never been adequately recognized. At certain periods in the

war (and for the whole period since the war) the redu|;tion in im-

ports through port delay# was greater than that due to the actual

loss of vessels. In France the problem was intrinsically morii

difficult and the situation worse than in England. The country

imported only some 20 million tons in peace, but during the war
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had ultimately to deal with 60 million tons a year. For this

enormously increased quantity the port facilities and the whole

meciianism of dispatch and clearance had to be improvised and

built up. Even in England, however, where the total imports fell

steadily from 55 million tons before the war to 35 million tons in

1917, the importing power of even the reduced tonnage was still

further diminished by the constant or occasional incapacity of

tJw ports to handle cargoes or the railways to clear them.

It was in order to deal with this problem that the Port and

Transit Committee, comprising both official, shipping, and port

experience, was constituted by the Admiralty in December 1915.

It worked continuously till the end of the war at the problem of

improving the conditions in British ports, both by defending port

labour against excessive enlistment, by arranging for the pooling

of berths, by improving the port railway service,and in other ways.

One particularly interesting and successful experiment was the

formation of a labour corps recruited under semi-military and

semi-civilian conditions and so organized as to be available for

rapid transfer to any port where congestion was for the moment
particularly serious. It cannot be said that port conditions were

satisfactory at any time during the war, and after the Armistice

they became still worse, largely through shorter working hours and

slacker work. But certainly Mie conditions were su bstantially better

than they would have been but for the labour of this committee.

The work of the first two committees described in this

(hapter became relatively less and less important as the growing

pressure forced the Governmeiil to take more direct and drastic

action.

Power passed more and more into the hands of the requisi-

tioning authority.
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The growing demands upon shipping during the second year

greatly increased the scope and importance of requisitioning.

In the first months of the war each of the two main branches

of the Transport Department, the naval and the military, selected

the vessels most suitable for their requirements and issued

their ow'ii orders. Simultaneously the local chartering agents at

,

Cardiff and Newcastle, under general directions from Naval

Branch, were selecting colliers and exercising a power of local

requisition.

The comparative abundance of shipping made it possible to

continue the 'independent exercise of these powers throughout

the first year of the war. Constant communication between the

two branches and the local agents, together with their common
lesponsibility to the Director of Transports, prevented any

serious duplication of orders. As the needs of Government trans-

port increased, however, it became evident that the selection

of vessels and their requisitioning must be centralized. In the

autumn of 1915 therefore a new branch, the Requisitioning

Branch, was formed. Henceforth this branch selected the ships

and issued the requisitions for* all Government requirements.

Gradually all demands for tonnage were considered in conjunction

with .all the tonnage available and the arrangements were made

on the basis of one general and comprehensive programme.
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In this new work the branch was assisted by the institution

of an elaborate card index, in whicli ultimately the movements

and employment of all the ocean-going tonnage of the world were

followed from day to day. Information was collected from

a score of sources—from privUte telegrams passing between owners

and merchants (1,()(]0 a day), from special messages from Customs

officers at home and from Naval Transport Officers and the Ad-

iniralty Officers at home and abroad (400 a day), from ship-

owners, from liner conferences, from naval boarding and patroll-

ing vessels, and from many others. When it became necessary,

as a measure of })recaution in the anti-submarine arrangements,

to j)rohibit j)rivate telegrams as to ship movements, all these

sources of information became inadequate. At very short notice

airangements were made with Consuls and other Government
officials in practi(‘ally every part of the world to send special

cipher cables direct to the index.

The information so obtained was recorded in a system which

made it rapidly available for any purpose. Each ship had its own
card on which every item of information about it was concen-

trated. The colour of the card distinguished its type and a mov-
able metal clip its approximate position. The index was primarily

formed for the internal work of the Transport Dej)artment. In

time, however, it had a mucl^ move extended use. By the end of

the war it Avas furnishing some 5,000 different returns a year

r(‘quired for executive puiposes by the many departments of the

(fovernment concerned in knowing the movements of supplies

01 ’ ships. It served not only the different executive branches of

the Transport Department, but also the big supply departments
;

the authorities responsible for the blockade; for making the

arrangements with neutrals
;

for arranging defensive armament

;

for dazzle painting and convoys.
^

In 1918 the index was incor-

porated into the Allied organization. The French shipping

authorities used its information for their current executive work
by means of telephone communication from London to Paris.

The American shipping authorities similarly relied for much of

their information on daily cables from the index.
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Selection of Vessels

With the aid of the Sliippiiifjj Intelligence Section, and its

card index, the Requisitioning Branch would draw vessels from

the entire range of the British Mercantile Marine, would issue

requisition notices to the owners, and then })lace them under the

orders of the various executive branches re(juiring them.

In the process of selection many factorjj required to be taken

into account. The vessel must be of the right type, anti be avail-

able for service at the place and date required. Subject, however,

to these two j)rimary conditions, the branch had to consider how

it could obtain tonnage with least injury to the trade of the

country, and how it could most fairly distribute the burden of

r(‘(|uisition between the different shi])owners.

One important reform was at once introduced. It was im-

j)ossible to obtain from the War Office and other supjdy dej)art-

ments sufticiently early notice to arrange shipj)ing on a deiinite

])rogramme. Very frequently demands would be received so late

that there was ])ractically no tield for selection. Vessels which

could make the dates had to be re<juisitioned, whetlier or not

they were entirely suitable and whatever dislocation of industry

was involved. In many cases they had to be requisitioned on

arrival at loading jjorts after they had completed an outward

voyage, and in some cases pait cargoes had actually to be re-

moved. At the beginning of January 11)16, for example, the

wheat trade was* seriously dislocated because vessels which were

already in or near the Plate to load wheat, had to load nitrates

in Chili for the Ministry of Munitions. The result was to cause

a very heavy loss to the importing merchants and so to make tliem

restrict and reduce further imports of wheat. As the wheat

supplies of the country were at this time dependent upon the

private enterprise of these merchants, this was obviously a most

serious matter. At the same time no solution could be found

by asking departments like the Admiralty, the War (Jffice, and

the Ministry of Munitions,4o give several months’ notice of all theii-

requirements. Under the changing conditions of the war it was

impossible to expect that they could always be known so far ahead.

The central direction of shipping made pother solution possible.
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Without waiting for specific demands Requisitioning Branch began

to issue notices to a number of vessels that they must expect to

come on service at the expiration of their current voyages. By
this means there were vessels in hand to meet emergencies when

they occurred. By pursuing this policy cautiously it was possible

to avoid almost all last-moment requisitions, and at the same

time the vessels notified were never in excess of the demands when

they matured and were never wasted. It is a much easier matter

to gauge with sufficient precision the approximate total likely

to be required for all work than to estimate in detail for each

particular service. Henceforward new requirements as they were

notified were met either by a re-allocation of a vessel already on

service or by one which had, under the above system, received

long notice that she would be required for service on completion

of a specified private voyage. The result was entirely good. In

and after 1916 it was practically never necessary to requisition a

vessel after arrival at her loading port. In comparatively few cases

was it even necessary to break charters. The system was made
more perfect by a close liaison with the Ship Licensing Committee

and by specially elaborate precautions to avoid the necessity of

breaking wheat charters. The total effect of this centralization

of authority, coupled with the arrangements described above with

the Sliip Licensing CommRtee and the Requisitioning (Carriage

of Foodstuffs) Committee, w^as to reduce to a minimum and almost

to abolish the dislocation of commercial arrangements caused by

uncertainty as to whether a giv;en charter could ever be carried

out. Commercial requirements had, of course, to be curtailed

as before on account of requisitioning but not, except in rare cases,

without adequate notice. Merchants had difficulty in finding

tonnage, had to pay high rates for it, but were reasonably sure

that, once chartered, it would not be taken away from them.

The other task, of allotting requisitioning fairly between

different owners, though of less intrinsic importance, occupied

a serious,, and perhaps disproportionate, part of the time and

thouglrt of the harassed Transport Department.

It will be remembered that the rates paid for requisitioned

ships {‘ Blue Book’ rates) were moderate and fixed, while those

in the open market were exorbitant and continually rising.

This discrepancy added a difficult and invidious task to the
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duty of requisitioning. For a British owner to have his ships

requisitioned was always in his eyes a disaster, and to have more

than his share, a grievance.

The anomalies of a system which allowed the transport of

private cargoes to be so much more profitable than that of Govern-

ment cargoes are well illustrated by the unfortunate case of one

shij)owner who had for years before the war made special efforts

to build exactly the type of vessel most suitable for coaling the

Fleet. He had built his vessels much more expensively. He had

given them extra speed, and designed them for rapid discharge.

The inevitable consequence was that the Fleet wanted, and had

to have, the whole of his fleet continuously at its service. The

owner therefore got no more than Blue Book rates (with a very

small addition to represent special value) for all his expensive

fleet, and had the mortification of seeing owners of old and inferior

ships, earning several times as much money precisely because

they had not been designed to be useful in a national emergency.

This was, however, an exceptional case, lliere was usually in

191(i a considerable, though diminishing, range of selection.

Wherever possible the department, when obliged to requisition

further vessels, took them from owners who had the largest propor-

t ion of their tonnage still under their own control. For this purpose

elaborate statistical records were kept which showed at a glance

wdiat service had been obtained from each owner’s fleet up to date

(as a percentage of the total possibility of service if his whole

fleet had been continuously requisitioned). In time it was found

possible to allot requisitioning so as to keep most of these per-

centages approximately equal.

This minor, but embarrassing, administrative difficulty was

removed incidentally when the larger problem of excessive profits

was solved in 1917 by the extension of requisitioning till it in-

cluded all ships, combined with an extension of control till it

included practically all supplies.

CojiMERCiAL* Branch *
.

Early in 1916 another new branch was established in the

Transport Department which was ^lestined to be of great im-

portance, particularly in connexion with the problem w hich forms
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the theme of this book. In the first year and a half of the war,

(iovernment transport had been almost confined to transport

directly required for purposes of the war. Sugar was the only

notable exception, and the tmnt>port of sugar, which wascompara-

lively simple, had been conveniently, though on no very logical

principle, added to the duties of the Naval Branch. Now, however,

the extension of control and the reaction in every direction of

Government requisition upon the chartering of ships for com-
mercial cargoes threw a great deal of commercial work upon the

department. A new branch, the Commercial Branch, was there-

fore formed, at the head of which, after a short period, a \vell-known

shipowner was appointed. This branch gradually accepted re-

sponsibility for the transport of each new commodity which was
brought within the sphere of Government control till it finally

handled the transport of nearly all the civilian supplies of the
country.

In time this branch share<l with Requisitioning Branch
such responsibility as fell upon the shipping authority for giving

a prcfej’ence to some commodities over others by the allocation

of ships and sliip])ing space. The tonnage l equired for the trans-

j)ort of tro()j)s, of finished munitions, and of su])plies for the Navy
(that is, the demands handled by Naval and 3Iilitary branches),
was relatively incapable of reduction or variation. Adjustments
to the changing shipping position had for the most ])art to be
made by variations in the imports of food and of the raw materials
for both civilian and military ^manufacture, alk of which were
iiandled by Commercial Branch. And while Requisitioning
Branch was indented upon by all the>e three branches, and had
some authority over the tonnage allotted to each of them, the
allocation of tonnage as between the various commodities handled
l)y Commercial Branch was mainly determined by the latter

branch. Later, when liners too were requisitioned and were
loaded in accordance with official instructions and in adjustment
with the general Government programme. Commercial Brandi
issued the orders. It followed naturally"that when responsibilit}

was accepted for specific Allied programmes, such as wheat, the
same branch had to give practical effect to it.
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Allocation' of Ships to Service

At this point it may be well to give a description of the actual

mechanism by which vessels were being from daj' to day allotted

to their respective tasks.

The big war departments, the Admiralty and the War Office,

were sending in their demands in detail. Some of these were in

the form of requests for actual ships, e. g. so many auxiliary

cruisers of a specified type and speed. The Transport Depart-

ment’s duty was then practically limited to tinding a ship and

paying tiie owner—tlie Admiralty taking it. manning it, and

running it like a ship of the Navy. This form of management

was, however, conq)arativeIy rare. 3Iore commoidy the demand

would be for the conveyance of such and such an amount of stores

at certain dates and to certain places. A whole scheme of collier

supply, for example, would be sent in for the Fleet and its depots

all over the world. The War Otllce would demand the tiansport

of s{)ecilied numbers of troo[)s both from the Dominions to England

and on the small Channel steamers from England to France. These

rlomands, for the most part in terms not of ships but of transj)ort,

would be handled by the relevant executive l)ranches, and turned

into detailed j)rogrammcs of so many ships of certain types. At

any given moment eacli of these brunches therefore liad under

its direct orders a big fleet amounting perhaps to about a thousand

ships.

Some of tli<\e vessels were ke])t almost continuously under

(jiovernment control. Transports, for example, whicli required

special fittings to make them suitable for the conveyance of troops,

were maintained as an unchanged transport fleet, supplemented

when necessary, but with practically no interchange with free

vessels. They were permanently outside the ordinary free traffic

of the world.
*

A similar system, applied without modification to all cargo

vessels, would, however, have meant great loss and waste. Colliers,

for instance, were require^ to take toal to the Mediterranean, but

when they had discharged their cargo at Malta or Alexandria,

there was no Government cargo /equiring return transport.

Private return cargoes were, however, ^t the same time waiting
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for freight, cotton seed from Alexandria ;
or ore, wheat, or linseed

from India, just through the Canal. If therefore Government

cargoes had been carried solely by ships on continuous Government

service and private cargoes by ships continuously in private em-

ployment, requisitioned ships would have gone to the Mediter-

ranean with Government cargoes and returned empty, while

private ships were going to the Mediterranean empty, to return

with private cargoes—an obvious waste. It was therefore neces-

sary to make the Government ship available for private cargo as

soon as she had discharged her coal. At the same time, however,

it was vital to ensure that there should always be suitable vessels

available in Wales for the very large weekly coal programme for

the Navy. The problem could not be solved at this moment, as

it was later, by the Government shipping a return cargo on their

own account, as they neither controlled the return cargoes nor were

empowered to let tonnage on the market to private merchants.

For the time a solution was therefore found in the practice of

giving the vessel " temporary release ’ from Government requisi-

tion as soon as she had discharged her Government cargo. The

owner was allowed to charter his ship on the market for the return

voyage on the condition (which was necessary in order to secure

that colliers were always available in South Wales) that he did

not charter lier for too long a voyage. This example from the

collier service is only one illustration of a system extending over

a very wide range and variety of ships and services.

We see in this device of conditional ‘ release ’ the way in which

an unsought and invidious responsibility was gradually thrust

upon the Transport Department for judging between commercial

requirements.

It is important to remember that control was extended ste})

by step by the compelling force of circumstances. It was already

almost complete before it was adopted as a deliberate policy.

Each new extension was normally undertaken reluctantly as the

only method of meeting an immediate emergency.

In releasing a collier at Malta the department had to decide

whether to allow her to go to India, or only as far as Alexandria,

before returning to collier service. This meant deciding in fact

whether an Indian cargo or an Alexandrian cargo should be im-
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ported and thus forming a judgment as to whether at the moment
manganese or cotton seed was more essential

As requisition for Government transport increased and the

number of free ships diminished, such decisions became a greater

factor in the freight market. Thus, little by little, the department

was thrust into the position of measuring the relative importance

of the commercial needs of the country. For this work it had

no adequate information or organization. It had at its service

no statistical survey of the requirements of the country in conjunc-

tion with the current figures of imports, on which the work might

liave been done on a scientific basis. It did the best it could witli

the assistance of its Advisory Committee of shipowners and with

such light as w^as thrown on its problem by the rates of the freight

market, by direct representations from countries or interests con-

cerned, and by other forms of information. This was a responsi-

bility, however, w^hich the department was very anxious to escape

and which it hoped would have been taken over by the new body

described on p. 64—the Shipping Control Committee—whose

establishment it had strongly urged.

Meanwhile the pooling of tonnage under the above system

was continually increasing. A very large proportion of tonnage

in Government service was interchangeable between different

work. The ordinary type of ocean-going tramp might be, and
was most economically, used interchangeably to carry coal, sugar,

steel, and oats, or commercial cargoes of many kinds. The system

reached its fulleM development connexion with 60-100 colliers

discharging in tlie Mediterranean each month, and the general

shipping arrangements w^re largely built up on the re-allocations

of these vessels.

Another good instance of the way in which the responsibilities

of the department increased as free tonnage diminished is the

action taken to maintain the supplies of bunker depots. Partly

through the restriction both of tonnage and of the exports of coal,

of which the production had become inadequate, private enter-

prise failed to secure coqj supplies* for the private coal depots.

If nothing had been done the whole tonnage of the world might
have been immobilized for want of bunker coal. A scheme was
therefore hurriedly devised by which use;was made of the Trans-
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port DepartmenVs power of control to force the necessary vessel

into hunker supply work, A detailed scheme was worked out and

vessels were released from direct Goveiiiment service at specified

times on condition that they chartered on the market to carry

coal in accordance with it. -The arrangements affected the Admir-

alty Coal Exports Committee, the Ship Licensing Committee, the

Requisitioning (Carriage of Foodstuffs) Committee, and had to

be agreed with all thpe authorities, but in practice they had to

be put into force in connexion with the release of Admiralty

vessels and therefore by the Transport Department.

It was becoming clear from this and many other instances that

some authority was required to co-ordinate the shipping problems.

Shipping Control Committee

On January 27, 1916, therefore, the Shipi)ing Control Com-

mittei*, consisting of a Cabinet Minister, two well-known ship-

owncMs, and one eminent financier, was appointed with the object

of exercising a general supervision over shipping |)roblems. The

terms of reference included the duties of deciding on allocations

of Britisli ships to the Allies and to the essential imports of the

United Kingdom, and the right of making representations to

the Cai)inet, but not of deciding, on allocations for naval and

military purposes. These •duties, if understood in their fullest

sense, would have implied a general siqiervision of all the problems

connected with the shortage of mercantile tonnage and the respon-

sibility either for handling tliepi or for seeingrthat they were

effectively handled by some Government department or other

body. It is probable, however, that the real intentions of tlie

Government in appointing the Committee were more restricted.

In any case the Committee consisted of part-time members,

who all had other work and interests ; and had only one whole-

time officer in its service. Its actual work, therefore, was very

limited and brought no substantial relief to the burden resting

upon the Transport Department. The Committee was dependent

for its- information and the 'presentation of the problems with

which it dealt upon the executive departments. It sometimes acted

as a useful intermediary and arbitrator when the claims pf these

diflferent departments or of different Allied Governments were in
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conflict Its constitution did not, however, enable it to undertake

original and independent work involving continuous and detailed

investigation. While it assumed, for instance, a formal responsi-

bility for deciding between the different commercial requirements,

ill practice it merely endorsed and gave support to the work of

tlie Transport Department and neither supplemented nor re-

placed it.

The Shipping Position in April 1916

The most important action taken by the Committee may be

i)nefly summarized.

A few weeks after its appointment it made a general survey

of the British shipping position. This showed that, allowing for

the vessels engaged in Government service, between 1,500 and

1,600 steamers of some 7,000,000 tons gross were left to meet the

demands of the import trade of the United Kingdom and the

extra demands of the Allies. The ocean overseas imports into

the United Kingdom during the first twelve months of the war

were estimated at 49,500,000 tons weight. This required

01,160,561 tons net of shipping entrances, that is, in view of the

average time taken on a voyage, about 7,790,000 tons net, or

12.500.000 tons gross of shipping. Of this, foreign shipping still

furnished about 0,600,000 tons grdss, leaving as demands of

British imports on British shipping 8,900,000 tons gross. New
demands, based upon very real necessities and strongly urged,

were being maih? by France fon.about 608,000 tons gross and by

Italy, for about 820,000 tons gross.

The result was a total demand, if the ordinary import trade

were to be maintained on the scale of the first year, of some

10.328.000 tons gross, with only 7,068,000 tons gross to meet it,

showing a deficit of 3,250,000 tqns, or a deficiency of 13,000,000

tons weight of imports.

The Committee therefore suggested the temporary prohibition

of all imports, except specified essentials, amounting, to a total

reduction at the rate of 13,000,000 tons per year.

A reduction of this kind and on this scale, effected by direct

and absolute prohibition, would have had incalculable results

upon the still unexamined and unorganized economic system of the

1569.33 »
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country, and the information and preparatory work behind the

recommendation were clearly not sufficient to warrant such

drastic action. In particular, later experience showed that while

a certain limited number of articles could be excluded altogether

as unnecessary, the economy that could be effected in this way

was relatively small. The great bulk of any reduction must be

made not by the total exclusion of certain articles but by the

exclusion of all beyond certain points. The actual effect of the

above recommendation was therefore comparatively slight. A
scheme of import prohibitions which, even if fully enforced, would

have given a reduction not of 13,000,000 tons but of about4,000,000

tons was approved, and in actual application this amounted to

less than 2,000,000 tons. The Committee were right, however, in

stating that the shortage of tonnage inevitably entailed a mucli

greater reduction (though they overstated it). Tlie consequence

was that only a small part of the reduction was effected by

a deliberate exclusion of unessentials. The bulk continued to be

effected in the future as in the past, partly through the exclusion

by high freights of articles which could not pay the price, and

partly by the executive action of the Transport Department in

the allocation of tonnage.

Meantime, however, the actual figures of imports were showing

a compensating factor for ^hich sufficient allowance had not been

made.

In the eight months ended June 30, 1916, the tonnage of ships

entered was 35 per cent. belo\^^the figures for tiie corresponding

eight months ended June 30, lOM, but the reduction in the weight

of imports was only 10 per cent. As compared with the eight

months ended June 30, 1915, the reduction in tonnage was 10 per

cent, and in net weight of imports less than 3 per cent. These

figures point to a curious and interesting fact about the nature

of requirements in war as compared with those of peace. War
imports tend to be much heavier in relation to bulk. Heavy
cargoes like coal and ore, munitions, nitrates and wheat are carried,

and biflky cargoes, wooden manufactures, &c., are dispensed with.

Imports measured in weight therefore are always greater than can

be expected from peace statistics on the basis of tonnage entrances

of ships. Incidentally 'this throws some light upon the charge
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that was constantly being made against the Transport Department

that ships were leaving their ports with empty space. It was true ;

it was necessarily true. The ships of the world were built to meet

peace requirements. They were so built as on the whole to carry

the cargoes wanted with their space* just filled and the weight

such as just to bring the vessel down to her Plinisoll marks. It

is obvious therefore that if, with the ships remaining as they were

in peace, war cargoes became heavier in relation to bulk, the ships

of the world would be brought down to their Plimsoll marks with

much of their space left empty. No conceivable management

therefore could have filled the space in all the ships.

The other recommendations of the Committee were equally

rough and ready. It was proposed to withdraw vessels from naval

and military service
;
and to limit British tonnage allotted to the

Allies to the amount in their service on April 1, 1916.

Both these recommendations were based solely upon a con-

sideration of the needs of tonnage for other purposes, i.e. British

commercial and civilian suj)plies. The Committee possessed no

leal information, which was indeed very difficult to obtain, as to

either naval and military or Allied needs. It was therefore im-

))ossible to give full and permanent effect to them. The one with

regard to the Allies was in fact enforced with some qualifications

for a time and it had the most impoi’tant indirect consequences.

It Citused such a shortage of certain Allied commodities as to

compel reconsideration, and at the same time it demonstrated

the necessity of^basing this new. action upon a more complete

organization and fullerknowledge than had hitherto been available.

Generally it may be said that the Shipping Control Committee

was an interesting transitional experiment. Its constitution

recognized the principle that no authority could do work of the

kind required unless it both had.access to the ultimate power in

the State and included persons wlio were in contact with the

executive work of controlling ships. But the members of the

Committee could only devote a part of their time to the work
;

and those of them who wefe associated with the Transport Depart-

ment were there in an advisory capacity without direct executive

authority. The main limitations of the work of the Committee,

•however, resulted from the fact that it did not recognize the
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necessity of a strong administrative staff acquiring the necessary

information and working in detail upon the intricate problems

involved.

Tlie essential problem was, therefore, still unsolved, but the

lessons of this last experiment were clearly in the minds of those

who ultimately constituted the later organization.

The second year of the war was thus one which witnessed

a great development in the British control system, both of supplies

and of shipping. It began with an inconvenient, though still not
dangerous, shortage of tonnage; it ended with a situation of

serious difficulty. Government demands on tonnage continued
to expand

;
port delays grew ; losses increased and were no

longer met by the declining output. Tlie normal economic system,
based upon competitive individual enterprise, was now breaking
down in every direction; and by the end of the second year
(July 1916) control was extended over the greater part of tlie

economic system and clearly destined to include the remainder.
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The third year of the wai* was one of crucial inipoi tance. The

shipping situation became more serious than at any previous

period. As the intensive submarine campaign began and was

countered by the institution of the convoy system, America

ranged lierself with the Allies. There was a gieat development

in British organization, the Ministry of Food being established

to centralize the control of food, and the Ministry of Shipping that

of shipping
;

and a renewed effort in shipbuilding was made

between Great Britain and America.

The SiiippiNo Position

The increasing shortage of tonnage was reHected in the later

months of 1916 in the increasing freight rates and profits which

for British ships\now reached their maximum limit. British time-

charter rates rose to 40.v. a ton d.w. and even touched 50a*. as

comjiared with 6.9. immediately before the war and Pk. to 18.v. in

1916. Requisition was being extended to cover practically all

British ships, and they were paid at the unifomi Blue Book rates.

Thereafter such few private charters as were allowed give no

useful indication of the shipping* position.

In February 1917 the new submarine campaign began. As

we shall see in a later chapter, its success was immediate. Within

a few months the submarine blockade became a greater, danger

to the Allies than the surface blockade was to Germany. Losses

at the jL’ate of April 1917 would hav,e soon nullified the military

efforts of the Allies. Probably .some
q|

the distant expeditions
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would have had to be withdrawn at any cost. The danger was

ultimately met, as we shall see, by the convoy system, but in the

third year this system was a hope of the future rather than a proved
success.

The position in the spriiig of 1917 was indeed more serious

than at any time of the war before or after. The losses were at
their maximum, the new system of defence, the convoy, had not
yet demonstrated its. efficacy, building in the Allied countries
was at its minimum

; the new American construction had not
been begun or even projected, the complete organization for the
control of supplies in the Allied countries and for measuring their
comparative importance had not been developed. So grave was
the situation that at this moment there were many who thought
that it was hopeless and that the Government ought to take the
shortage of shipping into account in considering their policy with
regard to (!ontinuing the war.

Growth of Shipping Organization

The increased gravity of the position resulted in a rapid increase
in organization. A later chapter will describe in outline the
centralization of the control of food by the new Ministry of Food
established in December 1916, and the extension of control by the
Ministry of Munitions, \\ ar Office, and Board of Trade, over other
materials. \ye must follow in rather more detail the growth in
the organization of shipping.

By the end of 1916 the Transport Dejiartinffnt had become
a laige and efficient office upon which the force of circumstances
had thrust a measure of responsibility altogether in excess of its
status and recognized authority. The management and still more
the allocation of shipping had become the crucial factor in the
conduct of the war, and it was clearly anomalous that the responsi-
bility for work of this character should rest upon a branch of the
Admiralty whose main attention was necessarily directed to
quite a different sphere. The new Government formed at this
period therefore established a new Ministry of Shipping under
a Shipping Controller. Tliis Ministry had the rank and status
of a separate department with representaiion in the Cabinet, and
its powers were derived from the Act of Parliament by which it
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was constituted and no longer depended upon the Prerogative,

The Transport Department was absorbed in the new Ministry and

throughout formed the nucleus and central part. No essential

change was made in the internal organization although the

department was expanded to meet *its increasing work. New
branches were added to deal with certain new duties, such as

sliipbuilding, that were afterwards assigned to it, and it was

strengthened by the association of expert knowledge and by the

greater weight and authority among shipowners due to the choice

of the new Controller from among their numbers.

Its work was, however, considerably increased by a decision of

the Government to extend requisition over all British vessels.

Hitherto the Government had requisitioned the vessels it needed

for its own services. These had continually increased, as the area

of control was extended, and, by the end of 1916, absorbed nearly

all British tramps. The remainder, however, were free to accept

cliarters in the open market, and the majority of liners still

plied on their accustomed routes. The Government had indeed

requisitioned a number of liners, particularly for the work of trans-

porting troops, but the main burden of seiwice had hitherto fallen

on tramps, whose withdrawal of course meant no such economic

disturbance as the removal of liners from a regular service.

The free bookings on liners, indeed^ represented throughout the

earlier period of the war the main safety valve of the system, the

method through which any interference with the economic life

of the country,\which might hgive been caused by Government

action based upon inadequate knowledge, was corrected and

remedied. Tlie liners in fact had assumed the part taken by

tramps in peace time of being the main adjusting factor in

a changing economic demand.

By the end of 1916, however, with the increase of the range

of Government control it became evident that liners could not

continue to enjoy their immunity. Either liner services must

be depleted by requisition or they must themselves be controlled.

For a time the former method was adopted, though on an in-

adequate scale. Early in 1917 the Government decided upon

universal requisition, partly in ordeB to secure closer control and

partly to restrain profits.
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The Ministry were loath to undertake suddenly the responsi-

bility for the direct management of this large block of additional

tonnage and it was clearly desirable to utilize the services of the

owners’ local orgimization at ports of loading and discharge.

Liner Requisitioning

An ingenious and novel form of requisition was therefore

devised by a well-kno\^n liner owner and put into very successful

execution by him. All liners were formally requisitioned and paid

at Blue Book rates. But the owners continued to run them

and to fill any space not occupied by the increasing quantities of

Government supplies by offering freight on the market in the

ordinary way, the freight, however, being henceforth on Govern-

ment not private account. To administer this new form of

requisition a new section of Requisitioning Branch was formed,

under tlie general control of a committee of liner owners. The aid

of the liner conferences and their organization was enlisted.

The ships on every line were reviewed in the light of the Govern-

ment requirements on the different routes, and the Atlantic liner

services were supplemented by the diversion of liners from more

distant routes to meet the continual increase in shipments from the

nearest source of supply in Noiih America. The liner space so

available was then filled in acqordance with orders issued by the

Commercial Branch. This system became of the utmost import-

ance in the supply arrangements of the country. By the end of

the war indeed more than four-fifths of the impoots were brought

in under it, less than one-fifth coming in tramp steamers re-

quisitioned under the early system.

The increase in shipments from North America soon created

a difficult problem of adjusting railway transport to the ports

with loading of the ships
; and an organization, which grew to

large dimensions after America joined the war, was established

in New York to undertake the intricate work involved. The
co-operation between the American and British Governments

was signally marked in 1917 by an invitation to the head of the

British organization to accept a position on the American Ship-

ping Committee at New York which allocated American tonnage

under general instructionsjfrom the Shipping Board atWashington.
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Duties and Personnel of Ministry

In addition to new dutie^< of this character, liowever, much of

the work undertaken by committees, which had been independent

of the Transport Department, was brought witliin the authority

of the new Ministry. It accepted for a time the responsibility foi*

shipbuilding and exercised a general authority over the Neutral

Tonnage Conference and the Executive ot the Chartering Com-

mittee (p. 106). The Shipping Control Committee terminated its

separate existence, some of its members serving as an Advisory

Committee to the new Ministry in replacement of tlie Advisoiy

Committee of the Transport Department.

By the middle of 1917 the Ministry had proved itself one of

the most successful of the new departments created during the

war. Its several branches and its large staff were working together

in the closest co-operation, and it had its duties well in hand.

This success was due partly to the personality of the Shij)j)ing

Controller, partly, it may be suggested, to the fact that, unlike

most new departments, it had as a nucleus a dej)ai*tment of the

permanent service, whose members had already worked togetlier

for years. The Ministiy also presented a jiarticularly good example

of the association of the permanent official and the business man,

perhaps the most successful in British administration. It was

an equal association and nut the subordirmtion of the one class

to the other. The Minister was himself a shipowner and was

assisted by an advisory committee consisting of siiipowners. On
the other hand, most of the important departments were in charge

of jiermanent officials, with shipowners on their staff's, though one

of the most important and most successful was under a shipowner

with civil servants on his staff. Probably both shipowners and

officials learned in their daily association to appreciate qualities

in the other which they had scarcely recognized before. To the

official the shipowner had during the early part of the war often

seemed a person unduly concentrated on the managpment and

interests of a pai-ticular group of sfiips ; with an inadequate con-

ception of the necessary ^consequences of a submarine campaign

and the demands on shipping of a great war ; inclined to think

that peace methods, the operation of*supply and demand, the
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freight and charter system, were still desirable long after they had

in fact become impossible ;
reluctant to see trade activities sub-

ordinated to a need which he saw less clearly than he did the cost

of meeting it. To the shipowner the official was doubtless a person

handling clumsily and in the mass a business which required

expert knowledge and a delicacy of detailed arrangements beyond
the scope of official methods ; a person who was sometimes

curiously tortuous and dilatory in his methods and concerned

with so many considerations apparently irrelevant to the business

of managing ships. When they worked together, however, the

official soon found that individual shipowners at least brought
qualities and knowledge outside the compass of most officials.

He found that some of the organizations hitherto used as a defence

against necessary requisitioning could, with shipowners in the

department, be used to make requisition itself and the subsequent
control of shipping more effective and more economical. The
shipowner, on the other hand, found that the faculty of adminis-
tration, the acquired experience and aptitude in linking and co-

ordinating the special knowledge of a particular trade or profession

with the necessarily intricate system of Government control was
itself an ‘ art ’ as important and valuable as his own. He realized

that when the automatic guide and criterion of the rising and
falling freight market had disappeared, and necessarily disappeared,
the choice and the direction of ships involved some considerations
wliich were outside his own special experience. The shipowner,
so long as lie kept within a limited *number of laws dnd regulations,

could under peace conditions decide what to do with his ships
by the comparatively simple criterion of the most lucrative rate.

He need take into account neither political considerations, the
needs of his customers nor the susceptibilities of Allies and
Dominions, except only in so as they were automatically
registered for him in the freight market. But he realized, when
he found himself in an official position, that in war these things
did indeed, require consideration and that his own technical
knowledge needed to be supplemented b^^ the sort of skill which
is given by official experience.

Both officials and shipowviers made real contributions -to the
constructive work of building a new^ organization and to the
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development of new policy, as well as to the current business of

administration ; and few of either profession who worked in the

Department would contend that it could have been successfully

run without both.

The departmental organization ‘of the Ministry to control

shipping was in the same year supplemented by two Committees

designed to reduce the demands made upon the Department. The

first of these was purely temporary. In January 1917 the Govern-

ment appointed a new Imports Restriction Committee with

instructions to reduce the import supply programmes of the

different departments by about five hundred thousand tons

a month, with a view to sparing both tonnage and exchange.

While the Committee was still sitting, the new submarine campaign

began and the losses made it at once clear that a reduction of im-

ports would be required at the rate of at least a million tons

a month and must be made with reference solely or almost solely

to tlie shipping j)roblem without regard to finance. Tliis task

proved beyond the capacity of the Committee, and once more

the hope that programmes would be reduced within the limits

of transport proved to be illusory. Once more the choice between

imports which sliould come in and those whicli should be left

behind had in fact to be determined mainly by the actual alloca-

tion of ships from day to day.

Tonnaok PiiiORiTY Committee

One more attempt was made to bring supply j)rogrammes

within the capacity of transport. The Shipping Control Committee

had proved inadequate for this purpose, because it did not effec-

tively represent or control the supply departments themselves. An
Inter-Allied Shipping Committee (p. 140) had failed, because its

members had neither the authoyty of Ministers nor the daily con-

tact of executive officials. The Imports Restriction Committee had

again failed to achieve its task, because the shipping problem was

changing too quickly for the plans drawn up by any, temporary

committee to have more than a very temporary utility. The
new committee, the Tonnage Priority Committee, attempted

to avoid these causes of failure. "It was permanent (it met

once a week, and continued to do»so with some intervals
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throughout 1917 and a part of 1918), and it was composed of the

actual executive officials from the different departments who
were handling the several supply programmes. It served a useful

purpose in enabling the different supply departments to under-

stand why it was that the shipping authorities were unable to meet
their requests, and it secured considerable reductions in their

programmes and consequently lightened the burden of responsi-

bility falling directly ;ipon the shipping authority. It proved,
however, inadequate for the full task contemplated because, as

the shortage of tonnage became more serious, the reductions in

the supply programmes entailed .serious political and other
dangers. It was impossible for the officials on the Committee to
take the responsibility of assenting to them, and the Committee,
while presided over by a Minister representing shipping, did not
include Ministers from the supply departments who were able to
speak with the? necessary authority.

Thk Nkw Submarine Campaign

During the winter the Allies’ blockade and the preceding
failure of harvest in Germany, as we now know, almost brought
the enemy to her knees. Germany found the gieatest difficulty

in persuading eithei* her army or hei* civilian population to
continue the struggle and suffered greater privations than at
any other time of the war before or since. It was in this desperate
position that she took her decision to abandon the previous
restrictions on her submarine wiyfare and to sink without dis-

tinction and without warning. Tliis at once radically changed
the whole of the Allied shipping position. Throughout the two
and a half years of the war the shortage of shipping due originally
to the demand on shipping made for war purposes and aggravated
only, not primarily caused, b^ submarine losses, had been
extremely inconvenient but had not been a source of imminent
and deadly jieril. The tonnage of the world was not substantially
less at the end of 1916 than in 1913. The tonnage at the disposal
of the Allies was not very seriously less. Building was, indeed,
far below losses by the end of 1916, but, even so, it is certain that,
w’ith losses as they were befo¥e the intensive submarine campaign
began, the Allies could ha\j^p continued the war indefinitely’ without
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danger of any of their main efforts being nullified by shortage of

ships. The situation was immediately and dramatically altered

by the new form of warfare. The whole war effort of the Allies

was soon threatened with disaster ; and all the main European

Allies were in imminent danger of 'starvation. If no successful

answer had been found the whole course of the later military

struggle, and probably the issue of the war itself, must have

been profoundly different. It is fortunate, indeed, that the very

gravity of the situation resulted, as \ve shall see, in a real chance

being given to the system of convoy, which had already been

tried on a small scale with some success and had been urged for

many months by some of the ablest British naval officers as tlu‘

real solution of the submarine problem. This system improved

the position substantially in the fourth year, but in the third

year, with which we are now dealing, it was still a hope of the

future.

Allocation of Shipping in 1917

It is |)erhaps worth while to look for a moment at the system

of the control of supplies at this period from tlie particular angle

and perhaps witli the jaundiced eye of one responsible for requisi-

tioning and allotting British tonnage to transport them. In

France, in Belgium, in Salonica, in the Dardanelles, in Palestine,

British soldiers were facing the enemy. Their transportation

from England, from Australia,«from Canada, from India required

an average use of 70 ships. They required to be maintained, to

be clothed, to be fed, to have ne\v railways for their o])erations,

timber for their trenches and their huts, medical attention

for their invalids and wounded ships). Behind them in

England, in Canada, and in America, the raw materials of the

industries which made their munitions and their clothes had to

be imported (350 ships). At the same time the British Navy liad

to be supplemented by auxiliaries (100 ships)
; to be coaled,

fueled, and supplied (300 ships). Meantime the Allies had corre-

sponding needs for which their own ships did not suffice (5(K)

ships): And all the time the home population required to f)e

fed and supplied with other necessities of life (750 ships). By
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this time every sea had been swept, every trade denuded, to

obtain every possible ship. Communications with neutral countries

had been broken ; the importing needs of coastal services of the

Dominions restricted to a bare minimum. The distant trade of

the country was reduced to’a few vessels built for special work

in confined seas, and unsuitable for general work
;
some even

of these had in the extremity been hazardously pressed into

service
;
and there was still no margin. And all the importing

departments and combatant services were crying out for more

ships, each with the menace of an imminent breakdown which

would be fatal to the continued prosecution of the war.

'fhe ultimate needs of the scores of millions of individuals

who required commodities needing transport were sifted many

times through a series of sieves of smaller and smaller mesh,

but never small enough, before they reached the executive point

of requisition and allocation. The increasing prices did something

to reduce demand. The big control departments, the Food and

Munitions Ministries and the War Office, received tlie demands

of their numberless branches, examined and pruned them down
;

though always with the feeling that the other departments might

reduce more drastically, always with the hope and the demand

for more ships than could possibly in the event be given. The

Sliip Licensing Committee was (to a very limited extent) pruning

off the most obviously unnecessary use of ships and thus making

a few more available.

ITie Tonnage Priority Committee was examining the demands

in more detail and contributing to the same end. Special com-

mittees, like the Imports Restriction Committee in January 1917,

or the more important and more continuous Cabinet committees

of the autumn of the same year, were forcing the departments to

effect reductions and to distribute and impose these reductions

on their subordinate organizations. Tlie rationing of neutrals

for blockade reasons
;

the Board of Trade mechanism by which

certain imports were prohibited altogether or only licensed within

limits ;
the diminishing purchasing power of tlie whole world and

in some cases the absence or reduction of materials available for

transport ;
the ' bunker pressure ’ on neutrals to do work -useful

to the Allies and so relie\{e the demands on their ships, were all
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contributing to the same effect—^to reduce the excessive demands

made on the shipping department.

The total needs for tonnage were received by that department,

handled and translated into terms of so many ships at given

places and by given dates by the thrcfe executive branches (Naval,

Military, and Commercial) and as such presented as indents on

the Requisitioning Branch, which controlled the central pool and

its allocation. And this indent in total always exceeded the total

in the pool. So each week the heads of these four branches met

in an unofficial committee for a final pruning of the total demand

and a final arrangement of the current shipping programme.

Wlien the arrangement was effected, subject to the many
modifications that even a week entailed, Requisitioning Branch

(lid its best to dispose of the vessels which were still available for

either requisition or cliange of service. A plan was always being

constiucted but never completed, for even while it was being

framed the submarines would be busy, or a military emergency,

or later statistics of food prospects and food requirements, or

renewed pressure from some crippled industry, or a new complaint

from a Dominion which found the ships of its coastal trade

mysteiiously spirited away, or tlie escape of a raider, or any

one of a thousand incidents and accidents, would modify the

perspective and require a change in allocation.

This from one j)articular angle was the system, elaborate,

overlapping, conflicting, unsymmetrical, rather clumsy, ratlier

chaotic, but growing with the. need and in the result effective,

by which British ships were allotted to their several tasks so long

as the task remained primarily national.

Entry of America

This same year, which witnessed the introduction both of the

new submarine campaign and of the convoy system by which

it was defeated, was also the year of America’s entry into the

war. This changed the whole character of the Allies’ economic

problem. Finance was ^at once displaced as the governing con-

sideration in the Allies’ policy. Henceforward the Alliance as

a whole was practically self-sufficient. Money was only wanted

within measurable limits for purchases^from neutrals and money
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for purchases within the Alliance could always be created by the

votes of a Parliament or a Congress. Ships, however, could not,

and henceforward the whole Allied economic supply programme

began to be considered not in terms of what the Allies could afford

to buy but in terms of whdt they could find tonnage to carry.

In the meantime America’s entry did not in any way relieve

the immediate shortage of tonnage. She had a considerable

mercantile tonnage, about 1,500 ships at this date (about half

of which were suitable for overseas trade); but they were

engaged in apparently important work, and the American Govern-

ment had as yet no system such as that which the war liad

developed in Great Britain for selecting, requisitioning, and

forcing ships into immediate war employment. The whole

American organization was still to be built. At the same time,

while America’s entry into the war brought no substantial new

tonnage immediately available for war service, her military effort

began very soon to increase the general strain on the tonnage of

the world. In the event, this military effort developed to such

dimensions and at such a pace, that great as were America’s subse-

quent additions to war service, she never had as many ships in this

service as those required to carry her own men and stores. Her
entry into the war therefore immediately, and in one sense

throughout the remainder of the war, made the Allied task of

finding transport for their war stores more rather than less

difficult.

After a two months’ visit to America in June and July of

this year the writer came back firmly convinced (1) that for a

long-continued war America’s shipping contribution would be

decisive
; (2) that her building resources were such as to make

a building programme of 6,000,000 tons a year a practicable

proposition, and that building oi^ these dimensions, once attained,

should be an effective counter to the submarine campaign on the

rate of losses at that time
;

(J) that no alleviation of the Allied

problem in shipping could be expected from American ships at

any rate until the spring of 1918; (4) that it was of the utmost

importance, therefore, that a renewed effort should be made
to enforce such restrictions on the British imports as would give

a margin for the now desperate needs of France and Italy, and that
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for this purpose the continuous work of a committee with Cabinet

authority was necessary
;
and (5) that once this had been achieved,

national action required to be supplemented by an Allied organi-

zation to deal with both shipping and supplies.

Tlie general lines of the development which was to take place

in the last year of the war were thus already beginning to shape

themselves clearly.

The Shipbuilding Effort of 1917

The end of the third year was marked by one more event

which had important results before the end of the war. A great

effort was made to counter the losses by increased building.

Little has so far been said about shipbuilding, for little was

achieved in the first three years. Moreover, such action as was

taken had little direct relation to the economic system detailed

in this book. The results achieved were of course an important

factor in the shipping position, but the organization through

which they were secured was a separate one. It will be convenient,

however, to preface the description of the renewed effort now
made by a brief note as to the building position throughout the

war.

Before the war Great Britain’s supremacy was even greater

in building than in the size of her mercantile marine. In 1913

British yards launched about 2,000,000 tons gross and the rest

of the yards of the world about a million. In 1914 her total was

still over 1,500,000. After that, however, the claims on men
and material of the Army and munitions had the most serious

effects. In 1915 the total fell to 660,000 tons and in 1916 to

630,000 tons.

By this time the losses were becoming serious and building

seemed likely soon to cease altogether. In a general system of

official control what is left to private enterprise fares badly.

The prospect of requisition at Blue Book rates made the ship-

owner loath to order. The control of labour and of materials by

Government departments who wanted both for other purposes

made it difficult for the builder to execute even such orders as he

received.

The responsibility for shipbuilding w^s entrusted at different

1569.33 . r
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periods to the Ministry of Shipping, the Admiralty, and to an

independent Controller-General with direct access to the Cabinet.

In spite of changes of organization and responsibility, however,

a consistent and effective policy was pursued throughout the last

two years of the war. Better supplies of steel were secured,

workmen were withheld, or withdrawn, from the Army. Private

yards were specialized, and a single yard, instead of building half

a dozen types of vessel, concentrated upon one. Careful arrange-

ments were made to adjust tlie supply of boilers and engines to

the building of the ships requiring them, so that neither Jiad to

wait for the other. In 1917 the innumerable types of vessels

previously built in British yards were limited. About 12 types

were selected, and future vessels, known as ‘ Standard Ships

were built to these types. By the beginning of 1918 the number
of standard ships was 42 per cent, of the total building, and by the

end of the year it liad reached 76 j^er cent. The same year saw a

further important development in the establishment of national

shipyards, which would have made important contributions to

the output in 1919 if the war had continued.

The result of these measures was to increase the launchings

from the 630,000 tons of 1916 to 1,229,000 in 1917, and 1,579,000

in 1918.

This was a notable improvement. The output, liowever,

never reached the dimensions of tlie last peace year 1913. The
priority given, and rightly given, on tlie situation as known at

tlie time, to naval vessels, to tlie recruitment of tlie Army, and
the supply in priority of both men and material to munitions,made
the revival of building extremely difficult. Tlie effort was much
greater than the figures themselves would suggest because of the

immensely increased work required for building vessels for the

Navy and for repair work. Heavy repairs of merchant vessels

in 1918 amounted to about 3,000,000 tons. It was better to

repair a damaged ship than to build a new one.^

Tlie n;iost notable and important effort at shipbuilding,

however, was not Great Britain’s but America’s. Before the war
shipbuilding in North America was almost insignificant, her out-

* The table printed on p. 363 shows the progress in British building in
relation to losses throughout the war.
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put in 1913 being only 276,000 tons as compared with Great

Britain’s 2,000,000. She had neither the plant nor the experience

to enable increased building to be rapidly improvised. She was,

however, in otliei* respects in a particularly favourable position to

develop her building resources when new ships were most required.

She entered the war just when the intensive submarine campaign

was at the height of its success and when merchant ships were

the first necessity of the Allied cause. Her resources in men and

materials were untouched and incomparable. She was the

greatest steel-producing country in the world, and, Ihough she had

not devoted lier efforts to shipbuilding, slie had resouices and

experience in mechanical work which made it easiei* for her to

turn to tliis new work, than it would have b(Hm foi* any other

(ountry. The Euroj)ean Allies had sacrificed everything in the

earlier years of the war to what were then the })redominant

necessities, the recruiting of the Armies, the increase of ihe

Navies, and the manufacture of munitions, and had (‘ommitted

their resources too far to render a big effort in shipbuilding

possible. Now, in the fourth year, mei’chant ships ranked for the

first time as equal and perhaps superior in importance. This

presented an o])portunity for a specific, aj)propriate, and decisive

contribution by America. It was only in the following year,

1918, that the need for combatants again took an even more
imjjoitant ])lace, and that it became (jlear that America’s supreme

contribution would after all be in men and not in shi])s. For

till! time, the case for an imhiense effort in shipbuilding was

decisive.

America had in 1916 established a Shipj^ing Board designed

to assist the development of a meicantile marine for commercial

])urposes. lliis board was now entrusted with the very different

task of meeting the immediate fieeds of the war. It created an

Emergency P’leet Corporation charged with the special duty of

ship construction and itself dealt with questions of general

shipping policy, llnfoiiunately tlvere was a serious delay before

construction was begun on any large scale. Tlie first chairman
of the American Shipping Board was anxious to develop the

building of wooden ships. The first ‘general manager of the Fleet

Corporation wished to concentrate on sl^el building. The dispute
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ended with the removal of both officers. But in the meantime

two very valuable months had been lost.

Once organization began, however, it was developed at a pace

comparable with the development of munitions establishments

by the European Allies. In April 1917, when America declared

war, there were, only 37 steel shipyards (with 162 slipways) and

24 wood shipyards (with 72 slipways). All these yards were

full, 70 per cent, being engaged with naval orders and the remainder

with ships on order by private merchants or Allied or Neutral

Governments. By the Armistice there were 223 yards with

1,099 ways, of which 40 per cent, were for the building of steel

ships. In 1913 America produced only 276,000 gross tons of

merchant ships. Towards the end of 1918 she was producing

3,000,000 gross tons. In 1919 her total production equalled her

programme of 6,000,000 tons d.w. (or about 4,000,000 tons gross).

These are the results, in the briefest summary, of an immense

constructive effort, of which the full tale has just been told by
the second chairman of the Shipping Board in the New Mercantile

Marine, The reader will read in that book the incidents of this

great effort
; the ‘ 4 minutes campaign ’ to enrol labour ; the

foundation of the immense Hogg Island Yard, where a ship was

launched ten months after the ground was first broken
;

of the

invention of the ‘ fabricated ’ ship which was ‘ manufactured
’

instead of being ‘ built ’, its standardized parts being made in

a hundred yards and ' assembled ’ only in the shipyard. The
achievement was a wonderful example of the rapid adaptability

of modern engineering skill in a country with ample resources in

men and materials and an adequate iiK^entive to rapid effort.

Tile vest of the W'orld’s building during the war, outside Great

Britain and America, needs little mention. It averaged 600,000

tons a year. r

Summary of the First Three Years

So the dhird year ended in grave danger and under the most

urgent necessity for a more complete and effective organization

of control and restriction than had yet been achieved.

We have seen how the situation had throughout the whole

three years become steadily and continuously worse.
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The first year liad begun with a plethora of tonnage and

ended with a merely relative scarcity. During that year the

position never developed beyond the point of inconvenience.

Freights were high and rising. The normal processes of commerce,

through which the great bulk of the* country’s supplies continue<l

to be imported, were disturbed both by the uncertainty of

freights and interruptions by requisition. There was still,

however, ample tonnage for all the Government requirements and

all important civilian needs, though the operation of the freight

market distinguished expensively and defectively between tlie

important and the unimportant. 'Fhe increase in rates due to

this relative, not absolute, sliortage was beginning by the end of

this first year to become a real factor in the increased cost of

living. Administrative difficulties were experienced both in

requisitioning equally as between owners and wisely as between

tlie different commercial services for which ships were needed.

The main factors in this relative shortage of ships wcj’e lirst,

the withdrawal of tonnage for war purposes and, second, the

extra delays in port in loading and discharging ; actual losses

by submarine and raiders aggravated the shortage, but were not

yet a main factor in it.

The second year of ihe war began with an inconvenient

shortage of tonnage and ended with a position of serious difficulty.

Government requirements and port delays were still the main

causes, but the losses increased and were no longer met by the

declining building output. They became by the end of the year

a main factor in the position. The normal economic system,

which even in the first year made its adjustments between supply

and demand expensively and wastefully, now broke down in every

direction. Government control was extended over the most

important civilian supplies and.was clearly foreshadowed for the

rest.

The third year of the war began with a position of serious

difficulty and ended with one of grave danger. The.prospect in

the latter half indeed was perhaps blacker than at any time of

the war. Control was extended over practically all commodities

;

all ships, tramps, and liners alike, were brought under requisition.

Restriction and economy were enforced in every direction.
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Control, however, though wide in its range, was as yet incomplete

in its organization. There was no adequate system for measuring

the needs of one supplyagainst another, of wheat againstmunitions

;

still less for measuring the relative needs of the different Allies.

The immense losses under* the intensive submarine campaign
made every practicable measure seem inadequate. Towards the

end, however, two avenues of hope were opened. America’s entry

offered the prospect of great though not immediate relief
; and

the convoy system reduced the losses.
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OTHER ELEMENTS IN BRITISH CONTROL

CHAPTER I

CONTROL OF COMMODITIES

The extent of Control. The order of its development. Food Control. The
Wheat Executive. Munitions. War OfRce Controls. Board of lYade Controls.

We have now followed in outline the growth of British national
control of shipping during the first three years of the war. To
be properly understood, however, it must be seen in the setting of
the larger network of economic control of which it was a part.

Throughout the same jieriod a parallel organization was being
developed for the control of commodities. There were constant
interactions between the two systems, for, as we have seen, each
extension of the requisitioning of ships normally followed as
a consequence of an extension cf control over some new class of
imported commodities. Enveloping these two systems, designed
to assist the supplies of Great Britain, was the blockade system
designed to exclude those of the enemy, and incidentally involving
the most serious consequences to the economic life of neutrals.

Thirdly, as the main cause of the Allies economic problem, was
the counter-blockade imposed by the enemy’s submarine cam-
paign. We must see something of each of these three systems if

we are to understand either tl\e national organization already
sketched or tlie new Allied organization which developed in the
last year of the war, and is described in Part IV of this book.
Lastly, the motive of economy, the desire to reduce costs and
profits, was so important a factor in the whole development that
it will be well to devote a special chapter to this subject.

The present chapter I therefore gives a slight sketch of the
control of commodities in Great Britain

; Chapter II, of the blockade
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and the relations with neutrals which it involved; Chapter III, of

the part played by freights and profits
;
and Chapter IV, of the

struggle at sea.

Control of Commodities

Under the special conditions of the war, as we have seen, the

normal contest of the individualist and the Socialist was sus-

])ended. The need for control, under tJie. novel and imperative

necessities of the time, gradually became too patent for reasonable

dispute. In one sphere after another the departments were com-

pelled by force of circumstances, and sometimes with obvious

reluctance, either to make private enterprise tlie controlled servant

of the State or to replace it. Ultimately the manufacturers of

the country were nearly all dependent for their materials and their

labour upon official allocation
;

their profits and their prices were

limited by official regulation
;
and over 90 ))er cent, of the imported

supplies of the country were bought, transported, and distributed

under official arrangements. It is impossible to describe the

immense and complex system which thus extended its hold over

the whole economic life of the country. This system was, however,

the basis and origin of fhe subsequent Allied organization. We
must, therefore, glance at a few of the features in it which are,

from our point of view, of the chief imjiortance.

Food claimed attention first. But action began modestly with

sugar and frozen meat, and after the immediate measures taken

in these two cases in August 1914, there was a long pause, with

no important development for two years. It was only in the last

two years of the war that the main food supplies caused really

grave anxiety, and it was only then that official control became

comprehensive and complete. In the first two years it was the

direct requirements of the coml^tant forces tliat claimed atten-

tion. The main system, therefore, developed out of the need of

munitions and Army supplies, and was built up by the Ministry

of Munitions and the War Office. Last, and least con:\plete, were

the measures taken by the Board of Trade to limit the prices, and

to determine the distribution, of the materials required mainly for

civilian purposes.
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Food Control

Tlie first important commodity which necessitated Govern-

ment action was sugar. Of 2,200,000 tons of sugar imported in

1913, about 1,800,0(X), or over three-quarters, were derived from

Germany and Austria-Hungary. There was clearly, therefore, an
imminent danger of a serious shortage in one of the most important

foodstuffs, llie Government acted promptly, and made large

purchases within the ‘first fortnight of the war. On August 20,

1914, they appointed the Royal Commission on Sugar Supplies to

purcliase, sell, and control sugar for the Government. This Com-
mission successfully maintained a reasonably adequate supply of

sugar throughout the war. It made good the loss of German and
Austrian sugar by purcliases from the West Indies, Cuba, and
Java, and it arranged distribution throughout the trade. At first

it proved sufficient merely to instruct the retailer to sell at a certain

price, under penalty of witliliolding supplies in case of disobedience,

liixter, however, more drastic measures became necessary, and tlie

distributing trade became in effect the agents of the Government,
selling on public account at a fixed rate of profit. The shortage
of transpoii:, of course, compelled the rationing of sugar and the
reduction of actual consumption to considerably less than the
normal consumption of peace time. But the ration never fell

below eight ounces per person a week
; that is, in all the diffi-

culties of the war, it never fell to so low a figure as the six ounces
found necessary for a short time after the war had ended. The
Sugar Commission was in 1917 brought under the general authority
of the Food Controller, but was never incorporated within the
actual machine of the Ministry of Food. Rationing was indeed
carried out by the Ministry and not by the Commission. But for

the rest the work of controlling sugar, like the later work of

controlling wheat, was throughout carried out under the orders
of a committee mainly composed of experts from the trade. As
early as February 1915, the sugar bought by the Commission \vas

transported in Britisli ships i;equisitioned at Blue Book rates by
the Transport Department.

At the beginning of the war also the Board of Trade, at the
request of the War Office, jiurchased the supplies of frozen meat
required for the Army, and requisitioned insulated space in liners
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for its transport. This involved a responsibility also for the civilian

supplies of frozen meat, but no action was taken till much later

in the war with regard to fresh meat.

Control of wheat began later, and was tentative and cautious

in its development. Unlike sugar, wheat was partly produced at

liome, and tlie balance was normally drawn not from enemy

countries but from the rest of the world, whose supplies were still

open to the I'nited Kingdom, in so far as transport could be

provided. The Government did indeed purchase a small amount

of wheat designed to serve as a reserve stock. The conditions of

its purchase were, however, carefully arranged so as not to

disturb tlie ordinary purchase and importation of wheat under

commercial conditions for normal current consumption. Importa-

tion by ])rivate enterprise continued in oj^eration, and on tlie

whole successfully, thougJi at increasing prices, until the latter

part of 1915. By this time, as elsewhere explained, transport

became a serious difficulty, and the merchants were given special

assistance in cluirtering freight. A year later difficulties of supply

and increased difficulties of shijiping rendered these half measures

inadequate, and the complete control of purchase, importation,

and distribution, on similar principles to those already in force

for sugar, was undertaken by the Government through the Royal

Commission on ^Vheat Supplies. This Commission continued

througliout the war to exercise over wheat, and later over all

other cereals, the same kind of control as that in force for sugar.

The task was in this case, of course, much more complex, firstly

because the supply came partly from homo sources, and was there-

fore much more difficult to ascertain and control, and secondly

because of the greater importance, quantity, and variety of cereals.

The appointment of the Commission w^as almost immediately

followed by a further development of the utmost importance.

A Committee, called the Wheat Executive, including repre-

sentatives of France and Italy as well as Great Britain, was

formed to arrange for the wheat supplies of all countries to be

bought together and allotted by agreement. This Committee,

which wa> exti*emely successful, was the model of the whole of

the subsequent Allied organization The advantages of co-

operation w'ere at once apparent. They *vere indeed so great that
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' by the end of the war the Wheat Executive was arranging the

supplies not only of the Allies but of a large proportion of neutral

countries. Combined purchase avoided competition between the

largest buyers in the market and restrained the rise in prices.

Other economies were effected. We may mention one of special

importance to shipping. The American wheat supplies were not

enough for the Allied needs, and large quantities had to be drawn
from Australia. To France, Italy, and Great Britain alike North
America is, of course, the nearest source. Each country desiring

to economize in transport therefore had an interest in getting

American wheat. But Australia is nearer to Italy than to France
and Great Britain, and North America is nearer to Great Britain

and France than to Italy. To exchange an Italian cargo in North
America for a Britisli cargo in Australia thus meant a saving of

2,000 miles of steaming. Italy, therefore, by agreement, drew
more from Australia and less from America. She was com-
pensated with extra ships, and the net saving was to the advantage
of all three countries. It was no longer a common thing for empty
Italian ships going westward for American wheat and empty
British ships going eastward for Australian wheat to pass each
other in the Straits of Gibraltar or the Mediterranean.

In December 1916 the Ministry of Food was created and in

the following year food control in Great Britain extended from
the comparatively simple task of purchase to the infinitely more
intricate work of distribution. Sugar was rigorously rationed

to the individual, meat to the retailer. Wheat was saved by
milling regulations which resulted in a more economical and less

palatable loaf. Distribution was controlled through the 100,000
retail shops. It included not only bread, meat, and sugar, but
a host of articles of other subsidiary foodstuffs. The whole supplies

of the country were supervised through Food Commissioners in

sixteen large administrative divisions, and through Food Com-
mittees in every borough, urban, and rural district.

In tho,,same year the external arrangements were also placed
on an official basis. The Australian and Indian Governments
already sold as Governments, and made their own internal

arrangements with the individual producers. But the Allies had
hitherto still dealt withithe private trade in Central and North
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America. In June 1917, however, a Canadian Food Controller

was appointed, and in August the American Food Controller

obtained power to fix prices. Henceforth wheat was bought from

North America, Australia, India, and Canada on the basis of

bulk agreements between Allied Governments. The Argentine

was the only producing country of the fii*st importance left outside

the central system of official control.

Tlie success of the Wheat Executive led to an extension in

Allied co-operation. Its own sphere was widened to include all

cereals as well as wheat ; the Sugar Commission purchased in

consultation with the authorities in France and Italy ; new Allied

Executives were formed for meats and fats, and for oil seeds.

By the end of 1917, however, the Wheat Executive was the

only one of these Committees which was in full and effective

working, and in every case the shipping required was arrang(‘(l

independently by each importing Government.

Munitions Control

The Ministry of Munitions, created in June 1915, gradually

brought under its authority the manufacture of munitions through-

out the country, establishing its own factories and controlling

in the most rigorous detail the manufacture in private factories.

For the latter purpose an elaborate system of ‘ costing ’ was

devised, i. e. a system of ascertaining the exact cost of each

operation under different conditions of manufacture. Tlie price

of the finished article was then limited to this cost plus an addition

which gave a sufficient margin of variable profit to offer an induce-

ment to rapidity of output. The Ministry also gradually took into

its own hands, through numerous intermediary stages and by

many methods, the purchase, import, and distribution of the raw

materials, covering practically allj:he metal imports of the country

required for the manufacture of munitions.

When war was declared a few guns and rifles were being made
at Woolwich and Enfield, and a few explosives at Jthe Royal

Powder Factory. But even the small army then contemplated

was dependent upon private manufacture, and neither public nor

private factories could cope with more than the smallest fraction

of the new requirements.
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Before the end of the war the Ministiy of Munitions had
brought the whole under public control. We have here, howevei-,

no space to do more than glance at the main principles and
motives of this Ministry.

For this purpose the action taken with regard to steel, the

basis of the great mass of munitions, will serve as well as any.

Here, as elsewliere, action was first forced by the desire to limit

prices. The War Office were buying for Woolwich and Enfield

and tlie Army repair shops, ])rivate firms were buying for botli

public and private work. The Ameiican market was being

demoralized by the com])etitive ])iirchases of British armament
firms. Tlie Ministry at once fixed a maximum price for shell

steel. This quickly compelled further action, for the price of
‘ commercial steel ’ rose higher, and manufacturers began to con-

centrate on it. This was necessarily at the expense of shell steel,

and prices liad therefore to be fixed for all classes of steel alike.

The Ministry were next compelled to arrange the distribution

of the steel available among the many factories and departments
wlio needed it

; for once prices were fixed, nothing but deliberate

allotment could decide who was to get the steel available. Soon,
as the costs of labour, freight, and ore all rose, the fixed prices

failed to give a profit to the manufacturer. The Ministry could
of course have raised the prices, but in the meantime they had
arranged innumerable contracts with manufacturers, to whom
steel was a raw material, on tlie basis of these prices, and were
anxious not to disturb them. Tliey preferred, therefore, in most
instances a system of increasing subsidies, some direct and some
indirect. Economies in the freight of ores were secured by
centralizing the chartering, and any excess above a certain amount
was repaid

; tlie price of tlie coke required by the manufacturers
was limited. Thus an intricate . and artificial system of subsidies

was built up round the fixed prices, until it became exceedingly
difficult to determine the real cost of the steel. This elaborate
system, however, achieved its? main object, and, with variations,

was continued throughout the war. In the meantime, an effective

priority organization had been built up to secure that steel went
where it was most needed, ahd arrangements were made to secure

co-operation with the Allies.
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With an infinite variety of method, the Ministry extended

a similar control over all the raw materials required for munitions,

over the metals, both ferrous and non-ferrous, and over the

chemicals required for explosives. But the varying difficulties

experienced, and the different expedients adopted for steel and

iron, ores, copper, zinc and sjielter, lead, tin, platinum, aluminium,

oils, nitrates, coal tar, &c., cannot be here described. And the

control of the actual manufacture in ‘ controlled establishments
’

and in national factories is even further from our theme.

Control of metals, as well as control of food, was in 1917

practically complete. The two new supply Ministries, the Ministry

of Munitions and the Ministry of Food, ultimately included within

the sphere of their direct authority 70 ])er cent, of tlic imports

of tlie country.

War Office Controls

In the meantime, very similar measures were being aj)])lied by

the War Office to the great bulk of the raw materials not dealt

with by the Ministry of Munitions. Wool, flax, jute, hides, and

leather were all required in enormous quantities for military

purposes. Purchase under competitive conditions through the

(channels of the trade would not only have involved great

expense to the taxpayer, but would have made it almost im))ossibIe

to conclude firm contracts of any kind with the manufacturers.

No satisfactory contract could be made with a manufacturer of

Army uniforms, boots, or tents, if he could not know within even

wide limits what he would have to pay for his wool, his leather,

or his flax. The War Office therefore purchased the raw material

on behalf of the Government. To do this successfully, however,

it was necessary to have the mono}>oly of purcliase, so as to

escape the competition of j)rivaie national merchants. Having

acquired this monopoly, the responsibility for supplying the trade

for civilian consumption was necessarily thrown upon the Govern-

ment. The War Office could have escaped this responsibility

with comparative ease by reselling to the trade such supplies as

they did not want for their own use. But since the supplies so

available would have been less than the full civilian demand, the

prices for civilian clothing, boots, &c.,# would have risen
;
and
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some districts and classes of the population would have been

unable to secure their barest necessities. The department there-

fore assumed full responsibility for supervising in detail the supplies

of the whole country. In this work they used the costing system,

and developed and extended it. The price at which the raw

material was supplied to tlie manufacturer, and the prices fixed

for the sale of the manufactured article by him to the retailer,

and by the retailer to. the public, were all so arranged as to give

a reasonable but practically fixed profit. In effect, over a large

area of industry, both tlie manufacturing and the distributing

trades, whilst still working under their normal processes, were

converted into agents of the Government, selling on Government

account on the basis of commissions.

The imported supplies so controlled by the War Office (wool,

flax, jute, hemp, hides, and leather) ultimately amounted to about

10 per cent, of the total imports of the country.

Board of Trade Controls

Meantime, though much more cautiously and much less com-
pletely, the Board of Trade was establishing various forms of

regulation and control over nearly all the remaining imports. In

general this department was left with a kind of residuary re-

sponsibility for such articles us were not of the most essential

character for the immediate purposes of the war or the actual

maintenance of the life of the civilian population. It followed not

unnaturally, therefore, that the control in these cases proceeded

more slowly, was less complete in character, and was more com-
mercial in method. Various forms of control were ultimately

established under the general supervision of the Board of Trade
for timber (under a Timber Controller), for tobacco, for cotton

(under a committee formed fronithe trade at Liverpool), and for

paper and pulp (under a Paper Controller). These commodities

amounted to 15 per cent, of the total imports, and as certain

articles came under control of the Admiralty, well over 90 per cent,

of the total imports were finally brought under the control of five

large departments.

We thus see the whole economic system of the country under

an official control, which varied both in method and in character,
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but on the whole was surprisingly complete and effective. First

the National Government and then the Allies together became

the single purchaser of supplies imported from neutral countries.

They bought the produce of Dominions and Allies direct from the

Governments, or at prices fixed by them, and they requisitioned

at fixed prices the produce of their own countries. They dis-

tributed both imported and home supplies under a rationing

system which in some cases took the manufacturers as the unit,

in others the retailer, and in others the individual consumer.

Distribution was most difficult where the home produce was an

important part of the supply ; acquisition was most difficult

where the supply depended on neutral sources. In the former case

all arrangements had to be made with a margin for error in

estimates and inequality in allocation. In the latter the efficacy

of concentrated purchase was assisted by every resource avail-

able ; by the control of shipping and of bunker stations ; by the

conditional supply of other commodities required by the pro-

ducing countries ; by diplomatic and political pressure ; and by

official agreements both with Governments and private associa-

tions of merchants.

This comprehensive control of commodities by each of the

Allied Governments was the complement of their control of

shipping, and both were required as the indispensable conditions

of the joint Allied control which developed from them.

1669.33 H
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The complement to the measures to ensure and make the
best use of Allied supplies was the blockade system, which simul-

taneously restricted those of the enemy.

In this as in every other sphere the arrangements made during
peace were based on a conception of war as a struggle between
military forces and not between whole populations. The first

efforts at restriction encountered the most serious difficulties—

legal, diplomatic, and administrative—which resulted from this

conception.

The recognized rules of maritime blockade in 1914 were those
contained in the Declaration of London, which was signed by
Great Britain in 1909 but never ratified. These rules distinguished
between ‘ absolute contraband ’, which consisted of articles only
useful for military j)urposcs ;

‘ conditional contraband which
consisted of those which had both military and civil uses, and
• non-contraband which consisted of those regarded as primarily
required for civil use. The first done could be effectively stopped
in all circumstances ; the second only if consigned to an enemy
destination

; the third could not be stopped at all.

Unden these rules the blpckade would in effect have been
limited to preventing the impoi-t of finished munitions. ‘ Con-
ditional contraband’ could have flowed freely into Germany
through the contiguous neutrals ; and many of the most important
of her military needs (rubber, hides, cotton, wool, and metallic
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ores) would liave gone direct and without interference. The
blockade would have been entirely ineffective and would not have

been worth its expense. It gradually became apparent that the

distinctions in the Declaration were inapplicable to a war in which

the whole effort of the combatant nations was engaged. ‘ In this

war as Ludendorff has said, " it was impossible to distinguish

where the sphere of the army and navy began and that of the

people ended.’ First raw materials and tlien food were, therefore,

brought within the orbit of the blockade, and by 1916 all distinc-

tion as to use or intermediate destination had practically dis-

appeared.

This was, however, a difficult and dangerous process. Tlie

importance of the rules (which had never been ratified by Great

Britain, and therefore could be and were modified and abrogated)

consisted in the claims based on them by neutral countries, by

Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Holland, who could offer transit

to Germany, and by America, whose supply of munitions and other

commodities was vital to the Allies.

Immediately on the outbreak of w'ar an Examination Service*

was established at Kirkwall, the Downs, Port Said, and Gibraltar,

and the North Sea between the Orkneys and Norway was patrolled.

Merchant vessels were brought into port and examined there, for

boarding and search at sea were rendered dangerous by sub-

marines, and officers afloat could not be kept adequately informed

of the intricate developments in policy. The Examining Officers

in the ports acted under direct, and constantly more stringent,

orders from London as to the vessels and cargoes wliich they were

to seize or release. In London the work of translating the develop-

ing policy into detailed rules and orders was undertaken by
a Contraband Committee representing the Admiralty and the

Foreign Office.
•

Naval seizure and search was, however, only one, and in time

perhaps not the most important instrument, of the blockade.

Throughout the war the Foreign Office were supplelfienting it

by elaborate and very effective agreements with neutral countries,

by which, in return for permission to import themselves, they

undertook to control export to Germany. There was throughout

competitive pressure on the contiguofls northern neutrals by
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Germany, who could threaten to invade them, and by the Allies

who could withhold many vital supplies. In this competition the

balance inclinedgradually on the side oi the Allies, and the Allied

agreements became more and more complete. . It was nearly

a year, however, before the blockade became really effective. In
the early months supplies of all kinds, except finished munitions,
flowed abundantly into Germany. Merchants had learnt how to
send ‘conditional contraband’ through the contiguous neutrals.

The diplomatic position, both with these neutrals and America,
was making more drastic action difficult; but it was evident
that without it the blockade might almost as well be abandoned.

The ‘ Rationing ’ System

Germany’s declaration, however, that after February 1915 she
would instruct her submarines to attack all merchant vessels in
British waters, created an outburst of indignation in neutral
countries, which Great Britain at once used to make the blockade
comprehensive. In the Reprisals Order of March 11, 1915, she
announced her intention

. to stop all goods of enemy origin or
destination, and proceeded henceforth to stop supplies intended
for Germany, without regard to the distinction of the earlier
contraband rules or to the fact that the supplies might be con-
signed through a neutral port. Even this, however, was not
enough. It was useless to prohibit every cargo of food destined
for Germany, whether sent through contiguous neutral countries
or not, if these neutral countries could themselves import freely
for their own uses, and with the sufficiency so obtained, export
their own produce to Germany by routes which the Allies could
not control. This was the reason for the ‘ rationing ’ policy,
which was begun in 1915, and subsequently became the central
feature in the whole blockade System. Detailed statistics were
compiled as to the pre-war imports and consumption of all the
neutral countries which had uncontrolled access to Germany;
and only aiough war imports were allowed to give a bare sufficiency
for internal consumption. The neutral countries were therefore
compelled to adopt internal rationing measures, so that the system
of official control extended over almost the whole world—neutral
and belligerent alike. Thti actual privations of some of the neutrals
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were indeed much more serious than those in Allied countries, no

doubt partly because their export prohibitions were not sufficient

to prevent supplies slipping across the border under the attraction

of very high profits.

In January 1916 the Ministry of Blockade was formed and

the whole system rapidly extended and made more stringent

;

a few months later the last relics of the Declaration of London

were formally abandoned.

In the same year one further method of restriction was

employed, the purchase of supplies which would otherwise have

reached the enemy. The Norwegian catch of fish was bought,

and one of Germany’s best substitutes for meat thus taken from

her. In August the pressure of Germany’s food shortage became

much more severe through the entry of Roumania into the war.

Germany had obtained large quantities of wheat from Roumania

in 1915, and now that these were cut off, she took immediate

steps to recover them by invasion. Roumania was cnished five

months afterwards. This was too late to help Germany in the

winter of 1916-17, when her privations almost forced her to admit

defeat. She just survived and avenged her sufferings by the new

unrestricted submarine warfare of the following spring. For the

next year Roumania’s supplies were available to her, and in the

winter of 1917-18 she suffered much less than in the previous

year. Meantime America entered the war ; the diplomatic

difficulties of the blockade practically ceased, and the administra-

tive task was greatly facilitated. Prohibition of export from

America and the certification of cargoes before they were shipped

at once lightened the task of examination and reduced the losses

and difficulties of the legitimate merchant. The agreements with

the northern neutrals were made much more drastic with the aid

of new pressure which America could bring to bear, and the

blockade became not only comprehensive in its scope but complete

in its operation. The result was that, even with the aid of Rou-

manian supplies, Germany was by the autumn of J918 again

forced into a position comparable with that of two years before.

Their privations made the whole civilian population long for

peace more than victory, and at this moment victory seemed less

than ever likely, for the successes of tb^ spring had been followed
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by the overwhelming deiests oi the summer and autumn. In

what precise proportions privations at home and defeat in the

field contributed to the acceptance of the Armistice cannot be

stated. But the blockade may justly claim to have shortened, if

not to have won, the war. It succeeded at the moment when the

counter-blockade by the submarine had just definitely failed.

Neutral Shipping

It is with the conditions of the blockade in mind that we

must consider the arrangements made by the Allies to secure the

assistance of neutral shipping for the importation of their

supplies.

Neutral shipping lias always been a considerable factor in tlie

supplies of Euro{)e. About a third of the British imports were

in fact normally brought in neutral bottoms before the war. The

Norwegian, Danish, and Swedisli mercantile marines were both

before and during the war of special importance. They were

vital for the carriage of iron ore from Spain and Norway, of coal

from England to France, and were very useful for general overseas

work, including the importation of wheat, &c., from America. As

the war proceeded it became more necessary and more difficult to

obtain tJieir services, and the methods adopted by the Allies are

interesting examples of administrative resources in the face of

a difficult economic and political problem. The direct method of

lequisition which Allied countries were able to apply to their own
vessels could not be used. In the early part of tlie war, therefore,

tJie Allies were forced to cJiarter neutral tonnage in the open

market at competitive rates whicli their own necessities were

continually driving up. Neutral shipowners with exemption from

the belligerents’ liability to requisition, and charged with none of

the expense of clearing and protecting the high seas, reaped an

extravagantly rich harvest from the German submarine campaign.

Extra costs of running and the extra cost of insurance against

war risks were either explicitly placed as an additional charge

upon the Aarterer or became' an almost negligible item in the

increased rates of hire. After a time the strain became more than

tlie Allies’ finance could bean They began therefore to consider

whether they could not majee use of their other economic resources,
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beyond the mere power of their purse, to help them in their

bargains. They proceeded with this new policy in various forms.

It is important, in order to see their policy in a proper per-

spective, that, before considering these various methods of per-

suasion or compulsion, we should have clearly in mind tMb general

facts of the situation.

Neutral shipowners who before the war were, like other

shipowners, faced with a prospect of low freights for at least

1914 and 1915, made instead unprecedented and exorbitant profits

wholly as the result of the war, of which the cost both in money
and in life fell upon the Allies, and was possible only through the

defence of the seas by the Allies’ forces. And these profits were

made mainly from the Allies themselves.

The Germans finally used the physical force which they possessed

in their submarines and mines to destroy tonnage without regard

for the rights of neutrals, for international law, for the lives of

neutral seamen or the property of neutral shipowners. They sank

without warning, often without making any attempt to save the

lives of crews or passengers, without observing the limits of their

own arbitrarily determined war zone and without compensation

either to the owners of the property they destroyed or to the

dependents of the seamen they killed.

In contrast with this, the naval strength of the Allies was used

in such a way as not to endanger neutral tonnage, and was indeed

directly devoted to clearing the seas and to rendering them safe.

Throughout the war the Allies had complete command of the seas

of the world, and they could, as far as physical force was con-

cerned, have seized neutral tonnage and devoted it to their own
use. They could have urged more justification than the Germans,

because their action would have been undertaken after, and as a

result of, themore drastic action qf the enemy and also because they

would not have endangered the lives of the seamen, or destroyed

the property of the shipowners, nor even have deprived them of

a reasonable remuneration. ^
In fact, however, the Allies only proceeded slowly from free

charter to pressure, and from pressure to a very modified and

restricted form of compulsion. Neutral ships were never seized

on the high seas and put to Allied use, ^nd the most extreme step
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that was taken was to requisition certain neutral tonnage in Allied

ports and use it, with ample compensation to the owner. It was

true that this was without their consent, but the consent was

probably sometimes withheld more because of their countries’

desire not to offend the German Government, than through the

shipowner’s unwillingness to let his vessels.

This, however, is to anticipate. In the period with which we

are for the moment dealing, a period prior to the intensive sub-

marine campaign, no such extreme measures were taken or

contemplated.

The first important method by which the economic resources

of the Allies were used to supplement mere chartering was to

attach conditions to the supply of bunkers from bunker stations.

Great Britain and her Allies controlled the main sources of

supply of bunker coal in Europe and the Middle East, and the

main bunker depots on most of the great trade routes of the

world. This provided a most effective instrument by which to

induce neutral owners to allot their tonnage to work that was in

. the interests of the Allies, as the following short statement of the

world’s sources of supply and the principal coaling depots will show.

A. Europe, The British Isles represented practically the only

source of supply during the war, the amount of Westphalian coal

finding its way whether from Germany or Rotterdam being

negligible.

B. Africa and Australasia, Durban, South Australia, New
Zealand, Newcastle (N.S.W.), and Freemantle.

D. India, Calcutta.

E. Far East, North China and Japan.

F. America, Pacific Coast
;

British Columbia and Chili

;

Atlantic Coast : New York, Baltimore, Virginia, and Pensacola.

The areas from which coal ^was obtained were thus under

British control with two exceptions, the Far East and the American

continent.

A consideration of the principal coaling depots of the world

shows a similar result.

A. On the main route from northern Europe via the Suez

Canal to the East, there are Gibraltar, Oran, Algiers, Malta, Port

Said, Aden and Perim, ,Colombo, Sumatra, Hong Kong, and
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Batavia. All these, with two unimportant exceptions, were under

Allied control.

B. For the East Atlantic, there are Cape Town, Dakar, St.

Vincent, Canaries (Spain), Madeira, and Lisbon. All these drew

their supplies from Allied sources, and all, with the exception of

the Canaries, were under Allied control. There were thus left only

two main areas in which effective control could not be exercised

through bunker pressure, that is, the American waters and

Japanese waters. The danger that European neutral tonnage

would escape from Allied pressure by seeking trade there was not

a serious one, as both routes were during this period well supplied

with tonnage.

Pressure was therefore applied to induce neutral vessels to

accept employment useful to the Allies by making this a con-

dition of their supply witli bunker coal. The actual administrative

arrangements, which were made through the Admiralty (Trade

Division), though in close liaison with the Trans])ort Department,

took various forms. Vessels suitable for North Sea and Channel

work were required, for example, to complete two voyages of

certain specified kinds as a conition of receiving the bunkers for

those two voyages and a third, which might be any the owner

wished so long as it did not profit the enemy.

In 1916 the constant rise in the freights for pit-wood and

Narvik ore from Scandinavia was met by a similar use of the

British coal monopoly in relation to domestic needs of coal.

Scandinavia depends very largely upon the United Kingdom foi*

her coal supply, and a rule was made that all vessels loading in

the United Kingdom for Scandinavia should return with cargo,

unless furnished with a certificate of exemption. The effect of

this regulation was an immediate fall of 30 to 40 per cent, in the

rates and an increase in the importations of iron ore from Narvik.

The neutral ship which had once given her undertaking and

obtained her coal was carefully watched by the Shipping Intelli-

gence Section, and, if she broke her engagement, was at once

reported, with the result that she was refused bunkers for a suffi-

cient time to prevent similar breaches of obligation in future.
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Central Chartering

Useful, however, as the above methods were, they were

normally and mainly used only to supplement and assist the

ordinary process of chartering neutral tonnage in the open market.

In this process itself one important development of Allied organiza-

tion proved necessary, and was efficiently achieved. In the early

part of the war the Allies were not only competing for neutral

tonnage with the rest of the world, but were competing among

themselves as well. Finally, however, in 1916, the Chartering

Committee, with representatives of Great Britain, France, and

Italy, was formed, and henceforward went as a single competitor

into the market. The immediate effect was to arrest what was

at the time a rapidly increasing freight rate, and even when the

pressure upon tonnage became seriously greater, the system un-

doubtedly retarded and reduced the rate of increase. New methods

were required in 1917 to bring neutral ships within the net of the

Chartering Committee. It is important to notice the limits of

control by ‘ bunker pressure The monopoly of bunkers, without

which ships cannot move, is a very effective instrument for

determining what cargoes ships which desire to sail shall carry.

It is of no power whatever to compel ships which do not want to

move to do so. And one of the first and most dangerous results

of the intensive submarine campaign in 1917 was to make many
neutral shipowners prefer to lay their ships up in their home ports

rather than run the new and more formidable risks. Against this

policy, which would have been disastrous to the Allied cause,

further measures had to be adopted. The economic bargaining

resources of the Allies in their wheat and raw materials had to be

more fully used.

Bargaining of this kind involved dealing with Governments,

and not with individual shipowners. In the third and fourth yeai s

of the war therefore we find the Allied Governments making
shipping agreements with the northern neutrals for the acquisi-

tion of larger blocks of their tonnage. Concessions in the blockade

system, under which the countries contiguous to Germany were

themselves rationed, were used as factors in the bargain, together

with every form of economic or political pressure available.

A particularly interesting example is the arrangement made by *
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Great Britain to organize the whole coal imports of^ Norway, both

the supply of the coal from Great Britain and its transport to the

necessary ports, in return for Norwegian shipping. By sucli

methods, and with the further inducements of Iiigh rates, important

blocks of tonnage were obtained from Norway, Denmark, and
Sweden, though in some instances tlie condition was made that

the shipping should not be used in the war zone.

As the submarine campaign developed, however, even these

measures proved insufficient. Some of tlie neutral Governments

were reluctant to incur the hostility of their powerful neighbour

by voluntary agreements. Tlie Allies therefore resorted finally to

compulsion. Great Britain maintained her neutral traffic by
‘ refusing clearance ’ to neutral vessels in her ports (i.e. preventing

them from leaving) except on a ‘ ship for ship ’ principle—i.e.

a given number of vessels of a particular country were allowed

to leaye only when an equal number arrived. Early in 1917

a useful discovery of a principle in international law was taken

as the justification of further action. The so-called ‘ Law of

Angary ’ was held to justify the seizure by a country at war of

any property in its territory whether the owner was a national

or a neutral. It was first used to obtain a number of Danish ships

and then the whole surplus of the Norwegian mercantile marine,

after negotiations with the owners and with arrangements for

adequate compensation. It was later used for the compulsory

lequisitioning, without either the explicit or tacit consent of

either owners or Government, of a large quantity of Dutch shipping

which had long lain idle in American and British ports, America

obtaining in this way the use of some half-million tons and Great

Britain about half as much. Ample rates of hire were of course

paid, and it may be doubted whether the neutral owners, who

found an unremunerative property suddenly very lucrative, nor

even the neutral Government, who could plead force majeurCy

regretted very deeply that the Allies took by force the vessels

which they could not voluntarily charter.

The importance and the success of the Allied negotiations with

the neutrals can best be shown by statements showing the amount

of tonnage owned by each of them, and the way the whole tonnage

was employed at the time of the Armistice.
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Neutral Tonnage at the Armistice

Employment of Neutral Tonnage at the Armistice (over 500 tons)

Skips. Gross Tonnage.

In import service of Allies .... 590 1,175,000

In military service of Allies .... 60 86,000

In import or other sei-vice of neutrals . . 879 2,063,000

Repairing or laid up 302 702,000

Of the above tonnage, 179 ships of 306,000 gross tonnage were

in the pool of neutral tonnage chartered by the Inter-Allied

Chartering Committee, and employed under directions issued

under the authority of the Allied Maritime Transport Council.

It will be seen that 38 per cent, of the neutral tonnage of over

500 gross tons, excluding what was under repair or laid up, was

in the service of the Allies, and 62 per cent, in the service of the

neutrals themselves.

The above statistics, however, only include chartered neutral

tonnage, which continued to fly neutral flags. In addition about

330,000 gross tons of requisitioned neutral tonnage sailed under

the American flag, and about 270,000 tons under the British and
French flags. This tonnage was treated as Allied tonnage and it

is not possible therefore to distinguish it for the purpose of

classifying its employment and adding it to the above table. It

will be seen that, with this additional quantity, about half of

the entire neutral tonnage of the world was in the direct service

of the Allies. This supplement was of vital importance during

the last critical year of the war.
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FREIGHTS AND PROFITS ^

High Freights the Origin of Control. Tlic Kcsponsibility for High Freights :
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During the last two years of the war shortage of shipping

became much more important than shortage of money. The
extension of requisition, and other forms of control left only

a small part of the Allies’ transport to be obtained by competition

in an open market. The main effort of the Allies, without regaid

to other considerations, was to carry only the most essential

articles, and to obtain the last ounce of importing capacity out

of their ships. Rates and cost ceased to be a primary and dominant
consideration. Looking back from after the war it is thus difficult

to realize that throughout the whole period in which the control

organizations were being built uj) the dominant and impelling

motive was economy. It was this which gradually induced one

supply department after the other, the War Office, the Ministry of

Munitions, the Ministiy of Food, to control home manufacturers

and merchants, to centralize their purchases and buy on Govern-

ment account, and, as a natural consequence, to ask for Government
tonnage obtained by requisition at Blue Book rates. The com-

modity controls, first over sugar and wheat, and then over grain,

wool, flax, hides, and timber, over metals and all the main raw

materials of the country, were forced into existence by the necessity

for limiting and controlling prices. This was a main object both

in beginning requisition in 1914 and in extending it to secure

transport for each new class of supplies purchased by the supply

departments. It was also the main factor in forcing the final step

in 1917 of extending requisition over the whole of the British

mercantile marine. The speech ot Mr. Lloyd George when he
became Prime Minister at the end of 1916, indicates the position

very clearly (December 1916).

' It is fair that, in considering the shipping profits of the war period
(with whicli alone this chapter deids) the reader should bear in mind the foct
that serious losses have been sustained in 1020-21. J. A. S.
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* It (fihipping) has never been so vital to the life of the country

as it is at present, during the war. It is the jugular vein, which,

if severed, will destroy the life of the nation, and the Government

feel that the time has come for taking over more complete control

of all the ships of this country and placing them in practically the

same position as are the railways of the country at the present

moment
;
so that during the war shipping will be nationalized in

the real sense of the term. The prodigious profits made out of

freights are contributing in no small measure to the high cost of

commodities, and I have always found not only that, but that

they are making it difficult for us in our task with Labour.’

This announcement was soon followed by a decision to requisi-

tion the whole British mercantile marine at Blue Book rates.

TllK UESrOiVSliULlTY FOR HiGH FREIGHTS

It is important, however, before reviewing the very striking

facts, to measure exactly the restricted limits of the responsibility

of shipowners themselves in Hie matter. It is useless and foolish

to blame owners for refusing to take more than five shillings when

offered ten. So long as the commodities requiring transport were

being purchased by private merchants and sold under competitive

conditions, the only result of an individual shipowner choosing to

take a lower rate than the market was offering would be that he

would give an extra profit at his own expense to the merchant,

who was normally no more a deserving object of charity than

himself. The merchant would buy his goods in the cheapest

market and would sell them in the home market at the highest

price he could get. From his point of view the price he had to

pay for fr<^ight was merely an item in his expenses. It did not

affect the competitive price which the purchaser was willing to

pay and the merchant was able t6 get for his sales. If an individual

philanthropic shipowner cared to give him a ten-shilling freight for

which his rival was paying twenty shillings, that would have been

so much more in his own pocket. And nothing short of a complete

system of control applying at least to that particular article could

alter this situation. Government action alone could make it

either possible or useful to reduce freights below their full com-

petitive level. In these circumstancesnoblame whatever can attach
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to shipowners for taking the rates they could get. So far, of course,

as particular shipowners attempted to evade the ‘control or the

limitation ofprofits orthe taxation which theGovernment ultimately
imposed, or in any way impeded or opposed the Government in

taking such action, they cannot plead this excuse. But those ship-

owners who accepted their obligations and assisted the Government

in extending their control are liable to no just criticism for taking

such profits as the market afforded them. It was the Government

alone who could have taken action which w ould liave either reduced

shipping profits or appropriated them to the Exchequer.

The Difficulties of Controlling Freights

The writer feels precluded by the official position which he

occupied at the time from discussing, or expressing either his

present or past opinion, as to whether more drastic action should

have been taken at an earlier date. It is necessary, however, in

any case to take into account the considerations which did in fact

render action difficult and retard it.

In the first place the profits were obtained from the freight

on commodities bought and imported under commercial con-

ditions, not from the freights paid by the Government for their

own requirements. Throughout the first two and a half years of

the war there was a growing contrast between the Blue Book

rates paid for Government cargoes, which were moderate and

constant, and the freights paid for commercial cargoes, which

were exorbitant and always rising. The Blue Book rates were

moderate in comparison with payments made in other industries

both in Great Britain and in Allied and neutral countries. They

were less remunerative than the rates paid by the French Govern-

.

ment, as is shown by the higher selling value of French ships

during the war ; they were much Jess than the American Govern-

ment rates, which were necessarily fixed, as the British Govern-

ment’s rates were, with some reference to prices and conditions

at the date when the system of requijjition was put into fpree. On
the other hand the open market freights rose until they amounted

to six times the official rates.

The problem could not be solved by simply requisitioning all

ships at Blue Book rates. Supposing, for example, that the
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Government had requisitioned the ships employed at the

in importing oU-seeds at a time when oil-seeds were being bought,

carried, and sold under commercial conditions. What was the

Government to do next, after obtaining the tonnage at the

relatively low Blue Book rates ? Certainly the oil-seeds must still

be imported. They were wanted for margarine, for explosives, for

soap manufacture, and for other purposes, some of them of the

utmost importance. Were the ships to be re-chartered to the oil-

seeds merchants at the rates at which the Goveriunent had

obtained them ? The result would have been no better than if

the same action had been taken by our hypothetical philanthropist

among shipowners. The market price for the producer of oil-

seeds would have been the same and the benefit of the cheap

freight would have gone, not to the public, but to the merchant.

Were the ships then to be re-chartered at the full commercial

rates ? Then indeed the result would have been better for the

profit would have gone to the public—though to the public as

taxpayer, not as consumer. But with the public feeling against

high prices, it would have been extremely difficult to maintain

such a policy. It would have been denounced as profiteering,

and public and shipowner alike would have felt they had a legiti-

mate grievance. Extension of requisitioning could thus only

secure its object of reducing costs if it were combined with the

control of the actual commodity. This was, as we have seen, the

ultimate solution ; but it was a difficult and complicated process

which was extended gradually from commodity to commodity on

many considerations, of which the cost of freight was only one.

Control of purchase, distribution, manufacture, and price of all

the imported supplies of the country, though it gradually became

expedient on other grounds, could scarcely be undertaken solely

to deal with the problem of shipping profits.

Another possible method would have been to enact special

taxation, providing, for example, that the standard rate, beyond

which excess profits were pay^ible, should be taken from an average

of six or ten years’ profits, and not from the years of exceptionally

high freights just before the wai*. This method would, however,

certainly have been denounced, whether justly or not, as involving

an unfair discrimination.
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Whether or not, under these conditions, the Government could

and should have taken earlier and more drastic action (as to which

no opinion can be expressed), it is not surprising that freights and

profits occupied a large part of public attention in the third year

of the war.

The increase in earnings and profits, as compared with normal

rates or probable rates in the years in question, if there had been

?io war, was immense and possibly unique.

Pre-w'ar Profits

Shipping, certainly tramp shipping, is not normally a very

lucrative business. An interesting table, given in Fairplay in

December 1914, summarizes the experience of tramp steamers for

eleven years as follows

:

Book mhie of Profit on Depreciation at

Year. 8tearners. voyages. 5 per cent.

£ £ £
1904 10,753,752 640,541 622,725

1905 12,353,849 762,698 740,JH)1

1906 12,130,285 979,645 731,971

1907 13,732,704 1,079,257 832,716

1908 14,338,652 1,145,387 876,170

1909 13,016,494 647,997 837,890
1910 14,610,877 842,611 864,187

1911 16,717,739 1,471,541 943,088

1912 16,477,354 2,869,516 1,011,028

1913 16,682,905 5,506,850 1,073,665

1914 15,687,798 3,828,093 1,003,349

If we take the above figures and allow for the depreciation

there given we obtain the following net profits as a percentage of

the book values

:

Net profits as a percentage Profii per

Year. of hook vMue. gross ton.

Per cen*. £ s. d.

1904 017 0 0 4

1905 017 U 0 4
1906 204 0 3 8
1907 1-79 0 3 3
1908 1-87 0 3 2
1909 loss

1910 loss

1911 3-36 0 6 9
1912 5*88 0 9 9
1913 26*60 2 1 9
1914 18*10 1 7 3

• I
1569.93
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It is immediately apparent that over a long period of years

the average net profit had been less than 6 per cent., but that in

1913 it suddenly jumped to per cent, liiis boom period had,

however, passed before the war, and a representative tramp ship-

owner in December 1913 stated the general view of the prospects

in the foUowing words :
‘ We are in for a very bad depression.

The fall in rates in the latter part of this year, 1913, is altogether

unprecedented. No good will come from attempting to conceal

that the actual conditions now prevailing are a very serious

position to face.’

We start generally with the fact, therefore, that shipping,

normally not accustomed to big profits, had had a boom year in

1913, and was about to face a period of serious depression likely

to last for some years.

War Profits

Let us contrast with this the actual profits. These can best
perhaps be illustrated by stating what with ordinary good fortune
would have been the normal experience of a shipping company
owning in 1914 5 average ocean-going tramps of 6,000 tons
dead weight. In the calculations a normal share of requisitioning

by the Government is allowed for, and the shipowner is assumed
to pursue the safe but not the most remunerative policy of time-
chartering for periods of six to nine months. On this basis the
capital of the company at the commencement of the year would
have been £180,000. The gross earnings of the company from
August 1914 to the end of September 1916 would have been
£562,881. The expenditure, including insurance on the increased
values of the ships by appreciation, would have been £205,944,
leaving a net profit of £356,937, or 92 per cent, per annum. For
the first nine months of 1916 the net profit would have been at
the rate of 150 per cent. The company could then have sold out
at the price of £700,000, realizing a further profit of £520,000, or
a total of £876,937 net profit, that is, 226 per cent, per annum.
Of these sums the company would by that date have paid £165,224
in excess profits duty, and about £37,383 in income tax on the
current earnings. They would have paid no taxes upon the
1620,000 profit due to appreciated value. If the company did not
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sell out, and if we deduct both excess profits and income tax, it

would still have made a net profit of 42 per cent, '(or 70 per cent,

per annum for 1916) in addition to having at the end a property

(which could be alternately treated as something to be sold for

cash or a capitalization of prospective earnings) about four times

the value of what they started with. This is a short summary of

the calculations given at greater length on pp. 351-2. Not only,

however, was the rate of profit very high, but the total sums

involved were very great. Probably in the first twenty-six months

of the war the total net profit of British shipping amounted to at

least £262,000,000, with an appreciation in vine from£175,000,000

to about £500,000,000.

Aggravating Factors

It must first be remembered that these increased profits were

obviously due to war conditions, and were indeed the direct con-

sequence of demands made on shipping by the transport of war

supplies. Secondly the expense of making shipping possible under

war conditions (defence by the Navy) fell on the public without

any special levy on freights to meet it. In the third place, ship-

owners had had their boom years immediately before the war,

and would have suffered a corresponding depression in 1914-15,

if there had been no war. In the fourth place, while the Govern-

ment controlled the employment of sea transport almost as

completely as land transport, the formet* alone were allowed

to multiply freights and earnings ten-fold; the latter were

from the first day of the war restricted to peace standards. In

the fifth place, owing to the provision of the Excess Profits Duty

Act, which derived its standard from two out of the three years

preceding the war, and to the accident that 1913 was a boom year

for shipping, the shipowner mado four times his average profit,

and at least four times what he would have made, if there had been

no war, before he began to pay any excess profits duty at aD.

In addition, and perhaps most impo^ant of all as an explanation

of the public interest in the question and its influence in com-

pelling organization, is the fact that shipping is a key industiy

on which the whole economic life of the country is dependent.

The results of high freight, by increasing the cost of imported
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articles (though to a less extent than was commonly imagined),

permeated the whole industrial and domestic life of the nation.

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that the Government

decided early in 1917 that profits must be reduced by the exten-

sion of requisition at Blue Book rates. Fortunately, by this time,

nearly all imported articles were themselves being brought under
control, and transport therefore was being arranged for them in

requisitioned tonnage. Tlie difficulties of carr)dng commercial
cargo in requisitioned vessels, which are described above, were not
in practice,therefore,very serious. The decision to make requisition
universal did little more than expedite a process of extension
which was already almost complete.
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It is not within the scope of this book to give the history of

the submarine campaign. We are concerned with the civilian

struggle fought with the weapons of administrative orders,

statistics, and ration cards. Others must tell the more dramatic

tale of the contest at sea ; of the submarine itself, and its varied

foes ; the destroyer, the minefield, the patrolling craft, the decoy

ships, the aeroplanes, the torpedo, the gun, tlie bomb, the depth-

charge, and the heroism and endurance of the sailors, civilian and

naval, on both sides.

But something must be told here, though it is only in the

briefest outline, and though it includes only what is already of

public knowledge and omits all mention of the many inventions

of great technical interest. The civilian problem cannot be seen

in its proper perspective without some picture in the mind of

the naval contest, whose varying fortunes determined its conditions

and its character. Above all, some reference must be made to the

development of the convoy system, the crucial factor in the

Allies’ success.

The naval and civilian measures, for the most part separate,

touched at several points. The ewilian authority found ships

from the mercantile marine to act as armed cruisers, as patrolling

vessels, as decoy ships. The civilian intelligence system was

used to facilitate the arrangements for arming and dazzle-painting

merchant ships. And in the convoy arrangements the closest
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co-operation was necessary tliroughout, the ships being grouped

as far as practicable according to speed and assembled at the

appropriate ports by the civilian department in conformity with

the naval requirements.

The Submarine of 1914

Neither of the combatants reahzed before the war the possi-

bilities of the submarine. It was fortunate indeed for the Allies

that the submarine of 1917 was not launched upon them when

their counter preparations were at the 1914 stage. The submarine

of the first year of the war was a fragile, timid, and precarious

craft. It had a short range of action and had to return frequently

to its base port. It required to operate in shallow waters, where

it could rest on sandy shores, not so deep as to make the water

pressure excessive. It was, therefore, confined mainly to the

coastal waters of tlie United Kingdom. The earliest counter-

measures were addressed to these vulnerable conditions. They
succeeded in making the submarine life unbearably nei*ve-racking.

For a time indeed the raider and the mine seemed more dangerous

than the submarine’s torpedo.

Stibmarine. Mine. Raid&r.

August-Docomber 1914, vessels sunk * 3 42 66

But as counter measures were becoming effective in the near

seas, the submarine was becoming capable of more distant work.

In the first twelve months of the war, of the submarine victims

60 per cent, were sunk within a short distance of the United

Kingdom. In the next year this percentage fell to 22.

By 191& the submarine was able and was forced to extend

and largely transfer its activities to the Mediterranean. Here
its supplies were more precarious, but it still had the advantages

of shallow waters, near shore retreats, and a concentration of

merchant ships which made it easy to find its prey.

Longei; absence from base ports, however, made it necessary

for the submarine to rely more upon gun fire (which meant coming
to the surface) than upon its quickly exhausted supply of torpedoes.

The answer, and for a time’ the sufficient answer, to this was the

defensive armament of merchantmen, the supply of guns and
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gunners. In 1916 the submarine was still very vulnerable and

timid upon the surface. The possession of a gun was almost

a complete protection. In at least one instance, indeed, a master

who possessed no gun saved his ship by firing a rocket which the

timid submarine mistook for gun fire.

Unhappily it was difficult to produce the required guns quickly

enough. And at this crisis the situation was embarrassed by an

agitation on the part of civilian non-combatants (which found

striking electoral expression) for further protection against air-

craft. The agitation reached such dimensions that the Govern-

ment announced in February 1916 ‘ that the construction of

anti-aircraft guns has now priority over other ordnance, and as

fast as these guns are produced by the Ministry of Munitions they

will be distributed to the best advantage throughout the country \

While a single gun would ensure the safety of a merchant ship,

hundreds were sent not only to districts which had been attacked,

but to provincial centres of population which conceivably might bo

attacked. Meantime, the British sailor was aske(t (and was never

refusing) to go in 7 or 8-knot tramp steamers, flogging their way

slowly through the infested waters of the Mediterranean, without

protection of any kind. One ship in ten that passed the Straits

of Gibraltar at this period never returned. One gun per ship

would have made them safe
;
but the guns were being scattered

over England to defend a civilian population of whom only about

a thousand were killed, out of a population (in defended towns)

of some 20,000,000, in four years of war.

The success of defensive armament in 1916, and the fear of

decoy and ‘ mystery ’ ships, forced the submarine back to the more

frequent use of the torpedo. Against this the gun on the merchant

ship was useless and two new methods of protection were devised.

Merchant ships were camouflaged by dazzle-painting, i. e. they

were painted to reduce their visibility or deceive the submarine

as to their pace and direction. Opinions differ as to the success

of this device, and such statistical results as are available are not

decisive. It certainly did reduce the risk to some extent, and that

it made observation more difficult was testified by our own

submarine officers. But its success was limited, and on the whole

tended to diminish.
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Protected Approach Areas

The second method was the arrangement of a number of

‘ protected approach areas ’ through the dangerous waters near

the United Kingdom. Forces of trawlers and sloops, with some

destroyers, would be assembled in certain areas of which the

most important was off the south of Ireland. Each of these

areas was in the form of a cone ;
the merchant vessels received

secret orders as to where to enter it along a wide base line, which

was changed from time to time, and on entering it they received

such protection as the patrolling craft could afford. Special

escort was also provided for particularly valuable ships at an

assigned rendezvous.

This system was ineffective from the beginning, and in time

])r()ved a positive death trap. The approach areas covered an

immense expanse and the protective craft were utterly insufficient

to defend it. The areas and the places of rendezvous became

known. Sometimes perhaps an indiscreet master would talk

at his loading port. Sometimes the rendezvous would be missed

—

through bad weather or other causes—the ship would wireless

in the mercantile code, which was learned by the enemy, and

a submarine instead of a protecting escort would answer her call.

Probably, too, the sight of a protecting craft informed the sub-

marines where shipping was likely to be found. In the end, the

protected areas became more dangerous than the open seas, and

perhaps a master who took his own route without protection had

the best chance of escape. The chart which showed the sinkings

in the area off the south of Ireland became a tragic sight. The
protecting craft rescued most of the crews ;

but they could not

save the ships.

This was the main method of jittempted protection before and
during the opening of. the intensive campaign in the early part

of 1917. The success of defensive armament, as we have seen,

drove the submarine from the use of the gun to the use of the

torpedo. By this time it was much better able to employ this

more expensive weapon. It was no longer the little fragile craft

of 1914, capable of carrying few torpedoes and scanty stores and

confined to near and shallow seas. It was now as big and as
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strong as a small merchant ship, and had a range of action of some

thousands of miles ; was able to stay at sea for weeks and to

carry large stores of provisions and torpedoes. But it was

threatened by destroyers and defensive craft of every description,

and by aeroplanes and airships, and therefore found observation

from the surface difficult. More and more it had to rely upon the

periscope, and it is not easy to distinguish ships of one nationality

from another through a periscope, especially when no ship is

anxious to advertise the fact that she is a destined and legitimate

prey. Moreover, large numbers of neutral ships w^re by this time

in Allied service. The merchant ships of the world were becoming

one fleet.

The Intensive Submarine Campaign

Tlie enemy came to the conclusion, therefore, that if the

.submarine was to achieve a decisive issue it must be free to

attack neutral and Allied ships indiscriminately. Further than

that, it must be free to sink without notice ; torpedo firing from

periscope obsciwation made it even more impossible to give

notice than to distinguish nationality. To sink, and to sink

without warning, vessels of all nationalities meant the danger

of war witli America. But the German Admiralty promised that

with liberty of action they would reduce Great Britain in six

months—long before America’s aid, even if she decided to fight,

could be effective. This promise, though on any probable assump-

tion rather too optimistic, was no idle one. It was based, and not

unreasonably, on a careful calculation of Allied needs and resources.

It proved fallacious through two new counter measures still to

be devised—theconvoy system and the complete control of shipping

and supplies by the Allies. At the time it was a gamble perhaps

—

but not a wild one. The Geiinanp Government hesitated between

conflicting advisers, as the revelations in Admiral von Tirpitz’s

book have shown, but at last took the fatal decision. In December

1916 it was announced that certain ^reas, including all j;he waters

round the British Isles, were " war zones ’ and that any vessel

found in those waters, whether Allied or neutral, was liable to be

sunk, without notice after February T, 1917.

The opening success of the new campaign was staggering.
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In the first three months 470 ocean-going ships (including all

classes of ships the total was 1,000) had been sunk. In a single

fortnight in April 122 ocean-going vessels were lost. The rate of

the British loss in ocean-going tonnage during this fortnight was

equivalent to an average round voyage loss of 25 per cent,

one out of every four ships leaving the United Kingdom for an

overseas voyage was being lost before its return. The continuance

of this rate of loss would have brought disaster upon all the Allied

campaigns, and might well have involved an unconditional

surrender.

The Convoy System

But the black fortnight of April was perhaps a blessing in

disguise. The certainty of Allied disaster under the existing

conditions was so obvious that those who had advocated the

institution of convoys were at last given their chance.

The convoy system consisted briefly in assembling merchant

ships in grouj)s of up to forty ^ near their loading ports, in bringing

them across the high seas under the protection of a cruiser and

then escorting tliem through the submarine zone by a number
of destroyers, sloops, and trawlers. The protecting craft no longer

patrolled a large approach area. They kept with the convoy and

escorted it home.

The system had been frequently discussed, and fortunately

worked out in detail by those who believed in it, but had hitherto

been rejected. Cruisers had, of course, protected transports

against the risks of raiders
; but the protection of the tramp

shipping of the world against the submarine was a very different

problem. It was urged that the task of assembling ships of all

nationalities and all speeds at ports of departure would be one

of great difficulty, and that the delays involved would reduce

the importing capacity of the ships ; that the speed of a convoy

would be limited to the speed of the slowest ship in it ; that

masters would find it difficult to ' keep station ’, i. c. maintain

their proper position in the 'general formation of the convoy, in

Atlantic fogs and storms ;
and, finally, that a convoy system

would merely assemble its^prey for the submarine and offer it

a larger target.

* TIu* more usual number was 20-25.
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These reasonable, though insufficient, objections; were strengtli-

ened by others for which there was less foundation. The country

now paid a heavy penalty for the method it had adopted in

publishing its weekly losses. Week by week the losses of ocean-

going ships, averaging say 40 British, or 50 Britisli, Allied and

neutral together at this period, were published in conjunction

with figures of arrivals and departures at British ports (about

2,500 of each in every week). The figures were, of course, exact

in both cases; but those of the arrivals and departures gave

a seriously wrong impression, not only to the public but to many
of those concerned in naval defence.

It is true that there were 2,500 arrivals—but about 2,360 of

them were cross-Channel ships, vessels shifting ports or small

coastal vessels merely arriving from another coastal port and

never seriously at risk. The arrivals of British ocean-going ships,

comparable to the forty lost, were not 2,500 but about 140.

Every one in an official position kne^v of course that there were

not 2,500 ocean-going ships arriving each week, but only a very

few in control of merchant, not naval, ships realized that the real

number was anything like as small as 140. This wrong imj)ression

had two bad results. It disguised, until April 1917, the real rate

of loss. Not many men realized that for some time past the

average life of a ship had been only ten round voyages. It also

exaggerated the magnitude of the administrative task involved

in a convoy system. The escort of thousands of vessels a week

would have been an impossible effort—twenty arrivals a day

was a manageable ])roblem.

The Ministry of Shipping had throughout warmly supported

the proposals of the naval officers who advocated convoys, and

it had at its disposal a shipping intelligence system which botJi

accurately measured the task aifd assisted in its execution. The

IMinistry offered to carry through the whole organization of

merchant ships—their grouping as to speed, the arrangements to

collect them at loading ports and tp disperse them on ^irrival, &c.

The close association in this work of the naval officer, to whose

energy, initiative, and ability the adoption of convoy was chiefly

due, with a shipowner—who had Volunteered his services to

Requisitioning Branch and had there handled shipping and ship*
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ping problems under war conditions—proved an exceptionally

fortunate combination ; and little as it was known to the public,

their work proved of capital importance in the conduct of the war.

Tlie arguments which were opposed to the objections stated

above were based upon a much truer appreciation of the position.

The difficulties of assembling and of providing escort were proved

to be manageable by showing the number of ships concerned,

—an average of only some twenty arrivals a day in the

United Kingdom. The skill of the merchant skipper accustomed

to manage his vessel under the most varied conditions was justly

estimated to be sufficient to enable him to keep station. It was

pointed out that if a convoy were properly guarded a submarine

would have no time for more than one " browning ’ shot, which

might or might not hit ;
and would herself be exposed to instant

attack, whereas, out of a similar number of vessels coming independ-

ently along the track, she would probably sink two or three or

more without risk to herself. It was also contended that the loss

of time involved in collecting the vessels and reducing all to the

speed of the slowest in the convoy would be largely compensated

by the fact that more direct routes could be taken.

Many incidental advantages were also justly claimed for the

system. The morale of masters and men had never failed, but

it was being tried hard in the early months of the new campaign.

The new system gave a sense of security. It relieved the masters

of the task of coping with the submarine and left them to their

proper work of navigation. If a ship vvas hit, rescue was assured.

A convoy could be rapidly diverted from the region in which any

submarine had been discovered to be operating. Secrecy could

be much better preserved, for only the escorting cruiser and the

Admiralty need know the route and destination. The danger

of a raider, which at one period'had been serious, was countered

incidentally. For all but the southern seas were empty of all

prey except the convoys, and to have attacked a convoy would

have meanj attacking the cruisers, which it was the first object

of a raider to avoid.

It was not until after the disastrous losses of April, however,

that the system was given its chance. ‘ Controlled sailings ’ in

the French coal trade had shown good results, but it was only
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on May 10 that the first long-distance convoy started from the

Mediterranean. It arrived without loss, and thereafter amid

constant difiSculties the system was extended till it covered

practically all vessels on every dangerous route. The success

of the new convoy system in protection was as striking as that

of the new submarine campaign in its opening attack, and its

success continued to the end. Before its institution, and over a long

period, ships had been lost at the rate of one in ten voyages
; in

the black fortnight of April, one in four. But out of 149 wheat

and sugar ships sailing in convoy from Newport News between

July 2 and October 10, 1917, only two were sunk, and these were

both vessels which had failed to keep in the convoy.

During the following months the organization was built u[)

and the system extended. A committee was appointed to work

out the arrangements in detail. Lectures were arranged to

instruct the masters in exactly what was required of them.

Signal ratings and special gear were supplied to the ships. The

Shipping Intelligence Section was extended by the development

of a new section of the card index, in which ships were arranged

in groups of ports and routes, so that it was possible to state on

any given day the numbers and names of all ships in port or

on passage on any given trade routes. Information as to speeds

was verified and corrected, so that the organization of convoys

of different speeds could proceed.

The arrangements were based upon four main divisions of

the world: (1) the Mediterranean, including Morocco and south

Spanish ports, the convoys starting from Gibraltar; (2) the

South Atlantic, including South America and vessels homeward

bound from West Africa and the Cape, the convoys starting from

Dakar or Sierra Leone
; (3) the Gulf of Mexico, ships from the

Panama Canal and vessels loading in the United States not north

of Baltimore
;
and (4) vessels loading in Canada and the United

States north of Baltimore, for which the assembly ports were

Hampton Roads, New York, Haliffix or Sydney, Cap^ Breton.

The convoys working in these four areas included not only

British and Allied vessels but neutral vessels as well. The British

authorities thus accepted responsibility for the central organiza-

tion of the protection of all ocean-going vessels in the submarine
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area. Contributions in protecting craft were, however, given by

tiie navies. The French, Italian, and Japanese, and in

particular the American Navy, which now joined its forces with

the Allies, provided assistance of the greatest value.

After a month's experience the success of the convoy arrange-

ments for homeward bound traffic had the effect of increasing the

danger to outward bound vessels. At first the danger to home-

ward bound vessels had been considerably greater, because

they converged and were more easily found, because they were

not in possession of the latest submarine information and because

they were loaded and therefore more valuable than outward

vessels which were often in ballast. In April, for example, the

risk attaching to the homeward bound vessel was more than twice

as heavy as that of the outward bound one, but by August the

proportion was reversed. Outward convoys were therefore

organized. The arrangements were somewhat different and in

some respects more difficult, and the nicest synchronization was

required in order to use the same escorts first to escort outward

and then to meet a homeward convoy. Outward convoys, in

spite of an inauspicious beginning, were soon as successful as the

homeward ones. By the end of October about 100 homeward

convoys liad been brought in with 1,500 steamers, and a dead

weight capacity of 10,500,000 tons. Of these only ten vessels

had been torpedoed while in contact with the convoy (0-66 per cent.)

and a further fourteen after being separated from the convoy,

making a gross total of 1-6 per cent. By the same date, 77

outward convoys, including about a thousand ships and 7,000,000

tons dead weight had sustained a loss of only 0’57 per cent. One
interesting result was that, as ships were more difficult to find

at sea, the submarine was driven closer inland. Before convoys

were in full operation nearly 60 »per cent, of the ships sunk were

in the open sea
;
but afterwards the proportion of vessels sunk

there became insignificant, only six British being lost in the open

sea in the Jour last months pf 1917. Not only, therefore, did

convoys enormously reduce the number of vessels lost, they

greatly reduced the risk to life when a vessel was lost. The crew

of a vessel sunk ten or twenty miles from land was usually rescued

almost at once. This was a very different ordeal from that which
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crews of ships sunk two or three hundred miles from land had

to face in the early part of 1917, when a great proportion, even of

those who managed to get into their boats, died from exposure

before they reached land or were picked up.

Throughout the greater part of 1917 the main effort was

directed to extending the system with the greatest possible rapidity

so as to cover ships of all nationalities on all routes. Even a

hastily organized convoy under escort was infinitely more

valuable than the old protective system, and delays due to

defects of details in the arrangements were of little importance

in comparison with the security afforded.

Once the extension was complete, however, steps were taken

to perfect the organization so as to prevent all avoidable delay

and expedite the speed of the sailings.

The first step was to differentiate convoys according to the

speed of tlie protected vessels, special convoys being formed for

the faster vessels. Improvements were then effected by a detailed

examination of the conditions under which vessels were loaded

and bunkered. Elaborate arrangements were also required to

secure that in loading the vessels account was taken of the

destination of the cargo and of the next convoy respectively.

Great delay and trouble would clearly be caused if a vessel were

loaded largely with cargo for the east coast and the next convoy

sailing was for the west coast of Great Britain. Special officers

were sent to America as port convoy officers to deal with these

difficulties. Simultaneously arrangements were made in the home

ports, particularly at Liverpool, to secure the pooling of bunkering

arrangements and berths, so that an owner who was not using

his own private bertli should not leave it idle while another owner’s

vessel was waiting for a berth.

It is impossible here, howevei> to describe in detail the history

of the convoy system, the many problems it had to face, and the

modifications in its organization. It is sufficient to say that it

met successfully every new strain placed upon it. The threatened

and much feared attack upon the vessels transporting the

Argentine wheat crop purchased in January 1918, the even more

crucial danger to the transports bringing American troops at the

crisis of the war, were both averted. The system was a triumphant
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success and may perhaps justly claim to be the decisive factor in

the long contested struggle between the two blockades. The

shipping losses fell steadily throughout the latter part of 1917

and beginning of 1918, and with the complete extension of the

convoy system they had almost ceased to be serious. This reduc-

tion was not due, as was popularly imagined at the time, to the

destruction of submarines ; on the contrary, the number of sub-

marines at sea was continually growing and the skill and strength

of the individual submarine increasing. We have seen that the

worst losses of the war were in April 1917, and that the con-

tinuance of the rate of loss at that time would have been fatal

to the Allied cause ;
but there was not a single month after April

when the German Admiralty did not have more submarines

operating than in that month, and in some months indeed they

had 60 per cent. more. That they failed to continue their success

was due not to failing numbers or failing skill but to the convoy

system. By the Armistice 607 homeward bound convoys had

been brought in, including 9,300 ships of a tonnage of 68,000,000

tons dead weight
;
of these only 73, with a dead weight of 500,000

tons, had been lost. By the same date there had been
.
627

outward convoys with 7,300 ships of 52,000,000 tons dead weight,

of which only 45 ships, of a dead weight tonnage of 387,000 tons,

had been lost. This gives a total loss of 118 ships (890,000 tons

dead weight) out of 16,600 ships (120,000,000 tons dead weight),

or 0*7 per cent. These figures do not include losses of vessels

sunk when not in contact with the convoy. If these losses, as

well as those due to marine risk, are also included, the total is

still below 1 per cent, as compared with about 10 per cent, before

tlie system was adopted.

The Navy and the Mercantile Marine

Others must tell of the personal aspect of the struggle at sea,

of the heroism and endurance of the thousands of men engaged

in all the craft, the trawlers., motor boats, patrol vessels, and

destroyers employed in protecting the merchant fleet or m attack-

ing the submarines. Something has been told in the brief notices

issued with the V.C.’s given tor decoy vessel work ; a little more

in various books and records, in casual tales and anecdotes, but
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the full tale remains to be told. 1 remember coming back from

America on a big Atlantic liner in August 1917. When we were

still two days from the nearest land the captain told me that the

escorting destroyers were due in twenty minutes. ‘ But I doubt

whether they can be there—it is dirty weather for destroyers.’

I left the deck for twenty-five minutes. When I came back the

four destroyers were there on right and left, before and behind,

almost invisible with each new wave—but exact to the minute in

their station. And so they continued for two days and nights till

we entered the nearer waters when mines became more dangerous

than submarines
;

and then they went line ahead to take any

mine there might be and so, at the cost of their own destruction,

save the ship they were protecting. This was the most ordinary

example of the current day’s work, but it enabled one to picture

something of the courage, the dangers, and the hardship of those

in the small and fragile craft in the frosts and seas of winter.

No less was the courage of the merchant seamen, of whom
15,000 lost their lives. Amid the innumerable difficulties that

beset the shipping problem of the Allies they were throughout

happily free from anxiety as to the conduct of the officers and

seamen of the mercantile marine. No calculation in any shipping

and supply programme included a margin for the human factor.

Even when vessels unarmed and without wireless were required

to proceed unescorted to waters infested with submarines, crews

were always available and willing to sail. The enemy attempted

two objects in adopting the more ruthless form of submarine

warfare, the first to increase the destruction of the vessels and

the second to break the morale of the men who manned them. In

the first they achieved a dangerous though temporary success.

In the second they failed from the beginning and throughout.

Two incidents from hundreds ihay be mentioned in illustration.

In 1917 a large cargo liner was torpedoed some hundred miles off

the Irish coast on a bitter winter night when the seas were high.

Of the crew of sixty, twenty-six were killed by an e^^plosion or

drowned in getting to the boats or died from exposure. The rest

got away, some of them, including a cabin boy of seventeen, with

nothing but the shirts they slept in, and reached England safely.

All without a single exception, and including the cabin boy, went
1569.33 *

rf
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straight to the owner’s office and asked to be put on the next

ship. In another instance, a neutral crew of a neutral ship who

had less inducement to face the risks of a war not their own were

disinclined to put to sea. The master, who had married an English

wife and had his home in England, went home dejected and told

his wife his men would not sail. She asked him to let her come

and talk to them. He consented, not knowing what she intended

to say. She saw the crew and said simply ‘ You may be interested

to know that I am going to sea with my husband this voyage

She went to sea—and so did they.

Courage and skill combined made the convoy systelh the

crucial factor in the long struggle.

The long contest between attack and defence was at last

decided, and it was decided conclusively before the war ended
and on its own merits, not as an incidental result of the military

successes of the Allies. In the first quarter of 1918, 1,150,000 tons
were lost from both war and marine risks, 870^000 tons were
built (loss, 280,000 tons). In the second quarter of 1918, 962,000
tons were lost and 1,245,000 tons built (gain 283,000 tons). In
the third quarter 916,000 tons were lost, 1,384,000 tons were built

(gain, 468,000 tons). In September the world gained even without
the building in America. In October, apart from a few casual
sinkings in the early dates, the losses ceased. Apparently the
submarines had been recalled—either in anticipation of the
Armistice or to help the Grand Fleet in one last desperate gamble.
The next time they left port was when they were surrendered to

the Allies among the first spoils of victory.

So triumphantly and decisively the long struggle was ended.
It may be that the submarine had other terrors in store, but apart
from some new development of which they had no experience
the Allies had the certainty that, difficult as would have been
their experience during the winter of 1918-19, increased building

would make them safe from the spring of 1918 onwards.
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The above taHe shows fte developmentof losses as exactly as a 'curve" can do; but does not indicate

the precise loss in a given month .

*

It will be noted that;-

(i) in igi4 losses by cruiser and raider were serious; losses by submarine were negligible

(1) after rgi4 almost all losses, except those by submarine, were negligiWe

0) the success of the intensive submarine campaign (Spnng igiy) was immediate and overwhelming"

14) the success of tiie convey system (beginning about May 1917) was equally immediate and complete

(5) the 'marine losses " (l e losses ordinary sea risk,, collisions etc ) show an increase as a result of war
conditions ^navigation without lights etc.) and a further slight increase affer the institution of convoy

(collisions). The seasonal variations between summer and winter are also shown.
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PART IV

ALLIED CONTROL

CHAPTER I

ALLIED ARRANGEMENTS IN THE FIRST THREE
YEARS

The Commission Internationale de Ravitaillement. The two principles.

Communication through f'oreign Office. Direct contact. Emergency assistance.

Variety of method. Assistance on the basis of a fixed quantity (Shipping Contro)

Committee). The Agreement of December 8, 1916. The Inter-Allied Shipping

Committee—Causes of failure. Control in Allied Countries : France, Italy,

America.

During the early part of the war shipping had very little to

do with the development of Allied organization. The Allies

wanted many things from each other more than ships. They

wanted uniforms, guns, shells, and equipment of every kind which

British factories could make. And above all they wanted money.

For money could buy all these things and, at this time most easily

of all, could secure the use of ships to carry them.

The Commission Internationale de Ravitaillement

These requirements at once needed a new organization. It

would have meant confusion and waste of every kind if the French

and other Allied War Offices had continued to place their private

orders with British manufacturers in competition both with each

other and with the British depai4;ments. To prevent this the Com-

mission de Ravitaillement (the C.I.R.) was established in London in

August 1914. It included representatives of the Allied purchasing

departments ; it received their demands and distributed them

with due consideration of similar British orders among British

manufacturers. It served a very useful purpose in saving the

Allies from being exploited or misled, in limiting the increase of

prices by competition, and to some extent in pooling the know-
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ledge of the different countries, and saving each of them from
bu)ring its experience separately and dearly by its own misfortunes.

It was indeed essentially a British organization to help Allied

purchasers. It was formed to co-ordinate purchases in Great
Britain : it was under British management and it derived its

strength and effectiveness largely from the fact that the purchases

had to be made with British credits.

At the same time the C.I.R. marked an important development
in the mechanism of Allied co-operation. In peace time, if the

French Ministry of Commerce wanted something from the British

Board of Trade it would transmit its request through the British

Embassy in Paris, or the French Embassy in London, to the

British Foreign Office, who would in turn send it on to the British

Board of Trade
; and the reply would return by the same

rather devious channel. The communications of two specialized

departments on any technical matter thus passed four times

through the hands and pens of non-specialists. This procedure

was clearly not suited to the intricate and urgent arrange-

ments which the war required between the Allies. It was
based, like Foreign Offices themselves, upon the principle,

natural perhaps for most negotiations before the war, that

when something has to be arranged by the administrations of

two countries, the first thing to consider is that two separate

countries with all their complexity of interests, some divergent

and some coincident, are concerned, and the second only the

technical character of the particular affair in question. Under
the stress of the war, as later chapters will describe, this position

was reversed. The intricacy of the arrangements compelled direct

contact between the specialized Ministers and officials of the

several countries. The common interest in a common cause made
it less reasonable and less possible to make arrangements about

food or about munitions or about ships mere items in general

negotiations between Great Britain, France, and Italy.

Little by little, as we shall see, the principle on which Allied

action developed during the war was tliat a French official wanting

British ships was primarily a person wanting ships from some one

who could supply them, and not primarily a Frenchman negotia-

ting with an Englishman. The process was never complete and
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differences of national interests always remained. But they

continued to become less important and (here is the real point)

they were ultimately argued out and settled by specialists of the

different countries.

This, however, is to anticipate. The principle on which the

C.LR. was founded in 1914 was essentially that on which negotia-

tions between different countries proceeded before the war. The

change was designed to make that principle consistent with

comparatively expeditious business and not to alter the principle

itselh The transference to an Allied basis was gradual and

developed from the necessities of daily business. As the Allied

representatives, attached to this Commission, proceeded with

their work it became difficult to interpose a central unspecialized

person between them and the corresponding specialist in the

British supply departments. Personal relations between these

specialists grew and direct contact developed. This was for some

time, however, in the case of shipping confined to occasional ^

visits with regard to tlie detail of transport arrangements.

Emergency Assistance

In general, from 1914 to the end of 1917 each country made
its own arrangements for transport, partly by requisitioning its

national tonnage and partly by chartering cithci* national or

neutral tonnage in the open market.

From the beginning, however, this general system was supple-

mented by varying forms of assistance from tJie strongest shipping

power—Groat Britain. In tJie first place, a certain amount of

tonnage, on no definite plan and on no logical principle, was

allotted to France and Italy at Blue Book rates for the conveyance

of certain war materials. In the second place, the British requi-

sitioning authority gave exempti®n from requisition to a consider-

able number of Britisli vessels which had been ‘ time-chartered
’

to the French Government or French companies. Botli these

measures were inadequate and^difficult to apply. Under the first,

certain tonnage within a limit never exactly defined was allotted

to France at Blue Book rates for the conveyance of oats and steel

;

but at the same time other o&ts and other steel purchased for tlie

French Government for similar purposes and under similar con-
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ditions were being conveyed in freight cliartered at several times

the cost. This anomaly was obviously undesirable and assistance

by this method had, moreover, all the disadvantages of a concealed

subsidy. The second system of exempting British ships cliartered

for French munitions service was open to even more serious

objections. It gave an inducement to British owners to attempt

this method of evading tlieir proper liability to requisition. In

addition, while it was possible to asceiiain that a particular vessel

so favoured was conveying military supplies, it was never possible

to be sure that the effect of giving this exemption was not to

enable the release of another vessel belonging to tlie Allied com-

pany to engage in profitable commercial trade of no military

importance. Whether or not this was true in any particular case,

the fact that British shipowners believed it, and that it could not

be disproved, greatly added to the difficulties of the British

Government in dealing with them.

In 1915 and 1916, therefore, British shipping assistance to the

Allies was rather improvised than organized. During tJiis period

there were normally some 600 ocean-going BritisJi shijis in the

service of France and Italy, in addition to some 250,(M)0 tons

of small coastal vessels in the French (^oal trade. Some of

these vessels were on requisition at Blue Book rates ; others were

chartered on time or voyage at specially restricted rates
;

others

were chartered under compulsion of the Carriage of Foodstuffs

Committee at rates which varied with the action of that committee;

others were chartered freely in the open market either on voyage

or on time. Some of the latter were given exemption from requisi-

tion and accepted lower rates to obtain that privilege
;

others

were chartered with no such exem])tion.

Sometimes an emergency in the coal situation or a sudden

shortage in some class of military sujiplies would bring a mission

from the French Cabinet or military head-ipiarters, and extra

assistance would be given or refused on such judgment as could

be formed at the moment of the relative urgency of IJrench and

‘British needs. Normally, and in the current course of the day’s

work, French and Italian representatives on the C.I.R. in London

would be negotiating with the Transport Department for tonnage

for one requirement or another ;
asking for pressure to be put on
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an owner to accept a charter, or exemption from requisition to

be given to one already chartered.

But during this period French and Italian supplies were not

fully surveyed and known even by their own Governments (as

indeed British were not). Still less was there any organization

by which they could be measured against each other or against

British requirements. And such British tonnage as was in French

service was there on a precarious tenure
;
a large part of it was

always liable to be requisitioned away under some new pressure

of British needs.

From time to time, indeed, attempts were made to place the

tonnage arrangements on a somewhat more stable basis. In May
1916 for instance, the Cabinet decided, on the recommendation

of the Shipping Control Committee, to limit the British tonnage

in French and Italian service to the amount in that service on

April 1, and not to replace future war-losses. It was hoped

that both the Allied and British Governments would then be able

to frame their supply programmes responsibly on the basis of

definite knowledge of the amount of tonnage available for them.

But the decision was based upon no information (for none existed)

as to the relative supply needs of the different countries. And
in time the pressure of cireumstances made it impossible to main-

tain it.

Agreement of December 3, 1916

In December of the same year again, an important though not

a comprehensive shipping agreement was concluded between the

French and British Governments, under which tlie latter under-

took to maintain a certain amount of tonnage in the coal and other

specified services.

This agreement reflects very accurately the conditions under

which shipping arrangements were made between the Allies at

this period.

In the first place it gives clear evidence of its immediate origin.

Emergency assistance was required by France in a number of

different services suffering from lack of shipping. Special pro-

visions are inserted as to the transport of rice and of coolie

labourers from Indo-China, of coal and steel from England ; as

to the supply of tailway wagons to assist in clearing the French
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ports ; as to the grant of facilities for the completion of certain

French vessels under construction in England. • .

Other provisions are, however, of wider range and more per*

manent importance. The limitation on the British tonnage in

French service recommended by the Shipping Control Committee
was enforced by the grant or refusal of individual charter licences

by the Ship Licensing Committee. This Committee considered

both the total ships in French service at tlie time and also the

nature of the work for which a particular vessel seeking a licence

was intended. Such a system obviously made impossible a respon-

sible control by France of her own shipping arrangements. It

was therefore provided in the agreement that so long as the total

tonnage was not exceeded the French Government should be the

sole judge as to use, and that time-charters, as distinct from

charters for the single voyage, should be both allowed and en-

couraged.

The main importance of the agreement, however, consists in

its recognition that these emergency or arbitrary allocations of

tonnage were not satisfactory. It shows an evident desire to

extend co-operation on a basis of furthei* and more complete

information. With tliis object it provides that France and Great

Britain should exchange monthly statements as to the employment
of their ships

;
that the transport of French wheat (for which,

however, all the ships were still to be provided by France) should

be arranged in consultation with the Wheat Executive
;
that ships

taking coal to France should return with ore and pit-props for

England ; that all chartering of neutral steamers should be

centralized in an Inter-Allied Bureau in London,

The actual form of the document is not without interest. The
sequence of the clauses, which are strung together with no logical

connexion, gives clear evidence of the way in which the requests

for special assistance were negotiated into the document in the

course of discussions on principle.

These and other agreements were piecemeal and incomplete.

They did not, and in their nature could not, place the shipping

arrangements on a stable basis or prevent the constant occurrence

of new emergency requests for tonnage. Little by little these

requests, and the dislocation and disturbance they caused, forced
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each of the three Governments to increase its control and its

knowledge of its own most vital needs—and finally to combine

in an organization which enabled them to be measured against

each other.

The Inter-Allied Shipping Committee

An interesting though unsuccessful attempt at developing such

an organization was made in January 1917.

Opportunity was taken of an important Allied naval con-

ference in London to appoint an Inter-Allied Shipping Committee.

It included representatives of Great Britain, France, and Italy,

and its object was to survey the shipping needs of the three

countriesand to arrange a general plan for the allocation of tonnage.

This experiment proved entirely ineffective, partly because the

national work done by each of the counti*ies in organizing its

supplies was insufficient, and paiily because the committee itself

was constituted on a wrong principle. It included neither

Ministers with power to s|)eak on behalf of their several Govern-

ments on questions of policy, nor officials responsible for the

current work of arranging ships and supplies. It was useful

chiefly in discovering by its own failure how an effective Allied

organization must be built.

Nothing has been said in this cha])ter of the other great Ally,

Russia, who made large demands on shipping. The arrangements

made witli her were on an entirely different basis, and she was

out of tJxe war before Uie later development of Allied co-ojieration.

Her supply arrangements were handled tliroughout in London,

not in Fetrograd, and ships were provided and managed just as

if the supplies were BritisJi. In the summers of 1916 and 1917

tile shi])s in this service, numbering at the heiglit of the season

some J250, were a serious factor in the whole position. But this

demand upon tonnage had of course ceased in the next year, 1918,

when the other Allied demands were greater, and throughout the

negotiations with Russia w^ere outside the main line of develop-

ment.

At the end of 1917 the shipping arrangements with France

and Italy were still on tlie basis described above. But by that

time the increasing seriousness of the supply position, and the
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entry of America into the war, made it important to devise a more

satisfactory basis—and the development of the national control

system made it possible.

Note as to Control in France, Italy, and America

The description of national control in this book is necessarily

confined to Great Britain. The writer has neitlxer the knowledge,

nor the space, to give a similar account of the corresponding

controls in the Allied countries. This omission is of less import-

ance because the Allied organization now to be described had its

centre in London and was built up mainly on the British system.

It could never liave been successful, however, if there had not

been effective control both of shipping and supplies in France,

Italy, and America. Tlie reader must throughout remember the

existence of these controls, and it may be well to conclude this

chapter by a very brief note as to some of their main features.

In Italy the Government controlled shipping under two

systems. The first, under Royal Dec;ree of January 1915, was

similar to the British system. Vessels were requisitioned on time-

charter at a fixed rate of hire (somewhat higher than the British

scale) for Government cargoes, the owner finding and paying the

crew, but the Government bearing the running expenses and

managing the vessel. In the following year (January 1916)

a different system was introduced with the object of utilizing

the owners’ organization and giving them a direct inducement to

expedite dispatch. Instead of being paid a time-charter rate they

were paid so much per ton delivered. This second system, however,

proved impracticable after a time and all vessels were requisi-

tioned on the time system. Before the end of the period we are

now considering, the control was complete and effective. More

than nine-tentlis of Italy’s imported su])plies consisted of cereals

and coal, and the extreme shortage of both from an early date

compelled complete Government control of purchase, transport,

and distribution. . •

In France the extension of control proved a more difficult

problem. Her imports were more varied ; the shortage in coal

and cereals developed somewhat later, and for the greater period

of the war was probably not so serious as in Italy. For some time
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France either requisitioned vessels on ‘ hare-boat ^ terms (i.e. the

Government took the vessel outright and provided the crew and

made all thearrangements itself)or was content to charter, or leave

imports to the ordinary commercial conditions. The first method

was appropriate if the vessel was required for combatant service,

but was clearly unsuitable for import work ; the second and

third gave excessive profits and inadequate control over imports.

Chartering continued to occupy a proportionately bigger place in

the French than in either the British or Italian systems. But

requisition on time-charter was gradually introduced, and ulti-

mately control was extended over all French ships. More

complete measures were also taken to control supplies and in

1917 the whole import system was placed under the effective

control of a committee under the chairmanship of the Minister

of Commerce.

America began to requisition her shipping in 1917, with the

special difficulty that rates had been high for some years and that

vessels had changed liands at correspondingly increased values.

She therefore had to pay much higher rates than Great Britain.

Her control develojxHl quickly and was exercised drastically under

the pressure of her Army requirements in 1918. The allocation of

her ships to the most essential needs was greatly assisted by

a vigorous and effective department in charge of the licensing

of imports. Tliroughout the war the restriction of imports was

effected much more by deliberate selection and prohibition and

much less througli the allocation and withdrawal of sliips than

in Great Britain. In dealing with consumption America relied

much more tlian tlie European Allies on voluntary appeals for

reduction, which were wonderfully effective. One day the roads

and streets would be crowded with motor-cars. The President

would appeal for economy
; and the next day not a car would be

seen. The European Allies wanted wheat and the Food Controller

issued an api)eal to the public to eat maize-bread. The result

was again instantaneous andr overwhelming. With her immense

production America's problem was, of course, not to deal with

a shortage of lier own, but to supply from her own sufficiency what

the European Allies most needed on financial terms which were

possible for them. It is sufficient for our present purpose to
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mention without description the two measures taken by America

which were most important for the Allied system. The Food

Controller acquired full authority over food and henceforth made

block agreements, at fixed prices with the Allies, instead of leaving

them to buy from individuals. The War Purchase and Finance

Board, under American chairmanship, but meeting in Paris and

London, arranged the allocation of credits for American purchases

and for this purpose acted upon the advice of the Programme

Committees.

In France, Italy, and America, as well as in Great Britain,

therefore, we find by the end of 1917 a system of control, both

of ships and supplies, which, with many variations of form and

method, was complete and effective.
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THE ATjrmiN OF 1917

The General Shipping Position. Its Gravity. Its dements of hope. Improve-
ment of National CIrganization. Need for Allied Organization. The Agreement
of November 3, 1917. Its essential principles : ‘ pooling * of use of tonnage ;

equal sacrifice. Negotiations with American Mission.

In the autumn of 1917 tlie prospect was less desperate than

in the spring, but tlie actual pressure on shipping was even greater;

17,000,000 tons d.w. of tlie world’s tonnage had been lost

and less than half had been replaced. Great Britain alone had
lost 10 million tons d.w. and, even after allowing for the ships

she had captured as well as those she had built, had sustained

a net loss of over 4 million tons d.w. France and Italy had lost

about 2 million tons d.w. and had built practically nothing. Still

more ominous and menacing was the fact that considerably more
tonnage was lost in tlie first ten months of 1917 than in the previous

tliirty months of tlie war. Nor had America yet begun to build

seriously. At the same time the demands of the war upon shipping

were greater than at any jirevious period. All the distant ex-

peditions (except the long-abandoned one to the Dardanelles)

were fully maintained, and both troops and supplies were being

sent to Salonica, Mesopotamia, Palestine, and East Africa. Drafts

were still required from Canada, South Africa, Australia, and
New Zealand, llie scale of the war in France was continually

increasing and the development in the character of warfare was
constantly involving a larger exjienditure of munitions and
a larger ratio of supplies. The Navy was at its maximum strength

and its demands on merchant tonnage for its anti-submarine

activities alone were very heayy. As a climax to these difficulties

were the anticipations of the most serious food troubles through-

out the winter and spring in Great Britain, France, and Italy alike.

The way in which the position presented itself at the time is

shown in the document reprinted on p. 285. Perhaps it was
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fortunate that solHe o| the worst factors in the problem were

then unknown. ^ iwgp impossible to anticipate that shipping

was to be frozen'tip iit4he harbour of New York by an unprece-

dented frost, that^ the coal supply of France would be dislocated

by a German advance on the Pas de Calais coalfields
; that

military disasters would require (and would obtain) the transporta-

tion and supply of more than twice the number of American

soldiers originally contemplated.

In merciful ignorance of these new troubles of the future it

was easier, as it was essential, to keep a balanced judgment under

the almost overwhelming pressure of the daily requirements by

taking a somewhat longer view. The brighter features in tlu'

position were that the immense building resources of .Ameriia

promised ultimate relief if only the next year could be endured ;

that the losses, though three times greater in 1917 than in the

earlier years of the war, were far lower at the end of tliat year

than at the beginning
;
and that the organization both of shipping

and supplies was now much more adequate to its task.

In the autumn the British Cabinet took energetic measures.

They established a Committee of Cabinet Ministers with instruc-

tions to effect a much more serious reduction in the British

supply programmes than had ever been attempted. This Com-

mittee succeeded finally in making arrangements which gave the

shipping authorities rather more breathing space than they had

had throughout the year. The reductions gave the inestimable

advantage of a small margin of tonnage outside that allotted

to British supplies which could be used to meet the current

emergencies of the Allies while the new Allied organization was

still being formed.

National Organization at thk end of 1917

The British Ministry of Shipping by this time had full and

effective control of all British ships^ over their every voyage and

their every cargo. Shipments even on the liners were made in

accordance with official orders with just sufficient margin and

elasticity to enable the local organization of the owners to be used

and to secure the best loading of the ships. These orders to the

1569.33 L
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liners and the allocation of the fully requisitioned tramps were

both arranged on the basis of a single central plan for all British

transport requirements and for any Allied transport for which

the British Government had accepted responsibility. A complete

system was in working order for supervising every vessel and

making the utmost use of return voyages. ’ In addition, the voyages

and movements of all Allied vessels (and indeed of all ocean-going

vessels in the world) were known and carefully watched. Central

control of shipping, indeed, was not yet achieved but much of the

information and organization required for it were already avail-

able.

The control of supplies, too, had become much more complete

and effective. The numerous controls of the different commodities

were now grouped under a few big departments. Their experts

and officials had gone far towards acquiring the knowledge, the

point of view, and the habit of corporate work necessary to frame

central programmes and to determine the comparative importance

of the various supplies. The necessary reductions were grave,

but it was becoming possible to forecast and to distribute them

beforehand on the basis of a general plan. The supply depart-

ments were able through their detailed organizations to take the

necessary measures to minimize the evil consequences. Con-

sumption and production might have to be restricted, but it was

now possible to prevent spasmodic shortages ; to prevent indus-

tries being brought to a sudden standstill by the lack of some

particular raw material while other supplies were being left unused ;

to avoid the risk of starvation following upon unnecessary con-

sumption. Tlie way in which the most important reductions

were arranged by a Cabinet Committee in Great Britain has

already been described. Similar work was at the same time done

in France by a standing committee under the chairmanship of

the Minister of Commerce. For Italy the problem was somewhat

less intricate because all her imported supplies were almost

negligible in comparison with her two main import requirements

of coal and cereals and both of these were, and had been for some

time, under close and effective control.

The national organization, therefore, which is the indispensable

condition of international control of the kind later developed, was
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already in existence and effectively working. It was, however,

for the time being, working in each country with very little

relation to the corresponding work in other countries. Tliere

was indeed consultation from time to time between the Munitions

.Ministers and experts of the three European Allies
; the WTieat

Executive was already examining, and to a large extent deciding,

the wheat purchases and supplies of these three countries on

the basis of a single and comprehensive survey of the position
;

the British shipping authorities were in close contact with tlie

Allied authorities who needed British transport. This inter-

Allied co-operation, however, was very tentative and incomplete.

\Vith few exceptions each country was ignorant of tlie nature of

the needs of the other countries. There was no means of saying

whether in any particular commodity, or in general, the standards

of sacrifice and restriction were approximately equal or not.

It was, however, becoming evident by this time that such

information, and action based upon it, were essential if the grave

transport difficulties of the ensuing winter were to be endured.

The question was advanced by the visit to England of the French

Minister of Commerce. He had been convinced by the work of

the Committee over which lie had presided in France that it was

essential for France to have further assistance during tlie winter,

that the effective application of a principle of equal sacrifice would

give her extra assistance, and that the most pressing need of all

was to share the importation of food, and especially of wheat.

Continuous discussions took place in the early days of November

between the French Minister of Commerce and British Ministers

and officials on this subject. In the actual shipping position it

was obvious that any new organization would in fact mean the

supply of further British ships to France and Italy, and some

limitation upon the British control of those shijis. There was,

moreover, insufficient information to enable a principle of equal

sacrifice to be applied exactly. There was, therefore, a not un-

natural fear that the acceptance of jjuch a principle would present

many dangers from ^he British point of view. This fear is reflected

in the tentative character of the development which is explained

and illustrated in the documents printed at the end of this book.
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Agreement of November 3, 1917

The discussions between the French and British Governments

referred to above were enlarged by the association of Italian

representatives and resulted in an important agreement of Novem-

ber 3, to the following effect

:

The Governments of Great Britain, Franee, and Italy find that owing

to the failure of the French and Italian harvests, the submarine warfare,

and other causes, there is not sufficient tonnage for all their wants. They
consider that, of these wants, food is the most important, and can be

treated separately ; the amount of food that has to be imported is known ;

and they think that the burden of providing the tonnage for carrying it

should be a common charge on all the Allies including the United States ;

but inasmuch as the need for an immediate arrangement is pressing the

three Governments are prepared to accept the responsibility of providing

the tonnage that may l)e required proportionally to their respective means

of transport with or without the help of the United States.

The three Governments further agree that they will proceed forthwith

to examine the other hardly less important needs of the Allies.

Tliis agreement is not very lucid in its terms. It might mean
much or little, according to the interpretation placed upon it.

It seemed to contemplate a pooling of tonnage for food but not

for other imports. But the tonnage was to be provided ' propor-

tionally to the respective means of transport This could not

mean the mere application of a mathematical formula. It would

have been absurd to say that if Great Britain, for example, had

7,000,000 tons engaged in importing, France 2,000,000 tons, and

Italy 1,000,000 tons, the tonnage required for the agreed food pro-

gramme of the three countries should be provided in the proportions

of seven, two, and one, without regard to the nature of their needs.

The only other interpretation, however, was that shipping should

be allotted after a common examination of all the demands upon

the interchangeable tonnage of the three countries. This in

practice almost did away with the distinction made in the agree-

ment between food and other imports, except that it expressed

some recognition that food should in general have priority. The

agreement, therefore, in spite of the obscurity of its terms, was

of great importance because it practically admitted the principle

of pooling the use, though hot the management, of tonnage for

all purposes.
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The next fortnight was devoted to working out the main lines

of a more detailed agreement and organization to give effect to

this principle. Tlie kind of considerations involved is shown

in a memorandum produced on p. 281.

Negotiations w^ith America, November 1917

In the meantime the area of negotiation was widened by the

arrival of an important American Mission in London under

Colonel House, accompanied by a member of the American Shi})-

ping Board, and on November 20 the following important

prineijiles were suggested by the British Government and proved

generally acceptable to the American Mission

:

(a) That America, France, Italy, and Great Britain should all tabulate

and make available to each other a statement showing in detail, and as

nearly as possible in the same form, each class of rcfpiirements for which

tonnage is needed, and, secondly, the tonnage now available and likely

to be available in future through new' building, &c. These having been

classified (showing the source of supply, &e.), and having been adjusted

(1) to secure a reasonably uniform standard of adc(|uaey botli as between

classes of commodities and as bct>vcen countries; and (2) to bring the

total within the carrying cai^acity of the Allies as a whole, would form

the basis on which the general allocation of tonnage would be determined.

The calculation would be revised at convenient intervals in the light of

losses, new building, w'ar requirements, and other factors in the problem ;

but it w'ould be an essential feature of the scheme that, subject to such

periodical re-allocation, each nation should manage and supervise the

tonnage under its control.

{b) That all four countries should agree that the neutral and interned

tonnage obtained through any channel and by whatever country should

be used in such a way as to increase by an equal extent the tonnage in

direct war services, the extra tonnage being allotted, so far as |)racticable,

to the most urgent war need of any of the Allies. 1’hc method of alloca-

tion must be worked out later, but it is important that the principle

should be recognized that it is urgency of war needs and not the method

by which the tonnage has been obtained that should be the criterion.

(c) Steps to be taken to bring into war service all possible further

tonnage, such as in South America, &tv
,

(d) Control over cargoes carried to be such as to ensure that they

satisfy the most urgent war needs in respect of which the tonnage has

been allotted.

It was understood in connexion with these resolutions that
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Allied bodies for the different main requirements, for food,

munitions, and raw materials, would be formed on the model of

the Wheat Executive, and the hope was expressed that America

would be associated with these bodies, and that she would at the

same time send a shipping delegate to London,

This represents the point reached in the negotiations tor a new

Allied control organization before the Paris Conference of a week

later at which the final decision was taken.
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The Paris Conference which began on November 29, 1917, was

perliaps the most impressive expression the war had seen of both

the range and unity of the Allied effort. Delegates were present

from practically all the Allies united in war against the Central

Powers. The representative of another great Power, the United

States of America, now joined for the first time in formal conference

those of France, Great Britain, and Italy. The earliest combatants,

Belgium and Serbia, found with them the later entrants, such as

Greece, Roumania, and Portugal. The Far East was represented by

China and Japan. Cuba, Montenegro, Liberia were there, and even

Russia, though far gone in the throes of her revolution, was

represented by an officer who derived his authority from the days

in which she had been an effective Ally. Perhaps no such vivid

presentation has ever been given of the infinite range and vitality

of the countries and forces united in the Allied cause as on the day

on which each of these representatives described in turn, in a series

of remarkably eloquent speeches, the economic position of his

country and the nature of her contribution to the war. The Con-

ference thus afforded a unique opportunity for the creation of a new

instrument to achieve and to enforce Allied unity of effort.

The Conference at once divided into two main sections—the

first military and the second economic. The second formed special

committees for various economic questions, and among these, as it

was clear that shipping was at the root of the whole economic
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position of the Allies, was a ‘ Special Committee for Maritime

Transport and General Imports

It is with the work of this Committee alone that we are here

concerned.

The full Committee included representatives of practically

all the Allies, but the detailed work was carried on by those of

America, Great Britain, France, and Italy, who met continuously

from day to day both formally and informally.

The document handed in by the British representatives and

reprinted on p. 285 was taken throughout as the basis of the

discussions.

That document, it will be seen, begins by describing the

general shipping position which has been briefly summarized in the

preceding chapter. It then proceeds to an argument that America

was in a position to give substantial tonnage assistance to the

European Allies. At this date it was contemplated that the

American Army would ])e transported at a rate sufficient to secure

1,000,000 men in France by the end of 1918. On this basis the

argument that Americ^a could supply tonnage was perfectly sound.

The positiop was, of course, completely changed after the military

reverses of the following spring. American soldiers had to be

hurried over so rapidly that there were 2,000,000 men in France

by the autumn instead of 1,000,000 by the winter. With the

earlier and less ambitious military plans before them the Committee

agreed upon a statement representing the demand which in their

opinion the situation made upon America.

This statement urged {a) an American building programme

at the rate of 6,000,000 tons gross (i.c. 9,000,000 d.w.) instead

of 6,000,000 tons d.w.
;

(b) the immediate provision of 500,000

tons d.w. of American shipping to assist France and Italy and the

gradual increase of this amount to an average of at least 1 ,250,000

tons.

The Committee further urged that America should take every

possible step to bring into war^^eiwice neutral and interned vessels

then idle or engaged in civilian work ; that she should obtain the

maximum assistance from Japan ; and that she should reduce her

own requirements of imports, e.g. by restriction of civilian con-

sumption, and should requisition drasticaWy Iromlaet
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Action of this kind was of course within the sole competence

of America, and the Committee could do no more tlien present to

her their own view of the necessities of the situation.

Their consideration of a form of co-operation in which all the

great Allies would combine was of much more pi'actical importance

and more within their own sphere of competence as an Allied

Committee.

Principles of Co-operation

Within this sphere the Committee agreed, by unanimous

resolution of the delegates of the four great Powers, that it was

necessary to arrange a form of co-operation which would secure the

following objects :

(a) To make the most economical use of tonnage under the control

of all the Allies.

{b) To allot that tonnage as between the different needs of the Allies

in such a way as to add most to the general war effort
;
and

(c) To adjust the programmes of requirements of the different Allies

in such a way as to bring them within the scope of the possible carrying

power of the tonnage available.

Considerable discussion ensued as to the main ])rinciplos on

which this co-operation should be secured. Some of the delegates

thought that it was jnacticable to form a pool of tonnage in the

fullest sense and to entrust its management to an international

board with full executive authority. This proposal had been dis-

cussed in the earlier meeting in London, but tliosc who had most

experience of the actual work of controlling shipj)iiig were strongly

of the opinion that it was impracticable. The reasons are discussed

at length in Part V of this book. It is suflicient to say here that

the arguments which had prevailed in London ultimately carried

conviction in Paris too, and that the Committee e.xpressed their

decision on this vital question in the following report based upon

the document presented to them by the British representatives

:

An International Hoard with complete executive power over a common

pool of tonnage had been proposed, but has been rejected tor Uie following

reasons :

It would be difficult for any country, and particularly for America or

Great Britain, to delegate absolute power -to dispose of its tonnage (which

is the basis of all its civilian and military requirements) to a representative

in an International Board on which he might be outvoted. Such a Board,
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moreover, would not lead to administrative efficiency, partly because the

complete control of all tonnage can scarcely be well concentrated in one

place and partly because representatives upon it would tend to be at

once out of touch with the actual administrative machinery and at the

same time scarcely invested with sufficient authority to make reductions

in the various supply programmes, munitions, food, &c.

The Committee proceeded to enunciate the principle that

The problem of the allocation of tonnage is largely a problem of securing

that the different requirements which make demands upon tonnage should

be adjusted in the fairest and best way, and these requirements can only

be so restricted by the experts in each class of commodities. It is, for

instance, impossible for any except the munitions experts of the different

Allied countries to deal with the restriction of the Allied munitions pro-

gramme within specified limits.

The Committee therefore endorsed the recommendations al-

ready made at the London discussions and recited at the end of the

previous chapter. Of these, the essential principle was that all

Allied programmes should be examined together and that they

should be reduced to an equal standard of adequacy and that all

Allied shipping should be allotted on the basis so obtained.

To give effect to these recommendations the Committee con-

sidered that Allied bodies for the different main requirements for

food, for munitions, and for raw materials, should be formed on

the model of the Wheat Executive, America being associated with

these bodies.

The A.M.T.C.

So far the Committee had followed very closely the recom-

mendations made to them as the result of the discussions in

London. The elementary principles of co-operation had now been

discussed, formulated, and agreed ; but the enunciation of sound

principles, as many previous conferences had shown, is of little use

in itself. Fortunately the Committee went further and considered

the organization necessary to give effect to them. The Committee

declared tl\at it was ‘ necessany in order to obtain decisions by the

respective Governments that each country shall designate one or

two Ministers—the United States one or two special delegates

—

who will be responsible towards their respective Governments for

the execution of the agreements arrived at and who yd\l meet in
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conference as Allied representatives as may be necessary from time

to time, whether in Paris or in London, according to the circum-

stances of the case, either on their own motion or at the request of

the Executive Departments

Finally the Committee resolved that ‘ for the purpose of carry-

ing out the common policy above indicated the appropriate

Ministers in France, Italy, and Great Britain, together with

representatives of America, shall take steps to secure the necessary

exchange of information, and co-ordination of policy and effort,

establishing a permanent office and staff for the purpose

These recommendations were adopted by the Conference, and

the appointment of the * Ministers and delegates ’ and the estab-

lishment of the ‘ permanent staff and office ’ constituted the

organization of the Allied Maritime Transport Council and its

Executive.
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Under the authority of the decisions of the Paris Conference,

and by the instructions of their several Ministers, the officials who
subsequently formed the Allied Maritime Transport Executive

at once began to organize and develop their new work. This was

a problem partly of constructing a new organization and partly

of preparing their several national departments for the new

methods and the new principles. In the midst of this, however,

they found themselves plunged into the practical problems of

finding and allotting ships for the most urgent requirements of tlie

moment.

The needs were indeed too pressing to wait for any new organiza-

tion. The spectre of famine was more terrifying than at any

previous period, and the cry for more ships to transport food was

only one of a host of equally insistent, but mutually destructive,

claims for transport.

It is difficult to present an adequate picture of the stress and

anxiety under which the competing demands for transport were

dealt with in the last year of the war. The reader must remember

that the uses of the supplies for which ships were asked were

multitudinous beyond the detailed knowledge of any human
brain. The many competing claims upon the single pool of ships

were, it is <true, each represented by their own experts. But the

demands put forward as the minimum, failing which disaster must

result, by all these different groups were always in total beyond the

capacity of the shipping available ; and it was a task of extreme

difficulty to decide between them. Now and then disaster was
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indeed within a few days. At one period six sugar ships were

torpedoed in a few days and the central stocks of sugar in Great

Britain were reduced to ten days’ consumption. Normally, the

disaster was a little more distant, but even more serious.

And the stress was the greater through the contrast between

the situation as it was seen by the few people concerned with

the control of ships and the comparative complacency of both

ttie public and the greater part of the official world. Tlie whole

supply system went on with few visible signs of the weakening of

its foundations—and so it would go on till the moment of the crash

;

when the crash would come could not be foretold, but on the best

expert evidence it was likely to come at any moment and seemed

certain to come soon. I remember a visit paid to Paris with the

chairman of the Wheat Executive and the head of the Commercial

Branch of tlie Ministry of Shipping in January 1918. There was for

a moment a lull in the military struggle, both sides preparing for

the final contest of the spring and summer. Shipping losses had

continued in excess of building throughout the previous year.

But their seriousness had been disguised by the figures of arrivals,

which included the arrivals of small coasting vessels never seriously

at risk. The harvests in Great Britain and France and Italy had all

been poor and starvation was threatened in all three countries

befoi e the end of the summer. But the supplies of the last harvest

still met current consumption. Munitions declared to be vital for

the next campaign had been ordered in America for delivery

beyond any probable cajjacity of the tonnage to carry them. But

the stocks in France were still sufficient for current needs. The

whole mechanism of civilian and military life was threatened but

for the moment was unhindered in its daily operation. Food and

munitions were both demanding, on pain of crushing disaster in

the near future, more and yet more ships. But there were no more

ships for food except at the expense of munitions, or for munitions

except at the expense of food. The only hope of relief was to

increase the supplies of wheat from the nearest source, North

America. We came to arrange a joint telegram of appeal from the

three Prime Ministers of the European Allies—an appeal duly sent

and generously answered. Paris and Versailles, as we arrived,

were beautiful as in the days of peace in the splendour of sun and
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brilliant weather ; most of the comforts of life seemed still avail-

able; there was little to suggest the hidden stress except the

darkening of the streets in the early evening. But coming to find

some relief for food, we were at once met with a new crisis : a

threatened shortage of the coal on which transport for military

operations depended. And within a few weeks the benefit of

America’s additional supplies of food were to be largely destroyed

by the disaster of an unprecedented frost on the Atlantic coast

immobilizing shipping for some weeks. A few weeks later the

coal crisis was to be rendered still more serious by the German,

advance on the northern coalfields and the whole shipping position

by the threat to the English Channel. A little later still the

problem was again to be changed by the need to transport an

immensely increased American Army and their supplies to meet the

military disasters in France. In the meantime ships had to be

allotted to one service or another with results that those taking the

decisions could not possibly forecast. Any one of the current

decisions of the day’s work might be the one that would bring the

crash. ... It was like hearing the tapping of the sappers construct-

ing a hostile mine which the rest of those who were threatened

failed to detect—and waiting for the last ominous silence before

the explosion.

Progress of Allied Methods

For the time the work had to proceed on the old method of

negotiations between the British authorities and the Allied supply

departments. But the agreement of November 3, which pre-

ceded the decision to form the A.M.T.C., steadily drove action on to

international lines even before the Council itself w^as formed.

The Wheat Executive already bought and distributed on an

Allied basis, adjusting the several quantities as nearly as could

be determined in proportion to the real needs of the different

countries. At the beginning of March the British Ministry of

Shipping agreed, under certain conditions, that they w^ould

supplement the Allied tonnage with British ships so as to enable

this programme to be carried out. Henceforth the three coun-

tries each had the ships required for their agreed shares of the

supplies, or it deficiency was inevitable, shared it in approximately
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equal proportions. This replaced the old arrangement under which

France and Italy, with the aid of a fixed and limited number of

ships for all purposes, found the transport for their own wheat or,

failing to find it, lost their cargoes. In practice each country now
ordered the ships under its own control to loading ports and Great

Britain ‘ diverted ’ the required amount of space in her liners,

or the required number of tramp transports, to France and Italy

by orders to the loading ports. This marked a development of the

greatest importance and several of the documents reprinted in

Part VI of this book (see p. 310) illustrate the difficulties of

the new method and the not unnatural reluctance of the British

Ministry to be committed to it. For when Great Britain under-

took to supplement the deficiencies of French tonnage sent by the

French Government to lift French wheat, it followed as a necessary

consequence that the allocation of French tonnage to other pur-

poses (e.g. the conveyance of cargoes of a commercial rather than

of national importance) meant the diversion of extra Britisli

tonnage to the wheat programme. The agreement was therefore

subject to the condition that ' the Ally from whom tonnage is

requested is satisfied as to the allocation of the tonnage and the

arrangement of the supply services of the Ally claiming it ’. This

condition gave the British Ministry a theoretical right to exercise

some control over all Allied supplies. The practical exercise of this

right was, however, restricted by the limits of its knowledge. The

programmes themselves were, of course, known but it was a very

different matter to determine the real importance of the different

needs behind them. The exercise of the control in fact required

a full knowledge which tlie Programme Committees were after-

wards created to obtain. In the absence of this organization,

continuous British pressure rather than real control was exercised.

This pressure did indeed result in certain economies in the use of

Allied transport and considerable reductions in the Allied pro-

grammes. The penal character of the condition was, however,

held in reserve. It was not in fact enforced, and tonnage was duly

allotted in accordance with the wheat programme. There were,

of course, months in which tonnage allocations were short
;
but on

the whole, both before and after the’ constitution of the Council

itself, transport was henceforth arranged for both France and Italy
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on the basis of their agreed shares. In the first month after the

letter of March (April 1918) 109,000 tons of cereals were ‘ diverted
’

to France and 92,000 tons to Italy.

Coal for Italy

The next most urgent question was that of Italian coal. Italy

produces practically no coal herself, her annual pre-war coal output

being less than 750,000 tons. Her industries, both before and during

the war, were dependent upon imported coal, and in 1913 she

imported and consumed 11,000,000 tons. Under the pressure of the

shortage of both coal and ships during the first two years of the war,

her consumption had been reduced to between 7 and 8,000,000 tons

(in spite of the needs of her munition manufactures), and it was

just possible for her to manage on this quantity. In 1917, however,

her montlily imports had only averaged about 440,000 tons, or

only a little over 5,000,000 tons for the year, and she had made up

the balance by drawing upon her reserve stocks. Now when the

difficulties of transport were greater than they had ever been,

these reserve stocks were exhausted, and it was necessary to

arrange the transport of an extra 160,000 tons a month unless her

consumption was to be reduced below 600,000 tons, which would

havemeant a dislocation both of her railways and hermanufactui’es.

The Italian claim was that Italy’s annual need was for 800,000 tons

a month, and that 690,000 tons was her bare minimum. After

a careful examination by the Allied officials in relation both to the

Italian needs, the general shortage of tonnage, and the nature of the

other supply programmes, which would necessarily be prejudiced

by the allocation of extra tonnage to Italy, it was admitted that

even under the extreme pressure of the time the dispatch of

600,000 tons a month must be assured. The provisional assent

of the British Ministry of Shipping, upon which the practical task

of finding the extra ships would necessarily fall, was obtained

subject to confirmation by the Council when it met. These

arrangements were made during February, and executive action

was beguri without waiting for the meeting of the Council in the

next month. In fact, in the first complete month after the arrange-

ment took effect, 625,000 tons were dispatched as compared with

the average of 440,000 tons of the previous year.
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At the same time the contact of the officials of the three

countries in the negotiations enabled an important economy in

coal transport to be effected. Hitherto all coal to Italy had gone by

sea from the United Kingdom. It was calculated, however,

that a considerable saving in sea transport, and some reduction

in submarine risks, would be effected if Italy could receive a part of

her coal from the French southern mines (France being com-

pensated by extra Channel shipments) and a part from coal shipped

from the United Kingdom to a French port and then railed across

France. This meant a saving of sea transport at the expense of

extra railway transport and involved elaborate and intricate

arrangements dependent upon the co-operation of the coal, ship-

ping, and railway’ authorities of the three countries. The following

scheme was finally worked out and agreed :

A. 150,000 tons of British coal to go by sea route to Italy

;

B. 100,000 tons of British coal to go to the French Bay port

Blaye and be railed across France ;

C. 270,000 tons of French coal to go by rail to Italy ;

D. 180,000 tons of French coal to go by rail to the south of

France and then by short sea passage from Marseilles or Cette to

Italy. France was to receive compensating coal and transport for

the French coal so supplied.

This scheme was recognized as involving a great and perhaps

impossible strain on the railway system in France, which was of

course subject to all the changing exigencies of military operations.

In the event the strain thrown on the railways by the German

advance in the spring interfered with the complete execution of

this plan and a larger proportion of the coal had to be sent by the

long sea route. An average of over 300,000 tons a month, however

(as compared with the 450,000 tons of the programme), was dis-

patched either wholly or in part by rail and the relief afforded to

the long sea transport was of great importance.

Coal for Fr,ance

One of the constant difficulties experienced both in arranging

and in executing the scheme was the determination of a basis on

which to compensate France for the supplies of French coal sent to

Italy. It was, of course, useless to provide that 350,000 tons

1569.33 ivr
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extra should be shipped to France without determining clearly

what was the amount to which this quantity was to be additional.

And this was a matter of extreme difficulty. During 1916 and

1917 the imports of coal from the United Kingdom to France had

averaged 1,600,000 tons a month. It was urged that in view of the

increase in the manufacture of munitions and for other reasons

this quantity was insufficient. The determination of a minimum

figure for France was much more difficult than for Italy because of

the greater variety and complexity of her factories dependent

upon coal, the more variable needs of railway transport for

military purposes, and her greater domestic consumption. A purely

provisional figure of 1,740,000 tons was adopted as a working

standard without any real assurance that it could be attained.

In the result the standard proved useless and the whole replace-

ment arrangement was rendered ineffective because ships ceased

to be the limiting factor. The French ports were only able to

receive a quantity which was considerably and obviously below any

theoretical quantity for which France was entitled to transport

under the above agreement, and the strict determination of the

standard therefore ceased to be necessary.

These were the most important of the definite tasks with which

progress was made before the organization was formally established.

In the meantime an informal meeting of representatives of the

four countries, held at the Foreign Office in London in February,

made the final arrangements for setting up the new Allied organi-

zation; chose its name (' The Allied Maritime Transport Council ’)

;

provisionally appointed its secretary
;

and decided that the

Council itself should meet in March,

First Meeting of the Council

The Allied Maritime Transport Council met for the first time

and was formally constituted at Lancaster House, in London, on

Monday, March 11, 1918, and continued in session until Thursday,

the 14th,, It had a full attendance of members (see p. 298)

and in addition some six Allied Ministers and about thirty

responsible officials were in attendance. The Council during this

session approved the plan proposed for the transport of Italian

coal and the supply of replacement coal to France. It authorized
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the appointment of a permanent staff of the Council and the pro-

vision of the executive machinery in accordance with plans already

prepared and submitted to it, and transacted a considerable mass
of formal business. In addition, however, it received and con-

sidered a balance sheet of the imports requirements of the Allies

as a whole and the carrying power of the tonnage available to

meet them. This first balance sheet is of interest as being

the first formal document of the kind ever prepared. Its cliief

importance, however, consisted in indicating the range of tlie

work that still required to be done before any balance sheet

could be prepared upon which executive action could propeily

be based. No information could be included for America, and
that as to Italy was very incomplete. Moreover, although the

British figures, whicli were based upon the recent and drastic

revision made by the Cabinet Committee, showed a reduction

in requirements of 4,000,000 tons, no similar revision had at

that time been made in tlie other national programmes, and the

figures were therefore not upon a comparable basis. On the tonnage

side it had not been possible to allow for the carrying power of any
additional neutral vessels (e.g. Dutch and Swedish) which might

be obtained, or of interned vessels (e.g. those in Chili), the use of

which was also possible but hypothetical. The net result of the

balance sheet as prepared was to show that the tonnage available

was only enough to import a (juantity less by 10,000,000 tons than

the imports shown as reejuired, which was equivalent to a deficit

of 2,200,000 tons d.w. sliipj)ing continuously employed. Tlie

elimination of some 10,000,000 tons, either by a prior reduction

in the programmes themselves, or failing that by the allocation

of the ships, was therefore the task that confronted the new
organization.

Dutch Tonnage

At the same time, however, the Council considered one method
of relief to the situation which, though not immediately, proved
later of substantial assistance. Nearly 500,000 tons d.w. of

Dutch tonnage had been lying idle some time in American ports,

partly because of the submarine risk and partly through thepressure

put by the German upon the Dutch Government. The scheme con-
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sidered at this meeting, though a promising one, proved abortive

and need not therefore be here described.

One further measure of importance was taken at this meeting

of the Council in connexion with the transport of coal. A com-

mittee, composed of representatives of the Italian Government

and of the French Ministry of Public Works, was appointed to sit

in Paris and watch the actual expedition of coal to Italy day by day

and to keep the Secretary of the Council informed.

By the middle of March, therefore, the new organization, though

undeveloped and incomplete, was already plunged into the midst

of the main problems which were to occupy it during the following

six crucial months.
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In the month which elapsed between the first and second

meetings of the Council, the Executive now constituted and in

working order made considerable progress with tlieir task, Tliey

at once experienced difficulties in the execution of the coal pro-

gramme as the result of the German offensive in March, which had

the following immediate consequences. In the first place, AUied

troops were at once recalled from Italy and this military move-

ment interfered with the railway transport of French coal to Italy.

The estimate at first furnished was a reduction of 2,000 to 2,500

tons a day for a fortnight, which would have only reduced the

350,000 tons going by this route to about 310,000 tons. The

Executive, however, decided, and as the event proved rightly,

that it would be wise to allow for a much bigger reduction. They

arranged for 100,000 tons of British coal, which had been destined

for Gibraltar and the Mediterranean, to be at once diverted to Italy,

the stocks at Gibraltar being replenished a little later by sending

British and French liners there with a cargo before their dispatch

across the Atlantic. Tlie second consequence of the German

advance was even more serious. It reached near enough to the

Amiens-Montdidier line to make the passage of coal along that line

difficult and dangerous, and the result was that the supply of coal

to Paris from the Bruay mines was largely reduced.

Under the revised arrangements 388,000 tons of British coal were

dispatched to Italy and 236,000 tons' of French coal, as. compared

with the original programme of 250,000 British anfd 350,000 French.

During the same month the permanent staff of the Council was

organized into its different committees and their several functions

and duties were defined (see p. 298).
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Shipping Economies

At the same time many useful economies were effected by

a detailed examination of the employment of Allied shipping pro-

grammes. Some of these, which are typical of a large number made
during the ensuing months, may be mentioned here as illustrating

the dailywork of the Executive. The Italian Government possessed

a number of fast passenger liners with a large consumption of

bunker coal and small cargo-carrying capacity. They had, however,

few needs for the transport of passengers and a very urgent need

for the transpoii of food. In these circumstances it was not un-

natural that they should liave used a number of these vessels for

the conveyance of food to Italy. Simultaneously, Great Britain

and America required to carry large numbers of American troops

and were using for this purpose some vessels which were less

suitable for passenger carrying than the Italian liners. As soon

as tliis fact was revealed an arrangement was made by which the

Italian vessels were used for the conveyance of the American

troops, while extra British tonnage was given to Italy to com-

pensate her for the food transport she thus lost. Tlxis resulted in

a real net economy to the advantage of all parties concerned. The
same examination showed that the French fleet in the Eastern

Mediterranean was being coaled to a large extent by shipments of

coal in large colliers to Bizerta, then transshipped into smaller

French vessels for conveyance to fleet bases of Salonika, &c. This

meant considerable delay, but could not well be avoided without

the use of tonnage outside the control of the French Government

itself. A saving was again effected by sending the coal direct to

the fleet and using hulks instead of ships to store it till required.

Great Britain, again, had chartered certain neutral tonnage suitable

for nitrates, but only on condition that it should not be used in the

war zone. Tlie only w^ay she could employ this tonnage for her

own requirements was to ship the nitrates from Chili up to a North

American port and then transship into a British vessel. Simultan-

eously, however, America was transporting nitrates from Chili to

North America for consuiqption in America itself. It was an

obviously economical arrangement to use the neutral tonnage

under British control to take nitrates to Nortli America for con-
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sumption there in return for conveyance by American tonnage of

nitrates direct from Chili to Europe. Here again the arrangement,

which was only possible by combined action, was to the advantage

of all concerned. These are only three of a considerable number of

similar arrangements made during this and the following months.

Second Meeting of the Council

The Council met for its second session at Paris during a grave

crisis in the Allied position. The German advance had dislocated

the coal supply of northern France and disorganized the railway

transport. Some of the British representatives had to reach

Paris by motor car from Boulogne. Tliose who went by rail took

thirty hours to travel from Boulogne to Paris. This was an

appropriate preface to the first question which occupied the atten-

tion of the Council, the supply of coal to France for the critical

needs of the moment. The general position was summed up in a

brief speech by the French Minister of Munitions. The Pas de

Calais mines liad a normal output of 900,000 to a 1,000,000 tons

monthly. The great bulk of this coal was railed soutJi and was an

essential part of the supplies of Paris and the surrounding country.

It was anticipated that hardly any of this quantity could be sent

south in the near future, partly because tlie movement of troops

and supplies necessitated the railways being kept clear of traffic and

partly because the mines were directly threatened by tlie Germans

and the coal output itself was considerably reduced. It was

estimated that some 4(X),000 to 450,0(K) tons monthly of extra

British coal would be required to redress the balance. Such was tJie

general effect of a grave report of a special coal committee which

sat and arrived at its conclusions while the Council was in session

in Paris.

Programme Committees Established

Tliis, however, was only one of the problems that confronted

the Council, and indeed one of the Iqast important, because, as the

event proved, the supply of coal to France could not be sub-

stantially improved by providing more tonnage. More important

wan the Council’s consideration of the revised balance sheet of

import and tonnage prepared by the Executive and the decisions
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they arrived at in consequence. Only slight progress had been

made in reducing the deficit of 10,000,000 tons of imports, for as

soon as a reduction was made in one direction some new military

demands would appear from another, and in the estimates pre-

sented at this meeting the deficit still stood at 8,500,000 tons.

The Council considered the situation at great length, the

discussion centring round three main points : (1) the immediate

reduction of the programmes of import requirements
; (2) possible

sources of supplementary tonnage for imports, e.g. by a reduction

of the tonnage then reserved for naval and military purposes
;
and

(8) the extension of the system of Executives or Programme

Committees^ith a view to scrutinizing the whole area of import

requirements. The resolutions which the Council adopted par-

ticularly witli regard to the third of these subjects were of great

importance, as they constituted the authority for the definitive

constitution of the Programme Committees, and it will be well to

quote the whole of them at this point.

Resolutioxs

‘ (i) The Allied Maritime Transport Council has considered and adopted

the appended statement of the general import and tonnage position.

(ii) In view of the gravity of the situation as disclosed by this state-

ment, the Council consider it to be their duty to bring the position before

their respective Governments with a view to immediate action.

It is clear to the Council that the deficit is so serious that it cannot b(‘

met without a reconsideration of the military and naval demands as well

as the requirements of imports, particularly in view of the fact that any

further drastic reduction of imports would have important military

effects, as a large projHirtion of them arc destined for military uses. The
import of coal into France, for instance, so far from being capable of

reduction, requires to be substantially increased as an immediate military

necessity arising from the present offensive ; and the military necessity

for maintaining and if jjossible increasing the supply of coal into Italy is

well known.

The Council feel that if the deficit falls (as in the absence of a pre-

arranged plan it must fall) in a relatively haphazard manner and at short

notice upon the several services, Whether import, naval or military, which

demand tonnage, the resulting dislocation and disaster are likely to be

much more serious than if anticipatory measures had been taken.

(iii) In these circumstances,* the Council considers that the following

action is necessary

:
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(fl) That a further drastic i*fevision of the import programmes of the
several countries should be undertaken, and that the necessary orders to

this end should be given to the appropriate national and Allied bodies
which are now entrusted with the duty of arranging reductions and
adjustments of programmes.

Further, that in order that this work may be adequately performed,
either Allied Executives or Allied Committees appointed specifically for

the purpose of adjusting Allied programmes of imports should be con-

stituted immediately to deal with such commodities as are not dealt with
by existing Executives.

Further, that it is desirable that there should be an American repre-

sentative on each of these Executives or Committees who wcmld be a full

member in the same sense as the representatives of the three European
Allies. ^

(b) That the permanent organization of the Council should examine
the possibility of rendering available for import work any vessels hitherto

regarded as unsuitable.

(c) That there should be an examination by the appropriate military

authorities of the Allied Military Supply programmes (including the

American programme), with a view to ascertaining in what Avays the

demands on mercantile tonnage could be diminished.

(d) That there should be a similar examination by the Allied Naval

Authorities of the possibility of reducing the demand by the Allied Na\’ic^

on mercantile tonnage.

(iv) Monthly statements of the actual imports into the four countries

during the preceding months shall be furnished to, and made available

for use by, the permanent organization of the Council.

(v) The permanent organization shall prepare for the information of

the Council a regular monthly statement of the tonnage position.

(vi) For the revision of the import programmes indicated in paragraph

8 (a) above the Council approves the de tailed procedure described in the

folloAving statement

:

Le Conseil Allic des Transports Maritimes reconnait que la juste

repartition du tonnage nc pent etre assurce sans uiic etude approfondie

et une discussion technique dcs programmes joints.

A cet effet, le Conseil decide dc (!onfier la preparation dc ccs pro-

grammes aux Executives existantes ou aux Executives qu’il paraftra

expedient de eonstituer, ou, k leur defaut, a des Comites dits ‘ des Pro-

grammes ’, qui devront toe immediatement constitues.

D^s que la liste de ces Executives ou Comites des Programmes aura

ete constituee par le Bureau permanent du Conseil, les Gouvernements

associes s’engagent k en assurer le fonctionnement imm^diat en dcsignant

aussit6t leurs repr4sentants.

Les Extoitives ou Comites des Programmes sont invites a reunir et

examiner d’urgence les demandes des divers Allies et k presenter avant
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la date du 15 Juin un projet motivant le montant des importations allouees

et recommandant les provenances les plus favorables a la meilleure utilisa-

tion du tonnage.

Les projets des Executives ou Comites des Programmes seront verses

au Bureau permanent du Conseil qui pourra, le cas echeant, proposer

Taetion conjointe de plusicurs Executives ou Cpmites dont les programmes

apparaitront connexes.

Les programmes speeiaux des Ex^eutives ou Comites seront ensuite

systematises et groupes par Ic Secretariat permanent pour etre presentes

sous cette forme au Conseil Allie des Transports Maritimes.

These resolutions should be read in conjunction with the

document printed on p. 301, which sets out the relation of the

Council to the Programme Committees.

Neutral Tonnage

At the same meeting of the Council an important decision was

taken with regard to the chartering and allocation of neutral

vessels, which had the effect of adding considerably to the current

responsibilities of the Executive. It lias been explained earlier in

this book that the European Allies necessarily had to supplement

their tonnage by chartering neutral vessels. For tliese they had, of

course, to pay in general the competitive rates of the market and for

a long time these rates were being forced up by direct competition

between the Allied Governments themselves. To prevent this an

Inter-Allied Chartering Committee had been formed and had con-

siderable success in retarding the increase in rates though not in

actually reducing them. Tlie arrangement had been incomplete,

however, partly be(*ause, thougli most tonnage was chartered

through this Committee, certain neutral vessels continued to be

chartered outside it either by the Allied Governments or their

nationals, and partly because the vessels so obtained were not

utilized upon the basis of any common plan or survey. Shortly

before this meeting of the Council, a definite agreement had been

arrived at between the Governments of France, Italy, and Great

Britain which provided that in future all time-charters of neutral

steamers would be made under the direction of the Inter-Allied

Chartering Committee acting under instructions of the AlliedMari-

time Transport Council, andf that the employment of the tonnage

would be made in accordance with the directions of that Council.
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The Council now noted this agreement, accepted the responsi-

bility entrusted to them, and delegated the current work to its

Executive. Tliis decision is of interest in principle because the

tonnage so obtained constituted a real pool of tonnage under

complete Allied control. The shipping in question, which

amounted to some 500,000 tons, was under the direct orders of the

Executive, who arranged the general plan of employment and
communicated it with more specific instructions from time to

time to the Chartering Committee. Tliis was the only class of

tonnage in relation to which the Council and its Executive acted

with direct executive authority. Normally their task was to

secure the acceptance of a general plan of which the several parts

were executed by the different Governments controlling the

national mercantile marines.

Belgian Relief

A further urgent question was dealt with at the same meeting

of the Council, the provision of Allied tonnage for Belgian relief.

The reader will be familiar with the general arrangement under

which relief was affoided to the inhabitants of Belgium and

North France during the German occu])ation. The feeding

of this population was, in accordance with ordinary international

law, a responsibility of the German Government. It had become

apparent in tlie war, however, that particularly when Germany’s

own supplies were reduced to the level of bare subsistence by the

blockade, the Belgian population would inevitably suffer the most

severe hardslii]) if they were dependent only upon the supplies

allowed them by the German authorities. A Belgian relief organiza-

tion had therefore been formed to purchase food supplies with

cliaritable contributions and to distribute them in Belgium under

American control. The Allies were induced to make the necessary

relaxation in their blockade by their desire to relieve the hard-

ships of the Belgian population. The German Government, too,

had an obvious interest in consenting, as it gave theni some relief

from a responsibility which must have meant a reduction in their

own supplies. They, therefore, allowed the distribution of the food

and also undertook to give immunity from submarine destruction

to the vessels employed in its transport. During 1916 and the
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greater part of 1917 sea transport had been arranged by the

Belgian Relief Commission without very great difficulty. They

had at their disposal about 134,000 tons d.w. of Belgian tonnage,

a number of American vessels, and in addition they had been able

to (charter neutrals. By the beginning of 1918, however, three

factors had operated to make their position serious. In the first

place, the Belgian tonnage had been reduced by some marine

losses (and indeed by some war losses in spite of the general

immunity) to about 110,000 tons d.w. In the second place, the

American Government had announced that in view of its own

requirements it would have to withdraw the American vessels

previously employed in this service. More important than either

of these factors, however, was the practically complete control of

neutral shipping now exercised by the Allied Governments. There

was no longer any neutral tonnage in the free market of the world

which either the Relief Commission or any other charterer could

obtain.

At the Paris Conference of December 1917 the following

resolution had indeed been passed

:

Lcs Allies declarciit placer en priorite de tous leurs approvisionnements

Ic ravitaillcmcnt des populations beiges et fran^aises envahies, sur la base

du programme de la C.R.B. tel qu’il a ete precise au cours des conferences

tenues 4 Londres entre la C.R.B. et le Gouvernement anglais. Ils garaii-

tissent Ic tonnage ndeessaire k Tex^eution de ce programme, compte tenu

des navires que la C.R.B. a pr6sentement k sa disposition et de ceux

qu’elle pourrait sc procurer dans Tavenir, soit dircctement, soit avec Ic

coneours des Gouvcrncments allies.

A general resolution of this kind, however, by a conference

which as such had no executive control over shipping, and which

had at that time no organization to which the responsibility for

giving effect to it could be entrusted, was obviously of veiy little

use. The several Governments alone had actual control over their

ships. None of these had accepted any specific responsibility for

the provision of tonnage for Blelgian relief or had assented to any

general plan for sharing that responsibility.

Four months after the resolution had been passed therefore

the operation of the above causes had brought the whole Belgian

relief arrangements to a most critical situation. The civil popula-
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tion of the occupied territories of northern France and Belgium

amounted to about 9,600,000. Normally Belgium had imported

two-thirds of her food supply and northern France a considerable

proportion. In 1918 the population of northern France and the

military zone of the Etapes in Belgium were dependent almost

entirely upon imported foodstuffs. In the remaining territory

under occupation with a population of some 6,000,000 people, pro-

duction had diminished through lack of fertilizers, &c., to about

40 per cent. In these circumstances the Commission estimated

their needs at about 120,000 gross tons of cargo a month, and con-

sidered that for the transport of this quantity they would need

additional assistance beyond the reduced tonnage they now

controlled of about* 254,300 tons d.w. The Council, after a pro-

longed consideration of the question, arrived at the following

decisions :

The Allied Maritime Transport Council decides that all the articles

necessary for the revictualling of the occupied districts in Belgium and

northern France shall be included in the programme of the Wheat Exe-

cutive if that body consents, and shall be given the priority promised to

them by the resolution of the Allied Conference of December 1917.

The C.R.B. should carry out the greatest amount of the necessary

transportation possible with its own tonnage and that of the Belgian

Government. Any further tonnage necessary will be allocated by the

Wheat Executive from the tonnage provided by the Associated Govern-

ments. The permanent organization of the Transport Council is directed

to arrange for such further tonnage as is necessary in order to assure the

carrying out of this decision, subject to the assent of the Associated

Governments.

Tliese decisions imi)osed a task on the Executive which proved

to be one of great difficulty, but it was ultimately executed with

success, and the Belgian supplies were maintained throughout the

year with a very small margin of deficiency.

American Transport

By this time the first preliminary warning had been received of

what was later to prove the most serious new factor in the whole

shipping position of this year—the requirements of the increased

American Army. We have seen that when the Allied Maritime

Transport Council was decided upon in December 1917, it was
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anticipated that America would be able, after meeting her own

needs, to supply a considerable amount of tonnage to supplement

the deficiencies of European imports. One of the main reasons

indeed for founding the Council was the anticipation that in future

two countries instead of one would be supplying tonnage to France

and Italy
;

which would have made a common Allied plan an

absolute necessity if confusion of every kind were to be avoided.

This expectation was well founded on the basis of the military

programme then contemplated, which provided for the gradual

transport to France of an army which would amount to

1,000,000 men all told by the end of 1918. The German military

effort, however, of March 1918, entirely reversed the situation.

The great American military effort by which 2,000,000 men
were sent to France before the autumn is a matter of history. The

extra strain, the transport of the men and still more of the supjdies

to maintain them, strained the Allies’ shipping I'eserves to the

utmost. They could now look for no new assistance for their

own imports from America
; ultimately they had indeed to pro-

vide tonnage in aid of America herself. This situation had not

matured in April, but the Council had before it a warning fore-

shadowing the more serious difficulty that was to be faced later,

that America’s military needs could barely be met by tlie use of all

the tonnage either actually or prospectively under her control.

It was thus in circumstances of extreme gravity that the Council

terminated its second meeting, fully realizing that the task of

putting into effect the decisions indicated above, which they now
entrusted to the Executive, would prove one of great difficulty.
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The new organization thus establisJied was built up gradually

during the next six months, working as it grew and growing with

the developing necessities of its work. It was indeed still in course

of development, though complete in its main structure, wlien the

Armistice was signed.

It will be convenient to describe tliis organization in its final

form, with incidental indications as to the stages of its growth. It

is important to remember, however, that much, indeed most, of its

work was accomplished while the machine was still incomplete.

The centre of gravity shifted slowly from the national towards the

international administration, and perhaps never in fact reached

a point beyond midway. The international machine was most

fully operative in the case of the purchase, distribution, and alloca-

tion of wheat, and least operative in the case of certain raw

materials such as wool. Between these two extremes there was

every variety of intermediate stage
;

and the innumerable

reactions and negotiations and compromises between the earlier

national methods and the new international ones make it difficult

to determine exactly where, in any particular case, the effective

centre of authority was to be found. In general it may be said that

at the point of executive action the machine was always the

national one, and the national principle predominated more and

more as this point was approached. But national decisions were

more and more affected and deteimined by the comprehensive

surveys and recommendations of the international bodies.
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It must be remembered, too, that America’s association with

the organization was always somewhat tentative and provisional.

The part taken by representatives in the Allied work was through-

out considerable. For many obvious reasons, however, they had

a less direct and decisive influence in their national administration

than their colleagues. Before the Armistice, indeed, America

had definitely and completely associated herself with the Council

and her representatives had begun to secure drastic American

action in conformity with the central Allied arrangements. The

Armistice was signed, however, before the full application of the

international principle was achieved. The real and crucial test

would have come, if the war had continued, in the spring of 1919.

We have seen too that the executive control of national ship-

ping remained with the national Governments, the only tonnage

under direct Allied orders being some 500,000 tons of chartered

neutral ships. The whole Allied organization must be con-

ceived as influencing the policy of the national Governments,

co-ordinating their action, and supplementing the deficiencies

in their resources. The supply arrangements of the different

countries continued to be carried out in their infinite detail by the

national executive departments. It was only at the point at

which economy could be effected by co-operation, or the deficien-

cies of one country met by assistance from another, that the Allied

organization became involved. And even then its action con-

sisted in influencing the national Governments to co-operate and

assist, and not in the direct provision of assistance within its own
competence.

Constitution of Council and Executive

The Allied Maritime Transport Council consisted of two

British Ministers (the Under Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs and the Shipping Controller), two French Ministers (the

Ministers of Commerce and Munitions), two Italian Ministers

(the Food Controller and the Minister of Transport), and a Delegate

from the United States (formerly the Vice-Chairman of the

American Shipping Board) with whom was ultimately associated

as second Delegate the American member of the Executive.

These members met in formal session as the Council four
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times before the Armistice—in March, in April, in August, and in

October. Each of them, however, was represented for current

work by a staff of officials resident in London and together

forming the permanent staff of the Council.

This permanent organization worked in Lancaster House

(the London Museum) in four National Divisions, of whicJi the

American was directly responsible to the American Delegate, who

worked in the same building. The remaining three were under

the control of officials responsible to the other national members

of the Council who continued to be mainly occupied in the work

of their respective departments in their own countries. In the

case of Great Britain there was naturally no very cleai* line

between the British officials in the British Division of the Allied

organization and those in the purely British department of the

adjacent Ministry of Shtpping.

The head of each of these National Divisions, with his staff,

was primarily responsible for considering the requirements of his

own countr}" and the relation of any question brought up for

Allied discussion to the policy of his country
;
and in carrying

out this part of its work each Division was a separate Division

with its own confidential correspondence and separate communi-

cation with its Government.

The Allied Maritime Transport Executive

The whole organization was, however, welded into one, and

the current adjustments of policy and action effected, by the

formation of the Allied Maritime Transport Executive, composed

of the heads of the French, Italian, and British Divisions together

with the second American Delegate, the British member being at

once Chairman of the Executive and Secretaiy of the Council.

This Executive met frequently, formally or informally, as the

work required, and in the long intervals between the Council

meetings was the instrument through which liaison between

the Governments was secured on all shipping questions.

Each of its members was in daily contact with his own Ministers

and departments (by telephone to France, by telegram to Italy,

by cable to America, and by personal communication in London);
1669.3J If
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and with his Allied colleagues on the Executive either in formal

meetings or by informal personal visits.

To the national departments the member of the Executive

always represented the Allied point of view ; he was always

urging his own country to abate its demands or increase its

assistance. To his Allied colleagues, on the other hand, he was

always representing his own country’s point of view, urging

its needs and trying to influence the other countries’ action in the

direction of its policy.

The success of this crucial and difficult work depended very

largely on the personal position and influence of the members of

the Executive ;
on their relations with their national departments

and with each other.

We have seen that the fundamental principle adopted in

appointing the members of the Council was to select, not dele-

gates, but the responsible Ministers with direct executive authority

over the departments whose action was affected. So far as was

possible for a body necessarily working continually in one capital,

a similar principle was adopted in choosing the officials who formed

the Executive. All the members both before their appointment

and during the exercise of their new duties either occupied positions

of executive authority in their national departments or were at

least in a position to exercise direct and effective influence in them.

The French member, for example, had long worked in the closest

association with the French Minister of Commerce, and through

the Standing Committee • presided over by that Minister, and

through other channels, was able to secure the necessary action by

the French supply departments. The Italian member had through-

out the war occupied important positions in relation to the whole

of the Italian supply needs and was also a person of great authority

both with his Ministers on the Council and in the Italian supply

departments. The British member was, and continued to be.

Director of Ship Requisitioning in the Ministry of Shipping and was,

of course, Jn a better position than his colleagues to keep in touch

with his Ministers because of the situation of the organization in

London. The American member was the secondAmerican Delegate

on the Council.

; Scarcely less important than the relations of the members with
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their own departments were their relations with each other. The

work could never have been successfullyachieved if dailyassociation

had not developed mutual confidence. The position of members of

an international committee with a dual personal capacity, interna-

tional in relation to their own country, national in relation to other

countries, is one of great delicacy. They necessarily receive

information from their departments (they are useless if they do

not) with regard to policy while still in the process of formation.

It is a problem of the utmost difficulty to know how much of this

(^n properly be communicated to their Allied colleagues. So far

as the Allies are regarded as competitors with divergent interests

any such communication weakens the bargaining position of one’s

own country. But so far as they are regarded as partners whose

common interests are more important than any conflict of claims,

such communications may often be essential. One of the most

vital lessons of international administration is that, in any difficult

and complicated subject-matter, policy is adjusted much more

easily if it is adjusted in the actual process of formation. If eacli

one of four separate countries considers a problem with interna-

tional reactions from its own point of view, develojis a national

policy, begins to give it expression in administrative arrangements,

fortifies it with Ministerial decisions and Cabinet authority,

adjustment will prove almost impossible. Foin* rigid and

developed policies will confront each other. Those who represent

them will be committed to them by the national authority ali’eady

given to them, by the administrative ai rangements already made,

and by a feeling that a point of national pride is involved in main-

taining them unchanged. If a settlement is arrived at in these

circumstances it will probably be after a contest in which th(^

determining factor will be the bargaining strength of the disputants

rather than the intrinsic merits of the case. But if the national

points of view can be explained while they are still developing,

if policies can be brought into contact while they are still plastic

and still unformed, agreement will be easier and probably better.

Given the proper personal relations, many things can be explained

which would never be put on paper or .stated in a formal meeting ;

the limits of concession can be explored and the several national

policies formed and fixed in the first instance within them instead
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of beyond them. But the delicacy of such work, and the difficulty

of the questions of loyalty and good faith involved, are obvious.

It is only possible at all under conditions of personal confidence and
long personal association. Fortunately the members of the Trans-

port Executive all felt this confidence in each other, and the

relations of colleagues in work developed in time into those of

personal friendship.

The linking together of the national divisions into an Allied

instrument under the Executive was extended by the formation

of subordinate committees, responsible to the Executive, for

Tonnage, for Imports, and for Statistics. The members of the

different national divisions who were specially concerned with

each of these three branches of the work m^t in committees for

agreement in the details of their current work and referred to the

Executive on questions of principle.

The organization as described so far has been essentially
‘ international ’ in principle, each of the persons engaged in it

leaving a dual capacity, and the whole being concerned with the

adjustments of national action or policies which started by being

divergent.

When such questions had been resolved, however, there was
a certain amount of work to be done of a purely administrative

or secretariat character. The correspondence of the Council

liad to be carried on and its information collected. For this

purpose a ‘ non-national ’ secretariat was formed responsible to the

Executive, Each of the members of this secretariat, who were in

fact of all the four nationalities, was required to divest himself

of any national point of view and to give effect to any agreed

policy with an absolute impartiality
; and in view of the character

of its duties the secretariat was organized under a secretary, on
ordinary administrative principles, and not under a committee.

Within this ‘ non-national ’ part of the organization was
incorporated the Shipping Intelligence Section originally estab-

lislied in the Ministry of Shipping but now transferred to lancaster
House and made equally accessible to all four countries.
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The Programme Committees

So far we have been describing the internal organization

of the Council and its Executive. Tliis, however, was only one,

though the central part of the new Allied supply system which

gradually linked the various Control systems of the several

countries together.

We have seen that throughout the war the shipping authorities

were anxious to transfer the responsibility for selecting between

the competing demands of the supply departments to an authority

representing those depaiiments themselves. In the several

countries this transfer had been gradually effected by the establish-

ment of such bodies as the Tonnage Priority and Milner Com-

mittees in England and the Standing Committee on Imports in

France, and at its April meeting the Transport Council had

decided to internationalize this system by the extension of Pro-

gramme Committees on the model of the Wheat Executive.

In the sphere of supply, as of shipping, it must be remembered

that the basis, and the indispensable condition, of the whole

system were the national systems of control in Great Britain,

France, Italy, and America. The work was now, however, co-

ordinated and infused with an international spirit by tlie forma-

tion of the new Programme Committees.

So far as geographical considerations allowed, the members
of these committees were chosen on the same principle as tliose

of the Transport Council and Executive, that is, they were the

actual officials who exercised, and continued to exercise, direct

executive authority in their own national departments.

In Great Britain (where the arrangement was easy, as the head-

quarters of the Allied organization were in London) the repre-

sentatives were all chosen on this principle. In the case of France,

and to a less extent Italy, the same end was achieved by arranging

meetings from time to time in France, by special visits, by taking

advantage of visits of Allied officials*to London for othpr purposes,

by an interchange of membership between the Committees and the

national departments, as well by th^ appointment as permanent

representatives of persons who had been personally associated

with the national controls. Special telegraph and telephone lines
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to Paris assisted the liaison. In the case of America, where the

distance was more serious, the contact in current business was

necessarily less complete, but was assisted by personal relations

and by occasional visits. The system was elastic, but throughout

it was based on the essential principle that expert should deal

with expert on the basis of his special knowledge ; he was first

an expert in his particular commodity and second only a national

representative.

The Programme Committees varied a great deal in origin, in

constitution, and in powers. Some of them, of which the Wheat
Executive was the most important, had been established before

the A.M.T.C. Many of them had other duties than that of pre-

paring and revising programmes in relation to shipping. Some
had actual executive powers of purchase, &c. The most important

of them applied to the War Purchase and Finance Council for

finance, as they applied to the A.M.T.C. for their ships. And the

practical importance of their work varied both with the kind of

the commodity and with the personal character and position of

their members. The committees as such were not the subordinate

organs of the A.M.T.C. and its Executive. But the development

of the committee system over the whole range of supplies was
decided upon and carried through upon the initiative of the

A.M.T.C., which throughout occupied a central position and
co-ordinated and guided the whole organization. This dominant
position was gradually acquired through the simple fact that the

work of all the committees, as of the supply departments which

they represented, was dependent upon shipping and more upon
shipping than upon any other factor.

The Munitions and Food Councils

In the course of 1918 it was found convenient to group a
number of the committees under a few central authorities, by
a process closely analogous to the grouping of the national supply

departments for national pui'poses under the Cabinet Committee
in England and the Standing Committee on Imports presided over

by the Minister of Commerce in France. Two great Councils were
formed for this purpose—the Inter-Allied Munitions Council, cover-

ing all the raw materials whose most important use was for the
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manufacture of munitions themselves, and the Food Council,

similarly covering all articles of food. A third Council to co-

ordinate Programme Committees dealing with other raw materials

had been projected, but was never in fact brought into existence

before the Armistice. These two big Councils were ministerial

bodies of an equal status with the Transport Council itself, the

latter Council gradually acquiring a leading position not through

the difference in rank or status of its constituent members, but

through its control of shipping.

Tlie Programme Committees were established gradually, and

only got into working order slowly and unequally. In the

meantime, of course, so far as any imported commodity was not

covered by a committee or so far as the committee was not

fully working, the arrangements for supply had to be negotiated

direct with the shipping authorities, as under the old system.

This indeed continued throughout to be the main method as

regards some of the supplies (the raw materials for civilian

purposes and some others). Ultimately the whole range of

imported commodities was covered by the following Committees :

1. Wool.

2. Cotton.

3. Flax, Hemp, and Jute.

4. Hides and Leather.

5. Tobacco.

6. Paper.

7. Timber.

8. Petroleum,

9. Coal and Coke.

Food Council

:

10. Cereals.

11. Oil Seeds.

12. Sugar.

13. Meats and Fats.

Munitions Council

:

14. Nitrates. 18. Non-ferrous Metals.

15. Aircraft. 19. Mechanical Transport.

16. Chemicals. 20. Steel.

17. Explosives.

We are not here concerned with the purchasing and other

functions and duties of some of the Programme Committees. So

far as shipping organization was concerned, their duty was to

frame their programmes in relation to the shipping possibilities,
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to submit these to the Transport Council and its Executive, and

to agree and distribute the detailed reductions necessitated by

the general shortage of tonnage. Sometimes a genei;;^! principle

would be imposed. For example, the Council approved in August

the principle that recorded consumption of raw materials in the

previous year should be taken as constituting the maximum for

the ensuing year ; and in October the principle that in view of

the prospect of an improved tonnage position in the summer of

1919 all supply departments should make their arrangements on

the basis of running stocks down so that by August they would

be only approximately sufficient for actual distribution. Some-

times a criterion would be given to the Committees by which they

could test their demands. They were told in September, for

example, that a reduction of 5,000 tons in a supply programme

meant that 1,000 additional American soldiers could be brought

to France. Sometimes comprehensive decisions would be taken

by the Council covering a whole group of commodities under

a grouped series of Committees. The total permitted imports for

food and munitions respectively were, for instance, fixed by the

Council in October. But apart from such general principles and

decisions, a mass of detailed work of criticism, restriction, and

adjustment was carried out from day to day by negotiations

between the members of the Executive and of the Committees,

meeting usually informally and individually. The detailed pro-

cedure and method of negotiations will become apparent in the

later description of the work as it developed, and is further

illustrated in the documents printed on pp. 301-326. It is im-

portant, however, to remember in reading the documents which

show the nature of the negotiations, that the great bulk of the

current work was carried on personally and informally, formal

correspondence only passing when this simpler and more ex-

peditious method had failed and when it was necessary to define

an issue clearly for superior decision. In general the Executive

of the Council bore the same relation to the Programme Com-

mittees as the Transport Council itself to the Munitions and Food

Councils, that is to say, it acquired a leading position among them

and a determining influence in the formation and execution of

their programmes by its control of shipping.
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When the Allied system was in complete operation, there was
one further development in the arrangements. Members of a par-

ticular Programme Committee, e. g. the Wheat Executive, were

associated with shipping representatives in a Freight Committee.

This Committee then arranged the detailed allocations of ships,

and the instructions as to where they were to load and discliarge.

These joint Committees, formed first for wheat, then for all food,

and towards the end for munitions, discharged the important

responsibility of securing practical effect to the general ariange-

ments made by the Allied supply authorities (the Wheat Execu-

tive, &c.) and the general policy approved by the Allied Shipj)ing

Authority. A great part of the daily business fell within their com-

petence, and the success of the system in its most successful sjdiere

was largely due to their work.

The reader must conceive the whole national mechanism of

control, of restriction, of allocation of tonnage described in Part II

of this book as operating simultaneously with the Allied machinery.

The restriction within the supply departments themselves, the

Tonnage Committee, the Tonnage Priority Committee, the

Cabinet Committees, the further pressure exercised by those

engaged in the actual allocation of ships—all continued in the

several countries. But these national systems were linked together

and formed, through the Programme Committees and the Trans-

port Executive, through the Food and Munitions Councils and
the Transport Council, a new organization by means of which the

national process of restriction was repeated and supplemented on

an international basis.

The Use of Statistics

Throughout the whole of this intricate system of competitive

demands the basis of discussion was statistical information. Every

supply department, every member of each Programme Committee,

was fortified with elaborate calculations and detailed figures of

the requirements, the production, the consumption, and the stocks

of the particular commodity with which it was concerned. And
these were confronted with the corr.esponding statistics both for

other competing commodities and for shipping and its transport-

ing capacity.
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It must not be imagined, however, that the collection of

statistical information in itself solved the problem or indeed went

any very considerable way towards solving it. Statistics were at

the best only an instrument, often a very imperfect instrument,

for the real work. In the first place, it was only within a very

narrow range that they could be relied upon as accurate. Statistics

of actual shipping in existence or under the control of the different

Allies were indeed precise and exact. So, normally, were those of

actual imports. To convert the ships, however, into terms of

importing capacity during a future period involved estimates in

which many factors of uncertainty were included (loading and

dispatching delays, convoy arrangements, &c.). Among the more

important statistics, those of stocks were almost always in-

accurate. It was sometimes possible to get accurate particulars

of stocks held in official hands, but stocks in private hands or on

producing farms were always subject to the widest margin of

error. So, too, were estimates of production, as distinct from

im|)ort, and of consumption. The very basis upon which the

balancing of one country’s need with another had to proceed was

thus a shifting and uncertain one. But even if all the statistics

had been certain, precise, and accurate, the problem would not

have been solved. An estimate as to the relative strength and

character of the needs of the different countries went in its nature

beyond the sphere of any precise information, depending upon

the habits and morale of the populations, on political factors, and

many other considerations. It must be remembered, too, that

throughout the information available varied with the varying

personnel of the different national administrations and depart-

ments, Every person harassed in his daily work had a natural

and inevitable desire to secure a little margin. So all the way up

the organization ; within each branch control ; within each larger

department grouping and directing the smaller ones ; within each

Programme Committee where experts criticized each other’s

demands ; within the large* Allied Councils of supply which

exercised a superior criticism and supervision ; and finally in the

bodies which controlled th^ allocation of shipping—there was

a constant process of judging and estimating on the basis not

merely of statistics but of personal and practical experience.
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In the last resort, and in spite of all the intermediary criti-

cisms and prunings by the supply experts, further reductions

were always still required when the programmes and the demands
for ships came to the ,shipping organization. Little by little

those engaged in allotting ships acquired something of an in-

stinctive judgment, corrected or confirmed by statistical in-

formation, but based largely upon the practical experience of

the past. They became able to discount the demands with

some real perception of the essential need, and the point to

which it was essential. And indeed, as the war developed the

most vital needs seemed almost to place themselves in their due
prominence, and thrust others out of their way, by their own
force and volition. Before the war plenty and luxury concealed

the anatomy of the economic system as the skeleton of the human
frame is hidden in a well-nourished body. The years of war
brought leanness, spareness, and emaciation, till at last the bones

thrust through, and the essential framework of the economic

structure was revealed.

Note as to the Nature of the Authority of the

Allied Organization

It is necessary, though difficult, to describe with precision the

nature of the authority of this Allied organization and the prin-

ciples upon which it was based.

The Council, as we have seen, had no direct executive power
except over the pool of neutral ships entrusted to it during the

war and over the enemy ships allocated under its direction during

the Armistice. For the rest of its work it was in principle advisory

only. The executive power remained with the several Govern-

ments for directing its own shipping and for arranging its own
supplies. The power of the Allied organization was dependent
upon consent, was exercised through persuasion, and was based

upon and developed by the confidence which it inspired. It is

indeed evident that no other basis -would have been possible in

the circumstances. We have seen that an International Board
with complete executive power ovei; a common pool of Allied

tonnage was proposed at one stage at the Paris Conference and
in the negotiations preceding it, but had been rejected, and rightly
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rejected. If such a board had had power to act only by a unani-

mous vote, its power would in fact have been no greater than that

of a body advisory in principle. Each delegate would have

inevitably made a reserve or given an adverse vote against any

proposed decision adversely affecting his country’s interests if he

considered that his country’s assent would not be given to it. If,

on the other hand, the Board had had power to act by a majority

vote, the whole system would inevitably have been broken

when any one Government considered the decision unjust and

did not feel sufficient confidence in the Allied organization to

accept its verdict. The organization could have only gone on so

far as it acted within the limits of the assent which its own prestige

and reputation could acquire from the several Governments.

And its reputation and therefore its power would in fact have been

seriously prejudiced from the beginning by its mere assumption

of a nominally overriding executive authority. With this as

the fundamental condition of Allied action, an Allied organiza-

tion based upon consent, and advisory in principle and in name,

conciliated its critics by the modesty of its pretensions, and was

enabled to develop its real influence. Its power to influence

executive action grew automatically with its reputation and with

the necessities of the situation.

Its authority was, however, immensely increased by the

principle upon which its personnel was chosen. It became dmost
an academic question to ask whether a unanimous vote of the

Council could determine the allocation of ships. In principle, no.

But if the British Shipping Controller consented as a member of

the Council it necessarily happened that in his national capacity

as head of the British Ministry of Shipping he would give the

requisite orders. It remained true, of course, that no majority

vote of his colleagues could force him to give that assent. That

was inherent in the position. The whole organization, however,

was designed to secure that each Minister, and within his sphere

each official, should in the development of policy and in the

execution of current work be in contact with the opinions, and be

influenced by the point of vjew, of the corresponding Minister and

officials in the other Allied countries, and should thus act with

knowledge and with sympathy.
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WORK OF THE EXECUTIVE, MAY TILL JLLY 1918

The four months’ interval in the Council’s Meetings. The Executive’s r6le

of Liaison. Italian and French Coal Supplies. Belgian Relief. Wheat Supplies.

American Military Programme. Organization of Programme Committees. The
General Tonnage Position.

The next four months put a severe strain upon the new Allied

machine. The extreme gravity of the military situation made it

necessary for the respective Ministers who constituted the Trans-

port Council to remain in their own countries, and during the

gravest period of the war and of the shipping position no meeting

of the Council was possible between April 25 and August 29. At

the same time the military effort of the Allies continued to be

dependent upon its supplies, its supplies to be dependent upon

a less and less adequate sea transport. Decisions of grave im-

portance in the allocation of tonnage were therefore constantly

required. To some extent the result was to throw a greater

responsibility directly upon the members of the Executive. Much
of the action, however, which required to be taken jointly by the

Allies was such as to necessitate decisions by the Governments

themselves. The ability of the organization therefore to act as

an intermediary between the different Governments was severely

tested. It proved adequate to the task. It was found possible

to secure the necessary co-ordination and decisions partly through

the liaison work of the members of the Executive, and partly

through telephonic and telegraphic arrangements, supplemented

in certain cases by special visits. The permanent organization in

London was, of course, enabled to keep in close touch throughout

with the British Ministers, the British Shipping Controller visited

the French Ministers in Paris with the British member of the

Executive, and the American meml^er of the Executive made
a special visit to Washington. By these and similar methods the

necessary consultation and agreement were in practice secured

without a formal meeting of the Council.
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CuERENT Work

In the meantime the definite tasks allotted to the Executive

were successfully carried out.

In the four months, from the middle of April to the middle of

August, 2,330,000 tons of coal were dispatched to Italy, including

1.440.000 tons from the United Kingdom, sent partly by the long

sea route and partly by the shorter sea route via Blaye, and

890.000 tons of French coal.

The railway shipments from or through France were con-

siderably below the quantities originally contemplated. This

resulted mainly from a shortage of railway trucks, and some

difficulty was also exjwienced in securing coastal tonnage for

transport of coal railed across France on the short sea route from

Marseilles and Cette to Genoa. The net deficiency, however, was

reduced to 67,000 tons through shipments of British coal on the

long sea route, considerably in excess of the quantities first

arranged.

These shipments would indeed have completely made up the

balance but for difficulties in obtaining the coal itself in May
and June.

Drafts for the Army were the paramount necessity of the

moment, and a large additional contingent of miners had been

called up from South Wales and other mining districts. The

effect of compulsory enrolment, however, was considerably in-

creased by the desire of the miners themselves to join tlie Army.

As at every period of grave military disaster in the war, the

immediate effect of the reverses in France was a rush to the

colours. For every man called up under the recruiting scheme,

which attempted to balance the needs of coal against the needs

for soldiers, one or two further miners insisted upon leaving their

work and offering themselves to the Army.

In June it became necessary to establish a special strategic

reserve in Italy of 160,000 tons, outside the monthly supply of

600.000 tons. By the middle of August 140,000 tons of this had

been dispatched, so that in spite of the difficulties of May and

June, the total shipments somewhat exceeded the total originally

contemplated of 600,000 tons a month.
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Meantime the French coal programme was in serious diffi-

culties. Chapter V has described the general position and the

nature of the new responsibility entrusted to the Executive.

They fully recognized the vital importance of Fi'ench coal

requirements. Unfortunately, the provision of ships was not

enough. The receiving capacity of the French ports was reduced

by the inability of the railways to clear them. Wagons had been

drawn off for military needs, and the position was made worse

by the dislocation of inland water navigation caused by the same

military operations. Partly through these causes and partly

through the difficulties of supply in Great Britain, the coal shipped

to France only amounted to 1,495,000 tons in April, 1,5110.000 in

May, 1,260,000 in June, and 1,489,000 in July. The Executive,

however, did everything possible within their own sphere—the

provision of ships. From the first moment of the German offensive

in March till the end of the summer sufficient shipping was sup-

plied, at any cost and with whatever difficulty, to lift practically

every ton of coal that could be secured in Great Britain and

received in France.

The Executive’s Third Task

The provision of tonnage for Belgian relief was also put into

execution. The Wheat Executive examined and endorsed the

programme of supplies proposed by the Relief Commission, and

agreed with them as to the sources from which they could be drawn.

The provision of the tonnage, which was the task of the Transport

Executive, presented great difficulties. There was indeed general

agreement as to the method by which the problem ought ulti-

mately to be solved. The Allies were now beginning to acquire

a considerable quantity of neutral tonnage on the specific con-

dition that it should not be employed within the war zone. They

had, for example, concluded an agreement in April, under which

they expected to obtain nearly 200,000 tons d.w. of Swedish

tonnage, subject to this restriction. . As Belgian relief ships were

immune under German guarantee from submarine risks, this

tonnage was obviously the most suitable for this service. No
substantial quantity of it could, however, be expected for a con-

siderable time, and the Belgian needs were urgent and critical.
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It was estimated that the intermediate period could be tided over

if twenty-six additional cargoes beyond what the Belgian relief

vessels could themselves carry were provided, and that some ten

of these cargoes might be obtained by occasional chartering of

neutral vessels. An agreement was successfully arranged between

the American and British Governments under which each of the

two countries agreed to transport eight of the sixteen cargoes,

and to give Belgian relief the first call upon the Swedish tonnage

as soon as it was obtained. These arrangements were supple-

mented by the immediate shipment from England of about

10.000 tons of English Government flour and about 14,000 tons

of miscellaneous foodstuffs belonging to the Belgian Relief. In

the three months June, July, and August, Belgian Relief imported

about 340,000 tons, as compared with the full programme of

360.000 (120,000 tons a month). The additional tonnage required

was provided in practically equal shares by the United States

and Great Britain—57,606 by the first, and 59,815 by the second.

In the meantime the cereal supplies of France, Italy, and Great

Britain were being maintained on the basis of a common Allied

programme and in accordance with the system explained on

p. 158, under which Great Britain in effect accepted the responsi-

bility for supplementing the deficiencies in the tonnage of the

other two countries. The quantities supplied under this system

by diversions of ships under British control (not including the

cereals supplied in British ships under French or Italian control)

during these months were : April, 109,000 tons to France, 92,000

tons to Italy ; May, 75,000 tons to France, 207,000 tons to Italy ;

June, 104,000 tons to France, 158,000 tons to Italy ; July,

163.000 tons to France, 78,000 tons to Italy ; making a total of

approximately 1,000,000 tons supplied under the system.

It was not possible to deal with other supplies on an equally

systematic basis. Too little was known of them. It was evident,

however, that both Italy and France needed emergency assist-

ance, and both obtained it. The British liner service from

America to Italy was increased so as to add 50,000 tons a month

to her imports of munitions and raw materials. Italy was also

allowed to devote to similar work 75,000 tons of her shipping

previously engaged in carrying cereals
; and extra British tonnage
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was automatically supplied under the system described to meet

the resulting deficiency. Special shipments of al^out 70,000 tons

of munitions from the United Kingdom were also arranged.

During the same four months France, whose needs were serious

but less critical, received extra tonnage for the shipment of about

60.000 tons of railway wagons, locomotives, and various war

materials from America.

During the same period the new system of directing the

neutral pool tonnage was put into operation. A general plan,

which is described in detail on p. 296, was arranged and

agreed. The main lines of this plan were that vessels up to

1,700 tons d.w. were to be allotted to tJie French coal trade

;

vessels between 1,700 and 3,000 tons were to be sent with coal to

the Bay, and then to return with ore from Spain. Vessels between

3.000 and 4,500 tons were to take coal to Italy, and also return

witli Spanish ore
;

while vessels over 4,500 tons were to be sent

first with coal to Italy and then to load cereals in America for

transport to the European Allies under the Wheat Executive.

During the four months May to August, 176 vessels were allotted

in accordance with this general plan.

In the meantime the increased American military programme

was having consequences of the first importance. The provision

of passenger ships for the transport of the troops was not arranged,

except to an unimportant extent, through theTransport Executive,

but by direct negotiations in America between representatives of

the American and British Governments. The numbers transported

under these arrangements soon reached very large dimensions,

637,879 American soldiers being embarked in the three months

April, May, and June, 330,956 of them in British vessels, and

a further 305,000 (188,000 in British vessels) in the month of July.

The only work of the Executive consisted in some negotiations

resulting in a certain number of Italian and French passenger

vessels being included in the trooping programme.

The task of the Executive was not to find troop ships for the

American programme but to deal with the effect of that pro-

gramme on the general transportation of supplies. The fitting of

the vessels, which were nearly all of a passenger-cargo type, meant

the loss of considerable cargo-carrying space, approximately 2 tons

1569.38 o
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statement of the Council) and by some reduction in the submarine

losses as compared with the previous estimates.

{b) As reported in detail above, very large diversions" in British tonnage

have been made for the conveyance of cereals to France and

Italy, for railway material and munitions to those two countries,

and at the same time the fitting of vessels for American troops,

and the use of cargo space for this purpose have made a serious

reduction in importing capacity. ' As a consequence mainly of

these causes the imports into the United Kingdom were 700,000

tons less in June than in May.

(c) The most important new faetor in the prospective Allied tonnage

position is tlic immense increase in the American Military Pro-

gramme recently required by the Supremo War Council and

consented to by the American Government.

It may be said generally that the execution of this programme, so far

as the carriage of personnel is concerned, can be effected by the con-

tinuance of the arrangements already made without further increasing

the reduction in cargo-carrying power. The real problem is one of the

carriage of supplies and of horses. This problem is now being investigated

and further information is awaited from America.

It may be stated provisionally, however, that the transport of full

supplies for the full army contemplated would apparently involve the

employment of not less than 7 to 8 million tons dead weight as from the

summer of 1919, the tonnage rising gradually in the meantime from the

present 2 million tons dead weight to the above ligurc, and that in addition

the transport of horses would inv^olvc the employment of over 1 to Ij

million tons dead weight for a year, falling thereafter to some 300,000 tons

dead weight for replacement of wastage.

Towards the above figures, which arc likely to be increased by the

transport of certain constructional material, &c., can be set {a) the supply

of material by the European Allies, whether under the brigading system

or otherwise
;
and {h) the new American building, which each month goes

a long way towards meeting the additional demands of the extra soldiers

landed in France during that month.

It is understood that arrangements arc being made by France and Great

Britain to supply artillery and clothing in large quantities which would

relieve the Supply Programme, but it cannot yet be stated to what extent.

These notes must be regarded as very provisional only and not

expressing any agreed estimate, which is not yet possible, but it was

thought necessary to attempt some indication of the scope of what is the

most important new factor in the general tonnage situation.

Apart from the uncertainties of building and construction, it is clear

that the whole tonnage situation must he regarded as very uncertain,

in view of the {K)ssible consequences, and demands upon tonnage, that

may result from the military situation.
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The import programmes still show a large excess over carrying

power ;
[but while] this cannot be removed until the Programme Com-

mittees have proceeded much further with their work, the information

which has already been received indicates within no very wide margin of

uncertainty the directions in which the balance is likely to be struck for

this current year 1918.

The general impression 'that is gathered from the documents

of this time is that the demands upon tonnage were greater in

relation to the shipping available than at any previous period,

but that the situation was more in hand. Tlie organization of

control both of commodities and of shipping had been developed

and improved, and was better able to deal with current emer-

gencies. The prospect for the future was relieved by the increase

in building and by the reduction in losses. The corner was turned.

Safety was in sight, though not attained.
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COUNCIL’S THIRD MEETING, AUGUST 1918

The Food Programme criticized. Meeting of Council on August 29. The
Shipping Position in August. Civilian Commodities. Coal Supplies.

First Meeting of the Food Council

In July the four Food Controllers of America, Great Britain,

France, and Italy, met in a series of important conferences in

London to consider arrangements for the new cereal year.

The first result was the establishment of an Inter-Allied Food
Council with a permanent committee (the Committee of Repre-

sentatives). This new organization at once examined the food

requirements of the different countries and drew up a single

programme of i^upply which was presented to the Executive for

submission to the Council

This food programme came as a great disappointment to the

shipping authorities. Amidst the great difficulties of the time,

the one factor from which they had expected relief was the con-

siderable improvement in the harvests of 1918 over those of 1917.

Faced with increased demands both for munitions and the supplies

of the American Army, they hoped that in the transport of food

at least a substantial reduction would be possible. There would,

they hoped, be a further economy because a larger proportion

of the cereals was this year obtainable from North America, the

nearest source of supply. The Food Controllers of the different

Allied countries, however, had had a difficult and almost impossible

task during the winter of 1 91 7-18. In every country there had been

shortage, in some districts the shortage had approached local star-

vation, and all the Ministers were anxious to assure themselves

against a repetition of similar troubles in the following winter. The
first programme presented by the Food Council actually requested

the importation of 4f,600,000 tons more cereals for the year 1918-19

than had been imported in the year 1917-18. In spite of the
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economy in transport through larger shipments from America,

this would have meant the employment of more shipping than in

the previous year. This was a serious shock to the Transport

Executive. An important letter dated July 30, which is reprinted

on p. 304, after stating the general position, urged that the Food

Council should adopt the principle of taking the total actual

consumption during the last cereal year as setting the maximum

limit to the new programme. The Food Council replied that they

could not accept this principle which would involve a serious

danger to the morale of the civilian population. They proposed

alternatively the principle that as much tonnage for food transport

should be allowed as during the previous year. This would have

given extra food supplies to the extent to which the same shipping

could carry more cargoes because they came from a nearer source.

The Transport Executive maintained their position. A letter

written in the name of the Council on August 5 concluded by

stating that

the Transport Council will not feel justified in asking the military and

munitions authorities to reduce their demands upon tonnage (with a con-

sequent reduction of the numbers of American soldiers available for next

year’s campaign) in order that such tonnage may be allocated to food as

to enable and encourage consumption upon a more generous scale than

during the past year.

The Committee of Representatives of the Food Council, with

this shipping position before them, then reconsidered their

requirements. While not formally withdrawing from their

previous position they greatly assisted the solution of the problem

by dividing their programme into two parts. The first (‘ Priority

tonnage ’) covered what they considered the absolute minimum
and amounted to 18*5 million tons ; the second (‘ balance of

programme ’) covered the rest of the requirements and amounted

to 8*25 million tons, of which 3-63 million tons were ‘ military

oats i.e. oats for army horses. The documents reprinted on

pp. 304-20 both explain the subject under dispute and illustrate

the procedure of the Council and Executive in negotiating with

the supply authorities.
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Third Meeting of Transport Council

The Transport Council met, for its third session, in London
on August 29 and was at once confronted with the Food Council’s

request. They had before them at the same time a report from
the Executive recommending that the programme should be

commenced provisionally on the basis of the quantities covered

by the ‘ priority ’ figures only. This recommendation was accepted

by the Council with a qualification promising further reconsidera-

tion when fuller information was available. The issue was finally

determined, as will be described in the next chapter, at the fourth

and last meeting during the war of the Transport Council, in

October, but was never, of course, translated into full execution

in view of the conclusion of the Armistice in the following month.

The Shipping Position in August 1918

Before dealing, however, with this particular problem and
with the others confronting them, the Council obtained a proper

perspective for their work by examining the much more complete

statement of the whole shipping position for 1918 which the

Executive were by this date able to place before them.

World building, including American,now exceeded world losses.

During the seven months ending with July 31, 3,500,000 tons

d.w. had been lost and 3,500,000 had been built. During the last

month of July building had exceeded losses by 157,000 tons.

This apparently favourable result, however, was due solely

to the immense increase in the American building programme.
During the same seven months the rest of the world had lost over

a million tons more than they had built, and even in the last

month of July the losses, though lower, had still exceeded building

by some 50,000 tons. The excess of American building over losses

was, on the most favourable computation, less than the amount
required for the increased demands of the American Army. It

followed that the tonnage available for the needs of the rest of

the world, and in particular for the European Allies, was still

diminishing.

As the Council met, a new cereal year, 1918-19, was just

beginning. The shipping under the control of the European
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Allies at the beginning of this new year was about 2,000,000 tons

less than a year before. The acquisition of Dutch vessels, certain

agreements with Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, were taken as

likely to give the European Allies a net gain of about 600,000

tons. On the other hand, the carriage of American troops was

already equivalent to the loss of an equal amount (without

allowing for the transport of the supplies still to be undertaken).

The net result remained, therefore, that even if no more tonnage

were allotted to America the European Allies would have for their

needs some 2,000,000 tons less than the tonnage available a year

ago. This was equivalent to a reduced Importation of some

8,000,000 tons of cargo.

The Munitions Council had not at this "date completed their

programme, but had sent a warning that the change in the charac-

ter of the warfare must necessarily mean an increased per capita

importation. Meantime, the only substantial prospect of relief

that had been anticipated, that resulting from the better harvests,

had been rendered doubtful by the receipt of the Food Council’s

demands. The American Government, moreover, at this time

estimated that its Army supplies would need extra shipping to the

amount of 1,200,000 tons in the next few months, reducing

gradually to about 200,000 (with the increase of their own con-

struction) by February 1919. Tlius, with 2,000,000 tons less of

shipping, the shipping authorities were asked to carry more food,

more munitions, and the supplies of a new army.

The position, therefore, was very grave and might have seemed

hopeless. At the same time, however, the reduction in losses by

submarine, the improvement in the convoy arrangements, the

acquisition of more neutral tonnage and its better employment,

and the supply of a larger proportion of imports from the nearer

source of America, were favourable features in the situation.

Still more important were the better knowledge and better

organization now available through the Food Council and the

various Programme Committees for arranging such reductions as

proved inevitable on a considered basis. And the very gravity

of the position caused by the military situation and the consequent

increase in the American military programme had some incidental

advantages in giving a simple formula by which every demand for
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transport could be tested. Every 5,000 tons of imports saved

enabled a thousand additional American soldiers to be maintained

in and therefore sent to France, and every department asking

for a 5,000-ton cargo, therefore, had to make its request responsibly

with the knowledge that, if its request were granted, a thousand
American soldiers would have to be left in America.

Civilian Commodities

At the same meeting the Council, without detailed con-

sideration of raw materials which were not at that time completely

examined, passed the following resolution :

With regard to the programmes of civilian commodities generally,

until further order, actual recorded consumption of the past year should

be taken as setting the maximum limit for programmes of importation

for the next year. This principle is not to be understood as preventing

a different distribution as between the different Allies or a greater impor-
tation than last year where a country has used up stocks and must have
a larger importation to avoid a reduction of consumption. This principle

is to be communicated to Programme Committees in order to set the

maximum limit to the programmes they prepare for the Council.

The principle so laid down proved of considerable value in the

subsequent detailed work during the next few months.

Coal Supplies

The problem of coal supplies, which was never absent from any
agenda of either the Council or the Executive, was also discussed

in relation to a number of special difficulties that were now being

experienced. The French representatives called attention to the

shortage in the French supplies, which has already been explained ;

and the Italian representatives pointed out that while the quanti-

ties were being duly dispatched the quality of the coal was often

inferior. A Coal Programme Committee, formed as a consequence

of these representations, completed the list of programme com-

mittees for all main commodities. At the same time the Inter-Allied

Transportation Council (which dealt with railway transport in

France) sent an embarrassing request that the quantity of coal sent

by the long sea route into Italy, which had already been increased

from 150,000 tons to 250,000 tons, should now be raised to 350,000
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tons a month in order to give relief to the French railways and

release railway wagons required by the military necessities of

the moment. As this would have meant the use of more than

150,000 tons of shipping, the Council felt unable to grant this

request.

The Council at the same meeting approved the detailed

organization of its executive staff, and arranged to accept

a certain responsibility for the transport of S\vdss food. They

also examined a number of technical problems such as the loss

of general cargo-carrying capacity through the conveyance of oil

fuel in the double bottoms of Atlantic liners, the retention of

vessels in Allied ports under legal process, and the congestion and

delay of ships at Port Said and in Italian ports. At the same

meeting an invitation was addressed to the Japanese Government

to join the Council, but this invitation had not been accepted by

the date of the Armistice.

This third meeting of the Council, the first for four months,

thus confirmed the action taken in its name since the last meeting

;

ratified the agreements effected informally between the Ministers

during the same period ; and explored the grave problems of

supply for the opening fifth year of the war. But it deferred the

definite solution of these problems till its next, and, as it proved,

at once its most important and its final meeting during the war.
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FROM AUGUST 1918 TO THE ARMISTICE

The Current Work. Supplies of the Fifth Year. The Problem and Proposed
Solution. Last ^leetinjr of Council during the War (September 30). It s decisions.

Statement of Shijijiing Position in September. Policy as to Public Announce-
ments.

In the month which elapsed between the third meeting of the

Council on August 29-30 and the fourth on September 30, the

Executive carried on their work without any incident of the first

importance.

From August 15 to September 14, 603,314 tons of coal were

dispatched to Italy, bringing the average for the six months to

593,061, excluding shipments for the special military reserve;

1,394,140 tons of coal were sent to France in August, 1,244,174 in

September. Tlie neutral pool tonnage under the control of the

Executive increased by the end of September to 463,034 tons d.w.

and was distributed on the general plan already described. Various

technical measures were taken to improve the use of local tonnage

to relieve congestion at Port Said and to utilize certain small

French bay ports hitherto idle for want of tonnage of sufficiently

small draught. The employment of thirtyex-enemy vessels recently

acquired by Brazil was also arranged. Special measures were

taken to meet a deficit of some 30,000 tons in the prospective

Belgian relief supplies which had been caused by a strike of

dockers at Rotterdam. Some help was also given in connexion

with the transport of American troops of whom 313,000 in all

were embarked in August, 103,985 in American and French

tonnage, 195,589 in British, and 10,426 in Italian,

Much the most important work done during this month,

however, was the examination of the big supply progranunes,

particularly of mimitions and food, the preparation of a complete

statement of the position for the Council and the agreement upon

recommendations for action.
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The statement so prepared and submitted to the Council on

September 30 illustrates better than any other document the

nature of the work of the Council and Executive at their stage of

fullest development. It is, therefore, reprinted on p. 310 and may

be briefly summarized here.

Supplies for the Fifth Year

In preparing the proposals for the fifth year of the war the

Executive now had the advantage of a much more accurate and

authoritative estimate of the whole position than had hitherto

been available. The Statistical Departments of. the four national

divisions had been in full working order for some time and were

co-operating well. They now presented a unanimous estimate,

carrying the collective authority of the experts of the four coun-

tries, as to the total quantity of imports which the European

Allies could hope to transport in the fifth year. Within this total

a selection could be made ; but the total could not be exceeded

unless the estimates were wrong ; and no one was in a position

to challenge estimates so prepared.

It was calculated that the total sea-borne imports which

France, Italy, and the United Kingdom could expect to receive

(luring the cereal year 1918-19 would amount to 72,500,000

tons weight.

This estimate made allowance for the shipping allotted to

supplying the Fleets and the military expeditions, and to the

maintenance of bunker depots ; for the minimum requirements of

the Colonies ; and for certain definite obligations such as Belgian

Relief and tlie conveyance to Norway of coal which had been

furnished in return for her tonnage. It was considered, and

rightly, that no withdrawals of tonnage from these services for

import work would prove possible. No allowance was made for

the provision of ships for American supplies. Even if no tonnage

were diverted for that purpose the total imports would, therefore,

only amount to

72*5 million tonsi

for coal

„ raw materials

„ food

. „ munitions

: for the three European Allies.
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The real area of selection was, however, considerably smaller

than these figures alone would suggest. 7,500,000 tons of ore,

3,500,000 tons of timber and paper-making material, 1,750,000

tons of sundry foodstuffs and raw materials were estimated to

come in as return cargoes on vessels sent outward with coal, &c.,

from Great Britain. Reduction on these imports would be

practically useless as no other necessary imports could be obtained

on the routes to which the vessels were being sent with their

coal. In addition to these 12,750,000 tons of imports in which

no useful economy could be made, the total of 72,500,000 tons

included 25*2 million tons of coal for France and Italy. Here

again no economy could be looked for, since the Italian import

was certainly a bare minimum and no reduction in the French

coal (sent in smaU Channel steamers) could be used to give any

substantial help to other imports.

In considering the problem the Executive recommended the

immediate acceptance of the coal imports. This, therefore, left

for raw materials

47-3 million tons . „ food

„ munitions

This figure included both the 12,750,000 of ‘ non-transferable
’

imports and also any military oats (i.e. oats for Army horses) it

might be necessary to send to the military forces.

Before recommending allocation within this figure the Execu-

tive called attention to one favourable factor. There was a

practical certainty that by the end of the summer of 1919 the

enormous increase of American building would improve the whole

shipping situation. This prospect could not of course increase

imports in the intervening period. It made possible, however,

a larger consumption in that period because stocks could be safely

reduced to a lower point.

With this preface the Executive proceeded to explain that no

substantial relief could be expected by any reduction in raw

materials other than those included ih the munitions demand.

This left, therefore,

39-8 million tons j . I for the three European Allies.
I „ munitions )

for the three European

Allies.
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The essential issue was, therefore, to divide this 39‘8 million tons

between the two great programmes of food and munitions, which

between them had asked for an importation of 49,000,000 tons.

The Executive first criticized the food demands. They pointed

out that while 27,000,000 tons were now being asked the total

importations for the previous year had onlyamounted to22,500,000

tons and the harvests of 1918 were certainly better. The

cereal harvests at home were estimated to amount to about

2,000,000 tons more. This was only partly offset by a comparative

failure in other crops, and ought at least to enable imports to be

kept down to the previous year’s figure instead of being increased

by 4,500,000 tons. Moreover, the larger supplies in the near

source ot North America enabled the stocks to be more safely run

down. An actual emergency could be met with shorter notice.

The Executive then recalled the provisional decision of the last

meeting that the programme should begin on the basis of

18*5 million tons, excluding military oats, which was equivalent

to about 20,000,000 tons including them. They recognized,

however, that this was a very bare figure. Tliey also pointed out

that over a million tons of miscellaneous food imports would come

in tonnage that could not be transferred at will, and at the same

time could not from their nature be regarded as substitutes for

the main imi)orts in the ‘ priority ’ programme. Tliey, therefore,

recommended reducing the food programme by 5,000,000 tons,

leaving the imports at 22,000,000 tons.

Tliis left

17*8 million tons for munitions for the three European Allies.

The 17-8 million tons thus given to munitions involved a deficit

of 4-2 million tons on their programme. And the deficit was

really greater because no allowance had been made for supplying

munitions from Allied stocks to the American Army, and it was

certain that such supplies would have to be made.

Moreover, the problem of finding ships to transport American

Army supplies from the North Atlantic was still unsolved, and

there was no margin to meet it. At the same time the Executive

wei’e convinced that immediate assistance was necessary.

So strongly indeed had they felt this that, without waiting

for a meeting of the Council, they had already approached the
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British Government and secured the allocation of 200,000 tons

of shipping for American supplies for loading in September and

October, at the ex}>ense of an equivalent reductibn in European

imports. Theynow recommended thata further 300,000 tons should
similarly be allotted before the end of the year. Tliey felt able to

take tliis action, and to do it without proposing a reduction in

the total imports into Europe which the statisticians liad estimated

for the cereal year ending August 1919, because they believed

that America would be able to give assistance at least equivalent

to these 500,000 tons in the latter part of the cereal year itself.

They were convinced, moreover, tliat this would result from the

utilization of the ordinary Programme Committee and Transport

Council machinery, and the application of the principle of equal

sacrifice upon which they were based. They, therefore, proposed

that this assistance should be given without any bargain as to tlie

exact quantity of tonnage America would supply later and subject

only to the condition that America would give adequate assurances

as to co-operation with the Allies through the Allied Maritime

Transport Council, The passage in which they explained their

exact position (printed on p. 318) is perhaps the clearest presenta-

tion in an official document both of the position at this time and

of the character of the Allied organization now developed.

The final recommendation, therefore, as to allocation between

munitions and food was based on an estimate that in spite of

immediate assistance given to American supplies 39*8 million tons

of food and munitions together could be anticipated in the cereal

year.

As explained above, this was distributed in the proportions

of 22 million tons to food and 17-8 million tons to munitions, in-

volving a reduction of 5 million tons in the first programme and

4-2 million tons in the second. The Executive proposed, however,

the adoption of a further important principle designed to mitigate

the consequences of these reductions. In the autumn of the year

the actual food stocks in different countries were, of course, at

their maximum, tlie harvests having just been reaped. It was

precisely at this time of the year, however, that the largest

importations of mimitions and raw materials for manufacturing

them were needed, so that the maximum offensive preparations
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might be completed before the campaigns of the following spring.

These two considerations both pointed to a larger proportion of

munitions being imported during the autumn and winter, and of

food in the following spring and summer.

With this preface the Executive made the following recom-

mendations :

Munitions in Winter—Food afterwards.

(1) That during the later autumn and winter a general preference

shall be given to the transport of munitions and Army supplies as

compared with food.

(2) That, when necessary, but as late as possible without running

undue risk of actual shortage of food, a similar preference shall be given

to the transport of food in the spring or early summer.

Reduction of Stocks.

(3) That in tow of the prospect of substantial deficit in the whole

Allied tonnage position by next summer, and in order to avoid reducing

the shipment of essential commodities required for actual consumption
during the year up to August (particularly munitions) all supply depart-

ments should be asked to effect a reduction of stocks until they approxi-

mate, towards the end of August, to the quantities required for actual

distribution.

Uaiv Materials.

(4) That the principle provisionally approved at the last session for

raw materials, viz. that actual recorded consumption of last year should
be taken as setting the maximum limit for programmes for the ensuing
year, should continue to be applied.

Food.

(5) That 18-5 million tons of importations of all articles included in

the Food Programme, except military oats, should be confirmed as the
figure for the year.

(0) That if the food position at the end of the winter or later shows
such a course to be necessary in order to avoid food shortage, food ship-

ments shall have priority in excess of the proportion due on the 18*5 basis
at the expense of tonnage allotted to other services.

(7) That the importation of military oats should still be continued
provisionally on the basis of the old programme, pending a full report of
the whole situation.

(8) That for the purpose of considering the tonnage available for other
services the total importations of food (and all other articles included in

the Food Programme), including all miscellaneous foodstuffs and military
oats, should be provisionally estimated at 22,000,000 tons.
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Munitions,

(9) That in estimating what is available for the European Munitions
imports it should be provisionally assumed that any tonnage assistance

rendered to America, whether by the allocation of ships or the supply of

artillery, will be returned within the cereal year, thus leaving 17*8 million

tons for European munitions, including ore, pyrites, phosphate rock,

railway material, and lubricating oil, but that it should be recognized that

this requires consideration after examination of the munitions programme,
and in particular of the arrangements there proposed for supplies to the

American forces.

Coal,

(10) That the strongest recommendations should be made to the

British Government as to the immense importance to the entire Allied

supply position of increasing the production of coal.

American Army Supply,

(11) That the action taken in the allocation of 200,000 tons of shipping

(with increases to 250,000 tons if double-bottom shipments are discon-

tinued) in September and October be confirmed, and that the Executive

be instructed to endeavour to arrange to increase the allocation to a total

of about 500,000 tons up to the end of the year in addition to any space

which can be made available by the release of double bottoms,

American Co-operation,

(12) That these arrangements be subject to adequate assurances from

America as to co-operation with the Allies through the Allied Maritime

Transport Council.

American Trooping Programme,

(18) That the Council should not recommend at this moment any

reduction in the embarkation of American soldiers in spite of the grave

conditions of the import programmes as indicated above, but should be

prepared to recommend such a reduction, if necessary, in the embarkations

of next year in order to meet any crisis that may arise in the imports of

food or other supplies at the time.

Public StalemefU of Position,

(14) That in view of the severe sacrifices that must in any event be

entailed if the American military programme is continued a full statement

of the position should be issued in the name of the Council and through

the respective Governments to the pubjic of the four countries, this

statement emphasizing the fact that it is the supreme importance of

increasing the Allied forces in France which is the reason for the sacrifices

asked for, and that these sacrifices are likely to be required only during

the winter and spring, the supply position being thereafter in all probability

greatly improved.
1569.38 P
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The Executive concluded their recommendations by adding

that they realized that if adopted they would cause hardship for

the consuming public, injury to many interests, and grave anxiety

to the controlling departments ; but that in view of the supreme

importance both of increasing the American forces in France to

the maximum number and of fully equipping those forces so that

they might obtain the maximum fighting value in the summer

of the next year, they had not felt justified in recommending the

only alternative course, namely, reduction of the American mili-

tary programme on account of the shortage of tonnage.

Fourth Meeting of Council

The Council met in London for what proved to be the last meet-

ing of the war from September 30 to October 2. It devoted itself

to considering the report just summarized, Tlie recommendations

were all approved (see p. 338) with the addition of the following

additional resolution

:

That the Council, having before it the following provisional allocations

of tonnage for arrival from September to December inclusive, viz.

Food, including military oats, 7,000,000 tons,

Munitions and raw materials, 9,000,000 tons,

recommends that approximately 500,000 tons be diverted from the above

allocation for the American Army programme for October, November, and

December, including the 200,000 tons already arranged, but in addition

to any further space that can be provided by the release of double bottoms.

The public statement so authorized by the Council was prepared

for issue, but owing to various difficulties, wliich need not be here

detailed, could not be actually published before the date at which

the imminence of the Armistice made it unnecessary. It is pro

duced here as illustrating both the tonnage position at this moment

and the kind of periodical statement which the Transport Council

intended to issue during the lollowing year had the war continued :

General StatemerU as to Allied Shipping Position (September 1918).

In view of the important assistance which it is possible for the public

in the Allied countries to give to the supply of the military forces, and in

particular to the transport and supply of the American Army, by econo*

mizing in the consumption both of food and other imported commodities,

the Allied Maritime Transport Council have decided to issue from time to
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time a general statement of the shipping position witli full information as

to losses and new building.

For this purpose it has been thought best to include in the informa-

tion the losses and building of all the main maritime countries including

neutrals, enemy powers alone being excluded ; and to make the statement

in terms of deadweight tonnage, in order to give a closer indication of

cargo-carrying capacity than gross tonnage docs. In view of the difficulty

of obtaining up-to-date information as to new building in certain neutral

countries, and of ascertaining the exact deadweight tonnage of certain

classes of vessels, the information may sometimes be somewhat less exact

than if it were confined to Allied countries and stated in terms of gross

tonnage. The margin of possible inaccuracy is, however, small, and not

sufficient, in the opinion of the Council, to outweigh the advantages of

this form of statement.

The following table gives the losses and new building of vessels

(exclusive of small craft) in the first eight months of this year:

Three. European
Allies {(heal

Britain, France, (Inited

Italy), States.

DeadweigJU Deadweight

Tonnage. Tonnage.

Loasds (all causes) 2,819,000 ,‘187.0(H)

Building . . 1,679,000 1,798,000

Net loss or gain ‘-1,140,000 +1,4I1,0<K)

Other Allies

{Japan, Russia,

Brazil, (heece.

Portugal,

Belgium).

Deadweight
Tonnage.

222,(H)0

470,000

+ 248,000

Neutrals {Normiy,
Simfen, Spain,

Denmark).

Deadweight

Tonnage.

306,000

169,000

-227.000

The general Allied shipping position is thus that the Allies are now

building more ships than they are losing but not so many more as the

additional number required for the American Army in France.

During this period America has built nearly 1,500,000 tons dead-

weight more vessels than she has lost, but she has needed all these and

more besides to transport and maintain her forces in France.

The European Allies have, on the other hand, lost a little over

1 ,000,000 tons more than they have built, and as it is for the present necessary

for British tonnage to assist in both the transportation and supply of

American tonnage, the need for economy and rigid restriction of all

import conunodities is as great as ever.

It is true that the submarine has failed in its first object, which was

to reduce the military strength of Great Britain, France, and Italy, by

reducing the supplies both to maintain their forces and to feed their

populations.

Every army in every field has hitherto been fully supplied, and no

reduction has been made on account of the submarine campaign. On the

contrary, in addition to the forces which wx*rc in the field when the intensive

campaign commenced in the early part of 1917, it is a matter of public
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knowledge that there are now in France about 1,750,000 American troops.

That army is the measure of the failure of the submarine.

World building, including American, now exceeds world losses, and

the harvests of this year are somewhat better than those of last year.

This means that the Allies can transport and supply in France for next

year’s campaign an immensely larger army than they have ever com*

manded before, but it does not mean that there is tonnage sufficient to

import more or even as much for civilian consumption in the future as

in the past. On the contrary, both the need and reward of economy are

greater than ever. Early victory depends upon having sufficient forces

in France to achieve decisive success and upon making it clear at the

earliest moment to all countries, including the enemy, that the Allies will

have such a force and mean to use it. America has the men, and desires

as much as the European Allies do that they shall come and come quickly.

But these forces would necessarily be limited if the supplies in France to

maintain them and the ships to transport those supplies were insufficient.

Every pound of supplies, whether of food or clothing or other imported

articles, which we can save here means so much more shipping to take

supplies for the armies in France, and therefore so much more help towards

a bigger force and early victory.

If every one in the three European Allied countries saved only two

ounces a day as compared with last year’s consumption, this saving alone

would enable half a million additional troops to be sent to France and

maintained there.

It is well that the public should, in considering the sacrifices they are

asked to make, remember those which Germany has borne for several

years. In Germany the allowance of bread is 2f pounds a week, their

allowance of bacon and meat together amounts to 9 ounces a week, their

allowance of fat between 2 and 2J ounces per week.

The Allied countries will not be asked to suffer a reduction in food

so serious as this, and such reductions as will be necessary will be made
witli the dclinite prospect of lasting only a few months. There is every

hojKj that by the summer of next year at the latest the whole Allied

shipping position will be substantially improved. If, however, the

maximum number of American troops are to be transported to France

before the fighting of next year, and if the supplies, without which they

cannot attain their full fighting efficiency, arc also to be sent, it can only

be by such a use of ships as will necessarily involve severe, though tem-

porary, hardship to the public in the Allied countries.

Tliis announcement was designed to steer a middle course

between the Scylla and Charybdis of all statements of the ship-

ping and submarine position during the W6tr. If these were opti-

mistic they encouraged consumption and made the task of those
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attempting to enforce restrictions more diflScult. If they were pessi-

mistic they encouraged the enemy. The practical.result of these

conflicting considerations was that the statements were alternately

too sanguine and too depressing. This had the worst possible

effects. Not only did it confuse the public and discredit official

communications, but each kind of statement tended to be ignored

by those for whom it was primarily designed. If a depressing

statement was issued it was ignored by the Allied citizen who
found it unpleasant to have a good meal disturbed by a bad
conscience ; but it was read eagerly by the enemy, who derived

from it a much needed encouragement. If a sanguine statement

was issued it was for converse reasons read eagerly at home and
discredited in Germany. The one escape from this dilemma was
to emphasize constantly the difference between the extreme

restrictions in Germany and the much lighter restrictions which

the Allied populations were asked to bear; to show that the

whole Allied cause depended upon reduced consumption ; and that

with such reduction success was assured. This was indeed the

real truth of the position and its statement in this form could

neither encourage the enemy nor give any excuse for unnecessary

consumption at home. It had been frequently urged, but the

central control of public announcements on a subject with so wide

a range had not been sufficiently effective to enable it to be con-

sistently maintained.

Cu&RENT Work

The current work of the Executive during the last two months

before the Armistice may be briefly summarized.

In the two months September 15 to November 14, 1,199,958

tons of coal were sent to Italy, of which 865,790 tons were British

and 334,168 French. This gave an average for the eight months
of 594,790 tons (in addition to the military reserve) as compared

with the programme of 600,000 tons.

France received 1,244,174 tons of coal in September and

1,251,073 in October. The average for the seven months was

1,380,430 tons as compared with the nominal programme of

1,740,000 ;
but, as previously explained, the shortage was due

to other causes than the failure to provide tonnage.
.
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Belgian relief was adequately maintained with the assistance

of certain emergency shipments, small deficits in the four months

June to September being nearly made up by arrivals in excess of

the programme in October and November.

The neutral pool tonnage increased to over 500,000 tons

d.w. and was satisfactorily dealt with.

A large number of detailed arrangements were made to give

emergency assistance to several Allied services or to effect

economies.

Among these, one arrangement of particular interest may be

noted. It has been pointed out that on the whole the imports

required by the Allies for war purposes tended to be heavier in

relation to size than peace imports, so that ships, while loaded

down to their Plimsoll marks, commonly had empty space in them.

But the requirements of the American Army were very different

in character. Operating with a home base three thousand miles

away, they had to bring a large proportion of manufactured

articles (motor cars, &c.) which the European Allies made at home

and did not need to ship or.only had to ship across the Channel.

Manufactured articles of this kind tend to be bulky and light in

proportion to their size. American cargoes, therefore, tended to

be ‘ measurement cargoes ’ which filled the ship’s space while

still leaving it to ride light well above the Plimsoll marks. The

French munitions from North America at this time included

cargoes of exactly the opposite kind, steel and rails and other

articles which were compact and heavy. The separate arrange-

ment of these two programmes therefore involved French ships

leaving North America heavily loaded down to their marks with

empty space in them ; and American ships leaving the same ports

with all their space full but with less weight than they were capable

of carrying. The Executive therefore arranged with the American

Government to load 150,000 tons of French steel a month in

American ships, supplying extra tonnage to America in compensa-

tion. This enabled a much better combination of cargoes to be

effected. The net economy was estimated at about 50,000 tons

of imports a month, which was equivalent to the continuous

employment of about 125,000 tons d.w. of shipping in the North

Atlantic.
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Throughout the whole year a valuable saving in shipping had

been effected by another co-operative arrangement., It was agreed

that all suitable vessels, whether British, Italian, or neutral, and
whether under the orders of the British or Italian Governments

or the A.M.T.C., which took coal to Italy should on their return

voyage bring ore to United Kingdom from the Mediterranean or

Spain. This agreement was conscientiously executed by the

Italian Government in spite of the serious delays to their vessels

which were sometimes involved, and the arrangement proved of

very great value in maintaining British ore supplies which were

the most vital raw material of the munitions manufactures and

had at one time been dangerously low.

Meantime the difficult and intricate arrangements for allotting

tonnage in accordance with the approved Food Programme were

successfully made and each country received its allotted quota

within a very narrow margin.

In accordance with the plan described above 200,000 tons of

shipping were allotted in aid of the American supply programme

in October, and a further 69,893 had been allotted in November

when the Armistice terminated the arrangements.

Finally, shortly before the Armistice, America took drastic

action to put into effect the principles to which she had recently

assented in October, by the most severe reductions in her imports

programme and by the issue of orders to withdraw a large propor-

tion of the tonnage hitherto engaged in civilian work for war

service.

The Armistice thus found the Allied organization in efficient

and almost complete working order, its immediate task successfully

accomplished, and its preparations for the serious but final strain

of the ensuing winter well in hand.
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The Allied Maritime Transport Council and its Executive

reached the climax of their authority and their utility in the

autumn of 1918. From the Armistice onwards their power

diminished to a mere shadow of its former self and such utility as

they continued to possess was within different and more limited

spheres of action. The Council itself was not indeed formally

terminated until April 7, 1919, when it became merged in the

Supreme Economic Council, and the Executive, with changed

duties and personnel, continued in existence as late as February 7,

1920. The work undertaken and the influence exercised by both

the Council and Executive were, however, entirely different after

the conclusion of hostilities.

It is necessary and very instructive to trace the course of this

decline from power during the winter of 1918-19, though it is

a somewhat painful duty for any one who was associated with the

Allied organization in the period of the war.

Shipping in the Winter of 1918-19

It will be well, liowever, in order that the events of the next

few months may be seen in their proper perspective, to preface

the description of them by a slight sketch of the development of

the tonnage position throughout the winter of 1918-19.

Tliere was the same kind of pause in the transition from war

to peace as there had been in August 1914 in the transition from

peace to war. The demand on tonnage for war supplies ceased
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abruptly and the full demands of civilian life only became slowly

operative. The stoppage of munitions shipments, the termination

of the convoy arrangements and therefore of the incidental delays,

the cessation of sinkings, the release of ships allocated to the

transport of American troops to France, gave an immediate relief

to the tonnage situation. The combined effect of these circum-

stances was to render it difficult, not to find shipping for the work
required of them, but to decide to what new work to allocate

vessels completing their voyages. For the moment there was an
apparent surplus of tonnage. A number of charters were offered

or concluded at comparatively low rates, and the liner freights in

the North Atlantic fell in some cases to one-sixth of the rates in

force immediately before.

This state of affairs was rapidly terminated. The end of

hostilities was at once followed by labour difficulties. Port con-

gestion became serious in nearly every country in the world, and
the transporting capacity of vessels was therefore seriously re-

duced. The labour difficulties coincided with an immense demand
for repairs postponed during the war and for the reconditioning

of vessels returned from Government service. In the United

Kingdom alone over six hundred vessels were under or aw^aiting

repair. At the same time, the policy of de-controlling ships

from Government requisition which was begun by the United

States, Great Britain, and France alike in February 1919, resulted

in the return of vessels to long distance pre-war routes and to

some extent in their use for the transport of commodities not

regarded as essential during the war. While these factors were

again rendering the tonnage situation stringent, the demand for

cargo tonnage, for relief supplies, and for passenger tonnage for

repatriation purposes, became effective. Though some assistance

was afforded by the Austrian tonnage, none was forthcoming

from the more important German tonnage which remained idle

until late in March. On the top of these difficulties came the threat

of a triple strike in the United Kingdom of the coal miners, the

dock labourers, and the transport workers. This, although it was

ultimately averted, necessitated such precautionary measures as

the increase of shipments of coal to bunker stations and the ‘ double

bunkering ’ of vessels in the North Atlantic, with corresponding
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loss of cargo. The Italian Government were faced with a situation

of extreme gravity, as a coal strike in the United Kingdom would

have forced them to divert vessels allotted for wheat from North

America for the transport of American coal and their reduced

food stocks allowed no sufficient margin for any such diversions.

The combined effect of these causes was a stringent tonnage

situation in March 1919, comparable in its actual difficulties (in

spite of the increase in the number of ships and the decrease in

real requirements) to the worst period of the war.

On March 14, however, an agreement was concluded which

had the effect of bringing the German ships into use, and the

position improved gradually, although not very rapidly, after

that date. Henceforth though shipping remained apparently

short, and freights high, tonnage was steadily increasing, and the

main cause of such shortage as there was, was due to delays in

loading and discharging.

The importance of this cause during 1919 is indeed very re-

markable. The delays themselves were due partly to the disloca-

tion of internal railway transport, which left the docks congested

with goods, and partly to shorter hours or slacker work. The result

was to reduce the importing capacity of ships by more than 30 per

cent., that is, the ships in 1919 carried less than 70 per cent, of the

cargoes which they would have carried if port conditions of loading

and discharge had been as they were in 1913. This fact may be

forcibly put by stating that if it had been possible in 1919, by

a wave of a magic wand, either to bring back at once into active

employment all the tonnage sunk by the Germans throughout

the war, or alternatively to improve port conditions to their 1913

level, the second of these alternatives would have given much the

greater relief to the situation and help to the general economic

position of the world.

But although after the first pause between war and peace

shipping long remained inadequate to the demands upon it, it

ceased immediately on the conclusion of hostilities to be the main

factor in the general economic position. From that moment,

difficulties of money became more important than difficulties of

shipping. Half of Europe had no money to buy the necessities of

life ;
the rest of the world had lost its impelling motive to lend

;
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finance resumed its normal position, more indeed than its normal

position, of dominance over the supply system.
^

In these circumstances it was inevitable that a shipping

organization as such could not continue to control or exercise any
considerable influence upon economic policy after the termination

of hostilities. The power of this organization had depended upon

the fact that shipping was the limiting factor in supplies, that

supplies were so urgently needed and finance so relatively un-

important that the amount of shipping determined the quantity

of supplies imported, and the allocation of shipping determined

what supplies should be imported. The general control of supplies,

and therefore of economic policy, had thus been forced auto-

matically into the hands of those who controlled ships. From the

moment the enemy was beaten, their power was necessarily ended.

The Transport Executive had clearly foreseen some time before

the Armistice, first, that a shipping organization, as such, could

not control the economic position
;

second, that while shipping

would be released through war requirements it would still be in

strong demand for many new needs tliat peace would bring,

particularly for relief ; and third, that an Allied economic organiza-

tion would certainly be required both for relief purposes and for

solving the innumerable economic problems either left over from

the war or necessarily arising with the conclusion of peace.

As soon as it became evident at the end of October 1918 that

an Armistice would be signed, the loading programmes of ships

under Allied control were examined. Detailed loading instruc-

tions were sent to loading officers in ports throughout the world

informing them what supplies should be left behind and what

supplies shipped if an Armistice were concluded. These instruc-

tions, which were telegraphed confidentially to them some days

before the Armistice, came automatically into effect upon its

conclusion.

In the next place, the Transport Executive and the permanent

representatives of the Food Council ex^ined the probable effect

on the supply arrangements of the Allies of the conclusion of an

Armistice with particular reference to the new imports probably

required into neutral countries, and into Germany if the blockade

was suspended. On October 28 they strongly recommended that
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a provision should be included in the Armistice itseU which would

secure the delivery of the German and Austrian vessels and their

control by the Allied Maritime Transport Council, and a member

of the TransportExecutive went to Paris to press this reconunenda-

tion (see p. 323). From the point of view of the strict purposes

of an Armistice (i. e. to maintain a certain military position during

the negotiations for peace) such a provision would perhaps have

been somewhat irregular since the enemy’s military position

remained the same, whether his ships were immobilized in his own
harbours or under Allied control. Whether for this or other

reasons the proposal was not adopted and no provision was made
in the Armistice of November 11 for the surrender of the German
ships. In the event, through reasons which will appear below,

no provision was made to secure the use of more ships till two

months had elapsed, and, further difficulties accruing, the delivery

of the ships did not actually begin until March 22, 1919. This

delay in the utilization of nearly a million tons of shipping ready

for sea for about four months had a substantial effect on the

world’s shipping position and in particular increased seriously

the difficulties of relief.

Tufi Proposed General Economic Council

More important, and for the moment equally unsuccessful,

were the proposals for the continued control of the economic

position during the transition period by an Allied organization.

Realizing, as the event proved, that such control would be re-

quired, and knowing by experience the difficulties and delay in

creating a neworganization with new personnel and newmachinery,

all the members of the Executive, and others associated with its

working, agreed that the best course was for the Allied Maritime

Transport Council itself to be converted without breach of con-

tinuity into a General Economic Council with certain extensions

and changes of personnel. They at once brought the question

before their respective Governments. The British Government

took the initiative in making a formal proposal to the other

Governments. A memorandum was submitted to them which

pointed out that among a large number of questions which might

call for Inter-Allied discussion the following were of special urgency:
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{a) the nature and the amount of the assistance to be given by the

Allies for the reconstruction of devastated territories; (b) ex-

changes and other reciprocal concessions between the Allies in

foodstuffs and other essential commodities
; and (c) concerted

action in acquiring and distributing essential commodities of which

the supply was insufficient.

Within two days of the Armistice, on November 13, an official

communication was made to the Governments of the United States,

France, and Italy suggesting that it was desirable to revise the

representation and functions of the A.M.T.C., so as to make it

a General Economic Council which would co-ordinate the work

of the various Councils and through them the work of the Pro-

gramme Committees (see p. 329).

The American Government, however, took the view that it

was desirable after the cessation of hostilities that the war organi-

zations should be discontinued and that where necessary the new

problems of the Armistice period should be dealt with by appro-

priate new machinery. The Transport Council was thus deprived

of the authority necessary to carry on the work which it had con-

templated.

During December prolonged discussions took place between

the Food Controllers and other members of the Allied and

Associated Governments as to the principles upon which a new

body to be concerned with the re-victualling of Allied, neutral,

and enemy countries should be formed. Agreement on a document

was arrived at on December 12 and the resulting Council, the

Allied Supreme Council of Supply and Relief was established in

Paris in January 1919. This Council, restricted to one not clearly

separable part of the many economic problems facing the Allies,

without the assistance of a staff accustomed to work together

and without either the uniting force of the war or the tradition

of united action which that force had given to the war organiza-

tions, proved ineffective.

In February 1919 it was merged in and replaced by the

Supreme Economic Council, which was in personnel, in functions,

and in general principles of organization, almost exactly the same

as the body into which the Transport Executive had proposed to

transform the Transport Council at the beginning of the previous
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November. Even so, however, the new Council was too tardily

commenced, too hurriedly improvised, and insufficiently equipped

with a personnel accustomed to corporate work. Moreover, over

three invaluable months had in the meantime been lost. There

can be little doubt that if the two proposals made by the Transport

Executive before the Armistice had been adopted the economic

position in the spring of 1919 and possibly afterwards would have

been substantially better. The German ships would have been

at work in December instead of March, and food would have gone

into Germany as from January instead of April, with results it

is not easy now to measure exactly upon the political position

in Germany and the consequent difficulties of the earlier peace

negotiations. At the same time the relief assistance given to the

rest of Europe would have been facilitated.

Armistice Tasks

Meantime the Allied Maritime Transport Council and Executive,

denied the opportunity of dealing with other economic problems,

were left to continue their own particular task of dealing with

shipping, with the difference that to deal with shipping now meant

to deal with shipping only and not to control supplies. It was,

of course, evident as soon as hostilities ceased that the system

adopted during the war of allotting tonnage in accordance with

a number of specified Allied programmes was now no longer

either necessary or practicable. That system imposed a joint

responsibility upon all the Associated Governments both for the

programmes of each country and the employment of each mer-

chant marine, and implied a complete and effective requisitioning

of all ships. Tliere was a general desire that the consequent

limitation on the freedom of action of each national Government

should be removed as soon as possible, and that each Government

should deal independently and responsibly with its own import

problem, and should be free at the time it judged best to release

its own shipping either partially or completely from Government

control. The British Government were anxious to proceed rapidly

with this policy of release from control, and were indeed disposed

to believe that full freedom could be given at a much earlier date

than ultimately proved possible. The French and Italian Govern-
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ments, while entirely agreeing that ultimate freedom was desirable,

were not unnaturally anxious to be safeguarded in the transition
from one system to another against the risk of either failing to
secure adequate tonnage or having to pay undue rates of freight.

The reasonableness of this position was recognized by the British
Government, who concluded two agreements, one with France
and one with Italy, guaranteeing each country tonnage up to
a specified maximum limit (namely the amount of tonnage in
service on the conclusion of hostilities) at a specified maximum
rate, in general 25^. per ton dead weight per month. The terms
of the agreement are printed on p. 332 and an explanation of the
principle involved is given in the letter of January 30, 1919, printed
on the following page.

Meantime the Council and Executive were faced with the
obvious and urgent problem of the acquisition, the distribution

for management as between the Governments, and the allocation

for employment between the various services, of the German and
Austrian tonnage. The immediate problem was very different

for the two classes of tonnage.

The German vessels were either in German ports or under
German control in neutral ports and, no provision having been
inserted in the Armistice of November 11, could only be brought
into use by negotiation. These negotiations were long and
intricate and cannot here be fully described. They were carried

out partly by the members of the Transport Executive, partly

by members of the Food Council’s organization and partly by
special members delegated from the Supreme Economic Council

or otherwise appointed. It is sufficient here to state briefly that

a clause in the renewed Armistice of January 16 and the Treves
Agreement of January 17 provided that the German ships

should be surrendered and that Germany should be enabled
to import food subject to the provision of the requisite finance

;

that delay in the provision of food occurred through the competing
claims of reparation for the money proposed by the Germans

;

and that in the meantime the Germans withheld their ships.

These difficulties were only finally resolved by the Brussels agree-

ment of March 14, 1919, after which the delivery of the vessels

proceeded expeditiously. Till this date the problem of acquiring
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the ships of course took priority over any questions as to how to

manage and employ them. The Austrian tonnage was, on the

other hand, in ports which were occupied by the Italian Govern-

ment at the Armistice and came at once into their control. It

was arranged on December 21, 1918, that they should be pro-

visionally controlled by the Transport Council and fly an Allied

flag. Their employment therefore required immediate settlement.

Throughout the Armistice period there were three new services

of a kind particularly appropriate for the new enemy tonnage.

In the first place, there was an immense number of prisoners

of nearly every Allied nationality requiring repatriation. This

presented a very difficult problem because little certain informa-

tion was available or obtainable as to the numbers of the prisoners,

as to where they were and as to alternative means of transport,

for example, by land. At the same time there was naturally an

extreme pressure of public opinion to effect repatriation at the

earliest possible moment. In these circumstances the formation

of any definite and stable plans was a matter of the utmost diffi-

culty. Week by week the arrangements had to be changed and new
negotiations of a peculiarly delicate character conducted between

the different Allied Governments, each of whom was pressing the

demands for tlie repatriation of its own pi isoners strongly upon the

authorities controlling the new tonnage.

In the second place, and only less urgent, was the desire

of each country to repatriate its own troops. Here again the

principles upon whicli to determine allocation were very difficult.

America could claim with truth that all her soldiers were parted

from their homes by a greater distance than those of the main

European Allies, and that this distance had prevented them
having leave at home as French and British soldiers had been able

to. Tliey were also able to claim that France needed no ships to

repatriate the great bulk of her Army, and that Great Britain

could repatriate the bulk of hers by rapid cross-Channel passages,

needing none or few of the new ships acquired from the enemy.

On the other hand, Great Britain could claim that while this was

true as to English soldiers, the early repatriation of English

soldiers was no consolation to Australian and Canadian troops,

who could make the same claims as America, with the additional
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and very strong one that they had been separated from their

homes, not for months, but for years. Prance was able to make
a strong though modest claim for the repatriation of her Colonial

troops and a very delicate question arose as to whether, other

things equal, coloured troops had as strong a claim for early

repatriation as white troops.

A third service suitable for the new tonnage was tliat of the

transport of food for relief purposes, both to Allied countries in

distress, such as Serbia, and to Germany. Complicating the

difficult negotiations was tJie fear on the part of each Government

that allocation for purposes of immediate management and service,

however carefully safeguarded by undertakings as to the pro-

visional character of the allocation, would in fact have a con-

siderable influence on the final assignment of vessels for j)ermanent

ownership.

This third service was not in very direct conflicit with the

first two because it involved the conveyance of cargo and not of

passengers.

The difficult problems with regard to acquisition, management,

and employment of (lornmn and Austrian tonnage necessarily

devolved upon the Transport Council and its Executive in the

absence of any other authority. They were, however, seriously

handicapped in this work by the fact that, owing to the circum-

stances described above, tlieir power had lapsed and they had

received no clear authority from the respective Governments to

deal with the greater part of the new work. They did in fact under-

take it and carry a considerable part of it through successfully,

but on a number of crucial occasions tlieir action was either

delayed or rendered ineffective. It was not until February 25 that

a decision of the Supreme Economic Council, then recjently con-

stituted, gave full and clear autliority. In the earlier period the

workhadto be carried on under the difficulty of having to negotiate

with each of the Governments separately on each question of

importance. It was in order to deal with these problems that the

last two meetings of the Council on February 1 to 11 and on

March 10 were held in Paris, and the Executive was chiefly

occupied in the same work during this period.

1669.33 Q
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Little need be said, beyond the general description in the last

chapter, of the current work of the Executive during the months

immediately after the Armistice. The reaction from the strain of

the war was at once reflected in the supply services
;

work

slackened
;

production diminished.

Throughout the pressure of the last eight crucial months

of the war Italy had been legularly supplied with almost her

exact quota of 600,000 tons of coal a month. In the month after

the Armistice the quantity dropped to 503,776 tons, and in the

succeeding month to 346,282, mainly through difficulties of supply

in England. This resulted in a desperate situation in Italy, and by

a great effort the supply was raised in the third month to 663,735

tons. After that Italy was dependent mainly upon her own efforts,

and never afterwards in 1919 managed to secure as much as in the

last year of the war, in spite of the diminished demands upon

tonnage.

For the three months the supply of coal to France amounted to

1,261,704, 1,154,550, and 1,216,951 tons, as compared with the

average for the ten months of 1,365,714 tons.

Meantime, as already explained, new agreements had been

concluded by Great Britain with France and Italy under which

the joint responsibility for supply programmes was terminated.

A definite minimum of tonnage was guaranteed, but there was no

common responsibility for its employment or for the variation

of the amount in accordance with any variation of requirements.
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The Allies returned in this new agreement in December 1918 from

the principle of the agreement of November 3, 1917, to that of

the earlier agreement of December 3, 1916.

Meantime the Executive continued the control of the chartered

neutral tonnage, and maintained the supplies of Belgian Relief.

In the absence of any other authority, but with no definite

mandate from the Governments, the Executive arranged the

allocation of the Austro-Hungarian tonnage which had come under

the control of the Italian Government. It was agreed that the

small vessels should be left in the Adriatic for trooping and supply

work ;
that passenger vessels should be allotted to repatriation

of prisoners in priority over repatriation of troops, and that the

cargo vessels should be given to the food programme, the largest

going to Australia, those of the remainder which were suitable

for the North Atlantic l)eing sent there and the rest going to South

America. By the middle of February 132 vessels had been allotted

in accordance with these principles to the following routes

:

Service, No, Gross Tons,

1. Mediterraiioaji and Adriatic Trooping , 60 63.724

2. Foodstuffs from South America . 17 54.619

3. Foodstuffs from North America . 31 120.853

4. Foodstuffs from Australia . 11 54.682

5. Repatriation of Prisoners of War . 10 47.501

6. Americjan Trooping .... 3 25.250

1’otal . 132 366,638

Considerable work was carried out during the same period

in the arrangement of the repatriation of prisoners.

Fifth 3Ieeting of the Council

Four eventful months elapsed between the fourth meeting of

the Council before the Armistice and its fifth session in Paris on

February 1, 1919.

Bj^.that time its personnel, its authority, and its work were

transformed. One of the two British Ministers had resigned, the

other was absent, and British representation was left to the

member of the Executive. The senior of the American Delegates

had resipied, and the second Delegate, though attending this

meeting, was on the point of resignation. One of the two French
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Ministers and one of the Italian Ministers were absent. The

American Shipping Controller, however, was in Paris, and was

in consultation, though not attending the formal meetings.

The Council at this fifth session was concerned throughout

with the acquisition, management, and employment of the enemy

tonnage.

The Treves agreement concluded on January 17 was first con-

sidered. This provided for the surrender of the German vessels for

use during the Armistice in return for the provision of facilities to

import food, but left a number of detailed arrangements to be

settled at a subsequent meeting. The Council now therefore

appointed representatives to meet the Germans at a conference

arranged to take place at Spa, and determined the general lines of

policy within which they were authorized to treat. It was agreed,

for instance, not to acquire certain types of vessels at once, e.g. fish-

ing vessels and vessels under 1,600 tons gross without passenger

accommodation, and to credit the (ierman Government with hire

for the vessels.

At the same meeting the Council decided to use enemy cargo

tonnage for the relief of liberated territories and enemy countries,

and enemy passenger tonnage for the repatriation of prisoners,

refugees, and troops.

Various precautions were taken to see that the directions of

the Council as to the use of the vessels were observed, and that

allocation during the Armistice period should not prejudice

ultimate ownership. All enemy ships, for instance, were required to

fly the A.M.T.C. flag in addition to the flag of the Allied country

under whose management they were sailing.

At tlie same meeting tlie allocation for management of the

first batch of fifty-tliree German cargo vessels was arranged

between France and Great Britain ;
and the Council noted an

important declaration that Great Britain and America had agreed

to divide equally between them any German long distance

passenger vessels that might fall to their joint share with the inten-

tion of using them for the repatriation of their troops.
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Last Meeting of the Council

A short and final meeting of the Council the sixth, was held in

Paris on March 10 when France’s share of the German tonnage

during the Armistice was agreed, and as Italy’s claims were satis-

fied by the Austrian tonnage in her hands the main problems of

allocation were solved.

By this time the Supreme Economic Council, whose personnel

was to a large extent identical with that of the Transport Council,

was at work, and the continued existence of the latter Counoil

seemed unnecessary.

The Supreme Economic Council on March 24 referred the

question to a committee which met on the same day and recom-

mended that the Transport Council should be dissolved. It pro-

posed, however, that the Transport Executive should be recon-

stituted, should sit in London and take its instructions in future

on questions of major policy from the Supreme Economic Council,

which should in turn be advised by a Sliipping Committee sitting

in Paris and acting in liaison with the Executive. Tliese recom-

mendations were adopted by the Supreme Economic Council on

April 7, 1919, and the Allied Maritime Transport Council thereupon

ceased to exist.

Henceforward, therefore, the Transport Executive was respon-

sible to the Supreme Economic Council, which was an effective

superior body so long as it continued to meet regularly, that is

till the signature of the Peace Treaty in June 1919. After that, the

Council ceased its regular meetings and only met at long intervals.

The Transport Executive then continued its work in a more inde-

pendent position, reporting to the Economic Council when it met,

but in the long and increasing intervals taking such instructions

as were necessary direct from the Ministers of the different Allied

countries.

It must be remembered that throughout 1919 the German
vessels were legally held under the Treves and Brussels Agree-

ments, which gave the temporary use of the vessels in return for the

supply of food to Germany. During the whole of this period they

were being allotted to the different Allies for use and employment,

both for the carriage of German supplies and for other purposes.
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under temporary arrangements which were specifically not to pre-

judice the final distribution of the vessels under the Peace Treaty*

Once the Treaty was signed, however, with its provision as to the

surrender of all large enemy ships to the Allies, questions neces-

sarily arose in the allocation and use of the vessels which had an

interest from the point of view of their final distribution. When
therefore the Organization Committee of the Reparation Commis-

sion was formed in August 1919 in anticipation of the Commission

itself, which could only be constituted upon ratification of the

Treaty in the following January, we find the Executive frequently

taking instructions from this Committee. In July 1919 indeed it

was asked to prepare a plan for the final division of the ships and

to collect all the stiitistical information which might facilitate it.

With the coming into force of the Peace Treaty in January 1920,

all the German vessels were deemed to have been automatically

transferred to the Reparation Commission, and the Commission

established a special department, the Maritime Service, for the

work involved in arranging delivery and distribution. The
Transport Executive thereupon advised the Supreme Economic

Council to disband it. Tliis advice was accepted on February 7,

1920, and the existence of the Transport Executive was thus

formally terminated.

So finished the Transport Council and Executive, not ‘ foaming

in full body over the precipice ’ but ‘ straggling miserably to an

end in sandy deltas They had shrunk and shrivelled, and been

drained of their life and power, long before their foimal dissolution.



CHAPTER Xll

RESULTS ACHIEVED

The function of the Council was to influence the executive action of the
National Governments, not to take executive action itself. Allied Food. Allied

Munitions. Italian Coal. French Coal. Belgian Belief. Neutral ‘ Pool Ton-
nage Other work. Summary. Limits of the Councils* Success.

We have now followed the general course and development of

the work of the Council and Executive to the end. Before attempt-

ing to draw conclusions for the future of International Administra-

tion it will be well to review briefly the definite results achieved.

For this purpose we may ignore the months of diminished authority

and activity which followed the Armistice and confine ourselves to

the period of eight months between the first meeting of the Council

and the cessation of hostilities.

It must of course be remembered that the results would be more

accurately described as the work of the several Allied Governments

under the co-ordinating influence of the Transport Council and its

Executive than as the sole work of these latter bodies Every

allocation of the national shipping was made by the authority of

the national Government, and every change in the national

supply programme was similarly made. The Transport Council

was in form, and to a large extent in effect, an advisory body with

increasing influence but without executive power. The executive

power was vested in, and the great bulk of the executive work was

carried out by, the national departments and not by the Allied

organization. The results given, however, reflect accurately the

amount of Allied co-operation and the recognition of Allied needs

by the national departments under the general influence of the

Allied methods and point of view, of wliich the most important

expression and instrument was the Transport Counqil. The
principal factor in securing an increase in Italian coal shipments

for example was that the British Ministry of Shipping recognized

more adequately in 1918 than in 1917 the Italian need for coal and
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gave effect to that recognition by the provision of British tonnage.

The Transport Council itself could not provide this tonnage, but

it could and did secure the consent of the British Government to

its provision : and so with the other requirements for which the

Council accepted a special responsibility and in which it exercised

a special influence.

With this proviso we may review the main effects of the

Council’s work.

Allied Food

The Allied system attained its full development in the arrange-

ments made for the Allied food supplies. Before 1918 each

Allied country had provided transport for its own food, partly in

its own ships, partly in chartered tonnage, partly in vessels pro-

vided by Great Britain on no definite and comprehensive plan.

Early in 1918, however, and after the agreement of November 3,

1917, Great Britain began to allot British tonnage for the transport

of French and Italian cereals in exact accordance with the pro-

gramme of wheat allotment agreed to by the Wheat Executive

;

and by the end of the cereal year August 31, 1918, tonnage was

so arranged as to secure the deliveries required.

The Transport Council then accepted a responsibility for dealing

with the whole Allied food programme, including meat, sugar, oil

seeds as well as cereals on the same basis. This widely extended

responsibility was successfully discharged and the full arrange-

ments were put into operation from the beginning of the new cereal

year. The tonnage arranged by the Armistice was such as to

secure imports for eveiy country up to the full cereal allotment,

with a small suiplus, and for the other imports with a small

margin of deficiency. Tlie following table shows that the total

maximum deficit for any country was less than 6 per cent.

TONNAGE ARRANGED BY NOVEMBER FOR DELIVERIES
SEPTEMBERr~END DECEMBER

Cereals,

Percmlage of
Ilequireimnls,

Other

Food.

Percentage of
Pequirements,

Total

Percentage.

fVanoe 922,590 109-8 476,043 80-7 97-8

Great Britain . 2,344,630 114-4 1.588,629 105-2 110-5

Italy . . 1,037,213 104-2 168,047 59-6 94-8

The provision of this tonnage required the diversion of ships
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under British management (in addition to British ships chartered
by the Allies and under their control) to the extent of 1,104,000
tons to France and 989,000 tons to Italy.

The arrangements made for food in the first few months of the
cereal year beginning in September 1918 represent the most com-
plete example of the working of the Allied system. Tlie food was
bought in common and was divided by agreement of the Allied

food representatives on or under the Food Council. Tlie credit

required from America was provided on the basis of tJie pro-

gramme so arranged
; and the ships required from Great Britain

were allotted on the same basis. Tlie range of the supplies covered

was immense
;

their distribution involved the problem of measur-

ing the relative needs of different countries in the most difficult

form, 'riiere was considerable divergence of national interest.

The technical difficulties of allotting suitable ships were greatly

increased by the fact that they were drawn from several national

controls and had to meet the varying arrivals of food in different

loading ports. In spite of this the arrangements were successfully

made and efficiently carried out by both the food and shipping

authorities. It is a most remarkable fact that though the Allies

had 2,000,000 tons less shipping at their disposal and had a new
army to transport and supply from Americii, their food stocks at

the time of the Armistice were much greater than they had been

a year before.

Allied Munitions

Till the autumn of 1918 tonnage for supplies of munitions
for France and Italy had been allotted on the best judgment
that could be formed of the competing needs of the moment.
Emergency arrangements with all their disadvantages were there-

fore frequently required. Considerable tonnage was allotted

to France in the early part of the year to increase her imports
of nitrates and general munitions and, though she suffered from
some deficiency in railway wagons and materials, her position

as a whole was never critical. In Italy, on the other hand, the
munitions position, particularly after the captures of Caporetto,

was very grave. The Allies had no complete information as to

her requirements and had assumed no collective responsibility.
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A review of the position early in 1918 showed the absolute necessity

for further imports of munitions. Large shipments were made

both from England and America of steel, nitrates, and general

munitions, and the situation was substantially relieved. In

October the Transport Council accepted full responsibility for

Allied munitions (within the limits they assigned) on the same

basis as for food. Insufficient time had, of course, elapsed before

the conclusion of the Armistice six weeks later for the arrange-

ments to be brought into full working order, but in the interval

the Transport Executive had succeeded in providing all the

tonnage which the Allied representatives desired.

" Italian Coal

Under pressure of great difficulties of supply Italy had reduced

her pre-war consumption of nearly a million tons a month to

about 600,000 tons. All this had to be imported, as Italy herself

only produces a negligible amount. In 1917, however, her imports

had only averaged about 440,000 tons a month. She had main-

tained her consumption at 600,000 tons by drawing 160,000 tons

a month from her last reserves of stock. These reserves were

exhausted, and in February 1918 the shipping situation was more

difficult than ever. The position was, therefore, a desperate one.

It was of the most vital importance to secure an importation

averaging 160,000 tons a month more than in the previous year.

The shipment of this extra quantity from the United Kingdom

would have involved the continuous use of nearly half a million

tons of shipping, and this could not have been found without the

most fatal results on all other Allied supply services.

The problem was, as we have seen, met by the discovery of a

hitherto unutilized means of economy. Instead of all being sent

by the long sea route from the United Kingdom some of the Italian

supplies were obtained from South French mines
; others were

shipped to a Bay port, then forwarded by rail. This enabled

600,000 tons a month to be supplied to Italy with no more strain

upon shipping than the 440,000 tons a month of the previous

year. It was not achieved, however, without the utmost difficulty.

The extra strain upon the French railways was very serious,

particularly in view of the demands on them which resulted from
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the crucial military operations of the year. The closest co-

operation was required between the English coal and shipping

authorities and the French coal and railway authorities. The
scheme was not extended as far as had at one time been hoped,
but the deficit in rail-borne coal was made good in the long sea

shipments. Over the eight months the promised supplies were
maintained within a negligible margin of deficiency, as the follow-

ing statistics show

:

ITALIAN COAL

Eight months, March 1918-Novcmbor 1918.

Shtpmenfa

British coal

'passing

Italian

French coal

passing

Italian

French coal

shipped 0/
hylmg fro}iiiejr by frontier by Mediterranean

sea route. rail. rail. ports. Total.

Coal difiijatched . 2,207,732 876.195 864.030 820,368 4,758,326
Programme, eight

months . . 1,200,000 800,000 1.360,000 1,440,000 4.800,000

Of this total 78,494 tons was lost at sea. In addition to the

above supplies a special military allocation of 150,000 tons of

British coal was dispatched to Italy to constitute a strategic

reserve in case unforeseen troop movements necessitated a sudden

demand upon the coal stocks.

French Coal

The French coal supplied to Italy was jirovided on the under-

standing that an equivalent amount should be supplied to France

by Great Britain in replacement. It was contemplated that this

could be arranged with comparatively little difficulty as the coal

could be sent by the short Channel route to the northern French

or Bay ports. Unfortunately it proved impossible to supply the

extra quantities to France, and the coal she sent to Italy was in

effect a gift without replacement during a period when she was

seriously in need of coal herself. From April to November 1918

France indeed only received an average of 1,366,714 tons a

month as compared with about 1,600,000 tons a month in

1917. Until March 1918 the supply of coal had been entirely

a problenf of finding the ships. But during nearly the whole

period of the eight months in question not shortage of ships but
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shortage of supply and difficulties of discharge were the limiting

factors. The Transport Council, however, did all that came

within its own sphere of competence by providing as much
shipping as could find cargoes and be discharged.

Belgian Relief

Belgian relief is a good instance of the necessity for an Allied

shipping organization. Food for the relief of the civilian popula-

tion in Belgium and parts of occupied France required the importa-

tion of about 120,000 tons a month. Up till 1918 the Relief

Commission had been able to arrange for the transport partly in

Belgian tonnage and partly by chartering neutrals. The control

of neutral tonnage by the Allies, however, had become so complete

by 1918 that the Commission found it impossible to obtain tonnage

any longer by chartering in the world market. The whole relief

arrangements were breaking down and only action by the Allied

Governments could retrieve the position. Their responsibility

was clear
;

they were deeply interested in relief being obtained

and the crisis arose directly from the measures they had taken to

control neutral ships, Tliey had indeed passed a resolution at

the Paris conference in December guaranteeing the necessary

tonnage in the name of all the Allies. But the resolution once

passed was entirely inoperative, for no specific responsibility was

assigned to any particular Government and there was no Allied

organization which could deal with a common responsibility and

either discharge or distribute it. By April the relief arrangements

were in a desperate position and seemed destined to collapse

altogether. For the three summer months it was estimated that

less than half the quantities required could be transported. At

a late and difficult moment, at the end of April, the Council

accepted responsibility and entrusted the task of finding tonnage

to the Executive. Immediate measures were taken. Emergency

supplies were huiried across from England
; 100,000 tons of

shipping were provided by America and Great Britain in equal

shares ; and as soon as the tonnage which was at the time being

acquired from Sweden on condition that it was engaged on
‘ non-war zone work ’ could be brought into use, it was allotted

in priority to Belgian relief, and the service was thus put on
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a satisfactory basis. In spite of the late and difficult start the

position was retrieved and by Novemberv the full programme had

been carried out within a small margin of 7 per cent., and even

this small deficit would have been met by about the end of tlxe

year.

BELGIAN RELIEF

Programme. Execution.

Tonjt. Tou.t.

June-August .... 360,000 334,070

September-Novembcr . . 395.300 360.610

755,300 694.680

Neutral Tonnage

The Allies entrusted the neutral tonnage which they chartered

to the control of the Transport Council. Tlie Executive arranged

a general plan under which this tonnage was allotted among the

coal and wheat services in such a way as to secure the maximum
advantage from the different types of vessels, and detailed arrange-

ments in accordance with this plan were made by flu* Inter-

Allied Chartering Executive. In November tin* tonnage so

controlled was distributed as follow's among the differeni s<a’vices :

Tims.

Coal to France ..... 1II,2(J5

Coal to Italy ..... 135,343

Wheat Executive .... 99,.342

Belgian Relief 98,572

AIiscellan(H)ii.s ..... 35.815

489,337

This half million of tons was the only ' pool of tonnage ’

under Allied control in the fullest sense. It alone was under the

direct orders of an Allied authority. The Executive in arranging

this neutral tonnage did not use it as the adjusting element in

the transport programmes. They could only have done this if

all the supply progi’ammes had first been both agreed and reduced

to within the total capacity of the tonnage under Allied control.

Without the prior completion of this work, an attempt to use

the neutral tonnage as the adjusting factor would liave involved

difficulties in every allocation of a ship. The safer course was

therefore taken of assigning the tonnage to services which every

one agreed must at least have much more tonnage than the neutral
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ships assigned, and of leaving the main adjustments to be made

on the national tonnage.

Other Work

In spite of drastic reductions which had been necessitated

in the food and munitions of the European Allies the Transport

Council authorized the allocation of British tonnage to assist

American military supplies. The tonnage provisionally indicated

was 200,000 tons for loading in October and a further 300,000

tons in November and December together, this quantity being

variable at the discretion of the Executive. The tonnage actually

allotted in Octobei* was 204,000 tons, and arrangements had been

made to allot 150,000 tons in November
;
but the later allocation

was, of course, changed as a result of the Armistice.

The Allied organization was least complete in relation to the

raw materials for articles of civilian consumption. The common
interest was less and the divergence of interest greater. The
wide range and intricacy of the articles in comparison with the

relatively small total tonnage involved naturally had the effect

of postponing this part of the work until the vital programmes

were in full operation. Italy’s raw materials requirements, outside

coal and food, only amounted for example to one-thirtieth of her

total imports. Wliile, therefore, Programme Committees were

established, they were never co-ordinated under a Raw Materials

Council corresponding to the Food or Munitions Council, and
though their programmes were a useful aid in the allocation of

special assistance from time to time, they were never accepted as

the basis of an automatic allocation of tonnage on the wheat

system.

The statistical section throughout the later part of the year

compiled monthly statements showing the losses, the building, and
the employment of all ocean-going tonnage in the world. The
tables showing the position before the Armistice, which are more
complete than any statement of the employment of world tonnage

either before or since, are reprinted on page 364.

The Executive also effected a great number of detailed

economies in the use and employment of tonnage of whioh instances

have been given in the preceding chapters. Vessels were changed
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from one Allied service to another or from distant to nearer

,
employment ; and economical arrangements of light and heavy

cargoes were secured by pooling the requirements of the different

Alhes. The many advantages derived from pooling the tonnage

required for all the services of a single country (as described in

Part II) were increased by extending the pooling and widening

the area within which economies could be looked for till the

whole field of Allied programmes was included.

Summary

In the brief period of exactly eight months therefore, which

elapsed between the first meeting of the Council on March 11

and the cessation of hostilities on November 11, the supply

arrangements of the Allies were completely transformed.

A new organization covering the whole range of imported

commodities was built up and got into working order. Apart

from the Allied Maritime Transport Council itself, the Inter-

Allied Munitions Council and the Inter-Allied Food Council (each

with its permanent organization), twenty Programme Committees

were established.

The import services of France and Italy were put upon a

substantially satisfactory and substantially equal basis. Food

stocks were raised to a much safer level. The Belgian Relief

requirements were met, the American military programme

assisted, 500,000 tons of neutral tonnage directed, and many
detailed economies in the employment of Allied tonnage were

effected.

These results were secured in a period when the stringency

of the general tonnage situation was continuously increasing.

The European Allies in the cereal year 1917-18 lost about

2,000,000 tons d.w. more than they had built, while the excess of

American building over American losses was much less than the

additional American military demands.

The results achieved, therefore, during this short period of

eight months were sufficiently striking. It is important, however,

to note their limits.
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Limits OF the Council’s Success

In the first place, the earliest results were achieved in such

services as Italian coal and Belgian Relief, where a certain pro-

gramme was agreed beforehand as a bare minimum which should

have a real priority over other claims on tonnage. It was recog-

nized that whatever the claims of competing supplies Italy must

have 600,000 tons of coal a month and Belgian Relief 120,000

tons of imported food. It was difficult enough to arrange shipping

for these quantities
; it would probably not have been secured

without the Transport Council, and the successful acquisition of

the ships was a real achievement. But the common agreement

beforehand on a programme which at the same time included

only a bare minimum supply, but for that minimum could claim

a definite priority, narrowed the problem. It was unnecessary

to use the machinery of the Programme Committees to balance

the current needs of Italian coal against the competing claims of

other countries, or of Belgian food against the competing claims

of food for France, Italy, and Great Britain. It was, therefore,

possible to begin at once without waiting for the establishment

in full working order of the Programme Committees.

A similar consideration applies to the direction of the neutral

tonnage. It would have been theoretically possible to use this

tonnage as the adjusting element in the Allied supply services

;

to have sent it wherever, in the view of the Executive, extra

assistance was required for any national service for which the

national ships were insufficient. This would have involved,

however, an agreement by the Executive on a general system of

distribution programme or the consent of all its members to each

detailed allocation. The Allied machinery was not developed

sufficiently for this method to be adopted. The difficulty was,

as we have seen, circumvented by allotting the tonnage on

technical considerations of its suitability. This was a wise

decision in the circumstances, but it again implied that the

Allied machinery for the current comparison of completing supply

needs was not in full working order. In a sense, therefore, the

Gordian knot was cut for these three services, and it was thus

possible to put them into full operation in March, while the Allied
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machinery was incomplete. The earliest tonnage results were

therefore secured, and the arrangements were in full operation

throughout the eight months.

The position of food was very different. The full Allied

principle was put into force for wheat from March and for all

foods from the beginning of the cereal year 1918-19 (i. e. from

September). Here the knot was not cut by any general priority

of an agreed minimum—the size of the programme was too great

for any such expedient. The full Allied principle of the com-

parison of the Allied food programmes, through the Programme

Committees under the control of the Food Council, was put into

operation, and tonnage was allotted in accordance with the pro-

gramme so agreed. Here the Allied organization was seen in its

most complete development and at its highest point of efficiency.

It followed naturally, however, that the system took longer to

get into full working order. It was only from September that it

applied to all food, and the tangible results were therefore limited

to the next two and a half months between this date and the

Armistice. At the same time the size of the problem made the

achievement, even though for a shorter period, of the first impor-

tance.

The same system was developed somewhat later for munitions

and only began to operate fully just before the Armistice. It

had not been brought into full working order for raw materials.

By the Armistice, therefore, we sec the Allied system tested

and working efficiently, though only for a short period, for one

of the great supply programmes, food
;

beginning to work on

the same basis for the second, munitions
;
but still in its prepara-

tory stages for the third, the miscellaneous raw materials for

civilian use.

There is one other limiting consideration, however, of the

greatest importance to be taken into account for the whole of

the Transport Council’s work. It was calculated, when the

Council was formed, and rightly calculated on the basis of the

military position at the time, that the principle of equal sacrifice

would result in two countries, Great Britain and America, and not

the former alone, allotting tonnage to France and Italy. The

military disasters of the spring of 1918, and the consequent

1569.33 i>
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increase in the American Army, upset this calculation. Through-

out the war Great Britain alone was using less than the total

of her tonnage for her own military and civilian requirements, and

was supplying tonnage to her Allies. As a result of this there

was beUnd all the discussions of the Progranune Committees,

and of the Transport Council, a power of decision vested in a single

authority, the British Government, which could compel observance

of a programme it considered reasonable, whether agreed or not,

by a refusal to allot British ships except on specified conditions.

This power was for the most part in the background, but the

fact that it existed and was known to exist must be noted as

a factor to be taken into account in estimating the Allied achieve-

ment. The system would only have been fully tested when
America and Great Britain were both providing tonnage for

France and Italy and when agreement was therefore not merely

desirable but an indispensable condition of action. This situation

would have arisen in 1918 but for the increase in the American

Army, and in the spring orsummer of 191 9 if the war had continued.

The writer, and others associated with the Allied organization,

are convinced that it would have stood the strain. America had
not only associated herself fully with the Allied system by her

engagements of October, but had given an earnest of her intentions

by the executive orders issued immediately afterwards. But the

fact must be chronicled that the Armistice exempted the Allied

organization from its final test.
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PART V

INTERNATIONAL ADMINISTRATION i

CHAPTER I

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE WAR AND
PEACE PROBLEM

Limitations of the War Orj^anization. Its motive power only possible in

war. The Problem simplified throujrh the special and temporary ijosition of

Shipping during the war. The nature of the War Achievement. The Allied

Organization controlled the action without displacing the authority of the

National Governments. The difference between hk-onomic Control and Military

Command.

The Allied organization of the war is ended. Its work, or all

the most important part of it, ceased with the Armistice of 1918,

a few months only after it had been effectively begun. If it is to

have any continuing utility, it must be through the ex|)erienee

it has given of the methods and machinery through which inter-

national co-operation can find its most effective expression. The

need for international action remains and will remain. It may,

indeed, grow continuously until a large part of the government

of the world is effected througl) a world rather than a national

machinery. In this development, the discovery of the right

methods of administration will prove one importimt condition

of progress.

The conditions of the war, and the imperative need for unity

of Allied action in face of a common enemy, created a kind of

hothouse in which international co-operation, normally a delicate

plant of slow and precarious growth, developed in a few months

to a completeness of form and structure which it must otherwise

1 Note.—The reader is reminded that, as stated on p^c x, * the acceptance of

a Tnep>‘e~p>« in this series does not commit Uie editors to the opinions or con-

clusions of the authors. ... In like manner tlic publication of the monographs

does not codlmit the Endowment to any specific conclusions which may be

expressed therein.’ J. T. S.

K 2
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have taken many years to achieve. If, therefore, we can eliminate

some of its purely temporary and accidental features we may be

able through this forcing experiment to see something of the

probable and desirable development of the future.

Let us begin by recalling some of the necessary qualifications

and discounts which we must have in mind when we try to draw

our conclusions.

The Motive Power of International Action

In the first place we must remember that no perfection of

machinery can dispense with the force of public will and desire

upon^which all International action depends as its primary and

essential condition.

In the war this impulse came from the imminent and obvious

common danger. In peace and for the purposes of peace no such

intense and concentrated impulse is possible. It must come, if

it comes at all, from a generous desire to promote the well-being

of other countries and other classes, without too close a reckoning

of immediate interest. It can no longer derive its force from

the strongest of all instincts, the instinct of self-preservation

;

but it must still be strong enough to give driving force for action

and to make possible the surrender of national or personal interest

whicli will be involved. Almost all international action requires,

for its first step, some sacrifice on the part of those with whom the

power of first action rests. Its ultimate result may indeed be

of advantage to them. The grant of credit to an impoverished

country may save the lending country from unemployment. The
surrender of a monopoly of raw materials may result in a general

increase in production of which the country originally possessing

the monopoly will itself reap its share. But the prospect of such

an ultimate advantage is always remote. The first form in which

proposed action always presents itself to the country of whom the

general situation demands action is sacrifice of immediate

advantage. The bread that is cast upon the waters may indeed

be found, but only after many days. To make such initial sacri-

fices possible, there must be a strong and generous impulse of

public goodwill that is more difficult to create and to maintain

than the force which gave unity in war.
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But not only was the driving force of international action in

war derived from a source which cannot' be found in peace ; the

Allied administrative problem was concentrated and simplified

by the position of shipping under the particular conditions of the

submarine campaign. Normally, any international action requires

a careful balancing of many considerations, political, financial,

economic, humanitarian, and therefore tlie consent and co-opera-

tion of all those who represent these different factors. In 1918,

however, the problem of the Allies was simplified by the fact that

the need for ships outweighed almost every other consideration.

Supplies, and the money to buy them, might both be less than

they would have wished. But there were always during this

period more supplies and more money to buy them than ships

to transport them, and without transport to the field of conflict

the possession of supplies was useless.

This not only gave a criterion by which to test a policy, it

involved a concentration of authority in those who controlled

shipping through which it was comparatively easy to effect

co-ordination of the whole Allied organization. Here again, no

similar conditions can be expected in peace. If common action

affecting the supplies of half a dozen countries is [)roposed, it will

be insufficient, it may even be irrelevant, to secure the agreement

of those who control shipping or any other single department of

administration.

The war problem was indeed even simpler than this. The

shipping authorities of a single country were able to exert a com-

pelling influence on the Allied supply programmes because they

alone were giving ships to their Allies and were able, therefore,

in the last resort to attach conditions to their gifts. The final

test of the Allied organization would have come, as we have seen,

in the spring of 1919 when America as well as Great Britain would

have been in this position.

We find then, even in this completest expression and instru-

ment of Allied co-operation, certain limiting factors in its develop-

ment and certain accidental advantages at the basis of its success.

Much, however, remains even when we have made these

^
qualifications.
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The Nature of the War Achievement

Let us recall the essential character of the administrative

achievement.

Above all, the Allied organization solved the problem of

controlling the action, without displacing the authority, of

national Governments.

Unity of action could not be achieved in the economic, as it

was in the military, sphere by the appointment of a generalissimo.

There were, indeed, many who suggested this solution in 1918,

but they had little appreciation of the realities of the situation.

Economic control is a very different thing from military command.

A soldier, from the moment of his enlistment, leaves the lax and

infinitely varied restrictions and influences of civilian life ; he

becomes subject to a rigid military discipline
; he is part of

a regular and uniform organization. He is a fragment in a pyra-

midal structure whose apex is the highest command. The whole

machine of which he forms a part has its single and special task

clearly separated from the general civilian life of the world; and for

its own purpose it is under a single and supreme control. Each of

the national armies required to co-operate in a single campaign

has a similar purpose and a similar organization. The unity of

interest of all of them makes it, not indeed easy, but relatively

easy, to subordinate all to one command. Once the decision of

principle is taken, the similarity in the organization of all armies,

the hierarchic character and military discipline of that organization

make the decision a simple one to translate into practice.

Economic control is entirely different in both its scope and its

character. It penetrates and permeates the whole commercial

and civilian life of a nation. A reduction in a sugar programme

not only changes the problem of the official department

controlling food supplies
;

it affects the work and the interests

of the commercial organizations through which that department

works ; it goes farther and alters the habits of life of every house-

hold in the country. It is something of which both organized

interests and the millions of the consuming public feel the effect

directly and on which they consider themselves competent and ^

entitled to, express an opinion and exercise an influence. Military
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action may, in fact, affect them as seriously
; but it is more remote

from their experience and enjoys the 'protection of an expert

knowledge to which they make no claim.

Economic control, again, is essentially local in its character.

The soldiers of a dozen nations may be taken from their homes
and flung into action in a single field of battle. The sources of

military strength are scattered but its exercise in action is con-

centrated. But the reduction in the consumption of butter or of

bread, the change of one article of diet to another, the substitution,

the transference, the rationing of raw materials, must operate

where the consuming public lives, where the industry is at work ;

all are, in their very nature, rooted in the civilian life of the several

countries. Its executive machinery is necessarily local and
national ; it cannot be transferred or denationalized.

The national organizations through which economic control

is exercised reflect these conditions. By comparison with armies

they are amorphous and varied in structure, lax in discipline,

slow and often fumbling in executive action. They are, indeed,

as multiform as the complex conditions of the life and activities

they control. At the top perhaps is the official authority of

a Minister or public department. But around this small nucleus

of purely official authority, there is probably a committee or

commission formed of the business men whose commercial

experience is required and incidentally whose commercial interests

are affected. The decisions of the authorities so variously con-

structed may have to be translated into action through the whole

democratic machinery of municipal bodies, through voluntary

associations, and, in the last resort, through the individual shop-

keeper and the individual consumer. Economic control in war
is indeed co-extensive with the commercial and civilian life of the

country. It must be elastic enough to suit the infinite variety

of that life. It is largely based upon the commercial and private

interests it controls, and it expresses as well as controls those

interests.

In these conditions it is probable that no human brain would
have been adequate to the problems, no human character adequate

, to the responsibilities, of single and supreme command. It is

certain at least that no one could have acquired the implicit
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confidence of all the Allied nations required to make his authority

effective. An economic generalissimo was never possible.

Nor was the solution to be found in a joint executive board

with delegated power. No country could have delegated to an

Allied body, acting by a majority vgte, an authority over all

civilian life. If executive authority had been given on condition

of unanimity, a national delegate would scarcely ever have been

prepared to agree to action adversely affecting his own country’s

interests without the assent of his Government. If he had

authority to do so and exercised it, he would be overriding the

responsible Ministers of his country in their own sphere. An
executive authority, even if conceded in principle, would, in these

circumstances, have inevitably broken down in practice.

But if an executive authority was impossible, a mere advisory

body of Delegates chosen on the usual principles would have been

ineffective. National Ministers in their several capitals, harassed

by the overwhelming pressure of their daily problems, would have

been unlikely to accept the advice of Delegates working at a

distance and necessarily knowing less of their national difficulties,

even though they knew more of the Allies’ position as a whole.

This was the problem which the Allied organization had to

solve, and did in fact solve successfully, during the war. It is by

considering the principles on which that organization was built,

with due allowance for the special conditions which ended with

the war, that we shall best see how much of its experience can

be utilized for the problems of peace.



CHAPTER II

PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

The main principle of the Allied Organization. The Limitations of Con-

ferences. The Executive Organization. The Principle of Direct tlontact. Its

relation to the Principle of the League of Nations. Its dangers and its merits.

Decentralization in Foreign Relations. Maxims for the use of ("ommittces.

Summary of Principles of International Administration.

The fundamental principle of the organization by which the

problem of economic control was achieved, under the difficulties

indicated in the preceding chapter, was to constitute the councils

and committees of which it consisted by the appointment, not

of representatives with delegated power, but of the actual Ministers

and officials responsible, in their several countries, for the executive

action required.

This principle practically destroyed the distinction between

the advisory and the executive. The councils were, in principle,

advisory. But if the French Minister of Munitions, as a member

of the Munitions Council, or the British Shipping Controller, as

a member of the Transport Council, assented to a resolution

involving executive action by the departments for which they

were responsible, action, of course, followed quite as certainly

as if the resolution had liad an exjdicit authority and had been

mandatory in form. Each Minister would, in his national capacity,

issue the executive orders required to give effect to the recom-

mendation to which he had assented, in his international capacity,

as a member of the Council.

The Limitations of Conferences

The formation of Ministerial Councils on this principle,

however, though an advance, was not in itself sufficient. Elven

in peace, and still more in the earlier stages of the war, conferences

of Departmental Ministers of the several countries had been

arranged and had taken the place of formal and indirect negotia-
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tions through the Foreign Offices. The development of such

Conferences into Councils with a regular constitution and periodical

meetings would have been useful, but not in itself decisive. The

Councils would have suffered from the same defects as the Con-

ferences. Such meetings may have the necessary authority for

decision but they are ill equipped with the detailed information

and with the administrative machinery required if the problem

is intricate and complex in character and requires continuous and

co-operative executive action. Ministers meet for a day or two

and return. Their responsibility covers a wide field and their

knowledge is, therefore, general rather than specialized. If they

bring specialists and detailed plans with them, these plans will

have been worked on separately in the different countries, and

it will be impossible to adjust them and mould them into one

workable plan in the brief time available at the Conference.

Probably agreement will be reached by means of a general and

over-simplified formula which will not in practice be found to

answer most of the questions needing decision in daily executive

action. Even if a satisfactory plan is agreed while the conference

is meeting, modifications will be required without the machinery

to achieve them. Negotiation is then likely to be thrown back on

to the old methods of communication througli Foreign Offices

which, as has been explained, are slow, formal, and inadequate to

the necessities of the work.

The Executive Organization

Behind the Council of Ministers the executive departments

which they controlled in their several countries were, therefore,

tliemselves linked together, and formed into an instrument of

continuous international work, by the creation of Committees

and Executives of officials on the same principle as the Councils.

The Committees, like the Councils, consisted of the actual persons

who in their own departments, and within the limits of their

personal duties, possessed both expert knowledge and either

direct executive authority or effective influence over departmental

action.

The crucial development of the Allied organization was the
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extension of the principle of direct contact throughout the national

controls, the formation of a machinery through which contact
was regularly effected, and the linking up of the wliole system by
the continuous work of the immediate staff of the big Councils

and particularly of the Transport Council.

We have seen how Allied Programme Committees, ultimately

twenty in number, covered the whole range of imported commodi-
ties and (in addition to their non-shipping duties) prepared pro-

grammes of the shipping required for subinissit)n to tlie Transport
Council through the transport executive. The members of tliese

Committees were essentially national officers who met in con-

ference, or in constant association, for international work. In

their own departments they represented the international point

of view^
;

in Allied meetings they represented the national point

of view. And the agreement they arrived at in Allied discussion

they carried into practice through their national departments.

Thus the new' Allied principle did not override or replace the

national organizations— it penetrated them. It linked them
together from inside. The Allied authority consisted of the

national authorities themselves associated for a common purpose,

influenced by a common point of view' and securing results through
the executive action of the national systems.

This was tlie climax of the development by w'hich co-operation

betw'een the Allies shifted gradually from a diplomatic to an
administrative basis. We have seen how% befoi’e the war, negotia-

tions between the Britisli Board of Trade and the French Ministry

of Commerce w'ould pass through tw'o Embassies or Foreign

Offices en route in both directions
; how' the question asked of

a specialist in London and tlie answer of the corresponding

specialist in Paris would be transmitted, and perhaps transmuted,

by two sets of necessarily non-specialized brains and pens. We
have seen the slow and tentative process by which these methods
were gradually transformed under the increasing need of Allied

co-operation. Departmental Ministers met in occasional con-

ference and dealt direct with each other and not through their

Foreign Offices. The whole system w'as made more workable in

practice, fhough not transformed in principle, by the establish-

ment of the Commission Internationale de Ravitailleipent Which
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relieved Allied representatives of the formalities of diplomatic

negotiations but left them still cut off from direct contact

with British departmental officials. Then the paramount exi-

gencies of the wheat and shipping problems forced the develop-

ment further. Members of the Allied food departments met in

direct association to allot the available wheat among themselves

and to buy it in common. The British shipping authorities

negotiated shipping arrangements direct with the corresponding

authorities in France. But by this time shipping had become

more than shipping ; it had become the limiting and therefore

the determining factor in all supplies. The British shipping

authorities by allotting so many ships and no more to France

and to Italy were determining the limits of the French and Italian

imports. In doing this they were scarcely more expert than

supply representatives would have been in settling the allocation

of ships. And so at last the final stage was reached. The supply

departments of the different countries were themselves linked

together from witlun.

The national administrations now touched each other, not at

one point (the Foreign Offices) nor at half a dozen (the Ministers

of the main departments) but at scores (the officials and experts

responsible for the detailed controls). And the contact was no

longer occasional and irregular, but continuous. The French

representative no longer met the British and Allied representatives

to discuss a wide range of different subjects under negotiation

between their countries. The French wool official dealt with the

British and Ittdian wool officials and was not concerned with

what his colleagues for cotton or timber or coal were discussing

in other committees with the corresponding experts.

Thus the international machine was not an external organiza-

tion based on delegated authority; itwas the national organizations

linked together for international work and themselves forming

the instrument of that work.

It is unnecessary here to describe again the details of this

system
;
the methods by which the geographical difficulties were

met ;
the varying executive influence and authority of the com-

mittees ;
the differences in the choice of personnel 'to fit the

exact -requirements of the several controls and countries; the
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way in which the system was knit together and co-ordinated by

the Transport Council through the Executive.

But it is necessary to draw attention to the immense import-

ance and wide implications of the vital principle of international

administration which was thus discovered and applied—the

principle of direct contact between specialists.

The Principle of Direct Contact

Let us explore the range of this principle.

International administration is of two kinds. It may be

concerned with a specific piece of work of an international character

definitely entrusted to it by a number of Governments, who dele-

gate to it the full authority required for its execution. In such

a case the administrative problem is a simple one. The officials

are doubtless drawn from several nationalities, but they can be

welded into a single and coherent executive body, carrying out,

with full power, a definite piece of work in the same way and with

the same organization as any national department. Unless and

until, however, the government of the world is profoundly altered,

such work is bound to be limited in character, in scope, and in

importance. The affairs of a Danube Commission may be so

managed. Work of scientific investigation not involving executive

action may be delegated to an International Institute of Agri-

culture. A sj)ecific piece of executive work, such as the (control

of a block of chartered tonnage in war, may be entrusted to

a body like the Transport Council formed primarily for wider

work
;

or a particular task such as the collection of reparation

under treaty provisions may be given to a specially formed body

like the Reparation Commission. But if the wwk seriously affects

the national interests and national policies of several countries,

the necessary authority will rarely be given, and if given, it may
be threatened with withdrawal.

If, therefore, international administration is to deal with affairs

of the first importance in the world, it will be of a second and very

different type. It will work through the executive organization

of the national Governments. It wrill influence, co-ordinate,

perhaps control, their work. But it will not replace them. It

will obtain its power, not from an authority conferred by delega-
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tion, but by continuous pressure and influence on the centres of

national power. It may bring to bear on these national foirds

d^appui the whole of the force it can obtain from any public

opinion derived from any or all countries. It will move them by

bringing each within the sphere of the others’ influences. Some-

times its objects may be achieved merely by securing that national

decisions, even if still made nationally and on national grounds,

are made after full recognition of their effect upon other countries

and of other countries’ views and opinions.

When this is the nature of the task, and this the nature of

the power, the method of direct contact over a wide surface,

of linking these departments together by the association of their

crucial officers, will prove more effective and successful than any

form of external influence or control. The method is capable of

infinite variations for particular needs, but in one form or another

it will be applied to most of the really important work touched

by international administration. It is the fundamental and

essential method for all international work that requires the con-

tinuous co-operation of national administrations.

This principle, valuable as an instrument of administration, is

the more interesting and important because it is in accord with

the fundamental purposes and policy of the League of Nations.

The League stands for the policy of broadening the bases of

international relations. The development in government which

resulted in the late war was largely a process of over-centralization

and over-concentration. The whole strength and activities of

great nations were controlled and dominated by national policies
;

their economic development was directed, even their intellectual

thought and education inspired, by a central policy distorted by

a single bias. The growth of central government, the improve-

ment in the very mechanism of international communications

—

the cables, the telephones, the rapidity of transport, the distribu-

tion of papers and documents—concentrated the contentions and

frictions of a whole world in a small number of dangerous centres

of power. Under this process, the body politic became abnormally

and dangerously sensitive. The controlling brain was too re-

sponsive to local irritations, too much disturbed by trivkd troubles

of which, in a healthier state, it would have been unconscious. In
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the innumerable contacts, of one nation^ with another, of the

citizens of different countries in their commercial activities, there

are bound to be causes of quarrel, divergencies of interests, friction

of every kind. In an over-centralized and over-nationalized

system, too many of these casual and often trivial troubles become

elements in international relations. An economic dispute is no

longer a quarrel between traders, it becomes the subject of negotia-

tion between Governments. The tension in the centres of excessive

power increases, and the more the activities of the world are

identified with national administration and incorporated in

national pohcy, the worse the tension becomes, till at last it

proves unbearable.

The war broke this tension, and the institution of the League

of Nations, with its principles of publicity and ojwn diplomacy,

is an attempt to take public pohcy away from the few over-

strained centres of excessive power, and to base it boldly and

broadly on the general wishes and will of the peoples of the world.

It is morally a great effort of faith. It is, in one sense, adminis-

tratively a great effort of decentralization. It replaces (centraliza-

tion by co-ordination.

Everything that throws the activity and interests of the world

outside the circle of national frontiers and national jmlicy is a step

in this direction. Whenever the citizens of different (countries

meet on a basis of common interest that transcends or (ruts

across national frontiers—whether they are scientists, or school-

mastei's, or financiers, or trade unionists—wlienever organizations

develop on lines determined by their special purpose, science,

education, or finance, or labour conditions, and draw their members

indifferently from every country, the basis of international rela-

tions is broadened and international amity no longer rests pre-

cariously on purely political foundations.

Similarly too, to take an example from among the current

economic activities of the world, if an English shipping company
quarrels with an American company, it may be regrettable but it

is not important. But if the Governments make the quarrel their

own, the vital interests of the public are in danger.

And even within the sphere of official relations a similar

principle applies. If it is better that an English shipping* com-
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pany should settle its affi|irs direct jnth an American shipping

company, it is probably better, if the Governments must take

a hand, that an American Shipping Board should deal with the

British Ministry of Shipping, rather than that the affair should be

handled by the State Department and the Foreign Office. In the

first case, any difficulty remains comparatively technical in

character and localized in effect. In the latter case, it neces-

sarily becomes an element in the political relations of the two

countries.

It is true, of course, that when points of contact are multiplied,

occasions of friction increase. The very formalities of diplomatic

procedure stifle at birth many nascent dissensions. The trained

skill, the tradition of caution and restraint in language, prevent

the unnecessary friction that often arises when those with no

such skill deal with issues whose dangers and difficulties they do

not fully appreciate. It must be expected that if national adminis-

trations touch each other at many points, incidents will frequently

arise, just as in a wider sphere, with the methods of open diplo-

macy, the press of the world may make international disputes out

of many trivial incidents which, under the old system, were

settled quietly and easily between diplomatists. But these

incidents, when they occur, will be less important if half a dozen

departments are conducting their negotiations in their own
special spheres, one country perhaps gaining advantage here and

another there, and each without relation to what has happened

in other departments. Such troubles as do arise have a much less

serious significance. Better many localized disputes than a few

which affect the general political relations of the two countries.

And it is something, too, to have a safety valve for such real

differences as do exist ; a procedure which suppresses them has

its own dangers. Those who took part in the Allied war controls

were fully conscious of the special dangers of the increased oppor-

tunities the system gave for dissension, but on the whole they

probably felt in time that the advantages were even greater.

Certainly the danger grew less and the advantages increased

when a. long association in work began to bring confidence and

mutual respect.

In the intricate and difficult negotiations that have taken
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place since the war there is, too, I believe, a clearly discernible

tendency to regard bargains not in pari materia (such as a

suggestion that an economic concession here should be given

in return for a quite irrelevant political concession there) as

essentially unfair. The more specialized the subject-matter the

stronger the feeling. To use a concession as to the price of coal

in order to obtain agreement as to colonial policy becomes more

and more repugnant. The aggrieved party in any such bargain

begins to term it blackmail. And behind this slowly and painfully

a new idea—which may ultimately prove the hope of the world

—

begins to form and find expression, the idea that even a par-

.

ticular negotiation should not be of the nature of a bargain
;

that there is for most questions somewhere a just solution in-

dependent of the relative strength of the contending parties, and

that the question should be settled on these its intrinsic merits.

Let us then attempt to summarize briefly the main rules which

emerge from the application of the main principle explained above

to the practical work of international administration.

1. Where international work requires the continuous co-

operation and executive action of several Governments (and the

most important work does require them), it is essential that the

responsible authorities in the several national administrations

should be brought into direct contact with each other. No
external organization can effectively control and co-ordinate their

action.

2. This direct contact will sometimes take the form of con-

ferences or councils of departmental ministers dealing directly

with each other and not through Foreign Offices.

These meetings will secure the necessary authority for action,

but in themselves they will not be sufficient if the work is intricate

and consecutive in character, because they will be necessarily

brief and irregular.

3. Contact, and indeed regular contact, must therefore be

established between the appropriate permanent officials of the

several national administrations. It is important that these

officials should (where possible) continue to exercise executive

authority in their own departments, and, where geographical

reasons prevent this, that they should at least be specialists and
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continue to exercise a decisive influence on them. The officials

must enjoy the confidence of the respective Ministers, must keep

in constant touch with their policy, must within a considerable

range be able to influence their action, and they must have an

accurate knowledge of the limits of their own influence.

4. These officials must work together enough to know each

other well, to develop mutual trust and confidence, or at the

worst to judge accurately the limits within which they can trust

each other. They must in their own national departments repre-

sent the international point of view, and in their international

organization they must represent the national point of view. It

is quite as important that they should continue to understand

and to influence their national policies, as that they should learn

to understand and be influenced by the international point of

view and the policies of other countries.

5. The officials of the different countries so working together

must try to develop such relations as will enable them, without

disloyalty to their own countries, to discuss policy frankly in its

earlier stages and before it has been formed and formulated in

their respective countries. Tliis is a matter of the utmost delicacy

and of the greatest importance. A number of countries start

considering a problem with certain initial differences of outlook

and divergencies of interest. If the problem is worked out

separately in eacli national administration the divergencies are

developed and increased
;

each Government takes a definite

position, and begins to feel that its prestige is injured by any

modification in it. In such conditions a solution is difficult, and

tends to be reached only by a method of bargaining based upon

relative strength. But if in the earlier stages frank and non-

committal discussions take place between the officials who advise

the ministers before the policy has been formulated, and before

any Government has committed itself to a definite position, it is

often possible to arrive at a common solution which will be

accepted in the first instance by each Government as its policy.

No Government need then retreat from a position to which it has

committed itself. If the policy is developed in this way, con-

siderations of justice as distinct from bargaining strength, have

at least a better chance of prevailing. Both policy and administra-
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tion become international by a process of permeation and penetra-

tion of the national administrations.

6. The necessary authority is best secured by the occasional

meeting of the responsible Ministers, and executive action by the

more frequent association of the officials who work out their

plans together, and mould and adjust policy in the actual process

of formation. For work requiring the action of national depart-

ments ‘ internationalized not ‘ denationalized persons are

required, and the respective authority of both the responsible

Ministers and of the officials must be directly engaged.

7. Under this organization, committees are in their right re-

lation to administration. Nothing is so ineffective as a committee

wliich consists of persons each of whom has no specialized function

and no personal executives authority, and yet tries to direct

executive action. But if a number of persons, each of whom has

a direct executive autliority which he continues to exercise in his

own s})ecial sphere, meet from time to time in order to dovetail

their several measures and adjust them to a common plan, and

^then return to their dejiartments to put into effect what they have

agreed, the committee is an effective instrument of co-o|>crativc

action.

8. The proper function of formal meetings of international

representatives is not to work out a common j>lan or to secure

agreement by discussion, but to endorse a plan already prepared,

to ratify agreement already secured by less formal metliods, and

to give the authority required for its execution.

These are a few gleanings from one field of experitmee. The

discovery and develoj)ment of the principles of international

administration under tlie conditions of |)eace is a work that still

remains for the future.

The Function of Committees

Though the development of the principle of direct contact

(and of decentralization) is much the most important contribution

made by the Allied war organization to the science, or art, of

international administration, there were other features in it

which may have some lasting value. Most of these indeed merely

enforce once more sound principles which might be infqrred from
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almost any sphere of administration. But the lessons so often

taught are rarely learned. Administration advances slowly and

painfully to the position of an impersonal science based upon the

conclusions of gathered and winnowed experience.

Let us note, for example, some of the conclusions suggested

with regard to the working of committees. The proper use of

conmiittees is one of the most important problems of modern

administration, whether national or international. In some form
«

or another committees are the necessary instrument both of

democracy in national work and of the equal association of several

countries in international work. In the growing complexity of

modem life, administration steadily becomes more and more

important in comparison with legislation in the government of

a country. Legislation alone through a parliament is an inadequate

expression of democracy, and in the control of administration

parliamentary questions, though still an effective instrument,

become less adequate as the work of the departments becomes

more complex and intricate in character. There is, therefore,

a clearly discernible tendency to connect parliaments with

administration by the association of specialized committees with

the departments. The Foreign Relations Committee in America,

the whole series of committees of the French Chamber, are illustra-

tions of a method of government which may be expected to develop

in Great Britain and in other countries as well. In the equal

association of different Governments it is even more obvious that

committees must be constantly employed.

It was not unnatural, tlierefore, that when the war necessitated

a huge extension of administrative work affecting the interests

and requiring the goodwill of every class and organization in the

belligerent countries, and later requiring also co-operation between

certain of these countries, the whole field of administration was

covered with a network of new committees. In America, in Great

Britain, to a less extent in France and Italy, a large proportion of

the prominent, the influential—^and the potentially troublesome

—

were enlisted in improvised committees in which their abilities

were to some extent utilized, their anticipated criticism and

opposition to some extent restrained.

The committees were formed for many reasons and on many
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principles. Their functions were often not clearly defined or

distinguished from each other. Their authority, and their I’elations

to the executive departments, varied indefinitely. Few of them
were based on a recognition of the time purposes, and necessary

limitations, of a committee system.

This is an unexplored subject, urgently needing study. The
writer ventures to make a few brief, and perhaps provocative,

suggestions illustrated by the Allied war organization.

1. Committees can control, but they cannot direct, administra-

tion. The spring of all administrative work is individual re-

sponsibility. Several able men on a committee will, under the

complex necessities of administrative work, effect much less with

a collective and undivided responsibility, than any one of them
who feels individually responsible and is free to make a single

coherent plan.

But the plan made by the individual can properly be submitted

to a committee, who can see that it is sufficiently in conformity

with the special interests which they represent, and the special

knowledge they possess.

2. Committees are an invaluable instrument for breaking

administrative measures on to the back of the public. Modern
government often involves action affecting the interests, and
requiring the goodwill, either of large sections of the community
or of the community as a whole. The action cannot be made
acceptable without debiiled explanation of this necessity, for which

mere announcements in the press are insufficient. In such erases

the prior explanation and the assent of committees of representa-

tive men, who if convinced will carry the assent of the several

sections of the community who look to them as leaders, are of the

greatest possible value.

The use of advisory committees in connexion with the National

Insurance Act is one of many illustrations of this excellent and
proper use of committees.

3. Committees can rarely exercise with effect a collective

authority given by delegation to the committee as a whole.

The association, however, in a committee, of persons, each of

whom possesses an individual authority in a special sphere, is

a most valuable method of securing action in accordance ^with
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a coherent plan. The association in the Transport Council ol

' departmental Ministers, each of whom continued to exercise his

special responsibilities in his own country, for the^purpose of

adjusting their respective actions, is an illustration of this principle.

The association of officials with executive authority in the^Trans-

port Executive and some of the Programme Committees, and the

meeting of the heads of the executive departments of the Ministry

of Shipping in the Tonnage Committee (p. 79) are further examples.

On the other hand the same principle is illustrated by the

failure of the Inter-Allied Shipping Committee (p. 140) through

the fact that its members possessed the authority and individual

responsibility of neither Ministers nor officials. We have seen

that the formation of an international board with delegated

authority was discussed when the Transport Council was estab-

• lished, but was rejected for similar reasons (see p. 153).

4, Committees are in most cases more effective and useful if

they are advisory, even though they consist of persons whose

separate individual authority secures executive effect to the

wishes of the committee as a whole (see p. 187). When they have

direct power to effect action it will most usefully consist of a right

to veto an unacceptable plan rather than a direct responsibility

for initiating action.

Illustrations of this principle are too common to pemiit or

need recital.

Here, however, we have trenched upon the wider province of

general administration and the maxims suggested immediately

above are as applicable to national as to international organization.
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THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

Inteniational Co-operation before the War. The limited eharaelcr of the
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Difficulties of the League. The incompleteness of the Peace. The abstention
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Its three categories of duties : to settle disputes ; to remove the causes of

disputes ; to co-operate in the solution of world problems. The possible

economic work of the lA*aguc ;
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of the League ; rea<ljustment of administrative frontiers without war. The
economic conditions of success in this task. Two conceptions of the League's
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(b) Publieity. The
Brussels Financial Conference. The League as a Secretariat of the ^Vo^ld's

Government. National Administration and the League. The League's World
Organization.

Before the war the greater part of the organized and con-

tinuous international activities of the world were voluntary.

Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century and the

early part of the twentieth there was a constant and rapid

increase in the number of international conferences of experts in

every form of action or research of general world interest. Some
of these, of course, wen? meetings improvised for sjiccial purposes

or on special occasions ; others were periodical ; many had

permanent offices entrusted with continuous work. Brus.sels was

prominent as a centre of these international activities, and certain

citizens of that capital played an honourable part in promoting

them and recording their history and results. Of a different rank,

and most powerful among voluntary and private organizations,

were of course the great I^abour Internationals.

International admini.stration of an official character, however,

was confined to a number of special tasks and duties on which co-

operation was at once most necessary and most easy to obtain.

For the mo.st part it was either devoted to scientific research not

involving executive action (like the Institute of Agriculture at
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Rome or the semi-official Institute of Statistics at The Hague) or

was limited to definitely restricted or to discontinuous spheres of

work (like the Danube Commission or the Postal Union).

The war, as we have seen, entirely changed both the scale and

character of international co-operation. It extended to the most

vital interests of the several countries; it involved the most

drastic executive action. And this action had to be effected

through national departments co-ordinated by international

bodies, not by international bodies acting with a direct executive

authority delegated to them by the Governments.

With the end of the war, the immediate tasks for which the

Allied organization was created ceased. The new work which the

needs of the transition period from war to peace imperatively

demanded was either neglected or inadequately handled because

the centrifugal forces released by the removal of a common danger

broke the Allied machine.

The League of Nations

The peace of June 1919, however, created in the League of

Nations a new organization designed, and perhaps destined, to

be henceforth the centre of inspiration of all international co-

operation.

It is by considering the probable work and development of

this new instrument that we shall best see the future of inter-

national administration and the extent to which the experience

of the war is likely to prove of permanent utility.

The League as an organization has already suffered from

extravagant hopes and excessive despair. Both largely proceed

from an entirely false conception of the inevitable limits and

conditions of the power of this or any other organization. Many
people seemed to think that the mere institution of the League

would enable the wishes of its most enthusiastic supporters to

override the policies of constituted Governments, and the effective

will of the majority of the world as reflected and expressed, with

whatever distorting influences, in the personnel and policies of

those Governments. No such super-government or parallel

government is possible. The League is an instrument through

which .the real desire of the world for international co-operation
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can find expression and be put into effect. It is a medium through

which the aspirations of those who created it can exert an influence

on world opinion, can educate that opinion and, by bringing it

to bear on the political mechanism of the different countries, can

permeate and leaven the whole of public life. But it is not, and

cannot be, a short cut to supreme control. It cannot enable

the best part of the world to impose its will upon a hostile, an

indifferent, or an apathetic majority. It is an instrument and not

an original source of power. It is a medium, but a medium only,

through which the desire of the world can find expression.

Moreover, the League under the Covenant is based upon

existing national authorities. The members both of the Council

and of the Assembly are nominated by Governments, It therefore

expresses the will of the world indirectly, not directly by a parallel

form of popular representation. Those who care most for the

ideals on which the League w’as founded can indeed use the League

itself in many ways to mobilize and concentrate their forces.

But the route to action lies first through the national electorates

and the various national media through which the j)olicy of

national Governments can be affected.

Difficulties of the League

But aj)art from these inherent limitations in its power, the

League has started under conditions of special, and to some extent

temporary, difficulty of which we must take full account if we are

J:o judge accurately either its present position or its prospects.

In the first place, the Covenant is drafted as if the League

came into oj)eration at a time when peace had been made and as

if its duties were to deal, not with the results of the last war, but

only the possible causes of future wars. The Peace signed in

June 1919, however, was only the first chapter in a peace which

is still being negotiated in every centre of power in Europe. The

great bulk of the actual questions requiring international decision

during the last eighteen months have been questions directly

resulting from the war, but not settled by the Peace. They have

therefore primarily concerned those who fought the war and

negotiated the Peace, and have thus been undertaken by meetings

of the Allies in the Supreme Council rather than assemblies of the
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world, including neutrals, in the League of Nations. The conse-

quent absorption of power and public interest in the Supreme

Council as compared with the League of Nations has inevitably

brought discredit upon the latter and given it the appearance of

ineffectiveness. This is the more so because the line between

Allied and world questions is hard to draw and the Supreme

Council has therefore dealt with many matters which have a world

interest and might alternatively have been dealt with by the

League.

In the second place, the abstention of the great Power whose

President was specially associated with the creation of the League

has deprived it of much of its authority and strength. The long

drawn out uncertainty as to whether America would join or not,

and, if so, on what conditions, has made it difficult to construct

the organization, which will be on a different basis if the League

is to be in effect a League of Europe and not a League of the World.

Equally important is the immense centrifugal force of national

separatism which developed as soon as the war ended. During

the war national sentiment had been stimulated in every country

as a necessary element in the motive force by which the struggle

was continued. The consciousness of nationality, and of divergent

national characteristics, which had been comparatively latent

in the years of peace was awakened and intensified. While the

struggle lasted this developing separatist force was denied its

expression by the imperative necessity of common Allied action.

As soon as the imminent danger was over, however, it appeared^

in its full strength. The world started, therefore, with an immense

handicap upon its task of co-operative action in a chaos of inter-

national problems. Any remaining sense of a common interest

proved, in one problem after another, inadequate to cope with

the strength of developed national sentiment. This crucial

difficulty of the Peace discussions between the Allies remained

an obstacle to the work of the League when the Peace itself was

signed.

The Work of the League

When, with these permanent limitations and these temporary

difficulties in mind, we turn to the actual objects of the League

as set out in the Covenant, the most striking thing about them
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that they are so elastic and expansive in character. The League

may, without contravening the Covenant, be relatively limited

in its operations or it may extend them until it becomes the most

important single centre of authority and influence in the world.

The main objects of the League, as they emerge from the

Covenant, may perhaps be described as being of three different

kinds

:

(a) the provision of a means of settlement without war of

disputes and quarrels after tliey have arisen ;

(b) the removal of whatever disturbs the good understanding

between nations on which peace depends, that is the removal of

the causes of quarrels and disputes before they have arisen : and

(c) the provision of machinery by which, quite apart from

questions of peace and war, the nations of the world may mitigate

suffering and promote progress by international co-operation.

The primary duty of the League is to intervene when disputes

have arisen and to submit them to a process of conferences or

arbitration. At the highest this will bring a world o])inion and

influence to bear upon them, and at the lowest it provides an

interval in which the countries directly concerned, their peoples

as well as their Governments, will pause and reckon the cost, will

exhaust the possibilities of settlement and take their decision

deliberately. Even this is a service of great importance, since

many wars might Iiave been prevented if the War Offices of the

disputing countries had not rushed their Foreign Offices in the

last stages of negotiations, through their anxiety to obtain the

military advantage of the first blow.

But this role, though important, is limited. If the League does

not intervene until the dispute has already arisen in a form visibly

threatening war, its role may be restricted to that of a wise friend

securing time for delay and giving good advice, but in the last

resort standing aside for the disputants to settle their own quarrel.

It is when we come to the second duty, the ‘ removal of what-

ever disturbs the good understanding between nations that is,

not the settlement of disputes but the removal of their causes,

that we reach the most interesting and the most difficult of the

League’s problems. The crucial task of the League is not to deal

with justiciable questions, i.e. questions which can be settled by
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some form of arbitration procedure, but with the much more

fundamental non-justiciabJe questions which precede disputes and,

if unsettled, inevitably result in war.

Let us illustrate the distinction by taking the probable

economic duties of the League as being those most closely related

to the administration described in this book. The first, the settle-

ment of economic disputes after they have arisen, is a compara-

tively simple administrative problem requiring the institution of

some form of court, or arbitration system, or judicial procedure

before the Council or Assembly of the League. In the nature of

the case the dispute only comes within the sphere of the League’s

action after it has already become a matter visibly endangering

international relations. Whether or not the dispute is settled

will depend mainly upon its intrinsic character and little upon the

actual mechanism of the procedure employed by the League.

Tlic task presents no administrative problem of any special

interest.

When we come next, however, to economic causes of friction

which may ultimately result in disputes, we enter a field almost

as wide as the whole sphere of human activity. We may not

believe, with some advocates of the theory of ‘ real ’ politics, that

economic factors are the sole cause of war, and we need not ignore

the very important part which religion and national sentiments

of honour may play. But it is at least certain that economic con-

ditions are among the most important, perhaps are the most

important, ultimate causes of international quarrels. It is there-

fore to be hoped that the League and the power which it is able

to wield will be used tactfully, but with strength and resolution,

to influence the economic policy of the different countries of the

world in such a way as to reduce to a minimum the potential

causes of economic disputes.

If great and developing countries have no access to the sea,

no outlet for their industrial activity, no safety valve for their

increasing and surplus populations by acceptable conditions of

immigration, no reasonably fair and free entry into the colonial

and other markets of the world, the maintenance of secure peace

will be impossible. A large proportion of the wars in tfie world’s

history have obviously resulted from the abuse of the power of
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government in order to secure an undue commercial and econonnc

profit by means of the political force and the military force which

it commands. The abuse has sometimes taken the form of the

seizure of new territories, sometimes of the monopolization or

exploitation of territory already acquired, sometimes of the im-

position of deliberately injurious systems of differential duties,

dues, tariffs, and subsidies. Whatever the form, however, the

origin is the same ; the desire to use the instrument of government

for economic or commercial advantage.

Fortunately we have in the Covenant itself some indications

of the direction in which the policy of the League should develop

in this sphere.

There is first a provision in Article 2A requiring members to

secure and maintain freedom of communications and transit and

equitable treatment for the commerce of all members.

There follow the arrangements under Chapter XII of the

Treaty for securing free and equal terms of transit over four of

the main rivers and certain of the great railways of Central Europe.

In tlie third place there is a provision as regards certain man-

datory colonics that the terms of the mandate should secure to

the other members of the League commercial privileges equal to

those possessed by the mandatory power.

In the fourth place, Article 3 in the Fourteen Points which

preceded the Peace, and to which all the belligerents in the late

war subscribed, provides for ' the removal as far as possible of all

economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade

conditions among all the nations consenting to the I’eace and

associating themselves for its maintenance

It is significant that the first great international conference

(the International Financial Conference at Brussels in September

1920) included among its most important resolutions one to the

effect that,

within such limits and at such time as may appear possible, each country

should aim at the progressive restoration of that freedom of commerce

which prevailed before the war, including the withdrawal of artificial

restrictions on, and discriminations of price against, external trade.

In these tentative and cautious provisions wc have, perhaps, an
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indication of the sphere in which the influence of the League may

finally achieve its most valuable successes.

Certainly in its dealing with such ‘ non-justiciable ’ questions,

with the causes of disputes not their mere settlement, that the

League will fail or succeed in ensuring the future peace of the

world. ‘ The occasions of war are often trivial ;
but their causes

are deep-rooted.’

The Ultimate Problem of the League

What after all is the ultimate problem of international

government ? It is, we may suggest, the administrative division •

of the world in relation to the inevitable and constant change in

the relative strength and development of different nations.

In the fifteenth century Spain was a great and virile country

and had an Empire corresponding with her strength. In the

sixteenth century Spain declined and France developed, and under

the old system France acquired by force of arms an Empire corre-

sponding with her new strength. In our own century we have

seen a similar growth in the German Empire. The problem of

adjusting the government of the world to such developments will

prove the supreme difficulty of any international machinery whicli

intends to replace force of arms by peaceful settlement.

Any real hope of successful machinery being devised probably

depends upon whether it is possible to drain some of their content

from the passions behind national feeling
;
and here the crucial

point is whether it is possible to isolate questions of conmiercial

interest and advantage and eliminate national feeling from them.

It is not beyond hope that if this can be done the question

as to which country shall govern some part of the territory of the

world, while still engaging a perfectly genuine national sentiment,

will not rouse this sentiment to a point at which a solution without

force will be impossible. There is a strong, legitimate, and laudable

local patriotism as between the inhabitants of Manchester and

Salford. But the frontier between them is no economic barrier.

It does not affect the daily conditions of life and work of those on

either side. Though there may be disputes and considerable

feeling, therefore, they do not develop to the point of making the
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inhabitants of one side want to kill those on the other in order to

dispute the award of an impartial Local Government Board or

Ministry of Health. It is possible to conceive a similar state of

affairs with regard to national divisions of territory, if, but only if,

there is not added to the genuine national feeling the much more

dangerous and poisonous element of competing commercial

interests.

If, however, the possession of a certain territory is used by the

Government which happens to administer it for the purpose

of giving an economic advantage to its own citizens by dis-

criminatory tariffs, the time will inevitably come when force of

arms will be the only method of decision. If a particular country,

for instance, entrusts the valuable monopoly of one of its own
colonies to a national trading company, the time will come when

that company will, in comparison with, and under the (aiervating

inlliience of its special protection, serve both the exploiting country

and the importing world inadequately and unfairly. The world

will not, and perhaps ought not to, tolerate the situation. 'Fhis is

only a single example of a principle which permeates the whole

problem and is indeed the decisive factor in it.

It may indeed be ultimately recognized that it is fundamentally

wrong to use the instrument of government to inHuence the com-

mercial struggle for commercial profits. It is one thing to use

national or international machinery to equalize, or alter, the

conditions (including those of labour) under which the commercial

struggle takes j)lace
;

or to exclude from it altogether certain

areas of industry and make them entirely national in character.

It is a very different thing to take a part in the struggle, while it

still continues under the conditions of ( ommercial com|)etition,

and to add the strength of Government power to one of the com-

peting parties.

This, however, is to speculate, perhaps idly, upon possibilities

of the future
; and to suggest, not a criticism of any present

national policy, but a conceivable development of international

ethics when international relations have been radically changed.

Even from the indications of the Treaty itself, however, it is

obvious that the economic work of the League may profoundly

affect the economic action and policy of the several Governments
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if it is not content to deal with disputes but proceeds to deal

with their causes.

The third main category of the League’s duties, the provision

of machinery by which, quite apart from questions of war and

peace, the nations of the world may mitigate suffering and pro-

mote progress by international co-operation, is rather suggested

than prescribed in the Treaty. Under this category, however,

would come such action as the League has already taken to arrange

the repatriation of prisoners from Siberia and to assist the Govern-

ments to consider the financial problems of the transition period

from war to peace by arranging the Brussels Financial Conference.

If the League is to take part in influencing economic policy

of this kind, it is evident that its work is infinitely more far-

reaching and difficult than anything arising from its primary

duties under the Covenant.

Two Conceptions of the League

When, therefore, we are considering the kind of organization

which the League must develop, we must start with a clear con-

ception of what it is intended to achieve, and of the extent to which

it is to affect the current work of the national Governments of

the world.

At the one extreme, as we have seen, the League may touch

political questions only at the point at which theyare visibly causing

or about to cause serious international disputes. In that case the

bulk of its current work may be mainly that of handling or co-

ordinating a mass of non-contentious business such as postal con-

ventions and the supervision of water ways. On this conception

the government of the world will, in international as well as

domestic affairs, remain essentially national and separatist. Each

Government’s policy will be developed through a complete depart-

mental organization, formed and decided upon by the national

Cabinets, and communicated, when communication is necessary,

to other Governments through one medium, the Foreign Office.

At the other extreme, however, the League may be conceived

as ultimately becoming an integral factor in the determination of

the policy of every national Government in the world ^o far as its

policy affects other countries. Both the government and the
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administration of the world in international affairs may then

become gradually, but really and effectively, internation^. On
this conception the policy of the several nations would not be

merely adjusted by negotiation, but to a large extent would

be both formed and developed by international consultation.

On the least ambitious forecast the League will doubtless go

beyond the first conception, and on the most ambitious it will

certainly for many years fall far short of the second, but the

organization must from the first be based largely on one or other

conception of this main character and ultimate tendency.

Now practically all the work involved in the more ambitious

conception is work which cannot in its nature be carried out by the

League itself under any delegated authority. The League's work

in such a sphere must necessarily consist, not in forming and

executing policy, but in influencing its formation and its execution

in the national administrations. It is this that constitutes the

League’s essential problem.

And at this moment, faced with the task of influencing the

Governments of the world, the organization of the League is neces-

sarily losing something of its direct contact with tlie two greatest

European centres of power—London and Paris—by the trans-

ference of its secretariat and the principal centre of its meetings to

Geneva. It escapes some of the dangers of the political environ-

ment at the risk of being divorced from the realities of political

power. It is regrettable that during the year and a half of waiting

between the signature of Peace and the transference to Geneva it

has been impossible for the League to acquire such a dominant

position as to make any centre to which it transferred its head-

quarters a metropolis of the world. To regret that, however, is to

regret what is not and never has been possible. The position must

be taken as it is and the first necessity Is to do everything to meet

the danger that the League, thus separated from the actual

centres of power, will cease to have a continuous influence on the

current political development of the world ; that it will be reduced

to its less ambitious task of dealing with disputes when they have

arisen and of handling a mass of useful and non-contentious work.

1M9.33 T
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Administrative Methods

(a) Direct Contact

So far as administrative arrangements are concerned, the first

thing is to apply the main principle illustrated by the Allied war

organization, viz. that of penetrating the national administrations

and linking them to the international organization by ensuring

direct contact between those who exercise responsible authority

in the several countries.

It is true indeed that the work to be done is in one respect

essentially different from the work of the war. During the war
the problem was to co-ordinate continuous executive work in the

different countries so that it fitted into a coherent plan. What
the League will normally want to do is, not to secure executive

action, but to influence the formation of general policy in a

direction which on the whole will tend towards the peace and
general welfare of the world. Its work indeed will, to a large

extent, consist not in securing official action for international

purposes, but in restraining its use for national purposes when
these involve injury to other countries. Much of the Government
control instituted during the war for the common good of the

Allies has since been used as an instrument in the competition

between them. In a large part of its work, therefore, the tendency

of the League may be to change the object rather than to increase

the extent of Government action. Much of its work may, in one

sense, be negative. The duty of removing causes of dissension takes

priority over that of promoting co-operation in positive action.

This difference means that the associationbetween Ministers and
officials in different countries within a given sphere may be both

less elaborate and less constant, but the essential principle remains

that effective influence can only be secured by direct contact.

Incidentally, this principle of organization has the advantage

of not only securing the maximum of influence but of attaining

its ends with the minimum of expense. It cannot, of course, be

fairly expected that an organization concerned with the interna-

tional reactions of the policy and action of a whole world will cost

no more than a single department in a national administration.

But a syptem which converts the existing national administrations
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themselves into the instrument of international work is essentially

economical. Highly skilled secretariat and organizing capacity

is needed, and some expert knowledge. But the staff, and its

total cost will, in relation to the scope of its work, be comparatively

small. Occasional travelling expenses are less costly than per-

mtvnent salaries.

(
b

)
Publicity

But if the first principle is one which luis been thoroughly

explored in the war, the second is one which was necessarily

unknown till the war was concluded. The League must secui’o

real publicity for international discussions of international affairs.

The first method, of bringing Ministers and officials in contact with

each other, secures that within each country executive decisions

are taken, and policy is formed, with a due kiiowledgt* of the

points of view of other countries and some considerati(»n of the

effect upon those countries. Persons of authority in different

Governments are brought within the sphere of each other’s in-

fluence. The second method, liow(*ver, goes far beyond tliis and

brings Ministers and officials of all countries alike within the

sphere of the potent influence of the general jiublic o})inioii of tlie

world.

The Brussels Fjnanciai. Conference

Both principles are well illustrated in the first piece of v/oik

of the kind we are now contemplating which the I.eague has

taken in hand—the summoning of the great international Finance

Conference of Brussels in September 1920, to consiilcF* the financial

problems of the world resulting from the war. Here the League

took the initiative in inviting financial representatives from

practically the whole world t() meet and discuss the iinamaal

problems common to all of them and the policy of each country

in relation to its effects uj)on other countries. Thirty-nine

States, representing 75 per cent, of the population of the world,

were in attendance. The delegates were named by the different

Governments but were not the spokesmen of official policies.

They came as experts with both private and official experience, and

the conditiofts of their appointment enabled them to give the con-

ference the full benefit of their knowledge and to express their
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personal opinions with freedom. Their main discussions, and

indeed all their discussions except in committee, and their full

conclusions, were published to the whole world. While they were

still proceeding the world knew what they were saying and they

were themselves sensitive and responsive to the reaction of world

opinion as it was expressed from day to day in the Press,

Here the organization of the League of Nations fulfilled its

essential function, which is not that of controlling the world from

a new centre of power, but of affording a new opportunity to the

nations of the world to work out their own policy in co-operation.

It took the initiative in inviting the Conference. It offered the

Invaluable assistance of an administrative machinery through

which the necessary information was supplied and the material

requirements of a large Conference provided. It gave perhaps

a certain orientation to the discussions from the mere associations

of the Covenant in whose name the invitation was sent. It defined

the terms within which the debates took place. But at that

point it stopped. It attempted to exercise no influence over the

policy being developed through the discussions ; and whether or

not the conclusions recommended were acceptable to the appoint-

ing Governments, or to the Governments on the Council of the

League, it published them and published them in full for submission

to the general verdict of the world.

The results even of this first attempt were striking. The

Conference recommended unanimously the formation of certain

continuous organs of international action to relieve some of the

financial troubles of the world. More important, however, perhaps

than such specific recommendations were the declarations on

general policy. Tliese have sometimes been depreciated as being

as the official Report phrases it, ' axiomatic in character rather

than original contributions to the financial problem of the world.’

It is a striking thing, however, as the Report continues, that the

adoption of these recommendations, which were made collectively

and unanimously by eighty-six delegates from thirty-nine States

covering three quarters of the population of the world, would

mean a fundamental change in the policies of the great majority

of European nations. The Conference recommended, after full

consideration of the difficulties which their proposal would imply,
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that at all costs Governments must meet their ordinary current

expenditure out of their ordinary current revenue as the only

alternative to further inflation and further increase in the cost of

living. At the moment when they made this recommendation, the

budgets of eleven out of twelve of the European countries repre-

sented did not meet this condition. The Conference recommended,

with equal unanimity, greater freedom of commerce and the

withdrawal of artificial restrictions and discriminations (»f price

against external trade. At the moment when they made this

recommendation economic recovery was being rendered impossible

in a large part of Central Europe by new economic barriers created

since the war. It concluded by making an equally unanimous

declaration that the removal of the economic uncertainty at

present besetting alike the countries which are entitled to r(‘ceive,

and the countries which are under an obligation to j)ay reparation

is indispensable not only for the reconstruction of the countries

devastated by the war but also for the recovery of the States on

whom the burden of reparation lies.

In nearly every country there are those who advocate the

policy approved by the Conference, and those who oppose it. The

former will certainly be strengthened, and the opposition of the

latter weakened by the recommendations.

In the current legislative and administrative problems of a

score of countries the recommendations of sucli Conferences will

thus have a varying, but sometimes a decisive, influence. Their full

effect cannot be measured at once and can never be mensuicd

with precision.

It requires no great effort of the imagination to conceive that

the extension of this method of inviting representativ(^ people

within different spheres of action and policy throughout the

world to meet in conference with eacJi other, in the full light of

publicity, may gradually but profoundly affe(.‘t the formation of

policy in every country. It is a method by which the official

policies of all countries can be penetrated by the influence of other

countries and, beyond that, by the influence of the public opinion

of the world. It is a method by which simultaneously that world

public opinion can itself be not only mobilized, when it exists, but

formed and educated.
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National Administrations and the League

If, however, under the difficulties of geographical separation

from any actual centre of power, the League is to remain in con-

tact with the realities of the life of the world, it must have its

permanent roots in the administrations of the world. For this

purpose the best method is likely to be the nomination of people

who hold, and continue to hold, positions of executive responsibility

in the different Departments of the several countries as persons

specially entrusted with the additional duty of watching the

international aspects of the work of these Departments. In each

great Department whose activity concerns other countries, such

as the Boards of Trade and Treasuries of every important country,

such officials would be looked upon by their own departments as

a means by which the department would be kept informed of the

international point of view. The same officials associated in

Committees with the corresponding officials of other countries

would secure the ‘ direct contact ’ which effective international

work requires and would, as we have seen, themselves thus form

the instrument of that work. In such committees they would

represent before their colleagues of other countries the specific

point of view of their own country. They would also give greater

reality and continuity to the more authoritative meetings of the

respective Ministers in such Councils or Conferences of Ministers

as the League invites to meet from time to time.

In each country these representatives of the different depaii-

ments, sometimes Ministers and sometimes officials, might meet

([)referably under secretariat arrangements made by an officer

attached to the Prime Minister’s department) to survey national

policy as a whole in its international aspects. In such meetings

specifically political affairs would be represented by a member of

the Foreign Office, but the whole official life of the country in its

international aspect would not find its sole medium of expression

through this Department.

The League’s World Organissation

With an organization gradually developed in this way, and with

the development of conferences through which publit discussion

would take place on all matters of international importance, one
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can imagine that in time the government and the administration

of the world may be profoundly altered. One can conceive indeed

that though the head-cjua^ters of the League may, and perhaps

must, be in a single city not itself a centre of direct executive power,

theLeague’s real organization will be, both in realityand visibly to all

men, not located in one city but in sections in all the main capitals

of the world. The central organization of the League will not be

a centre of controlling power but an instrument to co-ordinate

activity which is world-wide in its influence and its effects. No
organization which attempts to dominate can conceivably dominate

within anything but the most limited scope and range. But an

organization which is content with the more modest role of assisting

the nations to govern themselves in co-operation may ))erineate

and gradually transform the whole policy of the world.

T^e conception here presented is thus not that of a central

super-government. It may be that this will come. It may be that

the central organ of the League will in time itself become pos-

sessed of executive power, which, within a wide and widening

sphere, will override the powders of national Governments. It may
even be that in future ages the world will find a single centre of

legislative and executive authority by a process of development

similar to that by which provinces have been united into kingdoms

and kingdoms into Empires. Such direct power, however, if it

comes, must be delegated, not usurped. It must grow by a natural

process from the gradual union of the national authorities, and the

increasing harmony of their policies. It must not appear suddenly

as a new, an alien, and a rival force. In the immediate future

executive power can neither be seized from, nor is it to any very

important extent likely to be delegated by, the national Govern-

ments. Looking at our problem, therefore, within the perhaps

restricted range of an administrative vision, we must contemplate

the League attaining its ends through the more humble methods

of organization here described.

This means, how ever, neither pessimism nor a narrow ambition

for its work. One may hope by the gradual and careful extension

of this organization and these methods to arrive at a time when

no Minister and no official in any centre of power in thfe world will

frame his policy or carry out his daily executive work v^ithout
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a reaJ consciousness of its reactions upon other countries and

responsiveness to their claims. One may even imagine, to take an

extreme and perhaps remote example, that the time may come

when no Minister will frame a tariff affecting the trade of other

countries without previous consultation with the countries which

it affects, without being prepared to defend it in Council with his

colleagues of those countries, and on grounds which he can justify

not only before them but before the whole world, to whom their

discussions are known.

So gradually under this system all the forces which exist in the

world to assist the development of policy in a direction which

conduces to peace and the general welfare, as distinct from

national advantage and international dispute, may be mobilized

and brought to bear at the most vital and effective points of

national administrations. And a mechanism so constructed can

never break under the strain of what it undertakes. It is elastic.

It adjusts itself automatically to the possibilities of the moment. It

gives expression in its most effective form to the real international

feeling of the world. But there it stops. It does not attempt to

impose by either superior force or administrative device the

international policy of any minority upon the reluctant or re-

sistant national Governments of the world.



PART VI

DOCI MENTS AND STATISTICS

(For Index, see p. xxii)

The documents printed in Part VI consist partly of official

papers of the Allied Maritime Transport Council (which are

published with permission) and partly of statistics.

They have been selected with the object of ilhistiatinj]; the

nature of the Allied organization developed during 1918.

To these have been added a memorandum (Document No. 18)

on the position of sea-borne traffic at the end of the war.

DOCUMENT No. 1

THE ALLIED AGREEMENT OF Sud NOVEMBER 1917 AM) ITS

APPLICATION

[Document 1 discusses the difficulty in interpreting and apply-

ing the Agreement of the did November 1917, and was written

to advise the British Government as to the policy to pursue in

developing Allied co-operation. The text of the Agreement itself

is given on p. 148. Its importance lies in its practical recognition

of the long-contested principle of ' Pool Tonnage ’ for employ-

ment, though not for management. The way in wJiich effect

was gradually given to tlie principle forms the main theme of

Part IV of this book.]

In considering the best, form of co-operation which we slionld attempt

to secure between the Allies including America and ourselves, we must

start with the following decisions already arrived at.

(1) The Agreement of the .‘Ird November 1917. In this France and

Great Britain agreed that they considered that of the different allied wants,

food is the most important and can be treated se])arately, and that the

burden of providing the tonnage for carrying it should be a common
charge on all the Allies including the United States, but that inasmuch as

the need for an immediate arrangement is pressing the Governments

concerned would accept the responsibility of providing the tonnage that

might be required proportionately to their respective means of transport with
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or without the help of the United States, and they further agreed that they

would proceed forthwith to examine the other hardly less important needs

of the Allies.

This Agreement is not altogether ea^ to interpret with precision.

It apparently contemplates pooling tonnage for food but not for other

requirements. The tonnage, how'ever, is to be provided ‘ proportionately

to the respective means of transport This cannot mean the mere

application of a mathematical formula. It w'ould for instance be absurd

to say that if Great Britain had 7,000,000 tons engaged in importing work,

France 2,000.000 tons and Italy 1,000,000 tons, the tonnage required

for the agreed programme of all three countries should be provided in the

exact proportions of 7 , 2 and 1 by the three countries respectively without

regard to the nature of their needs. Putting aside this impossible inter-

pretation, however, the only alternative one is that tonnage should be

provided after common examination of all the demands upon the tonnage

of the three countries and this in practice almost docs away with the

distinction made in the Note between food and other requirements. The
only difference is perhaps the recognition that food should have a general

priority. The distinction, however, between withdrawing a certain

(plant ity of tonnage from each country for food and therefore leaving

a consequent amount of tonnage for other requirements after examination

of these requirements and on the other hand pooling for all purposes is

clearly rather a slender one.

The following tw'o further principles have been agreed betw'cen

ourselves and M. Monnet and eireulated to Lord Milner, Lord Robert

Cecil, Mr. Churchill and Sir Albert Stanley.

(2) That America, France, Italy and Great Britain should all tabulate

and make available to each other a statement showing in detail and as

nearly as possible in the same form each class of requirements for which

tonnage is needed and s(‘condly the tonnage now available and likely to

be available in future through new' building, &e. and (8) that all four

countries should agree that the neutral and interned tonnage obtained

through any channel and by whatever country should be used in such a

w'ay as to increase by an equal extent the tonnage in direct war services,

the extra tonnage being allotted so far as practicable to the most urgent

war need of any of the Allies. The metliod of allocation must be w'orked

out later, but it is important that the principle should be recognized that

it is urgency of war needs and not the method by which the tonnage has

been obtained that should be the criterion.

We require to consider in some detail the machinery required to give

effect to these principles.

For this purpose the following suggestions arc submitted

:

(1) The. Wheat Executive has shown the great advantage of Inter-

Allied criticisms of a particular class of requirements by tKc experts of

each country. It is proposed that this machinery shouM be extended to
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cover all the main classes of imports. Executives on the model of the

Wheat Executive arc already being formed /or sugar, for meat and for

oil seeds and fats. By similar additions to such executives or by extension

of the ix>wers of the Wheat Exctnitivc food can easily be coveral. A
Nitrate Executive has also been projiosed and it might be either extended

to cover other munitions or have a Munitions Executive working on the

same lines. Later on perhaps an Inter-Allied Uaw Materials Exwutive
could also be formed. It will be noted that these Executives consist

essentially of experts of the various Supply Departments and are not

shipping in character though they have to be very closely linked to the

shipping machinery. Naval and Military demands in the narrower sense,

c. g. for vessels directly engaged in combatant services or in troop carry-

ing, &c. would be outside such arrangements, and the coal and ore trade

could similarly be set aside, though it is conceivable it might lu* brought

within a similar arrangement at a later date.

(2) With such Inter-Allied Executives appointed, it is necessary to

consider their relation to the main problem of the allocation, programming

and direction of ships and to the national imixirt restriction authorities.

Probably the most convenient course is that we should proceed as at

present with an investigation of our own imports on the basis of an esti-

mated available importing capacity which assumed certain specified

liabilities. In our ease these assumptions are that we will maintain the

same number of British vessels in the service of our Allies as at (iresent

and also meet the increases iii their cereal demands. It is desirable that

France and Italy should take in hand a similar reduction upon comple-

mentary assumptions as to the liability of their tonnage, i. e. that they

will be liable to meet their demands with the tonnage they now have

plus extra assistance from us for cereals. When the Milner Committee
has completed its w’ork, the representatives of the different Supply Dipart-

rnents would, through the Inter-Allied Executives, try to arrange that

the other countries were submitting to reductions on such a standard as

would imply as far as possible an equal degree of sacrifice. The result

would doubtless be to carry the French and Italian programmes a long

way towards solution, though a deficit would still be likely to result in

view of the large loss of carrying pow'cr of their mercantile marines during

this year. If, however, America is associated with the different Executives

the application of the above principle should be sufficient to bring the

requirements much more nearly within the programme limits. To the

extent to which this is inqiossible, it wall be necessary for the Milner

Committee and similar bodies established in the Allied countries to tackle

the problem afresh on a more drastic standard.

(8) As the programmes of requirements arc being modified in the above

manner, it is necessary to have machinery to programme the ships in

conformity with the gradual modification of requirement programmes.

For this purjxisc, however, it is extremely undesirable that an>dhing like
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an International Shipping Board should be established. The danger is

that such a Board would consist ofpeople who are at once out of touch with

ike actual executive machinery of the different Shipping Departments and

at the same time not invested with such authofity as Ministers like Lord Milner

or M. Clementcl would have to secure actual decisions for cutting down.

What it is suggested is wanted is first of all to secure that there are in

London people who can speak for the different Shipping Departments,

who would confer with ourselves so as to arrive at a statement of the

most appropriate general programming of ships in accordance with the

arranged programming of requirements and an agreed statement of the

extent to which a further reduction in requirements is necessary in order

to make the shipping programme possible. For this purpose we already

have suitable people in the executive machines of France and Italy and if

Mr. Shearman is apfx)inted to act in a somewhat similar capacity in this

country to that which Sir Thomas Royden occupies for us in America, the

people reejuired would be available. These people would meet not as a

permanent Committee and would not necessarily be always the same, the

best method of working being ad hoc Conferences called at the most

appropriate moments. From the work of such Conferences representations

would be made to the resjicctivc Governments through their representa-

tives for cither the re-allocation of blocks of tonnage whether national or

neutral and dr as a comphiuent an application for an order to the respective

authorities engaged in cutting down imports to cut them down to a

specified (extent.

(4) The allocation and general programming of steamers having been

arranged in this way, the arrangements for actual direction require to be

considered. For this purpose it is essential that (^.13. [Commercial Branch]

in this Ministry should have different sections linking on to the different

Executives in the manner already arranged for the Wheat Executive, and

that in accordance with the principle laid down in the Wheat Agreement the

actual decision as to the jKwts to which a specified ship should go, should

be given by that Branch in the case of all the commodities dealt with by
the different Executives. This is already working for Italy and France

would be willing to accept a similar arrangement. The details of manage-

ment, payment of the vessel and all consequent executive details would

be settled by the respective countries in Rome, Paris, London, &c. In

the case of America it is doubtful whether a similar arrangement would

be possible. We should, however, at least arrange that America should

keep us informed by cable of every decision to allocate a vessel to a specified

American port and we could adjust the rest of the tonnage upon that basis

communicating with America where necessary ^o secure a change in

her plans.

J, A. S.

77 yoifmher 2917.
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DOCUMENT No. 2

THE NEED EOH AMEtflCAX ASSISTANT E ANT) ALLIED
C O-OPEHATIOX i

[Document No. 2 is one of the two or three most important

liere reproduced. It was prepared as a British document
; but

was taken as the basis of all the shipping discussions at tlie Paris

Conference of November-December 1917, and its proj)osals, in-

cluding those for Allied co-operation, were accepted. The Allied

Maritime Transport Council was the organization through which

that co-operation was effected.]

The losses of Hritish, Allied and Xeiitral ships and the serious failure

of the French and Italian harvests this yi^r have created a tonnage

situation of great gravity.

The position may be brieily summarised as follows :

Great Britain during the war has lost about 10 million tons d.w. by

war and marine risks. She has lost net (after allowing for both building

and captured ships) about 4 million tons d.w. Taking world tonnage as

a whole the gross losses may be taken at about 17 million tons d.w. and

the net losses at nearly 9 million tons d.w. Of these losses more than half

have occurred during this year, some 9 million tons d.w. being lost already

this year without allowing for vessels seriously damaged.

Excluding vessels unsuitable for ocean-going trade, it may l)e said

that the total world tonnage now' amounts to about 45 million tonnage d.w.

Of this about half is British : of the remainder about ^ths is Allied and

|ths Neutral.

In a telegram sent to America in September, it was estimated that

world building would overtake losses if America could build 0 million tons

gross, or say 9 million tons d.w. jkt annum. This estimate was based

upon the experience of this year and made some allowance for marine

loss, for obsolescence and for serious damage to vessels not actually sunk ;

it was not however designed to do more than overtake losses, i. e. it would

not compensate for past losses or for future losses before the new programme

matured. Since then losses have somewhat declined, but on the other

hand the British building programme which it was then hoped might

reach 4 million tons d.w'. will it is probable, not produce more than

2| million tons d.w. On the whole G million tons gross or 9 million tons

d.w. is still suggested as the best standard for America to take. It was

explained in that telegram that the reason why it was impossible for

* Tonnaffo throughout this memorandum ia, in accordance with Amoricap cuaiom, given

in deadweight,‘except in the calculatitma of the tonnage for the American Army where the

tonnage ia given in grosa in view of the large proportion of veasels of a paasenger type for

which deadweight figures are misleading.
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Great Britain and the European Allies to build on such a scale as that

suggested for America was that in the early stages of the war the immediate

necessity was to increase armies, navies and munitions and the Allies’

strength has therefore been committed “in these directions. A much

smaller effort directed to shipbuilding would have enabled them to out-

build submarine destruction even at the present rate. Fortunately it

was just when merchant s\iipping became as vital a factor as armies,

navies, and munitions, that America, whose industrial and engineering

resources are the greatest in the world, entered the war.

As compared with the 6 million tons gross or 9 million tons d.w.

America is said to be contemplating a programme of about 6 million tons

d.w. The actual programme forwarded to us, however, only provides for

about 5 million tons d.w.

The situation has been rendered still more difficult from the British

point of view by the fact that nearly 900,000 tons d.w. of shipping which

the British Government hild ordered in America has been requisitioned

by the American Government. This tonnage (allowing for delivery dates)

would have had an importing capacity of about 2 million tons in 191S

and would have enabled Great Britain to give additional assistance to

the Allies to that extent. It will be recognized that but for the foresight

of the British Government in ordering these vessels early in this year and

many months before the American Government Shipbuilding organization

had been completed, the output of American yards this year and early

next would presumably have been much less than it now will be.

Great Britain is now providing France and Italy with over 2 million

tons d.w. of British tonnage in addition to over J million tons d.w. lent to

Uussia, the total for all Allies being about S million d.w. This tonnage,

if withdrawn into British service, would suffice to keep Great Britain’s

imports next year up to her imports for this year, so that the general

position is that her tonnage is sufficient in spite of losses to maintain her

own part in the war. The difficulty arises through the necessity of helping

the Allies in spite of those losses. It is, however, obviously impossible

for Great Britain to withdraw her tonnage from the Allies. On the

(iontrary, she is, in view of the extreme gravity of the position, endeavour-

ing so to restrict even her essential imports next year as to enable her to

continue her present assistance to her Allies, to replace British vessels

lost in their service and also to provide tonnage sufficient to help in meeting

the increase in their cereal requirements through bad harvests, the latter

meaning the conveyance of over 2 million extra tons and requiring a further

tonnage of about 750,000 tons d.w. If this should prove possible, however,

it will t)nly be at the most serious cost to this country. If no further

assistance be given to the Allies, British imjx)rts next year would be

reduced from about 34 million tons to alwut 28 million tons (excluding

oil fuel for Admiralty in both eases). In considering these figures it must

be remembered that British inqwrts of food (which arc capable of little
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reduction) amount to about 15 million tons, that over 11 million tons

consist of ore and munitions, and that a larjje pro)X)rtion of the remaining;

imports are required for war purposes. As dompari'd with tlu se fij'urcs,

her pre-war imports amounted to about 54 million tons. That is her

imports, excluding food and munitions, which amounted to over 30 million

tons in peace times, have this year fallen to about H million tons ; and

6 million tons must, as stated abi>ve, be taken }>artly off this ligure ami

partly off the food and munitions requirements for next year t ven apart

from the conveyance of the further 2 million tons of cereals for the Allies.

It is necessary to emphasise the fact that if in spite of the above facts

and of the loss of the British ships building in America Great Britain is

able to realise this programme, it represents the most extreme assistance

it is conceivable that she can give and that it may he im|H)ssihle to give

assistance to this extent.

Of about 27 million tons d.w. of British <x*ean-going tomuige at the

beginning of the war, we have sustained a net loss of about 4 million il.w,

A further million tons is in the Yards for small and big re])airs. About

5 million d.w. tons are reipiired for direct Army and Navy si rviees apart

from indirwit requirements such as munitions and about it million tons

d.w. arc in the service of the Allies. Excluding vessels which are unsuitable

for general work or arc required for essential su])})lies of the (\)lonit*s, this

leaves only some 9^ million tons d.w. for iiniK)rting work. In ordir to

make this contribution to the war, Great Britain has had to saeriliee her

shipping interests, whole Lines built up for many years being completely

destroyed, e. g. the Prince and Booth Lines between North and South

America. She has had to saerifiee her exj)ort trade, exports only being

allowed so far as there is space available in outgoing shij)s si nt to bring

back essential imports. She has already ha<i to impose* severe hardships

on civilian interests, the use of petrol being for instance slopj)ed for ph astire

tratlie, oats not being allowed except for horses engaged in <“ssential work,

and the supply of cotton for the main British industry in Lancashire being

reduced to 00 per cent. The further programme e()nt(‘mj)lated for next

year will go far beyond this and will involve some industrial disaster and

the absolute cutting off of many articles of foodstuffs ordinarily regarded

as essential.

In spite of those measures, there must, however, still be a serious

deficit in the tonnage required for absolutely essential French and Italian

requirements through the fact that France and Italy as well as ourselves

have had serious losses during this year. France’s own statement of

her deficit of tonnage is about 1 J million tons gross or 2,400,000 tons d.w.

or 6 million tons of im|K)rts, which would still leave a deficit of over

4 million tons after allowing for the extra assistance for cereals contem-

plated as above by Great Britain. It may, however, be perhaps fairly

assumed thkt France could carry on if she had sufficient* tonnage (in

addition to that given by Great Britain for her increase in cereal d<;mands)
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to Iceep her imports for 1918 up to those for 1917, i, e. to compensate for

the reduction in the carrying power of vessels under her own control

through losses. This means additional tonnage sufficient to carry some

2J million tons of imports in the year or sa^ 750,000 tons d.w. continuously

employed. Italy on a similar basis would require tonnage for some

1 J million tons of imports or say 500,000 tons d.w. This extra tonnage,

amounting to some Ij million tons d.w. can only be provided from

American tonnage or from extra neutral tonnage (in addition to what is

not in war service and the vessels to replace future losses). This figure

(which is less than half the aid Great Britain proposes to give in spite of

the loss of the vessels building in America and would mean a contribution

by America of only some I million tons in addition to those vessels) must

be taken as a low figure which would still involve very considerable

hardship and risk for France and Italy as well as for Great Britain.

It is suggested that America should aim at providing for an average

continuous employment for France and Italy or for Great Britain (which

would thereupon give equivalent tonnage to France or Italy) not less

tlian Ij million tons d.w. excluding oilers and meeting her own military

requirements with the balance. It is hoped that J million tons of this

can be given at once, and the rest provided as the American shipbuilding

programme develops.

The tanker position is somewhat different, Great Britain has throughout

made it clear that, while she could transport her own supplies although

not all the Allies’ supplies without assistance, she had insufficient tank

vessels for the supply of oil fuel to the Navy. In consequence of this

deficiency, it has been necessary to use the double bottoms of ordinary

cargo vessels (to the extent of about 100,000 tons a month) to carry oil

fuel, which is uneconomical and means delay and the loss of an equivalent

weight of ordinary cargo. America, however, is relatively rich in tank

vessels and in arranging to give additional ordinary tonnage to her Allies

in spite of her own serious position Great Britain hopes that America will

find it possible to provide, by requisitioning from commercial employment,

sufficient extra tankers to make up the deficit and to render unnecessary

the continued use of double bottoms. Full particulars of the oil fuel and

tanker position have been given to the American Government.

What is urgently needed is the immediate provision of 100,000 tons d.w.

of tanker tonnage with a further addition of 200,000 tons d.w. as soon as

possible.

In considering the possibility of America accepting this position, it is

necessary to take into account the American military requirements on

the one hand and on the other the tonnage at her disposal now and during

next year.

Official information just received from the American Government

states the American position at present to be as follows.

There is a total of 539 vessels under American Registry over 2,500 tons
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il.w. aggrcj^tiii;? 3,620,320 d.w. of which tankers represent 1,052,253. As
against this the Xavy has (exehiding tankers) 30 vessels aggregating

151,509 d.w, tons. The Army has 103 of 848,894 d.w. tons, 48 vessels of

308,719 d.w. tons have been allotted to Allied Governments and 81 vessels

of 501,705 d.w. tons are in private trade in the war zone. American
requirements for necessary supplies arc estimated at 2J million tons d.w.

excluding tankers, representing a considerable increase from the former

figures which shewed a requirement for 1 J million tons d.w. for inqxirts from
the Far East and from South America.

It is stateil that there are no vessels now ca|>able of being withdrawn
from present trades, and the American tonnage shortage on the jibove

figures is given as 1} million tons d.w. without <‘ounting about 1 million

further tons which are being aske<i for by the Allies.

The above figures of course do not include the small vessels under

2,590 tons d.w. which are presumably available to help in coastwise

work, nor sailing vessels available for the same purpose. Nor do they

include neutral vessels employwl in American waters of whi(‘h there are

believed to be some J million tons d.w. mainly Norwegian. In addition

the Ejistern im])orts can presumably be largely carried in Japanese tonnage

of which it is understcxKl something like 509,000 tons d.w. might be

available. In addition there is the (Missibility of bringing into emjiloy*

meiit refugee neutral tonnage that is now idle in .American Ports which is

understood to amount to some J to } million tons d.w. There are also

possibilities of interned vessels in South America being brought into use.

Beyond this there is, of course, the American new building. By the*

1st April this should, according to the present ])rogramme, give an extra

million tons d.w. Later the situation should improve rapidly, as new
building from April to June should give a further 1 j million tons and fr«>m

July to September a further IJ million Lons d.w. and from October to

Deeemlier a further million tons d.w.

Some reference may also be ma<le to British experience in connection

with the statement th;it no ships are (*apable of being withdrawn from

their present trades. This of course must be for America to decide and
Great Britain has no desire, nor the necessary information, to criticise the

estimate upon which this conclusion has been formed. It may be useful

to remark, however, that one of the most remarkable things Great Britain

has learnt in the war is the extent to which it is jiossible, witliout absolute

disaster, to cut off rcijuirements that on first careful investigation ap])earcd

to be absolutely essential. Great Britain is more dependent upon imj)ort,s

than any other of the main belligerents. She has to imjKirt Jths of her

wheat and in {)eace times imixirts nearly 20 million tons of foodstuffs

a year. Under the strain of the war, however, her imports have, as stated

above, been reduced from some 36 million tons excluding f«M>dstuffs to

some 8 million tons excluding fcxKistuffs and munitions and this figure

must again be reiluced for next year. It was never anticipate cailicr in

1509.33 ,,
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the war that a reduction so drastic would be possible. It is experience

alone which has shown that a country which (like America) has a large

civilian consumption and (unlike America) is hampered by an inadequate

home producing capacity could bear so big & strain. A careful examination

by the British Government of the 50 million tons of imports coming in

earlier in the war showed that only a little over 2 million tons were regarded

as non-essential. In fact, however, the determination to continue her

increased naval and military operations and to continue her assistance to

the Allies has resulted in the immense further reductions shown above

and though there has been hardship and inconvenience there has so far

been no actual disaster. There are, of course, a very great number of

imported articles which are both required for military purposes and are

also used for civilian consumption. The only practical way w^hich Great

Britain has found of economising tonnage in these circumstances is to

start by actually withdrawing ships so ruthlessly that those left are quite

inadequate for normal civilian consumption. In the more important cases

such as steel, it has been found necessary to prevent any civilian consump-

tion except through a specific licence given only on the ground that the

proposed use was essential in the national interests. It is suggested that

in a similar way America might find some of the wool which she requires

for military purjioses by obtaining it from the wool consumed by her large

civilian population. Nothing has been more strikingly shown in the war

than that civilian requirements can adjust themselves to reduced supplies

when the necessity actually arises through the withdrawal of vessels for

military service to a very much greater extent than the best experts

considered possible beforehand. It may be hoped therefore that America

will find that some further vessels that she now thinks possible may bc^

rendered available from private employment for war service and the total

tonnage shown as above as available for the latter purpose may be increased

accordingly.

Against this tonnage there arc the American re(]uireinents stated above,

plus the additional Allied requirements also stated, a necessary provision

to meet lasses and above all the increased needs of the Army.

The needs of the Army are extremely difficult to calculate as the

exact com|K)sition of American divisions, and the way in which they will

be transported are unknown, and the provision for reinforcements and

for hospital ships, which must of course depend upon casualties, &c., is

in any case very speculative.

It may be said generally that it takes 4 grass tons of shipping to

trans|)ort a man, 8 grass tons to transport a horse or mule, and to supply

one man from America would require 1 gross ton per})etually employed.

These figures, however, make no allowance for haspital ships, reinforce-

ments, &c...

A memorandum is attached showing the vessels required for different

military programmes. It has been ascertained to-day that much more
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exact information is now available as to th^ American arruugement$i.

A more precise statement is now' being prepared and will l>c substituted

for this estimate which must be regardeci as very hypothetical. It will be

seen on the assumption that :
•

(1) wastage of personnel will occur at roughly 8J per cent, per month

or 100 per cent, per annum
;

(2) wastage of forces will (R‘cur at roughly 2| per cent. })cr month or

80 per cent, per annum ; and

(8) wounded or sick would be retained in France and only the [>erma-

nently disabled men repatriated to Americ'ii, tlie following tonnage would

be required on different military programmes (the estimate is designed to

show the tonnage required to transport, mainbiin and supply a given

force, commencing December 1st, 1917. It does not take into account

the numbers already transported)

:

(a) If 400,000 men (including non-combatants, L. of ('. troops, &c.)

and 70,000 horses are to be in France by the 80th April 1918, the tonnage

required would rise from about 1 million tons gross to 1,527,500 torus gross

on the 30th April. If no addition were then made to the fon*c 544,500

tons gross would be sufficient to maintain the force and provide re-

inforcements.

(5) In order to have 800,000 men in France by the 80th Septeml)er

(including non-combatants, L. of C’. troops, &c.) and 140,000 horses the

tonnage instead of being reduced after the 80th April would rise gradually

until by the 30th September it reached 2.072,000 gross tons. If the force

were not thereafter increased, 1,089,000 gross tons woidd suffice to maintain

the force and trans[)ort reinforcements.

(c) If the force were thereafter increased to 1 million by the 81st

December 1918 (including non-combatants, L. of V. troops, &c.) and

175,000 horses, the tonnage instead of <fcclining after the 80th Scptcinber

would increase till it reached 2,341,000 gross tons on the 81st December,

the tonnage thereafter rc(juircd for maintenance and reinforcements, if no

further addition to the total force were made, being 1,358,000 gross tons.

It is apparent from the aben c figures that w'ith the tonnage immediately

under American control and with her requirements as at present stated,

America can scarcely do more than provide about
J
million tons d.w. for

the Allies in the immediate future without definitely limiting her military

expedition. If, however, she can bring into use the neutral tonnage now
lying idle or out of war work, can meet her Eastern retjuirements with

Jaimncse tonnage and can rwluce her im{K)rt requirements, e. g. by restrict-

ing civilian consumption, there is a reasonable hope that she could provide

France and Italy with the niinimuin tonnage they require as described

above and also make her military programme on the basis of having

I million men in France by the end of next year with the aid ,of her new

building. Any such estimate, however, must necessarily be very hypo-

thetical and to secure any margin it would be necessary that America
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should expedite building to the utmost possible extent and if possible

raise the rate of output to the 9 million tons d.w. per annum previously

suggested.

Form of Co-operation between the Allies.

The objects to be secured are of course

(a) to make the most economical use of tonnage under the control of

all the Allies

;

(b) to allot that tonnage as between the different needs of the Allies

in such a way as to add most to the general war effort ;
and

(c) to adjust the programmes of requirements of the different Allies in

such a way as to bring them within the scope of the possible carrying

power of the tonnage available.

To secure these objects an International Board with complete executive

power over common pool of tonnage had been proposed, but has been

rejected for the following reasons :

It would be difficult for any country and particularly for America or

Great Britain to delegate absolute power to dispose of its tonnage (which

is the basis of all its civilian and military requirements) to a representative

on an International Board on whi(*h he might be outvoted. Such a Board

moreover would not lead to administrative efficiency partly because the

complete control of all tonnage can searcely be well concentrated in one

place and partly because representatives upon it would tend to be at

once out of touch with the actual administrative executive machinery

and at the same time scarcely invested with sufficient authority to make
reductions in the various supply programmes, munitions, food, &c.

It must be remembered that the problem of the allocation of tonnage

is largely a problem of sc<*uring that the different requirements which

make demands upon tonnage should be adjusted in the fairest and best

way, and that these rccpiircments can only be so restricted by the experts

in each class of commodities It is for instance impossible for any except

the munitions experts of the different Allied countries to deal witJi the

restriction of the Allied munitions programmes within specified limits.

In view of the above considenitions the following principles were

agreed on November 20th :

(a) That America, France, Italy and Great Britain should all tabulate

and make available to each other a statement showing in detail and as

nearly as possible in the same form each class of re(|uirements for which

tonnage is needed and secondly the tonnage now available and likely to

be available in future through new building, &(*, These requirements

having been classified (showing the source of supply, &c.) and having been

adjusted (i) to secure a reasonably uniform standard of adequacy both

as between classes of commodities and as between countries, and (ii) to

bring the total within the carrying capacity of the Allies as a‘ whole, would

form the basis on which the general allocation of tonnage would be deter-
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iiiiued. The calculation woulcf be revised at convenient intervals in the

light of losses, new building, war re(]uirements, and other factors in the

problem ; but it would be an essential feature of the scheme that subject

to such periodical reallocation each Nation should manage and supervise

the tonnage under its control.

(6) That all four countries should agree that the neutral and interned

tonnage obtained through any channel and by whatever country should

be used in such a way as to increase by an e<]ual extent the tonnage in

direct war services, the extra tonnage being allotted so far as practicable

Ut the most urgent war need of any of the Allies. The method of allociitiou

must be worked out later, but it is important that the principle should be

recognised that it is urgency of war needs and not the mcthoil by which

the tonnage has been obtained that should be the criterion.

(c) Steps to be taken to bring into war service all possible further

tonnage, such as in South America, &c., &c.

(d) Control over cargoes carried to l)c such as lo ensure that they

satisfy the most urgetit war needs in respect of which the tonnage has

been allotted.

It is the intention in carrying out («) aiul {b) above that Allied bodies

for the different main recpiiremcnts for foixl, for munitions and for raw

materials should be formed on the nuxlel of the Wheat Executive, and it

is ho[)cd that America will be aisscK*iated with these bodies.

It is at the same time absolutely essential that for the proper inter-

change of views and information about the tonnage situation there should

be an American representative in this country as there arc already French

and Italian representatives, who would act in the same cjipacity here as

Sir Thomas Uoydefi does for us in America.

SlMMARV.

The conclusions which appear to follow from the above statement

and from the recent discussions between American, Freneli, Italian and

British representatives are :

(1) That America should aim at building at the rate of 0 million tons

gross (i. e. 9 million tons d.w.) not 0 million tons d.w. per annum.

(2) That it is of extreme importaJicc that she should su|)j)lcmcnt the

assistance given to France and Italy by Great Britain by providing

at least J million tons d.w. 'm the immediate future and by raising

this figure to an average of at least 1 J million tons (including more

than J million tons of British ships building in America),

(3) That this is only possible without limiting her fnilitary effort, if she

{a) takes every possible step to bring into war service neutral and

interned vessels now idle or out of war service, (b) obtains the

maxiftium assistance from Japan, (c) reduces her own requirements

of impijrts (c. g. by restricting civilian consumption) and requisi-
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tions drastically from her own trade along the lines already

adopted by Great Britain.

That if she takes these steps, however, there is a prospect of her

being able to transport and maintain an American Army of 500,000

by the early summer and of 1 million later in the year.

(4) That Great Britain in promising further assistance to the Allies to

meet their increased cereal demands, in spite of the los^ to herself

of the British vessels building in America, has done so in the hope

that America will help with additional tank tonnage to the extent

of rendering unnecessary the further uneconomical use of double

bottoms in British cargo vessels for oil fuel for the Navy (100,000

tons a month). It is hoped that America will take steps to provide

sufRcient tank tonnage for this purpose and to meet the deficit in

stocks by re(pusitioning tankers from their present commercial

employment, 100,000 tons d.w. being immediately required and

a further 200,000 as soon as possible.

(5) That America should, like ourselves, accept the principle that

neutral and interned tonnage obtained through any channel and

by whatever country should be used in such a way as to increase

to an equal extent the tonnage in direct war services, the extra

tonnage being allotted so far as practicable to the most urgent

war need of any of the Allies.

(C) That in order to secure the necessary co-ordination and economy
in the use of tonnage, America should appoint a permanent repre-

sentative who can confer with the British, French and Italian

Shipping officials in London as Sir Thomas Hoyden confers with

the American Shipping Board.

An International Shipping Board is not considered either

desirable or practicable. It is recognized that neither the American

nor the British Government would be willing to delegate to such

a Board the final allot^ation of their respective ships, and that the

management of American and British ships cannot be centralized

in one place. At the same time it is of vital importance that there

should be the fullest possible interchange of information and views

such as can only be obtained through the presence of an American

representative in this country and a British representative in

America.

(7) That the macliinery for effecting the necessary economies in all the

various commodities requiring transport is provided through

Allied Comi;nittees for each main class of commodity consisting

of exports in that commodity. That Committees should therefore

be formed in London for other foodstuffs, for munitions and for

raw materials on the model of the Wheat Executive ; and that

in view of the close relation of the work of such Committees with

the general tonnage position and with American policy in the
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provision both of shi|fe and eominoditics, appropriate American
representatives should be associated with these Committees.

Sovembrr 21^ 19 IS, *

DOCtMENT No. 3

CREATION OF ALLIED MARITIME TRANSPORT COFNCIL

(Extract from Official Report of Paris Conference,

Xov, 29th-Dec, 3rd, 1917,)

The Special Committee for Maritime Transjnwt and General Imj)orts

of the Inter-Allied Conference of Paris has decided by unanimous resolution

of the delegates of the United States of America, Great Britain, Italy and

France, that it is necessary to arrange a form of co-operation between the

Allies.

[Tlie Official Report then recites and endorses the objects of

Allied co-operation, and the principles agreed with America as

given in Document No. 2, and continues.]

Allied bodies for the different main requirements for food, for muni-

tions, and for raw materials will be formed on the model of the Wheat
Kxecutive, America being associated with these bodies.

It being necessary in order to obtain decisions by the respective

Governments that each country shall designate one or two ministers

—

the United States one or two special delegates—who will be responsible

towards their respective Governments for the execution of the agreemcnt4S

arrived at and who w'ill meet in conference as Allied representatives as

may be necessary from time to time, whether in Paris or in London,

according to the circumstances of the ease, cither on their own motion or

at the request of the Executive Departments, it was resolved that ‘for

' the purpose of carrying out the common policy above indicated the

‘ appropriate Ministers in France, Italy and Great Britain, together with

' representatives of America, shall take steps to secure the necessary

‘ exchange of information, and co-ordination of ix)liey and effort, estab-

‘ lishing a permanent office and staff for the purpose.’

[This sentence constituted the authority for tlie (constitution

of the A.M.T.C.]

DOCUMENT No. 4

PRINCIPLE OF ALLOCATION OF NEUTRAL VESSELS BROUGHT
INTO THE POOL UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE ALLIED
MARITIME TRANSPORT COUNCIL

[This document should be read in conjumetion with the descrip-

tion given,on p. 237 of the problem presented to the Executive

by the task of allotting neutral ships.
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The principles advocated were in fact adopted and put into

operation.]

The main facts to bear in mind arc the following

(1) If national programmes were fulfy agreed and there were no

national divergencies of interest, all the shipping under Allied control

would doubtless be directed by a single Executive Authority which, in

giving its orders, would have regard solely to the allocation of each vessel

to the work on which, having regard to its type and position, it could be

most economically employed.

(2) As programmes have not been fully agreed and brought into

conformity with the carrying power of the available tonnage and obviously

cannot be, at any rate in the near future, there remains an actual or

jK)ssible divergence of national interest and views in certain cases. It is

the object of the A.M.T.C. and its organisation for the examination of

im[K)rt requirements, &c., to arrange these differences by agreement.

It is recognised, however, that divergencies may be too great or too

serious for this to be possible in all cases.

This is the fact u|)on which the principle of the A.M.T.C., that in the

last resort each country retains executive authority over its own tonnage,

is based.

(8) By common consent, however, this principle is not applied to the

small pool of neutral tonnage coming available for direct orders of the

A.M.T.C. under the recent arrangements. This pool of tonnage is to

neceivc actual and final executive orders from a single executi\’e authority.

That is to say, the intention is apparently that this tonnage should in

fact be dealt with as Allied tonnage generally would be if there were no

national divergence of interest and all executive power were concentrated

in one authority.

If this is to be the case, however, it is clear that the tonnage in question

must be used in such a way as not to involve such a question of div ergence

of national interest as is safeguarded by the proviso of the constitution

referred to in paragraph 2.

As an illustration of this, it is obvious that an Ally which is supple-

menting the deficits of other Allies in specified services, e.^., cereals, could

not consent to the allocation of a ‘ pool ’ vessel which would be suitable

for such a service to a service not agreed as essential.

(4) A consideration of the detailed working of the A.M.T.C, presses

this principle further. The general import requirements of the Allies arc

being examined by the Imports Committee in connection with the Exe-

cutives, and must finally be reviewed by the Council. So far as the per-

manent organisation is concerned, it is the Imports Committee rather than

the Tonnage Committee which considers whether the need of one Ally

for one import is greater or less than the needs of another Ally for another

import. The ‘ pool ’ allocations, however, or plan of allocations, must
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clearly be dealt with under thd Tonnage Committee, but that Committee,
while eminently qualified to agree as to the most suitable employment
of a vessel is not the appropriate body to consider the relative needs of
different imports of different Allies. Moreover, to consider such com-
peting needs (which involve such wide issues and must clearly be examined
as a whole) in connection with the allocation of specific vessels would
obviously be a procedure likely to involve considerable disagreement and
difliculty, and in the end would be futile in \*iew of the much greater bulk
of adjusting national tonnage im which the fulfilment of programmes
ultimately depend.

(5) It would seem to follow that ‘ jiool ' vessels should be used solely

for non-controvcrsial services, t .e., put into services which by common con-

sent require more tonnage than the ‘ pool * vessels will themselves supply.

It would obviously be convenient, in the application of this principle,

to choose the services beforehand which satisfy this principle, and the

most obvious services are French coal, Italian coal, with return cargoes
of ore on the ordinary principles, and Allied cereals. These services

between them clearly afford suflieient scope for the economical use of

(‘Very vessel that will conic within the pool and each of these services will

necessarily require supplementing by other vessels beyond those which
can be obtained by the pool. This supplement will b(‘ provided partly

by French and Italian national tonnage and partly also as a final adjusting

element by the addition of other Allied tonnage. If the pool is to be run
in accordance with the principle dictated above, it would appear clear

that the adjustments should be made not u|H>n the neutral ])ool of tonnage?

but upon National and Allii'd tonnage.

(0) If these principles are adopted it will enable the neutral vessels

coming into pool to be allocated as between the services mentioned above

solely u|K)n the <Titerion as to which of the services the particular vessel

is most suitable for, having regard to her type and positiim, and without

regard to the competing reipiircments of the several countries and the

|H)ssible difference of views as to the full extent of the import programme
of each commodity in <|uestion which must be fulfilled.

(7) With these principles adopted, the management of this small pool

of neutral tonnage can proceed straight forward upon ordinary business

lines and without involving discussions on particular cases as to the

general interests of the different countries which obviously must be

discussed and settled in a wider context.

(8) If, however, it proves necessary or desirable to use the small fleet

under direct A.M.T.C. control in order to give special assistance to any

immediate and urgent work for which the Council may desire to take

resjMjnsibility, the necessary orders should be given to the Tonnage Com-
mittee in the form of adireetion to favour particular services with this ton-

nage to a specified extent so as to avoid any discussion by thd Committee
of the general imports situation in relation to particular alloc^ations.
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DOCUMENT No. 5

ORGANISATION OF THE ALLIED MARITIME TRANSPORT
COUNCIL, EXECUTIVE, AND ASSOCIATED ALLIED BODIES

The Council itself consists of the following members :

—

TJie Council.

Lord Robert Cecil, K.C.

Sir Joseph Maclay, Bart.

M. Clement cl

M. Louchenr

Signor Villa....
Signor Crespi

lion. R. B. Stevens

Hon. G. Rnblec .

Great Britain.

^
France,

j- Italy.

^
United States.

Signor Villa joined the Council (Signor Salvatore' Orlando retiring) in May
and the lion. George Rublee joined in July.

The Council itself only met at long intervals. The current work,

including both the ordinary administrative work, and also the task of

co-ordinating the policy of the several Governments by detailed com-
munication with the respective Ministers, has been carried on by the

Allied Maritime Trans|x)rt Executive.

Perm.\.nent Organisation.

The permanent organisation consists of four National Divisions who
will be housed together in Lancaster House with the exception of the

British Division, the greater part of which must remain in the Ministry

of Shipping.

The work of these four National Divisions is co-ordinated by one

Main Committee which generally supervises the work of the whole Allied

organisation, and three Sub-Committees dealing respectively with Tonnage,

Imports, and Statistics, which, subject to the general supervision of the

Main Executive Committee, co-ordinate the work of the several Divisions

in detail.

1. Main Eieontive Committee ( == the Allied Maritime Transport Executive).

The Main Committee consists of the following heads of the several

National Divisions

Mr. J. .V. Salter (Chairman).

M. Monnet (France).

Professor Attolieo (Italy).

Mr. G. Rubice (U.S.A.).

The Main Committee may be generally described as the Executive of

the Council. Its general responsibilities are to secure the necessary

Executive action to give effect to decisions by the Council, to prepare
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information relevant to any question that the Council may desire to

consider at any future meeting, to suggest definite proposals for the

approval of the Council, and in general to thke such Executive action as

is desirable and practicable, in*pursuance of the general duty of assisting

in the allocation and most advantageous use of Allied tonnage by co-

operative action.

2. Tonnage Snb-Committee.

M. Uevillon (France).

Lieut. Farina (Italy).

Mr. Shearman (U.S.A.).

Mr. Browett (Great Britain).

Functions :

—

(a) To arrange for the due exei'ution of any decision of the Council

involving the co-operative use or programming of tonnage.

{b) To obtain and make available for general use statements showing

the amount and disposition of the tonnage under the control

of each Ally.

(c) To examine proposals made by any country with a view to

securing a more advantageous use of tonnage under the control

of any .Vlly (whether by the better disi)osit ion, routeing, or more

co-operative use of the tonnage or the better assignment of

cargoes in relation to import programmes), and so far as

possible to arrange that agreed improvements shall be carried

into effect.

(d) To report to the Main Committee as to the due performance of

the above duties.

3. Imports Sub-Committee.

M. llalgouet (France).

Professor Attolico (Italy).

Mr. Morrow (U.S.A.).

Mr. (i. M. Bo<»th (Great Britain).

Funciiom :

—

(o) To arrange for the due execution of any decision of the Council

as to import programmes, by conmiunication as may be neces-

sary with the respective Executives or thro\igh the National

Divisions with the respective Governments.

(b) To obtain (whether through the Executives or otherwise) and

make available for general use statements showing in detail

the import requirements (with sources qf origin, &c.) of the

different countries, with such further information as may be

desirable in order to show the relative necessity of the different

requirements.

(c) To examine the import programmes as so obtained, whether

through the Executives or otherwise, and to ascertain m what
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directions reductions can be made most equitably as between

the different countries and wth least injury to the prosecution

of the war.

(d) To report to the Main Committpa as to the due performance of

the above duties.

4. Statiitical Sub-Committee.

M. Seitert (France).

Signor Pardo (Italy).

Mr. J. A. Field (U.S.A.).

Mr. Palin Klderton (Great Britain).

Functions :

—

(a) To propose appropriate and uniform methods for collecting and

investigating data bearing on the work of the Allied Maritime

Transport Council.

(b) To examine aiid pass all data and statistical conclusions based

thereon.

(c) To keep record of all actions under (a) and (b).

(d) To arrange for records to be kept showing the extent to which

any decisions of the Council as to allocation of tonnage or

rearrangement of supplies are being complied with, and for that

purpose to consider statistical principles which are to form

the basis of such a record.

(e) For the due performance of the above duties, the Sub-Committee

will keep constantly in contact with the Tonnage and Imports

Sub-Committees, and provide such statistical information and

assistance as those Sub-Committees may require
; and will reiiort

to the Main Committee.
‘ Nm~National ’ Secretariat, (Secretary, Mr. J. F. Henderson.)

Members of this Secretariat are of different nationalities, but

on entering the Secretariat divest themselves of any national

point of view. The duty of the Secretariat is to give executive

and administrative effect to the policy decided upon by the

Council and by the International Committees. This Secretariat

has included Mr. Davis as head of the Statistical Section and

M. Simon for munitions requirements.

Shipping Intelligence Section. (Mr. G. V. Howell, O.B.E.)

The Shipping Intelligence Section, which has been transferred

from the Ministry of Shipping, keeps a continuous record of the

position ancF employment of all ocean-going vessels of every

nationality.

Aflfooiated Allied Bodies.—Programme Committees.

Programme Committees have been established to cover almost the
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whole range of imported commodities, separate Committees being formed
for—

(1) Woi)l.

(2) CottoD^

(3) Flax, Hemp, and Jute.

(i) Hides and Leather.

(5) Tobacco,

(6) Paper.

(7) Timber.

(8) Petroleum.

(9) Coal and Coke.

In addition, a Food Council has been established co-ordinating the
work of Executives or Committees for

—

(10) Cereals.

(11) Oil Seeds.

(12) Sugar.

(13) Meat s and Fats.

and a Munitions Council with Sub-Committees lor

—

(14) Nitrates.

(15) Aircraft.

(10) Chemicals.

(17) Explosives.

(18) Non-Ferrous Metals.

(19) Mechanical Transport.

(20) Steel.

DOCUMENTS Nos. (> and 7

The two following (locuments illustmie the functions of the

Programme Committees, the current method of working of the

Executive in relation to them.

No, 6 gives working rules issued to the Committees in May.
No. 7 consists of correspondence between the Executive and

the Food Council witli regard to the Food Programme for the

Fifth Year.

DOCUMENT No. 6

DEVELOPMENT OF PUOGUAMME COMMITTEES

Copy of Memorandum issued on May 25, 19IS, by Allied Maritime
Transport Council Executive,

.\t the Paris Couference of December last the question of Allied imports
and tonnage Was considered, and with a view to making the most lulvan-

tageous use of the available shipping it was agreed by the Allies that
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' America^ France, Italy and Great Britain wilJ all tabulate and make
' available to each other a statement showing in detail and as nearly as

‘ possible in the same form each class of requirements for which tonnage
‘ is needed, and secondly the tonnage avgiilable and likely to be available

‘ through new building, &c. These requirements having been classified

‘ (showing the source of supply, &c.) and having been adjusted

—

(a) to

‘secure a reasonably uniform standard of adequacy both as between
‘ classes of commodities and as between countries, and (b) to bring the
‘ total within the carrying capacity of the Allies as a whole, will form the
‘ basis on which the general allocation of tonnage will be determined.*

As a result of decisions taken at that Conference the Allied Maritime

Transport Council was formed, consisting of Ministers from each of the

three chief European Allies with a delegate from America, and was charged

with the duty of examining the use of all tonnage under Allied control

with a view to allotting it to the services most essential to the prosecution

of the war. The Councifs powers are limited to making recommendations
for action to the respective Governments, who retain final control over

the movements of their own ships.

As there is a general shortage of shipping when set against import

requirements, it was realised that the Councirs recommendations would
necessarily involve decisions not only (a) on the relative importance of

the various import requirements, but also (b) on the relative needs of the

several Allies for a particular commodity. It was therefore further

decided at Paris, for the purpose of obtaining the best opinion as to the

total amount required of a particular commodity, and as to its distribution

among the Allies, that Allied bodies (Programme Committees) should be

formed for the different main requirements (food, munition, raw materials,

&c.) on tlie model of the Wheat Executive, America being associated with

these bodies. It was contemplated that the formation of expert Allied

bodies of this nature would greatly simplify the work of allotting tonnage,

as considered programmes for each article woidd be rendered available,

and that where the total of all the programmes exceeded the carrying

,
capacity, the A.M.T.C. w'ould be able to discuss possible reductions of

programmes with the Committees before prtxreeding to make recom-

mendations to the Allied Governments as to what reduction must be made.

It may be conveniently stated here that the A.3I.T.C. will work in

close co-operation with the Inter-Ally Council on War Purchase and

Finance, documents being interchanged between the two Councils, and

that it is uiiderstood that the latter Council are strongly in favour of the

appointment of Programme Committees to assist them in their task of

considering imports in relation to finance.

At their last session in Paris on April 28rd to 25th, the A.M.T.C.

adopted a statement as to the general tonnage and import position for

1918, showing that the import programmes of the three Eifropean Allies

for 1918 exceeds the carrying capacity available by some 8| million tons.
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It is, therefore, urgently iiecesNary that these import prognuunies should

be re\ ised and reduced. Except in the case of cereals, meats and fats,

and nitrates, the demands of eiich Ally for a particular commodity ha\;e

not been criticised by a joint AUied body dealing with that commodity.
The Council accordingly felt that it was imperative for the Allied Govern-
ments to proceed at once with the formation of joint expert Unlies which
should investigate the demands for commodities other than cereals and
nitrates. . . .

The associated Governments are anxious that the Prognimme Com-
mittees should be instituted and commence their effective work at the
earliest possible date.

From the point of view of the A.M.T.C. the work which it is hoped the

Programme Committees will undertake may be provisionally de.scribed

as follows :

—

(i) To obti\in such information as is nec*es.sary to determine t he require-

ments of each Allied country for the commodity or i lass of eom-
moditics with which the Programme Committee is concerned,

in<‘luding past consumption and .st(M‘ks.

(ii) To secure effective Allied criticism of the rei|uiremcnts so that

the programme distributes the saeriftce entailed by any necessary

shortage as equally as possible between the different countries,

and in such a way as to be least injurious to the [irosecution of

the War.

(iii) To prepare a programme for such period or pcruKls, and on such
a basis as the Council may desire, the programmes of all being as

nearly as possible comparable and uniform, and also being so

designed as to enable them to be readily adjusteil to tonnage

calculations in view of the varying .strain imposiNl upon tonnage
according as the country of shipment is near or distant. (Ajipro-

priate forms are being circulated by the A.M.T.C.)

(iN
)
To forward the programmes so prc[)aretl to the Council with all

such supplementary information as to stcxjks, &c., as will facilitate

a decision between the conqietiiig claims of clas.ses of imports for

tonnage.

(As regards the competing claims of different countries for

their .share of a given commodity it is desirable that in every
possible case the Programme Committee should agree upon the
distribution without appeals to the Council, the Couneirs main
consideration being, e.g., the comj)cting claims of cereals and
munitions, not the comjieting claims of France and Great Britain

for cereals.)

(v) To discuss passible reductions of programme with the Council and
its permanent organisation when forecasts of availat)le tonnage
show*a deficiency as compared with the total of all programmes.
The present position being that a reduction of imports is ineWtable,
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it is proposed, as soon as the total requirements of the Programme

Committees have been examined afresh in relation to the tonnage

expected to be available during the rest of this year, to make

a provisional plan for reduction which will bring the total imports

within the capacity of the tonnage, and to ask the several Pro-

gramme Committees what redistribution they would make among

the Allies on the assumption of such a reduction and what would

be the position of each country as a result, having regard to its

stocks, &c.

25th May 11)18.

DOCUMENT No. 7

FOOD PROGRAMMES

Correspondence between Allied Maritime Transport Council and

Food Council.

{a) Lkttku 1‘ko.m 'riiANspoKT Coi \(']i. TO Food CorNciL,

.mh July 1918.

I am directed by the Allied Maritime Transport Council to forward to

you herewith, for the information of the Food Council, the following

observations as to the tonnage position in relation to the Food Programmes

which arc now under consideration. . . .

1 am to state generally with regard to the tonnage position that while

it is true that world building has now reached world losses, this fact is due

to the large excess of American building over American losses, and the

American excess thus resulting is not available for general European

imports in vdew of the needs of the American army. Taking the building

of the rest of the world against the losses of the rest of the world, which

for the above reason offers the more reliable index of the tonnage available

for the European Allies, I am to point out that there is still each month
a serious excess of losses over building, the excess of such losses amounting

in the first six months of this year to 1 J million tons dead weight.

Apart from this very general statement of the tonnage position,

a simple criterion is afforded as to the value of effecting any given saving

in tonnage, Jis against a loss from other points of view, by the fact that

America can send, and the Military Authorities desire, more American

Troops in P’rance than the available and prospective tonnage is adequate

to transjjort and supply. It follows, therefore, that any saving in tonnage

directly increases the number of American Troops in France, and it may be

stated with approximate accuracy that each 5,000 tons of imports saved

means that a further 1,000 American soldiers can be supplied, and there-

fore sent to France, than would otherwise be possible.

If,, therefore, the Food Council has at any time under consideration
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two aiteniative courses, one of wliich offers certain advantages from the

point of view of finance, or the comfort of t^e civilian populations, while

the other offers the prospect of saving tonnage, it will be possible to

measure the cost to the Allied cHase of taking the first course by reckoning

that for each extra 5,000 tons of imports involved in it there must be

a reduction in the number of American soldiers in France by 1,000.

The Food Council now has the great advantage of knowing precisely

what has been the consumption in each country of each important food

commodity during the past year. In view of the continued shortage of

tonnage, and the special reason indicated above for economising to the

utmost possible extent, 1 atn to express the hope that the Council will find

it possible to take the record of total actual consumption during this last

cereal year as setting the maximum limit to the propased programme

for the ensuing year. This does not, of course, ne('essarily mean that

there would be no increase in any particular commodity, but that if such

an increase is necessary it should be used to relieve the requirement for

some other commodity as compared with last year's consumption. The

application of this principle would of course mean the continuance of

imports on the basis of last year, subject to a reduction or increase where

there has been any improvement or reduction in home production, and

with such further adjustments in relation to stocks as arc required to keep

these above, but not unnecessarily above, the point of danger.

Apart from reducing total requirements for focxl in the different

countries to a minimum, the Council will also doubtless have in mind the.

necessity of arranging programmes in such a way as to involve the smallest

strain upon tonnage, whether by drawing supplies from the nearest source

or by obtaining them in such a form as to involve letist bulk and weight

in relation to food value.

It will of course be realised that this letter is only intended to give

a very general indication of the tonnage position and of certain principles

which are being suggested to all the various bodies now considering pro-

grammes of Allied imports. It is now addressed to you in the hope that

the consideration of the food programmes from the commencement in the

light of the above suggestions may reduce and facilitate the work of

subsequent re-adjustment of programmes between the Transport Council

and the Food Council in relation to the total tonnage available and the

demands upon it from all other sources.

{b )
Resolution of Food Council communicated to

Transport Council.

Resolution.

dlst July 1918.

The letter of the Allied Maritime Transport Council of to-day having

been laid before the Food Council, the Council wishes to state that while

it agrees with the absolute necessity of minimum use of tonnage, and has

1689.38 X
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in itself been created for this purpose, yet the basis of calculation of

imports to England, France, and Italy upon the foundation of last year’s

iinports, less increase of production, simply means a repetition of the
food difficulties of last year. We wish* to state emphatically that the
morale of the people will be most seriously endangered by such a basis of

im|}orts. The Food Council puts forward as a more constructive basis

the employment of the same ship ton mileage during the coming year.

80th July 1918.

(c) Letter from Transport Council to Food Council.

5th August.

1 am directed by the Allied Maritime Transport Council to acknowledge
the receipt of your letter of the 81st July conveying a copy of a resolution

passed by the Food Council on July 30th with reference to the Transport
Council’s letter of the same date.

The Transport Council much regret that the Food Council express

dissent from the suggestion that, in the framing of the food programmes
for the ensuing year, the total consumption during the past year should
be taken as setting the maximum limit, i.e., that the imports should be
not greater than what is required in combination with home production,

to allow consumption in total on the same scale as during the last year
(with such variations as may be desirable as between different commodities
•or countries) and to keep stocks above, though not unnecessarily above,
the point of danger.

The Transport Council feel bound to repeat their opinion that in view
of the tonnage position this is a reasonable principle to adopt in framing
the food programmes, and think it may be convenient to the Food Council

to state, at this early stage, that they can offer no prospect whatever of

being able to arrange tonnage upon the principle suggested by the Food
Council.

I am to observe that—

(1) The application of the principle suggested by the Transport

Council would not involve the repetition of such difficulties as arose

last year from any local or general depletion of stock rendering

distribution impracticable.

The principle suggested is that imports should be such as not to

allow for actual comumption on a bigger scale. (It will be observed

that the principle as defined in the Transport Council’s letter differs

in this respect from the reference to it in the Food Council’s resolu-

tion.) It is not of course the wish of the Transport Council that

stocks should be reduced to such a point as to cause actual privation

of some of the necessities of life in certain areas.

(2) The general tonnage position has been indicated generally

in the Council’s previous letter. In a shipping position rendered
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more difficult by the larjje net losses of toimufi^e available for European
service and by the elTect of the American Army programme, the one
substantial factor of relief was the better harvests in the thfec

European Allied countries and in the nearest source of America.
If the principle of the Food Council were acccpltnl this one factor

of relief would operate solely to the advantage of food and would
not only mean that no assistance would be given in supplying the
American Army, but that the imports of the European Allies other
than food would in addition be retluced in correspondence with the
net losses of European tonnage. This is, in the opinion of the

Transport Council, a situation which it is impossible to conteniplate.

In the above circumstances the Trans|)ort Council will not feel justified

in asking the military and munitions authorities to reduce their (lemands

upon tonnage (with a consequent reduction of the numbers of American
soldiers available for next year’s campaign) in order that such tonnage

may be allocated to food as to enable and encourage consumption u])on

a more generous scale tlian during the past year.

DOCUMENTS Nos. 8-16

No. 8 criticizes tlio programme of the Food Council for 1918-19,

see pp. 308-10,

No. 9 is the report of the Executive prepared for the fourth

meeting of the Council. This document illustrates more clearly

than any other fomial document the method of working of the

Council and Executive at their period of ftdlest development.

It includes a review of the shipping and supply position for

the fifth year and is perha})s the most important document

here reproduced, see ])p. 204-10.

No. 10 gives the shipping position of the Allies at the beginning

of the final period of the war.

No, 11 gives proposals of Transport Executive and members’

of the Programme Committee of the Food (>)uncil, designed to

secure the immediate use of ihe Gemian tonnage by provisions

in the Armistice, see p. 219.

Nos. 12 and 13 describe the allied organization at the time of

the Armistice.

No. 14 states the proposals made by the British Government

to the other Allied Governments with regard to the continuance

of the Trartsport Council in the form of a General Economic

Council for the Armistice period.

X 2
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No. 16 is a note written in Dec. 1918 summarizing the ship-

ping position after the Armistice.

No. 16 gives the tonnage agreement with France of the 22nd

January 1919, in which the allocation of tonnage was placed on

a financial instead of a ‘ programme ’ basis, see pp. 332-3.

DOCUMENT No. 8

CRITICISM OF PROGRAMME OF FOOD COUNCIL
FOR YEAR 1918-19

1. The programme shows a total requested increase of about 4^ million

tons on the actual importation figures for the Cereal Year 1917-18.

2. It is understood that the following statement was made by the

different countries as to the cereal crops this year compared with last year :

Increases,

Tons.

U.K 950,000

France 453,000

Italy 509,000

Total 1,912,000
’ \ countries.

, In the case of the U.K., however, it was indicated that failure in other

crops made the total harvests of only about the same feeding value as

last year.

8. These statements of the harvests are much less favourable than

previous indications of the prospects, and estimates at this date are

necessarily only provisional. Even as the estimates stand, however, it is

to be noted that the increased importation of 4j million tons is mad| in

conjunction with large admitted increases in the cereal harvests.

4. The great increase of nearly IJ million tons in military oats clearly

requires investigation, as it is not known that the British and French

armies or their horses are likely to increase. The Food Council have been

asked to investigate this, and it is, of course, important that the Transport

Council should know whether allowance is made for any supplies to the

American Army directly or indirectly.

5. The Memorandum accompanying the Programme indicates an
intention to deal with any deficit on the full programme by dividing that

programme over eaqh country into a Priority and a Balance Importation.

The Priority is as follows :

—

U.K. France. Italy. Total

19*54 4-22 3*74 18*5

this priority excluding Military Oats.

6. This means in effect that if the scheme is accepted and the respective
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Governments agree to allot tonnage in accordance with it, the importations

would be constantly kept as nearly as possible in accordance with the above
ratios. The remainder of the Programme is divided as follows :

—

U.K. France. Italy.

4-«3 2-72 M7
these different ratios being worked to the extent, if any, to which importa-

tions exceed the priority quantities.

7. It is quite clear that the application of the principle of the Allied

Maritime Transport Council (viz., that importations should not be more
than at the maximum such as to enable consumption during the ensuing
year to be on the same scale as during the past year) would not admit
within several millions of tons of the importations requested in the full

programme. Whether or not it would give importations equal to the

priority figures depends upon the actual realization of harvests in the

different countries, and home meat. &e.

8. It is clearly impossible for the Transport Council to guarantee any
absolute quantity of importations in the absence of further information

as to the harvests and (still more important) as to the requirements of the

American Army. On the other hand, it is understood to be essential that

the Food Council should have some immediate indication of their probable

imports, as impi^rtant and urgent executive action (such as ngiilations as

to milling extraction, decisions as to the amount of feeding stuffs to be
provided to the farmers and, therefore, as to the policy of slaughtering

cattle, and also as to the method and extent of rationing) has to be taken

at once.

9. In these circumstances it is suggested that the Council should

recommend that the programme should be commenced on a purely

provisional basis and [subject to adjustment in the light of harvests and
other competing demands for tonnage] on the basis of the quantities

covered by the priority figures [a definite warning being given to the Food
Council that while no quantities can be guaranteed the Council is not able

to see any prospect of arranging im|x>rtations on a more liberal scale than

the above]. ,

10. A supplementary statement as to American Food Imports iji

included in the attached papers, but there is no arrangement in the Food
Council’s general scheme for an American priority on the same basis as

that specified for the European Allies, and with the same implication that

it is not to be exceeded unless the other priorities are also exceeded. The
Transport Council will doubtless consider it of importance that the

American import programme should be vrorked into the general programme
on the same basis as the others.

11. In present circumstances it must be clearly realised that the

acceptance of the priority system as a basis for the allocation of ships

must involve*the diversion of British ships to supplement deficient importa-

tions into France and Italy.
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12. It is understood that in view of paragraph 11 the acceptance of the

principle as a working basis by the British Government would in any case

be, on the understanding that

—

(a) the arrangement must be regarded* as provisional and voluntary'’

and subject to cancellation if necessary

;

(d) that a satisfactory agreement is arrived at as between the different

Allies as to their putting a specified quantity of tonnage into the

Food Programme and/or carrying defined quantities of food in

their own ships ; and

(c) that the continuance of the arrangement will necessarily be subject

to the inclusion of America on equal terms at an early date.

18. If the above policy is recommended by the Transport Council and

accepted by the different Governments, arrangements are at once necessary

to give executive effect to the new policy. In effect, this policy means the

ex^nsion of the arrangements which have been in force as regards the

importations of cereals to all Food within the priority figures.

14. The administrative arrangements of the Transport Council to give

effect to the above policy must necessarily depend to some extent upon

the Food Council's organisation. If, as presumed, the Food Council

arranges for the machinery to follow the lines already adopted for cereals,

the demands for tonnage for all Foodstuffs would be centralized through

a Freight Committee of the Food Representatives’ Committee.

15. Within the Transport Council’s organisation the Tonnage ( om-

mittee would be primarily responsible for insuring the executing of

paragraph 12 (b). It should include Executive Officers with authority,

on behalf of the respective Governments, to give or reserve assent to any

proposed diversion of national tonnage, and to make consequent arrange-

ments with the Freight Committee,

16. The above arrangements being made, the Shipping Department

of the Food organisation would deal on executive questions of detail with

the actual Shipping authorities of the four countries resident in London

as to the execution of their several parts of the common plan.

. August 27th, *101 8,

DOCUMENT No. 9 (see p. 204)

ALLOCATION OF TONNAGE IN THE CEREAL YEAR 1918-19

1.—General Note.

The Council will require to consider at the session commencing on

September 80th the main policy which is to govern the allocation of tonnage

in the Cereal Year 19i8-19. This will involve the consideration of—
(a) The programme for the American Army.

(b) Food ImiK>rts.

(c) Munitions Imports.

(d) Imports of Raw Materials, &c.
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II.

—

Statistical Estimate of Carrying Catacity.

The policy to be adopted in determining the limits of the different

programmes of importations fqust necessarily be based upon the best

possible estimate of the carrying power of the available tonnage.

The Statistical Departments of the four countries associatini with

the Allied Maritime Trans|wrt Council have been engaged in a careful

investigation, and have agreed upon an estimate of the |^K)sition.

Actual ex]X'rience may always, of course, be either better or worse
than any estimate however carefully made. An estimate of this kind

results from the consideration of a vast number of complex factors on
any one of which any single person may take a more or less favourable

view, but such factors tend to cancel out.

The estimate, as presented, represents the unanimous view of the

professional experts of all the four countries, and ns such the Executive

(‘onsider that it must clearly he accepted as the best, and, indeed, only

possible, basis on which to consider policy. It is nt‘eessary to emphasise

the character of the estimate, and the international authority behind it,

because of the nature of the situation which it discloses. The substatue

of the estimate may be briefly summarised as follows :

—

After allowing for the recjuirenients of the Fleets and of the several

existing military expeditions, the maintenance of bunker supplies, the

minimum recpiirements of Colonies, such definite obligations us Belgian

Belief, the conveyance of coal to Norway in return for tonnage (which

must be regarded at least in the first instance as irreducible demands uj)on

shipping), it is estimated that the total imports (excluding mineral oils

other than lubricating oil, but iticluding military oats and military food

shipped direct to the forces) which may be brought into the three European

Allied countries (on the assum[)tion that the allocation of tonnage as

between America and the European Allies remains as at present), amounts
to—

/For Coal
I

72*5 million tons J
” Haw Materials

three European Allies’,

I

» I’ood

( „ Munitions )

including 25*2 million tons of coal for France and Italy, certain c^ornrno-

dities mainly conveyed in tonnage not transferable to other imports,

viz., million tons of timber and paper and 7J million tons of ore,

Ij million tons of sundry foodstuffs, and i a million tons of sundry raw

materials. •

From the i>oint of view of the Transport Council the problem can be

conveniently narrowed by the immediate exclusion of coal on the basis of

accepting the above figures. The Council has agreed that the sujiply of

coal to Italy cannot be reduced below the minimum figure of 600,000 tons
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a month, and any variation in the French 'provisional figure would have

a comparatively small effect on other imports. This leaves

—

{

For Raw Materials'^

„ Food >»for the three European Allies,

„ Munitions J

including military oats and the above-named non-transfcrable imports.

It is on the basis of this figure that policy requires to be determined.

III.

—

Note on Future Tonnage Position.

On the best view that can be formed the whole Allied tonnage position

will be very substantially improved by the summer of 1919. By that date

America’s building on the estimate of Seeretary Baker and General Hines

should amount to twice the present rate and be still increasing. This

factor is of the first importance in considering the policy of allocation

throughout this cereal year, as it should enable stocks of all kinds to be

run down to a point which would otherwise be unjustifiable.

IV.—Raw Materials.

It is neither practicable nor necessary for the Council to consider in

detail at this session the Import Programmes of the different raw materials.

The programmes and relevant information arc not sufficiently complete

for the purpose. Moreover the possible variation in the imports is not so

great as to affect very substantially the major decisions as to allocation

between Food, Munitions, and American Supplies. 3J million tons of

timber and paper and half a million tons of sundry raw materials may be

at once set aside because, as indicated in the statistical estimate, they are

brought in tonnage not transferable to other imports. The other main
commodities under this category arc Wool, Cotton, Flax, Hemp, and Jute,

Leather, and Tobacco. The Council at the last session decided that until

further order actual recorded consumption of raw' materials during the

past year should be taken as setting the maximum limit for imports for

the ensuing year. No substantial reduction upon the imports implied

by this principle is practicable. In view of the extent to which the raw
* materials in question are used for military as well as civilian purposes at

least a further 3J milliontons (to includevarious miscellaneouscommodities)

must be allowed, making the total of this category 7*5 million. In any
case the variation from this figure would not be of the first importance.

This would leave

—

39-8 million tons
M^idtions^

three European Allies.

V.—Food Imports.

The general position remains as stated in the memorandum circulated

to the Council at the last session which the Executive ask to be read in

conjunction with this memorandum. The Council decided that the
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prograramc was to be commenced on the purely provisional basis of the

quantities covered by the priority figures (18*5 million tons excluding

military oats), on the understanding that fhe figures would be recon-

sidered as soon as full informatiqp was available. As far as military oats

are concern^, the old programme of importation was to continue until

the matter has been further considered.

No information of importance has been received affecting the amount
of the harvests, nor has the Food Council concluded its investigation into

the question of military oats.

The Executive, however, desire to call attention to the following main

facts of the position ;

{a) The total importations in the past year, including military oats,

amounted to 22j million tons, or 20j million tons excluding mili-

tary oats.

(6) The provisional estimates of cereal harvests give increases amounting

to 1,912,000 tons for the three countries, though in the case of the

United Kingdom it was indicated that there had been a com-

parative failure in other crops.

(c) In one important respect the food position is more favourable than

last year. At the critical period of that year there* was a shortage

of wheat in North America. This year there will be a large

exportable surplus ready for immediate shipment if emergency

arises, and a very large volume of tonnage in the Atlantic capable

of being rapidly used for cereal transport in ease of absolute

necessity.

(d) The general principle adoj)tod by the Council has been that impor-

tations this year should not be more than at the most to enable

consumption to be on 1 he same sc!alc as during the past year.

If it proved possible to limit all articles in the food programme, including

military oats, such oilseeds, &c., as arc used for other than food purposes,

plus any foodstuffs as come in without regulation and outside the pro-

gramme, to, say, 22 million tons, this would leave

—

17-8 million tons
{
both for Europeanmunitions and

any supplied by Europe to America.

VI.—Munition Imports.

The postponement of the Munitions Council until 28th September has

unfortunately prevented the preparation by the munitions authorities,

and con.sidcration by the Transport Executive, of the full munitions

programme, and it is not possible, therefore, to stiitc how serious the

deficit in that programme will be. It is, however, understood that tlie

total programme (including phosphate rock and provision for the supply

to the American forces of French and British artillery and ammunition)

will amount to about 22 million tons.
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This leaves a provisional deficit of

—

4*2 million tons

allowing for provision of artillery

• and munitions to America but not for

further directs allocation of tonnage.

VII.—Supply Programme for American Army.

The enlarged American troop movement recommended by the Supreme

War Council and approved by the President of the United States would

require for supply tonnage (according to estimates submitted by Secretary

Baker and General Hines) a supplement to American tonnage amounting

to 1,200,000 tons from August 1918, reducing month by month to 200,000

tons in February 1919, and then ending.

This amount of tonnage would transport about 2,000,000 tons d.W’. of

cargo, and its allocation to the supply programme of the American army
would, therefore, involve a further reduction of about that quantity of

imports to the European Allies.

The estimate is based upon

—

() An allowance of 30 lb. a day per man of stores from the United States,

and

() 250,000 tons a month in addition for constructional material.

It allows for the absorption of American new building in the Army
Programme, and also for the withdrawal of a considerable amount of

tonnage for the same purpose from other American services.

The Executive would desire to make the following observations :

(a) The 80 lb. a day per man is necessarily a rough estimate. It is in

addition to commodities, e. g., coal, forage, or timber obtained

from the United Kingdom or France.

(b) On the other hand no allowance appears to have been definitely

calculated for the conveyance of horses, which is an important

factor.

(c) It is observed that the calculations allowed for bunkering for the

round voyage in America. This, though now necessary in view

of the reduced production of coal in the United Kingdom, means
a great waste of cargo-carrying capacity.

(d) While the estimate is incomplete for the above reasons the net

conclusion does not appear to give an excessive estimate of the

requirements of the American Army raised to 80 Divisions by
July 1919.

{e) It is understood that the Munitions Council is now considering large

supplies of hrtillery of France and Britain to America. These

arrangements, if concluded, would increase the import require*

incuts of France and Great Britain and correspondingly relieve

the requirements of America for transport from th^ U.S.A.

For the above reasons the Executive do not consider that it is
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possible to deal with the Programme as a whole, but that considera-

tion must be conrtned to the immediate future.

It does, however, appear clear that whatever be the ease ftir

a further }K*riod the Afta?riean Government ha\’e a serious need

for more tonnage than is now at their dis{)osal during the next

few months, es|H*eially duriiijif October and November.

(/) Arrangements have been made to provide Allied tonnage to the

extent of 200,000 tons for loading in September and October with

a further increase up to, say, 50,(KM) tons if the all(M*ntion of further

tankers enables the use of double liottoins for oil fuel to be dis-

continued. It should be noted that the provision of this tonnage,

unless replaced within the cereal year, would diminish prn tanto

the amount of importation allowed for in the earlier part of this

memorandum.

(g) The estimate which shows a deficit of American tonnage to tlu‘

end of February shows a surplus from March onwards which

amounts to over thn^e-quarters of a million tons by duly and

should increase continually afterwards.

(A) It is inipossibU* to state the exact way in which Allied tonnage

should be distributed so as to give maximum assistance to the

war efforts between American Army Supplies, American Import

Services, European Army Supplies and European Import Servic*es

except after a detailed examination of each service one by one by

the Allies as a whole. This, of course, is precisely the purpose fot;

which the Allied Maritime Transport Council and the associated

.Allied niaeliinery, and the Food Couneil and Munitions ('ouncil,

and the Programme Committees were formed.

vn 1. H KCOMMKMMTIONS.

In view of the general position indieati'd above, the Executive^ make

the following reeornniendatioiis :

Munitiuths in Winter : Food aftenvards.

(1) That during the later Autumn and Winter a general preference shall,

be given to the transport of munitions and Army supplies as compared

with food. m

(2) That, when necessary, hut as late as possible without running undue

risk of actual shortage of food, a similar preference shall be given to the

transport offood in the spring or early summer.

These recommendations arc made in view' of the fact that, during the

winter, stocks will be relatively high, as the hnrvesfs will not have }>ecn

consumed, whereas shipments of munitions and Army supplies are required

at that period, in order to assist the lighting in the spring and summer.

It is reeoghized that the extent to which the .suggested policy can be

applied will be limited by a number <»f traffic and practical considerations
;
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f. the congestion that might arise from stoppage of wheat exports from

U.S.A. and the importance of using the St. Lawrence Ports while they are

stiU open.

Reduction of fkocks.

(
8) Thai in viero of the prospect of substantial improvement in the whole

Allied tonnage position by next summer, and in order to avoid reducing the

shipment of essential commodities required for axtual consumption during

the year up to August {particularly Munitions), all Supply Departments

should he asked to effect a reduction of stocks until they approximate, towards

the end ofAugust, to the quantities requiredfor actual distribution.

The most important commodities to which this principle will apply

are nitrates, cereals, sugar, and oil seeds. Its application should be easier

because of

—

(a) The increasing production of nitrates in France and the United

Kingdom, and

(b) The existence of a large stock of wheat in the near source of North

America ready for immediate export if a crisis occurs, and a great

volume of tonnage in the North Atlantic capable of being used if

necessary for emergency shipments, the position in 1918 being in

these respects much more favourable than last year, and enabling

a reduction of stocks in Europe to be made with much less risk.

In pursuing this policy the Supply Departments can do so with the

prospect of

—

^
(a) Having emergency shipments of cereals in the spring if necessary,

even at the cost of reduced embarkation of American troops at

that date.

(b) Increased shipments of sugar in the summer and autumn and there-

after adequate shipments of cereals.

Raw Materials,

(4) That the principle provisionally approved at the last session for raw

materials, viz., that actual recorded consumption of last year should be taken

,
as setting the maximum limit for programmes for the ensuing year, should

continue to be applied.

Food,

(5) Thai 18-5 million tons of importations of all articles included in the

Food Programme, except Military oats, should be confirmed as the figure for

the year.

In recommending this figure the Executive have before them from the

Food Council the definite statement of the British Representatives that,

on their present estimates, which allow for a substantial increase in the

slaughtering of cattle and pigs and for the restriction of imported foodstuffs

to the needs of the dairy herds, the present British proportion of the 18'5,

viz,, 10‘5, will not prove a possible figure.

Recognising the possibility that the policy recommended (viz., working
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on the basis of 18*5 and shipping less thnii the proportion of that quantity

during the earlier months) nia}' result in a really serious fiHxl position later

in the cereal year, the Executive recommend

—

(6) That if thefood position atjhe end ofthe winter or later shows such a

course to be necessary in order to avoidfood shortage^food shipments shall hate

priority in excess of the proportion due on the 18‘5 basis at the expense of

tonnage allotted to other services.

(7) That the importation of military oats should still be continued provi-

sionally on the basis of the old programme pending a full report of the whole

situation.

(8) That for the purpose of considering the tonnage available for other

services the total importations offood (and all other articles included in the

Food Programme)^ including all miscellaneous foodstuffs and militarif oatSy

should be provisionally estimated at 22 million tons.

Munitions.

(9) Thai in estimating what is available for the European Munitions

imports it should be provisionally assumed that any tonnage assistance

rendered to America, whether by the allocation of ships or the su})ply of

artillery, will be returned within the cereal tjear, thus leaving 17-8 ^ million

tons for European munitions, including ore, pyrites, phosphate rock, railway

material, and lubricating oil, but that it should be recognised that this requires

reconsideration after examination of the munitions programme, and in

particular of the arrangements there proposed for supplies to the American

forces. *

Coal.

(10) That the strongest recommendations should be made to. the British

Government as to the immense importance to the entire Allied supply position

of increasing the production of coal.

It should be pointed out that the importation of (‘oal from America,

which has been suggested for the American Army in France, and even its

importation in the form of double bunkering of vessels, is extremely

wasteful. The conveyance of 5,000 tons of coal from America involves

the shutting out of 5,000 tons of other stores and (supply tonnage befng

the limiting factor to the American Military Programme) this involves

the loss of 1,000 American soldiers in France. As against this, 5,000 tons

of coal can be produced in a year by 20 men. Some allowance must, of

course, be made for the tonnage retpiired for conveyance of coal from the

United Kingdom to France, but the advantage of supplying coal from the

United Kingdom remains very great.

American Army Supply.

(11) That the action taken in the allocation of 200,000 tons of shipping

(with increases to 250,000 tons if double-bottom shipments are discontinued)

* In view of later information from the Munitiona Council showing that the programme

of importatione of nitrates from the distant source of Chile is to be reduced, it is considered

t^t the figure 17*8 can be raised to 18.
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in September and October be confirmed, and that the Executive be instructed

to endeavour to arrange to increase the allocation to a total ofabout 500,000 tons

up to the end of the year in addition to any space which can be made available

hij the release of double bottoms

»

,
•

American Co-operation.

(12) That these arrangements be subject to adequate assurances from

America as to co-operation with the Allies through the Allied Maritime

Transport Council.

The European Allies desire to make it clear that the reduction in their

tonnage threatens them with the definite prospect of a shortage of munition

supplies, and of food in the latter part of the cereal year. The shortage

will be rendered more serious and will be felt earlier if tonnage is now
alloj^ed by them for the American Army service. In practice tonnage can

now only be so allotted by leaving behind breadstuffs in America, and a

shortage of bread, apart from suflicicnt assistance by America later,

appears inevitable. The European Allies, therefore cannot take the

responsibility of diverting tonnage from food supplies without adequate

assurance for the future. At the same time, looking at the Allied position

as a whole, it appears right that during the winter (when the recent

harvests are still in hand) a preference should be given in the allocation

of tonnage to the conveyance of army supjdies and munitions which must

be brought in now if they are to helj) the fighting of the early summer.

It follows that a similar preference must, as and when it proves necessary,

*be given later in the year to food. The European Allies are anxious to

consider America’s problem as their own on the basis of full and equal

partnership, and on this basis arc now allotting tonnage for the American

Army service. This can only safely be done if Ameriea will similarly

identify herself with the European Allies and regard their problem also

as her own. This means in practice identifying herself with the Allied

machinery of the Allied Maritime Trans[)ort (’ouncil and the associated

Allied bodies, with the definite intention of having her programmes of

imports and her services requiring tonnage tabled for joint Allied con>

sideratiou with those of France, Italy, and Great Britain, and of making

her tonnage with that of the three European Allies available to meet the

most important needs of any of the four countries.

The executive control of her ships would of course be reserved for

America as for the other countries. But what is desired is that America,

like Great Britain, should (subject to the reservation of that ultimate

right) co-operate in the general Allied machinery with the definite intention

of making her ships,' like the others, available where it is agreed that the

need is from time to time the greatest.

In order that the Allied co-operation may be effective it is necessary

that the representatives of the several countries on the different Programme
Committees should—
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(a) produce their full programmes ;

{b) be fully informed of their Governments’ policy and l)e able to discuss

the programme in relation to the otfier programmes, and within

reasonable limits assigtie^l by their Governments, assent to modi-

tieations of the programme ;

(c) that so far as any Government feel bound to take a different view

as to their own requirements in relation to those of the other Allies,

they should normally express that dissent through their represen-

tatives on the Committees and not, except in extreme eases, by
dissenting later from a recommendation of the Committee to

which their representatives had assented ;

{d) that in any ease each Government should only make their final

deeision after careful consideration of the report of the Programme
Committees and of their representatives on them

; and

(e) that, subject to such dissent and to the ultimate executive |)ower

over their own ships, each country should definitely declare their

intention of arranging the allocation of their vessels in accordance

with the general programmes of the four countries as a whole,

as and so far as they may be agreed by the different representatives.

The European Allies feel that from every j)oint of view th(‘ full accep-

tance of such a principle and method of co-operation by America, based

upon the needs of the four countries as they develop, is a more* satisfactory

assurance for the future than an arrangement in the nature of a bargain

based upon the extent of the assistance now given. They feel bound,

however, in reviewing the ensuing cereal year as a whole, to state that

they have not been able to effect a reduction in their own programmes

below the total importations which can be conveyed on presefit (‘stimutes

in the tonnage now under their control. That is, in arranging the imme-

diate allocation of tonnage to America or the provision of such commodities

as artillery and munitions which necessitate importation, the Kuro))can

Allies arc doing .so in the belief that the application of the above principles

will be likely to result in approximately as great an allocation of tonnage

assistance to Europe later in the cereal year. Later it is of course hoped^

that the pros[)ectivc improvement in the general Allied tonnage position,

resulting from the large increase in American building, will, under the

operation of the above principles, enable the Allied supplies generally to

be raised above the dangerous level to which they must necessarily be

kept down for the present.

American Troopinjf Programm^,

(18) Thai the Council should not recommend at this moment any reduction

in the etnbarkation of American soldiers in spite of the grave conditions of

the import pt^)grammes as indicated above, but should be jmpared to recom-

mend such a reduction, if necessary, in the embarkations of next year in order
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to meet any crisis that may arise in the imports offood or other supplies at

the time,

. Public Statement of Position,

(14) That in view ofthe severe sacrifices that must in any event he entailed

if the American military programme is continued a fuU statement of the

position should he issued in the name ofthe Council and through the respective

Governments to the public of the four countries^ this statement emphasising the

fact that U is the supreme importance ofincreasing the Alliedforces in France

which is the reason for the sacrifices asked for, and that these sacrifices are

likely to be required only during the winter and spring, the supply position

being thereafter in all probability greatly improved.

In making the above recommendations the Executive realise that,

if adopted, they will cause certain hardship to the consuming public,

injury to many interests, and grave anxiety to controlling Departments.
In view, however, of the supreme importance both of increasing the

American Forces in France to the maximum number at the earliest

possible date and of fully equipping these Forces so that they may attain

the maximum fighting value in the summer of next year, they have not

felt justified in recommending the only alternative course, viz., the reduc-

tion of the American Military Programme on account of the shortage of

tonnage.

27th September 1918.

DOCUMENT No. 10

TONNAGE AND IMPORTS ON JULY 31st, 1918

At the second session of the Allied Maritime Transport Council, held

at Paris on April 28rd-25th, the permanent staff of the Council submitted

a statement of the position for the calendar year 1918 for the three Euro-

, pean Allies showing (1) the provisional programmes of imports for the

year
; (2) the total deadweight tonnage required

; (8) the estimated

deadweight tonnage available ; and (4) the apparent deficit in deadweight

tonnan^ so resulting, which amounted to 1,890,000 deadweight tons of

shipping.

The tonnage of the United States and their requirements were not

included in this statement, as full information was not available, and

the American Government stated generally that they were relying upon

all their tonnage, including any thereafter required or constructed, for

their own indispensable imports, for such provision as they were already

making for the European Allies, for the service of neutrals, and for their

rapidly expanding military programme. •
,

To meet the grave situation thus presented, the Council recommended
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an examination of the employment of tonnaj^e on Colonial, Naval and
Military work, and that a revision be made of the demands for such services

and also for the importats^i of munitions, food, and other civilian require-

ments. ,
*

For the last purpose the Council recommended the immediate extension

of Programme Committees to cover all imported commodities, adding

that it was desirable that there should be an American representative on

each of these Committees who would be a full member in the same sense

as the representatives of the three European Governments.

These recommendations have been accepted by the four Governments

concerned, and the Programme Committees are divide<l generally into

three classes :

—

(1) Munitions Committees under the Munitions Council.

(2) Food Committees under the Foixl Council.

(8) Raw Material Committees.

These have already been organised and have made, or arc now engaged

in making, joint programmes of the various commodities required. Details

as to their work and as to the constitution of the Committees are given in

the last Report of Action.

Since the last meeting of the Council the most important events have

been a great increase in the American Military Programme and the

production of the Food Council’s Programme for the next cereal year.

The Munitions Council is still working at its programme, and the pro-

grammes of the other Committees are in various stages of completion.

It is clear that the effect of the increased American Military Programme

must react with most important results upon the Import Programmes and

tonnage arrangements of all four countries. The information available

at present is not sufficient to enable any complete balancing of tonnage

resources and liabilities. As the programmes arc completed these balances

will be effected, and the Programme Committees will be used as an instru-

ment for continually compressing and distributing the imports as between

the different services and the different countries in accordance with the

main principles of the Council, viz., to allot tonnage so as to increase the

war effort to the maximum and to distribute the consequent sacrifices as

fairly as possible among the different countries.

It may be useful to add the following notes as to the present t^^nnage

position ;

—

(1) The most important factors in the present tonnage position are that

world building (including American) now exceeds world losses, but

that Allied or world building (excluding American) is still less than

losses. As the excess of American building bver losses is, on the

most favourable computation, less than the increased demands for

the American Army, it follows that the tonnage available for the

needs t>f the rest of the world, and in particular for the European

Allies, is smaller and is still diminishing.
1669.8S Y
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(2) As the Council meets, the new cereal year 1918-19 is about to begin,

and it will be convenient, therefore, to make a feiv notes as to the

prospect for this cereal year as compared with last. The tonnage

under the control of the European Allies is about 2 million tons

deadweight less than at the beginning of the cereal year 1917-18.

The acquisition of Dutch vessels, and agreements with Norway,

Sweden, and Denmark (off-set by the obligations for Belgian relief^

Swiss needs, Ac., which have been or are likely to be assumed as

the result of those agreements), may be taken to have given the

European Allies a net gain of about } million tons deadweight.

The carriage of American troops now means a loss of iinjiorts

c(|uivalent to the loss of about 1 million tons deadweight, I'he

net result remains, therefore, that if no more tonnage were

allotted to America, the European Allies would have for their

needs some 2 million tons deJidweight less than the tonnage

available one year ago.

(8) The only substantial prospect of relief was that afforded by the

better harvests. The Food Council’s programme as presented,

how'ever, asks for an iiicreased importation of million tons.

The Munitions Council have not completed their programme,
but they have sent a warning that change in the character of

warfare must mean an increased importation per capita,

(4) Reference has already been made to the increased American military

programme, which is recognised by all the nations as a vital neecJ

to bring about an early \ ictorv. The American Government has

estimated that in addition to the ships of the European Allies now
transporting troops it will require for the supply programme of

these increased military forces (in addition to the vessels of the

American Government, including their new building) a further

amount of tonnage, starting with about 1,200,000 tons deadweight
and reducing gradually to about 200,000 tons deadweight in Feb-

ruary next. While the detailed demands upon tonnage have not yet

been presentetl to the Allied Maritime Transport Council, it will

be recognised at once by all that this ^’ital new factor will necessi-

tate a most careful re^ iew of the programmes of all of the asso-

ciated Governments and a closer co-ordination of all tonnage

resources.

(5) Some savings, difficult to calculate exactly, are doubtless to be

allowed for improved convoy arrangements, reduced losses, and
the shipment of a larger proportion of imports from the nearest

source (the North Atlantic), and it may be hoped that the abnormal
winter of last year will not be again repeated.

On the other hand, the railage, loading and shipment of over

one’ million tons a month of Army supplies in North America,

,
which were not coming last year, and the risk of serious shortage
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of coal, both in America and in the United Kingdom, may cause

delays to shipping.

(6) No indication has been received of any substantia] change in the

denjands on shippmg respect of Naval needs or of Militai^

demands of the Secondary Expeditions, except that a demand,

the final extent of which cannot yet be estimated, is now being

again made for tonnage for Russia.

(7) It is clear, from the general notes above, that the need for compres-

sion of programmes must be extremely drastic. The process will

take time, and action taken at present must be provisional. It is

suggested, however, that the principle given to the Food Council

(viz., that actual recorded consumption during the last year should

be taken as setting the maximum limit to programmes, with

allowance for home productions) should be applied at least to

commodities require<l for civilian consumption. It is clear that

compression beyond this point will, in lact, be necessary unless

the military effort is to be impaired, the general formula being

that each 5,000 tons of imports saved will enable about 1,000

additional American soldiers to be maintained in, and, therefore,

sent to France.

26ih AugmU WS.

DOCUMENT No. 11

PROPOSED PHOVISION IN ARMISTICE OF NOVEMBER IIth, 1918^

AS TO ENEMY SHIPS AND FOOD

Resolution adopted by PermofwtU Representatives of the Allied Maritime

Transport Council and of the Inter-Allied Food Council at Lancaster

House, October 2Hth, 191H.

The permanent representatives of the Allied Maritime Transport

Council and the Food Couniiil have had under consideration the possible

effect on the vital supply arrangements of the Allies of the coiK^lusion of

an armistice, pending the conclusion of peace. In this connection they ^

had before them the prospect that additional supplies will in any event be

required for neutral countries and for the liberated populations, and the

possibility that those in charge of the armistice and peace negoyations

will contemplate also that certain supplies hitherto excluded from Germany

through the blockade, will during the period now in question be permitted

to go through the blockade as one of the conditions or results of the

armistice.

The representatives in tjucstion unanimously agreed that even if only

the first class of supplies, i. e., those to neutral countries and the liberated

populations, are under consideration, it is essential that any^ supplies so

arranged sh^dld be made through the existing allied organisation of the

Fpod Council and Programme Committees, &c., who would within the
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This year, in spite of shipping losses, each of the Allies knew by the end

of the spring that it was assured of an adequate food supply to the harvest

and well beyond. Not only that, but each Ally is satisfied that in its most

important food supply—^bread—the rei^rces open to the .Allies as a

whole have been fairly distributed between them.

The principle successfully vindicated in the case of bread and all

cereals is now being applied to the whole range of imiiorted commodities

required by the Allies, each of which is being examined by Allied experts.

A Munitions Council is examining the requirements for munitions of

America, France, Italy, and Great Britain, and is attempting to see that,

in relation to the military strength and commitments of the four countries,

the arrangements for production, for supply and for transport are adequate

and fairly distributed. Similar committees under an Allied Food Council

are dealing with every class of imported food and with every class of

article required as raw materials for industries. When the programmes

have been so jiroduccd by agreement between these different Allied

experts, they will be considered in relation to the total carrying power of

the available tonnage under Allied control, and so far as the tonnage

suffices, it is intended that arrangements shall be made between the

different Governments to allocate tonnage accordingly. In order that the

more important questions of policy as to the direction in which reduction

should be made if the total programmes exceed the carrying power of the

total ships, the whole of the alcove machinery of Allied Committees is

linked up to a Council of x\llied Ministers (the Allied Maritime Transport

Council), This Council consists of two Ministers from each of the European

Govcrnmeqts and two delegates from America. Its current executive and

administrative work is carried out by a permanent organisation, the Allied

Maritime Transport Executive, consisting of expert staffs siq^plied by the

four Governments and working together in one office.

It is the definite duty of this Council and this Executive to make a

plan which wjll, by arrangement with the different Governments, secure

that the whole of the imported supplies of the different Allies are fairly

' allotted so as to aid most effectively the successful prosecution of the war,

•and to share the burden of sacrifice as equally as possible between the

different countries. These principles were explicitly and unanimously

aeccpKjd by all the Allies at the great Paris Conference of December last.

The organisation is now at work, the investigations are being made, and

the purpose can be achieved. One thing, however, i» necessary to success.

The civilian populations must be prepared to accept sacrifices which fall

in one direction or apother as a part of the general plan. *

It is essential that the public in the four countries should realise what

the shipping position is and how much depends upon a rigid economy in

every direction if we are to end the war quickly and victoriously.

The Allied Maritime Transport Council propose for this purpose to

issue ftrom tjme to time a general statement of the Allied shipping position

fsee D. 2101.
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POST-ARMISTICE POLICY

DOCUMENT No' 14

POST-ARMISTICE POLICY

[This was approved by the Brittsii War Cabinet on November 18th, 1918.]

Alter Hostilities.

Among a large number of questions which may call for Inter-Allied

discussion, the following are those which appear to be most urgent :

—

(a) The nature and the amount of the assistance to be given by the

Allies for the reconstruction of devastated territories.

(b) Exchanges and other reciprocal concessions between the Allies in

respect of foodstuffs and other essential commodities.

(c) Arrangements, similar to those which already exist, from concerted

or joint action in acquiring commodities, necessary for use and

consumption in Allied countries, which could not otherwise be

obtained in sufficient quantities.

The Maritime Transport Council might become a General Economic

Council for the discussion of these and similar questions. Considerations

of finance and economics would be involved, and it might be advisable

to modify the composition of the Council accordingly. If the Council

were expected to draft concrete proposals for submission to the Allied

Governments, the assistance qf financial and economic experts (such as

could be supplied by the Treasury and Board of Trade) would no doubt

be required.

In all that concerned foodstuffs, raw materials, and other essential con^

modities, the General Economic Council could advantageously make use of

the programme committees. These could be advantageousliy combined

in two groups under (a) the existing Food Council, and (/>) a Raw Materials

Council. The British experts on the Raw Materials Council should include

representatives of the 13oard of Trade, War Office (Supply Department),

and Ministry of Munitions (Raw Materials Department).

Decisions.

1. Revise representation on Maritime Transport Council to make it a^

General Economic Council.

2. Bring the programme committees which deal with raw materials

under a Raw Materials Council, on which the Board of Trade, Office

(Supply Department), and Ministry of Munitions (Raw Materials Depart-

ment) should be represented.

COMMUNICATION MADE TO PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVES
OF FRANCE, ITALY, AND UNITED ^STATES ON THE
ALLIED MARITIME TRANSPORT EXECUTIVE

The British Government has decided to suggest to the Governments

of the United States, France, and Italy that it is desirable to revise the

representation and functions of the Allied Maritime Transport Council
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so as to make it a General Economic Council, which would co-ordinate the

work of the various Councils, and, through them, of the Programme
Committees. It is also suggested that the various Haw Materials Pro-

^amme Committees, together with thos^ «ow grouped, and the Munitions

Council, should be grouped under an Inter-Allied Raw Materials Council

just as the food programme committees are grouped under the Inter-Allied

Food Council.

18th November 1918.

DOCUMENT No. 15

WORLD TONNAGE POSITION AT CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES

. 19tii December 1918.

1. The general position may be summed up in a sentence by saying
that, while there will remain a serious shortage of passenger tonnage
through the period during which troops are being repatriated, the shortage
of cargo tonnage ceased to be serious as soon as hostilities were concluded,
and so far as can be seen will shortly disappear altogether.

It is proposed in this memorandum to deal only with eargo tonnage.

2. The following are the credit factors in the situation :

(a) Enemy Tonnage.—^Thc amount of tonnage which will ultimately
be brought into use is between 4 and 5 million tons deadweight. This

‘ can scarcely be counted upon in any considerable quantity for several

months however, and the full amount is unlikely to be in service till

the summer of 1919. Provisionally it may be regarded as off-set against

enemy demands and as leaving no surplus over this demand.
(b) Interned Allied and Neutral tonnage from Black Sea, Baltic Sea,

&c.—This will ultimately amount to 400,000 tons. We may perhaps
hope that the average amount employed during the next six months
will amount to 200,000 tons deadweight.

(c) Neutral tonnage demobilised elsewhere (Dutch East Indies, &c. )

—

Amount ultimately available 300.000 tons. Average amount available

during next six months perhaps 150,000 tons.

(d) The monthly world output now exceeds losses by about J million

tons a month. This should give an average of nearly Ij million tons
extra tonnage for the next six months.

(^) The cessation of war damage should mean that a large amount
of extra tonnage should be available from the repair yards. Against
this, however, mu^t be set the necessity for undertaking postponed
repairs put off till the last moment during the war.

(f) The stoppage of transportation of troops from America to Europe
at the expense of cargo shoulu give something like I millibp tons extra
deadiveight for cargo work.
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(g) The stoppage of the shipment of iniinitions should give at least

million tons extra tonnage, or» ineluding Ameriean Army supplies,

i million tons.

(h) The tonnage released i'rom British, French and Italian Militaiy

and Naval Service should give an average of about J million tons extra

deadweight during the next six months.

(t) The improved turn-rounds of vessels, with the abolition of convoy

and other anti-submarine pioteetive arrangements, should give on

increased carrying capacity equivalent to something like 2 million tons

deadweight.

3. As against this there are the following debit factors :

(a) The new demands from enemy, and possibly also from liberated

areas, may be set against the use of the enemy tonnage and regardeti

as cancelled out.

(If) The re-distribution of British liners on their normal peace routes

may be taken as involving a reduction of cargo carrying capacity

equivalent to the loss of, say, 5(K),000 tons deadweight.

(c) The return of the American ships to their earlier work may

involve another J million tons deadweight, and a similar movement of

.\llied tonnage and tonnage in Allied services may be taken as t qiiivalcnt

to the loss of, say, another i million tons deadweight.

t. The British reconstruction demands for the next six months amount

to a little under i million tons a month of cargo more than the programmes

which we were working on in war conditions. This may be taken as the

equivalent of Ij million tons deadweight.

VVe have no similar revised jirogrammcs lor the Allies, but il we take

a similar figure of Ij million tons wc should probably be fairif covered.

5. The general conclusion would apjiear to be that, after allowing for

return of vessels to pre-war routes and for increased reconstruction demands

the Allies should have ample tonnage to meet their importing needs, and

there should be a considerable margin available for release for general

world traffic.

6. The general conclusion may be confirmed by rcfi renci' to the buildinj^

and losses position throughout the war.

7. Great Britain has lost net during the war 3,41-3,000 tons gross or

say 5 million tons d.w. The world as a whole has lost net diiringjhe war

1,800,000 gross tons or ‘2J
million tons d.w.

8. Great Britain is building in excess of losses say 130,000 gross tons

a month or say 200,000 tons d.w. The world is building in excess of losses

at over \ million tons d.w. a month.

9. It may be anticipated that apart from the ac^Juisition of any enemy

ships, British tonnage would rea<!h a pre-war level towards the latter part

of 1920.

10. Worfd tonnage, however, would reach its pre-war level by the

summer of 1919.
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11. It must be remembered that while world tonnage is for the moment

2} million tons less than it was before the war, it is probably a great

mistake to think that the world demand will jump rapidly back to peace

standards and apart from any shortage jrf ships it is unlikely that peace

standards, of consumption and peace methods of supply would be imme-

diately resumed, for during 4 years of war every tountry has under the

pressure of the shortage of shipping learned to dispense with many foreign

imports and to produce home substitutes. The process will doubtless be

gradually reversed but it is likely to be a very long time before the result

of increased home production and reliance upon home products disappear.

The process is likely to be further retarded by the general financial exhaus-

tion which may prevent enterprise being at once resumed on the pre-war

scale.

J. A. S.

DOCUMENT No. 16

(A) TERMS OF TONNAGE AGREEMENT CONCLUDED
WITH FRANCE ON 22nd .IANUARY 1919

1. Great Britain is prepared to supply for French service (either by

Charter to French Government, or to French firms, or by employing in or

directing into the French importing trade) sufficient British tonnage to

keep the total amount of tonnage (National, Allied and Neutral) in the

French import service up to the total amount engaged in that service on

31st October 1918 (being the end of the last month before the cessation

(jf hostilities). The rate not to exceed 25.1*. per ton d.w. for ordinary

ocean-going tramps of 2,500 tons d.w. and upwards, or freight rates on an

equivalent basis ; while the maximum rate for smaller vessels will be in

accordance with the British limitation rates. The French Government will

accept full financial responsibility for these arrangements.

2. The French Government will realise that it would prove impracti-

cable to maintain the limitations of charter rates for British owners if the

French Government or private French charterers charter on voyage or

tinje any National, Allied or Neutral tonnage at higher rates.

3. While there is no obligation whatever on the French Government
to take British vessels at the above rate or at any rate which is above the

market rate of the time, there will be a general understanding that the

French Government will (unless the British Government otherwise desire)

charier British vessels at cither the 25^. or any lower rate in preference to

neutral vessels.

4. The French Government will accept financial responsibility for the

remainder of any charters of neutral and Greek vessels which were in

French service on 81st October, 1918, including neutral tonnage then on

that service on allocation by the Wheat Executive, and for the same
proportion of any neutral vessels unallotted at the date as the proportion

of such vessels which have on the average been allotted to France.
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5. The conditions effecting rates on Liner Shipments arc too compli-

cated to enable a specific agreement as to rate to be entered into. The
general French position as to cost is, however, sufficiently safeguarded b^
the arrangepient made above far tramp tonnage.

6. With regard to the request that freight rates shall be such as to

enable materials to be in the hands of manufacturers at the same basic

price, the British Government made the following declaration :

—

7. Freight is not being supplied below the market to private merchants

or to commodities imported under commercial conditions at lower rates

than those specified in paragraph 1, importation at the lowTr Blue Book
rates being reserved for commodities imported on Government account.

The only kind of case in which prevailing conditions (couj)Ied with the

arrangement in this agreement) may not meet the principle ])r<)poscd in

the French request is the case in which a commodity is imported for a

Government department and is then in part delivered by that department

to a private manufacturer. This special case (affecting as it does the

administrative arrangements of Supply Departments) cannot be disposed

of under a purely shipping agreement. It must be left to be dealt with as

a part of the wider proposal made with reganl to the exercise of control

of materials by M. Clementel and given to Lord Heading for submission

to the British Government.

As soon as market rates fall below' the controlled freight rate the object

desired by the French Government will, as far as freight is concerned, be

secured automatically.

8. This Agreement is (subject to renewal) to terminate on the Ist Julj^

1919.
•

(B) LETTER ADDRESSED TO FRENCH REPRESENTATIVE
ON ALLIED MARITIME TRANSPORT EXECUTIVE AS

TO ANGLO-FRENCH TONNAGE AGREEMENT OF 22nd

JANUARY 1919

{A similar agreement was subsequently made between Great Britain and

Italy, see p, 223.)
*

30th January 1919.

1 am "writing as British Representative on the Allied Maritime TjitDispi^Irt

Executive with regard to the present position of the British Government

in relation to the allocation of British tonnage to France and Italy,

The Briti^ih Government is, as you know, arranging to release vessels

from requisition in all possible cases as they complete their voyages in the

United Kingdom (or, in special cases, at ports abroad) on or after March 1st

next (or, in the case of liners, February 15th). It is understood that the

American Government has commenced the release of American tonnage

and that thp*French Government propose to release Frencll tonnage in

February.
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In view of the prospect of the release of tonnage from requisition

informal indications were given by the British to the French Government
in December that the continuance of the principle of allotting tonnage in

Accordance with different Allied supply programmes woqld be both
unnecessary and impracticable. The extreme shortage of tonnage, and
the inevitable inter-dependence of the Allied requirements under war
conditions rendered such a system necessary while hostilities continued.
That system, however, necessarily imposed a joint responsibility upon
all the Associated Governments both for the programmes of each country
and the employment of each merchant fleet ; and it was clearly desirable
that the consequent limitation of the freedom of action of each National
Government should be removed as soon as the new conditions allowed.

At the same time the British Government reeognised the reasonable-
ness of the request of the French Government that in the transition from
one system to another they should he safeguarded against any risk of
increases in the rates of freight.

The British Government therefore indicated, on December 23rd, that
they would be prepared (in exchange for the former responsibility accepted
by them under the agreement of 3rd November 1917 as interpreted in the
arrangements made under the Allied Maritime Transport Council in 1918)
to ^arantee to the French Government that within a specified maximum
limit a total tonnage for their importing services should be assured at a
specified maximum rate. The details are shown in the enclosed copy of
the Agreement, the terms of which were proposed by Sir Joseph Maclay
bn behalf of the British Government on December 23rd, 1918, and accepted
by M. Clementel on behalf of the French Government on January 22nd,
1919. Tht* American and Italian Governments were informed of the
Agreement proposed between Great Britain and France with an indication
that Great Britain was prepared to enter into an Agreement upon a similar
basis with Italy, if she desired.

The new Agreement has been a<*ccpted by M. Clementel as cancelling
the Agreement of 3rd November. Its main principle is that France being
assured ol sufficient total tonnage for her importing services, will take
such action ns she desires on her own responsibility to se(!ure that adequate
tonnage is available for each particular service.

I am, therefore, to give notice formally that Great Britain regards
other obligations to supply tonnage, or to supply tonnage at specified rates,
whether under the 8rd November Agreement or other arrangements, as
now terminated. Vessels will not therefore be directed under the pro-
gramme system for cereals, or food generally, or raw materials, or French
naval or civilian coaF; and it will be necessary for the respective French
Departments to charter such tonnage as they require for these services.

Any vessels which may, in fact, be alloctatod for particular services
during the process of transition from one system to the other will be
counted towards the total of tonnage for all purposes whichVrance may
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claim under the Aj^reenient, and not regarcfed as fulfilling any responsi*

bility for the execution of a specific programme.
I am to suggest that you sliould transmit ^he necessary information

to the various French Departin^ts concerned {including those responsible

for food, raw materials, and both* naval and civilian coal), with a view to

their being prepared to charter such tonnage as they may require.

In this connection I am to refer particularly to the case of coal.

Requisitioned tonnage has been supjdied for the conveyance of coal to

France for the following services :

—

(fl) French State Railway.

(b) Nord & Est Railways.

(c) B.N.C. replacement coal.

(d) French marine requirements over and above what can be carried

in French national and time-chartered ships.

{e) Swiss munitions requirements.

(/) A further communication will be made ns to the Rniay Mines

replacenjent in respect of coal drawn by the British Army from

Bruay Mines.

For all these services, except (c), freights based on requisition rates

have been charged to the French. As regards (e), the French have been

charged the limitation rates. In future it will be ne(‘essary for the French

to charter for all these rct|uirenients at the market rates.

Messrs. Win. Mathwin and Son, who have been stemming vessels for

all these requirements, are being informe<l that, as from the 1st March,

they will not be concerned in any shipments under any of the above head^.

DOCUMENT No. 17

This document consists of a summary of the decisions and

resolutions of the Allied Maritime Transport Council during the

six sessions

:

(1) March 11-14, 1918, at London.

(2) April 2J3-2o, 1918, at Paris.

(3) August 29-30, 1918, at London.

(4) September 30, October 1-2, 1918, at London.

(5) February 1-12, 1919, at Paris.

(6) March 10, 1919, at Paris.

FIRST SESSION AT LONDON. MARCH 11-14, 1018

Summary of Decinons, •

The Council decided that the following programme should be put into

effect :

—

(a) Fraiy8 undertakes to supply 350,000 tons of French coal to Italy in

the month from the 15th March to the 15th April.
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{b) The Allies to ship 850,000 tons of British coal to France (mainly

Dunkirk and Rouen) in vessels not at the time in the French

coal trade, and as nearly as possible within six weeks of the

15th March. «

(c) The French coal supply to be of a quality equal to that of the

British coal, an adjustment, whether by way of an increase in

the quantity of French coal supplied or a reduction in the com-

pensating coal, to be made to the extent to which it proved

inferior.

(d) So far as possible the compensating coal so to be supplied to

France to be shipped in small vessels or other vessels not in the

Atlantic import service, and Great Britain to endeavour to

ship 150,000 tons in tonnage of this kind. The remainder to be

supplied by the diversion of large vessels before proceeding

across the Atlantic, vessels being chosen from among those in

the service of the different Allies.

(«) The above arrangement was conditional upon Dutch tonnage in

American ports being quickly available to compensate for the

loss of Atlantic imports through diversion, and a recommenda-
tion to be made to the Supreme War Council that half the Dutch
tonnage in those ports should be allotted to meet such imports.

(/) The permanent organisation of the Council to work out a co-opera-

tive Allied plan for the supply of the necessary tonnage for the

shipment of the other coal to Italy, viz., from the United Kingdom
to Italy, United Kingdom to Blaye, and from South France to

Italy, the arrangements as regards the first two routes being as

bdiore the primary responsibility of Great Britain and Italy, but
the other Allies co-operating particularly in regard to the third

route.

(g) A committee to be composed of representatives of the Italian

Government, of the French Ministry of Public Works and the
French Ministry of Munitions to be appointed and be responsible

for watching at Paris the actual expedition of coal to Italy day
by day, and to keep the Secretary of the Council informed of the

quantities actually despatched. ^

(h) meeting of officials representing the four countries to be held in

London before the 8rd April next, to prepare a programme for

the supply of coal after the 15th April.

(t) A communication to be made to the Swiss Government as to the

use of the Simplon route.

SECOND SESSION. APRIL 28-25, 1918

See Part IV, Chapter V, Page 165.
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THIRD SESSION. AUGUST 29-30, 1018

Food Programme for the Cereal Year 1918-19.—‘

'rhe Proj^ramme of
‘ importations to be commencwl on the purely jirovisional basis of tlit

‘ quantities ’covered by the priofity figures [18-5 million tons excluding
‘ military oats], it being fully understood that the figures will be re<‘on-
‘ sidered as soon as full information is available. As far as military oats
‘ are concerned the old programme of importation must continue until the
‘ matter has been further considered.’

The Council decided to recommend the allocation of tonnage in

accordance with this decision, and with the projiortions as between the
different Allies as recommended by the FockI Council, subject to the

conditions stated in the memorandum.
Importation of Civilian Commodities.—Having regard to the general

tonnage position, the Cituncil resolved that ‘ With rcganl to the programmes
‘ of civilian commodities generally, until further order, actual rcconlcd
‘ consumption of the past year should be taken as setting the maximum
‘ limit for programmes of importation for the next year. This principle

‘ is not to be understood as preventing a different distribution as between

‘the different Allies or a greater importation than last year where a
' country has used up stocks and must have a larger importation to avoid
‘ a reduction of consumption. This principle is to be corninimicated to

‘ Programme Committees in order to set the maximmn limit to the

‘ programmes they prepare for the Council.’

Tonnage for Swiss Needs,~~T\w Council resolved (1) that the Alliec>

Governments should accept the responsibility for what the Coumnl

agreed to be Switzerland’s minimum requirements
; (2) that tic assump-

tion of this responsibility should be in conjunction with a satisfiwdory

arrangement as to other negotiations the Allies may desire to conclude

with Switzerland
; (3) the foregoing resolutions should be communicateil

to the Allied Governments with the recommendation th.at they shall take

immediate steps to carry Resolution 2 into effect
;
and (4) that the proposal

that the German Government should share the responsibility for the

[)rovision of tonnage (from vessels interned in Spanisli or Dutch ports)—

which the Swiss Government believed the Germans were prepared to do—

•

should not be encouraged.

FOURTH SESSION HELD AT LANCASTER HOUSE, LONDON,
S.W. 1, SEPTEMBER 30in, OCTOBER 1st AM) 2m), 1918

(a) That America should, with the European Allies, table her pro-

grammes of imports for joint consideration by thh Allied Programme

Committees, and her tonnage for similar joint consideration by the Allied

Maritime Transport Council, and enable her representatives on these

bodies to congWer adjustments in the programmes of her imports and the

allocation of her tonnage.

1669.33 z
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(b) That, in order (1) to secure in the immediate future additional

tonnage for the American Army Supply Service, and (2) later to meet

the accumulated European deficit and to supply commodities vitally

heeded by any one of the four countries, America, like the European
Allies, should be guided in the arrangement of her import services and the

disposition of her tonnage by the information and recommendations of

the Programme Committees and the Transport Council, with the definite

intention of utilising this Allied machinery in order to achieve the objects

unanimously agreed on by the Paris Conference, viz. :

—

(i) to make the most economical use of tonnage under the control of

all the Allies,

(ii) to allot that tonnage as between the different needs of the Allies

in such a way as to add most to the general war effort, and
(iii) to adjust the programmes of requirements of the different Allies

in such a way as to bring them within the scope of the possible

carrying power of the tonnage available.

Munitions in Winter: Food afterwards,

(c) That, during the later Autumn and Winter, a general preference
shall be given to the transport of munitions and army supplies as com-
pared with food.

(d) That, when ne(?essary, but as late as possible without running
undue risk of actual shortage of torn!, a similar preference shall be given
to the transport of food in the spring or early summer.

(e) Reduction of Stocks,—That, in view of the prospect of substantia]
im])rovement in the whole Allied tonnage position by next summer, and
in order t(V avoid reducing the shipment of essential commodities required
for actual consumption during the year up to August (particularly muni-
tions), all Suj)ply Dej)artments should be asked to effect a reduction of
stocks until they approximate towards the end of August to the quantities
required for actual distribution.

(/) Food,—^That 18-5 million tons of importations of all articles included
iq the food programme, except military oats, should be confirmed as the
figure for the year.

(g) That if the food position at the end of the winter or later shows
such q. course to be necessary in order to avoid food shortage, food ship-
ments shall have priority in excess of the proportion due on the 18-5 basis
at the expense of tonnage allotted to other services,

(h) That for the purpose of considering the tonnage available for other
services the total importations of food (and all other articles included
in the food programme), including all miscellaneous foodstuffs and military
oats, should be provisionally estimated at 22 million tons.

(i) Afuamotw,—That in estimating what is available for the European
munitions imports it should be provisionally assumed that any tonnage
assistance rendered to America, whether by the allocation of ships or the
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supply of artillery, will be returned within the cereal year, thus leaving

18 million tons for European munitions, including ore, pyrites, phosphate
rock, railway material, and lubricating oil, but that it should be recognised

that this r^uires reconsideration after examination of the munitions

programme, and in particular of the arningements there proposed for

supplies to the American forces. »

(7) Raw Materials,—That the principle provisionally approved at the

last Session for raw materials, viz., that actual recorded consumption.of

last year should be taken as setting the maximum limit for programme
for the ensuing year, should continue to be applied.

Supply Programtne for the American Army,

(k) That the Council should not recommend at this moment any
reduction in the embarkation of American soklicrs in spite of the grave

condition of the Euro})ean import programmes, but should be prepared

to recommend such a reduction, if necessary, in the embarkations of next

year in order to meet any crisis that may aris(‘ in the imports of food or

other supplies at the time.

(/) That the Council, having licforc it the following jirovisional alloca*

tions of tonnage for arrival from September to December inclusive, viz..

Food, including military oats, 7 million tons,

Munitions and raw materials, 9 million tons,

recommends that ajiproximately 5()(>,0()0 tons lie diverted from the above
allocation for the American Army programme for October, NoNcmbeiv
and December, including tlie 200,000 tons already arranged, but in

addition to any further space that can be provided by th^ release of

double bottoms.

(m) Coal.—That the strongest recommcmlations should be made to

the British Government as to the immense importance to the entire

Allied supply position of increasing the production of (;oaI.

(w) Publicity,—The Council recordcil their opinion that in view of the

severe sacrifices that must in any event be entailed if the American military

programme is continued, a full statement of the position should lie issifed*

to the public of the four countries, this statement emphasising the fact

that it is the supreme importance of increasing the Allied forces in France

which is the reason for the sacrifices asked for, and that these ffllcrifiees

are likely to be required only during the winter and spring, the supply

position being thereafter in all probability greatly improved.
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FIFTH SESSION HELD AT PARIS 1-12th FEBRUARY 1919.

Recommendations to Supreme War Council

* 1.^ In arranging for the allocation formanagement of enemy tonnage,

the Allied Maritime Tran.sport Council have done so on the understanding

that the ultimate disposition of the vessels by the terms of peace shall

be ill no way prejudiced, and that in order to mark the fact that the

vessels are being administered in the meantime in trust for the Associated

G(»vernments as a whole, they will fly at the poop (or in the case of vessels

manned by Naval oflicers and crew at the fore) the flag of the Allied

Maritime Transport Council, as well as the national flag of the country

undertaking the management. The Council recommend that each of the

Associated Governments should make a definite declaration in the above

sense, including a statement that in discussing the (question of the ultimate

disposition of the vessels they will not found any argument on the alloca-

tion for management or service of the vessels in the meantime.

2.^ The Council desire to point out to the Supreme War Council that

no Allied Council is at present vested with sufficient authority to deal

with all enemy shipping questions or with the provision of tonnage, whether

Allied or enemy, for relief purposes. The Agreement concluded with the

German Government on January 17th, 1919, included a provision to the

effect that the Associated Government would arrange for the adminis-

tration of the German vessels handed over either through the Allied

Maritime Transport Council or through some other body which they would

Create or designate for the purpose. No such appointment has yet been

made. The Council are prepared to accept the responsibility if the

Siqircmc War Council desire them to undertake it, but they would desire in

that case that a definite and explicit decision of the Supreme War Council

should invest them with the necessary authority. Apart from the German
shi[)s, no central Allied body is entrusted with the settlement of the

nunierous questions arising in regard to the acquisition, allocation, and

use of Austrian vessels. The allocation has, in fact, been made in many
cafjcs through Naval Commissions in the Adriatic, in Spain and elsewhere,

but in cases where agreement through these local Commissions has not

been arrived at there has been no central body to settle the points in

^ —lu ct)imcction with Resoliitiuns 1 and 2, it was understood that the term
• Enemy Tonnage ’ throughout these Resolutions means ‘ Enemy Tonnage acquired and to
be acquired since the signing of the Armistice of 1 1th November, 1918 It was also under-

stood that the responsibility which the Allied Maritime Transport Council contemplated
undertaking under Resolution No. 2 was a responsibilitv for the allocation or re-allocation

of enemy tonnage for tnanagoment by one or other of the Associated Governments and for

its use and also a responsibility for hnancial arrangements in connection with the acquisition

and use of the vessels.

It was also understood in connection with Resolution 2 that in Msenting to the responsi-

bility there dotined, the Shipping Ministers of the several countries did not commit themselves

to the view that it would necessarily be desirable to use the power of requisition to provide

tonnage for relief purposes. *1

Special Note.—Resolutions 1 and 2 were submitted on February 4th 'vo the Supreme
War Council for approval.
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dispute. The Council have, in fact, been arranging the employment of
such vessels as have been brought into ser\dce, but again they have had
no specific authority from the several Governments. The Council suggest
that the Supreme War CounciF#nay find it convenient to appoint the
Allied Maritime Transport Council as a central authority for dealing with
enemy shipping questions generally, including authority to direct the
allocation or re-allocation for management or use.

Appointment of and Instructions to Skipping Representative for
Conference toUh Gennan Representatives at Spa.

3. The Council appoint the following shipping representatives for the
meeting with the German rcprcsentiitives at Spa ;

—

France - - M. Laurent Vibert.

Italy - - - Signor Brizzolczzi.

America - - Tlie Hon. G. Hublee, accompanied by Mr. Robinson.
Great Britain - Mr. J. A. Salter, accompanied by Mr. T. Lodge.
4. The Shipping representivtives are authorised to arrange with the

German representatiN cs that for the time being (and subject to the right

of the Associ.atcd Governments to demand that some of the vessels now
provisionally ex(;eptcd shall be handed over at a later date), the following

classes of vessels shall not be handed over, viz., (a) sailing vessels
; (b)

vessels under sixteen hundred tons gross, which do not })ossess passenger

accommodation. It is also understoixl that fishing vessels arc excepted

under the original agreement as not being included within the exprcssioik
‘ German Merchant Fleet.’

5. The representatives arc also authorised to arrange with yie German
representatives that the appropriate remuneration to be fixed by the

Associated Governments under the terms of the Armistice shall be on the

following basis :—The German Government will be credited for the use

of each ship with the rate of hire which is being j)aid for that class of

ship by whicliever of the Associated Governments is at the time obtaining

that class of ship on tfie cheapest terms.

It is to be clearly understocxl that the money so earned will not be •

paid to the German shipowners, but will be credited to the German Govern-*

ment, and it will be for the financial authorities of the Associated Govern-

ments to determine the precise manner in which it shall be so erWited,

Priority in use of Enemy Tonnage,

6. finemy cargo tonnage under the control of the Council is to be used

in priority for the relief of liberated territories apd enemy countries.

So far, however, as any of the Associated Governments supply national

tonnage for the above purjwse, they shall have the right to call upon the

use of enemy tonnage to an equivalent extent.

7. The ^uneil decide (with a reservation as to military transport

which may be demanded of the Allied Maritime Transport Cquncildn the
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common interest of the Allies by the Supreme War Council, or in its name
by the Higher Command of the Allies), that until the Council, or the

Executive during intervals between meetings of the Council, otherwise

determine, enemy passenger tonnage shajl«be used exclusively ior repatria-

tion of troops, prisoners and refugees.

Allocation for Management, and use of Enemy Tonnage^ with

. other arrangements,

8. The first batch of 58 vessels named by the German Government as

ready for immediate service (w'hich, on present information, appear to be
all or nearly all cargo vessels) shall be allocated on the following principle :

without prejudice to the total amount of cargo tonnage to be allotted to
the several Governments, the Council decide that half of the cargo vessels

in the list in question are to be allotted to the British Government and
half to the French Government for management.

9. The Council impress upon each of the Associated Governments the
extreme importance of measures being taken to secure that the orders of

the Council as to the allocation of vessels shall be duly carried out.

10. The Council decide that subject to the arrangements made for

allocation and use of enemy ships by the Council or the Executive, and
subject to any programmes for allocation or employment so made,
Mr. J. A. Salter shall be authorised in cases of urgency to give orders as to
the use of individual ships.

c 11# The Council decide that in order to make certain that the use of

enemy ships shall be in accordance with the directions of the Council,

arrangements shall be niatic with the Naval Armistice Commission or

Naval Authorities providing that no safe conduct shall be issued for the
voyage of any enemy ship after the delivery thereof without the approval
of the Council.

12. The Council decide that each Assoc'iated Gov'ernment shall furnish

to the Allied Maritime Transport Executive a weekly report showing
exactly the employment of enemy tonnage allotte*d to it by the Council

» for management
; and that the Executive shall furnish a monthly report

to each of the Associated Governments summarising the employment of
all such tonnage.

18. <11 view of the extreme importance of the principle being main-
tained that the allocation of enemy tonnage for management and use shall
in no way prejudice the ultimate disposition of the vessels in accordance
with Resolution 1, the Council recommend that the Associated Govern-
ments take the necessary steps to prevent, and formally announce that
they will hold as null and void any action (such as the transfer of shares
in enemy shipping) likely to render the said principle more difficult of
application^

14. Whenever any service for which the Council shall have authorised
the use of enemy tonnage shall have been performed, or whenever enemv
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tonnage may be available which is not required for any such service, the

Council, or during intervals between meetings of the Council, the Execu-
tive, shall deteripine how vessels not required for su<jh services shall be
used, and. tjie Executive is hveby empowered to issue the necessnr^

instructions for fitting the tonnage for service.

15. It was announced that the American and British Governments
were agreed that they would divide equally between them the total

German long-distance passenger tonnage allotted to the two of thqm
together (t.e., after deduction of tonnage allotted to France or Italy), the
equal division being calculated in terms of troop-carrying capacity,

16. The Council decide that Austrian sailing vessels and small Austrian

vessels under 200 tons gross shall be used as may be determined locally

by the Italian Government and shall not need orders from the Council.

17. The Council decide that it is not possible to arrive at a final decision

as to the share of enemy tonnage to be allotted for management by France

until the other Governments have had an opportunity of fully considering

the documents presented by the French Government.

Enemy Tonnage in Neutral Ports.

18. The Council decide that the duty of securing that enemy vessels

interned in neutral ports shall be delivered to the Associated Go\ ermnents

shall be entrusted to the United States in the case of vessels in South

American ports, to Great Britain in the case of vessels in Dutch ports and

to France in the case of vessels in Spanish ports. The Executive of the

Council shall make the necessary arrangements for one or other of thft

Associated Governments to deal similarly with delivery of enemy vessels

in other neutral ports.

Finances of Enemy Tonnage.

19. The Council decide that a financial organisation shall be established

in the Council to deal with the finances of enemy shipping. It was agreed

that the form and scope of the organisation should be discussed at the

next meeting.

Status of German Delegate contemplated in Armistice Clause, and

position of German Ships now building.

20. The Council on receiving the report from the Shipping* repre-

sentatives sent by them to Spa to the effect that the German representative

understood that the Delegate contemplated in the terms of the Armistice

of 16th January 1919, would be a Delegate to the Council resident in

London and with definite rights of membership decide that it is essential

that the Delegate in question shall give his adviCe and assistance only

at such time and in such manner as the Associated Governments may

require. They also decide in connection with the report of the German

contention tifht vessels not completely built are not included within the

term ‘German Merchant Fleet,’ and are not, therefore, among those
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to be handed over to the Associated Governments, that it is essential that

vessels which can be made ready within six months shall be included in

the vessels to be handed over.

• The Council therefore decide to suggestto Marshal Foch that .he should

add a clause to the terms of the Armistice when renewed on 16th Febniary

to the following effect :

—

La totalite de la flotte rnarchande, y compris les navires en construction

susceptibles de prendre la mer dans les six mois qui suivront les pr^entes,

sera livree sans delai, soit dans les ports allies, soit dans les ports des pays

neutres dont les gouverncments seront immWiatement avises telegraphi-

' qiieinent par le Gouvernement Allemand.

Cette livraison sc fera avec la collaboration du Delegu6 Allemand prevn

k la clause 8 de TArmistice du 16 janvier et dont les fonctions se borneront

k celles d’un Agent ({’informations et de liaison.

SIXTH SESSION HELD AT PARIS ON 10th MARCH 1919

German Passenger Tonnage.

1. Long Distance Tonnage Allocation for Management.—France will

take 75,000 tons gross of the first 700,000 tons gross of tonnage of the

type which is available. If more than 700,000 tons gross tonnage of this

type is available, France will take the first 25,000 tons grass in excess of

that figure.

Towards the above totel of 75,000 tons gross France will take the

tSiree German ocean-going passenger vessels now in Spain.

2. It was decided that all German passenger vessels over 7,000 tons

gross would' be assumed to be long distance tonnage and therefore fall

within Decision No. 1.

8. It was decided that all German passenger tonnage below 7,000 tons

gross would be considered by the Executive, who are hereby instructed

to class as long distance tonnage (to fall within Decision No. 1) all vessels

technically suitable for long distance work.

All other vessels to be examined, and as far as possible divided by
agreement by the Executive between France and Great Britain, with

reference to the suitability of the vessels for Cross-Channel and Mediter-

ranean service respectively, and with due regard to French and British

needs for these services. Failing agreement the Executive will refer to

the Council.

4. It was decided that the French claim for 600,000 tons d.w. of enemy
cargo tonnage which was taken as a provisional working basis by a decision

at the Fifth Session \>hould be agreed as the definite share for French
management.
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DOCUMENT No. 18

The following memorandum is the only one in Part VI which

was not written before the signature of Peace. Its object is to

show in what proportion British shipping was employed on the

different trade routes, and what it was carrying, at the moment
the war ended

; and so to make a contribution to the question

(which needs further study) as to the precise effect of the sub-

marine campaign on British supplies.

NOTE ON SEA-BORNE TRAFFIC AT THE END OF THE WAR
It has often been asked just what effect the submarine had upon sen •

traffic, and in piirticular on the imj)orts of the country most dependent

upon them, Great Britain. The question is not an easy one to answer

and it may be approached by many methods. But we may usefully here

attempt a passing glance at the problem by considering the position and

employment of British Shipping immediately before the end of the war.

Before the War Great Britain owned about 23 million tons deadweight

of ocean-going tonnage. About half of this tonnage was engaged in

foreign trade and not in bringing home imports. On the other hand about

a third of British imports came in neutral tonnage. The total imports in

1918 amounted to 54,551,000 tons of which 18,006,000 tons was food,

drink and toba<!co.

At the end of October 1918 the total British ocean-going tonnage

(after allowing for building, foreign purchases on the one hand and losses

on the other) htid been reduced by about 5 million tons, i*c. to about

18 million tons d.w. Neutral tonnage brought few imports except from •

near eountries (ore and timber from Scandinavia, ore from Spain); the

large neutral tonnage in the control of the Allies went almost entirely to

France and Italy. On the other hand jmictically all British tonnage

had been withdrawn from purely foreign trade ;
and it was concentrated

to a much larger extent than in peaee times on the short Atlantic route.

It was devoted to three great services (a) the needs of the combatant*

forces, (h) the Allies, and (c) British imports.

,
The following table shows the exact allocation on the Sls^October

1918 of all British vessels over 1,600 tons gross.

I. 2^on-Importing (i.c. usually needs of the combatant services)

d.w.

Navy .

Army .

Colonial, Ac.

Allied

:

U.8.A. .

Otfier .

IL Repairing and Surveying

. 1,806,400

. 2,167,500

. 1,622,000

844,100 (includes estimated loss of 450,000
d.w. on Atlantic liners tlurough

carriage of Ameriban troops)

39,900

. 1,327,700

7,707,600 (not available for importing work)
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This left a total of about lOj million tons d.w. available for importing

work, distributed as follows ;

—

IIL Importing services^

' (a) British
^

Liners and tramps on berth k . , . 5,220,900

Tramps 1,476,000

(6) Allies

France 1,294,000

Italy 1,664,800

U.S.A 148,400
' Other Allies and neutrals 676,800

10,271,100

Of a total of some 18 million tons d.w. therefore about 4 million tons

(22*2 per cent.) were absorbed directly by the combatant services. Less

than 2 million tons (11*1 per cent.) would cover all the British tonnage

allowed both for Dominion home needs and for the few remnants of

neutral traffic. Over IJ million tons (7 per cent.) were withdrawn for

repair and survey (the proportion of vessels hit by torpedoes which

were got home for repair increased under the convoy system.) Of the

10J million tons (or 56*9 per cent.) available for imports about 8 J million tons

(or 19*4 per cent.) were allotted to Allied work. This left only about

6J million tons available for British imports. These imports, it is impor-

tant to remember, included not only civilian requirements but, to an

extent difficult to measure with precision, the raw materials for munitions

manufacture. The Ministry of Munitions took control over the materials

r^uired for munitions, included them in their programme and rationed

them out to the manufacturers. The War Office did the same for the

commodities within their own responsibility. No enquiry proceeding

from an examination of either shipping or imports can distinguish ultimate

destination and use.

With this proviso let us examine the actual utilization of the 6J million

tons available for British imports. The following table is based on a de-

tailed examination of the cargo of every tramp, and the allocation of space

between the different commodities of every liner on the 81st October.

Importing Services (United Kingdom).

D.W. tonnage.

Cereals . 1,912,000

•i'jgftr 199,200
Meat 480,900
Oils and fats 616,700
Other Foodstuffs 397,000
Ore iron and pyrites 447,900
Nitrates 123,200
Other munitions and general cargo . 2,619,000

6,096,600

Of the above total Sj million tons were loaded ‘ on the berth ’ i.e. as liners,

less than millions on full cargo tramps. It will be seeh«that about

8| million tons (64 per cent.) were devoted to food, and about 8 million
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tons (46 per cent.) to all other imports. I’he great bulk of the latter

consisted of the raw materials of manufactures required for combatant
service, but such, analysis as is |)ossible can only be made on the basis,

not of the.employment of shipjjijng, but of the actual imports (see table*

on p. 852). Meantime it Ls well fo note the routes on which the tonnage

was employed. This is sufficiently shown by the following analysis of the

5i million tons loaded on the berth ;
and its significance becomes clear

if we contrast with it a similar analysis of tonnage lotwled on the berth

on the same date in the previous year.

British vessels loaded as Liners.

3l8t October VJ17. OcUiber 1918.

Route. Ships. Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage.

North America (including Canada and Qiilf),

U.K. (including North If^anoe) . . .262 l,681,0iH) 276 2,083,000
South America (Atlantic), U.K. (including North

France) 74 418,000 100 668,000
Australia and New Zealand, U.K. (including

North France) 65 606,000 34 267,000

India (up to Singapore) and U.K. (including

North France) 100 668,000 81 487,000

Africa (West, South, and East) and U.K.
(including North France) . . . .68 333,0(X) 61 268,000

Far East (east of Singapore) and U.K. (including

North France) 36 233,000 22 139,000

West Coast America and U.K. (including North
France) 22 112,000 20 91,000

Mediterranean and Bay Ports, and U.K. (includ-

ing North France) 46 130,000 63 143,000

681 47r80,^> 666 4,136,000

The tables illustrate the following important facts.

(a) The. great concentration of ve.ssels in the Atlantic J[Nor1h and

South) (385 ships and 2,750,000 tons in October 1018).

(b) The increased concentration during the year 1917-18 (885 ships

and 2,750,000 tons as compared with 336 ships 2,090,000 tons).

This concentration necessitated among other measures the withdrawal of

vessels from cross trades (i.e. not importing into the United Kingdom).

In October 1917 there were 85 Liners of 483,000 g.t. in these cross trades

and this total was reduced by October 1918 to 00 Liners of 290,000 g.t. •

It must be remembered that both the withdrawal of vessels from

British trade and their concentration in the Atlantic! was already in

process in 1915 ; that the same policy was developed in 191(ftlnd still

more in 1917; the results of 1918 are merely the climax of a policy pursued

persistently from the time when tonnage became inconveniently short,

first by the Transport Department and later by the Ministry of Shipping.

This note is intended as a contribution (based on ^n analysis of shipping

only) to the question of the effect of the submarine on the supplies of the

country. It needs to be supplemented by an examination of the actual

imports statistics for which the student will find some of the material

available onTpp. 852-8.
* * f A C!

December 1920.



STATISTICS

TABLE No. 1
r

c

British Vessels Arriving from Overseas. February-April, 1017.

With losses.

The follo^vin^ table shows the number of British vessels arriving from

overseas (i.e., as distinct from those in the coasting and near trades) and

the corresponding losses of such vessels.

For this purpose only vessels lost while proceeding directly from the

United Kingdom to destinations not nearer than Gibraltar and vessels

with cargoes on board for the United Kingdom from such destinations,

have been included.

The statistics show that, on the rate of loss of the last fortnight in

April, the risk of loss on an outward vessel was 1 in 14 and of a homeward
vessel 1 in 5}. That meant that a vessel leaving the United Kingdom
for an overseas voyage had, at the rate of loss then being sustained, only

about 3 chances to 1 of returning safely with her cargo.

How different was the impression given by the figures published by

the Admiralty (which included coasting vessels) is shown by the Admiralty

statements for the same last fortnight in April.

These gave

Over 1,600

Under 1,600

Sunk

, 78

. 28

Arrivals. Departures.

5,301 5,311

\

.Analysis of British Vessels—1,600 G.T. and over—which have made
CARGO ENTRANCES IN UNITED KINGDOM PORTS FROM OVERSEAS

—

1/2/17—26/4/17—85 days.

Gib. d; S. America
beyond. f>r Cape.

85 days 244 266
'Average per day . 204 313
April 1-26 (inclusive) . 76-44 81-38

Vessels safely arrived say

Vessels in above catO'

77 81

gories suilC'April 1-26

Vessels making journey

17 11

(arrivals and sunks) . 94 92
Percentage sunk . 18 08% 12%

Comparison during last

Arrivals based on above
'

average . 4M6 43-82

Sunk....
i.e. vessels making the

9 10

journey . 5016 53-82

Arrivals and sunks, say 60 54
Percentage sunk . 18% 18 60/^

Gulf,

ir. Indies rf? S. New York &
of New York. N. thereof. Total.

292 247 1,049
3-43 2-00 12-4

89-18 75-40 322-4

89 75 322

16 8 52

105 83 374
16-23% 9-6404 13-7304

! days of April 1917,

48-02 40-6 173-6

13 6 38

61-02 46-6 211-6

61 46 211

21-3% 13% 18%
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Departuns.

U.K. Ports February 1-April 26, 1,103 » 13 per day.

April 1~26, Depaiiuitis (a) Safely »338 )

. . (6) Sunk -- 2(kt
Departures during last (a) Safely -^182 fU days of April. (6) Sunk - 14 }

368 Peroeutago of Sunks, 6*6

196. Percentage of Sunks, 7-15

Total U.K. risk - April 1-26 19-5 l^t 14 days 25-16

Mainly on •

U.K.-Ctib. and
beyond route.

TABLE No. 2. BLUE BOOK BATES

Scales of Rates foh hire of Vessels kequisitioned by the
Admiralty adopted on recommendation of the Admiralty
Transport Arbitration Board, October 1914.

(1) Ocean Passenger Liners.

(a) Armed Merchant Criiinerft.

tSpi'cd. Per yroHS ton /«r month.

With relief from all

risk an<l cx|)onHe of

ship and stores.

22 knots and over .

21 knots und under 22
20 „ .. 21

19 » .. 20

18 „ 19

Under 18 knots

PeriiKl three months certain.

If period is in excess of three months, rate to l>e Is, per ton less in each case

in respect of the cxccs.s peri-nl.

. 25 V

. 24

. 23
'

*

•
1

. 20 /

(6) Trooping Veaseh.

16 knots and under 17

14 „ „ 15

13 „ „ 14

12 „ „ 13

Under 12 knots

a. (f.

17 6

16 6
15 6

14 6

13 6

If period bo less than one month special terms to lx? arranged. If period is

in excess of two months, rate to Ijc 6d. less in each case in respect of excess period.

(c) Hospital Ships and Carriers.

8. d.

14 knots and over . . . . . 17 6

Under 14 knots 16 0

Period three months certain.

If period is in excess of three months, rate to l>e 6d, per ton less IN each case

in respect of excess period, such reduction, however, la-ing applioable to the

whole period of employment in the event of its exceeding six months in all.

(2) Cargo Liners.
Per gross ton per month.

First 2 nu/nths. , After 2 months.

H. d. s. d.

13 knots and over . , , 15 3 14 9

12 knots and under 13 . , , 14 3 13 9

11 „ • 12 . , 13 3 12 .9

10 .,
• 11 . , 12 9 12 3

Under 10 knots . 12 3 11 9
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(2) Caboo Liners {corUinmd)

Minimum period one calendar month, to be reduced where owners have been

able to employ their vessels before the expiry of a month.

Vessels of 3,000 tons and under 4,000 6d. extra. •

' „ 2,000 „ „,3,000 1«. „

„ „ 2,000 U. 6d. extra.*

Special consideration for vessels with shelter deck accommodation not

included in the ^ross tonnage.

(3) Coasting mixed Passknokr and Cargo Ships.

Per gross ton per ttionth.

s. d.

15 knots and under 16 . 20 0

14 „ „ 15 . . 18 9

13 „ „ 14 . . 17 6

12 „ 13 . . 10 3

Under 12 knots . 15 0

if {leriod in excess of two months, rate to bo 6d. per ton less in each case for

excess period.

Special arrangements if period less than one month and owner cannot at

once utiliz<? his ship.

(4 )
Coasting Cargo (only) Ships.

Per gross ton ‘per month.

2^000 tons and Under

13 knots and over .

under 3^000.

H. d.

16 3

2^000 tons,

s. d.

16 9
12 knots an<l under 13 15 3 15 9
11 „ „ 12 . 14 3 14 9

10 » 11 . 13 9 14 3
Under 10 knots 13 3 13 9

« A reduction of Od. per ton to be made in all cases for any period the ship is

enmloyed beyond one month.
P<*riod less t han one month and for shelter deck accommodation provisions

ss in (2).

(5) Oil Tank Steamers.
Per d.w. ion per month,

s. d.

Ve.sHel8 of 4,000 tons and under (d.w.) . . , .90
Vessels over 4,000 tons (d.w.) 8 9

Minimum period four months, the Admiralty having the option to continue
for any period beyond four months.

(0) Tramp Stbamers.

Vessels of /),000 d.w. tons cavity and over

„ „ 4,000 tons and under 6,000 (d.w.)

„ „ 3,000 „ ,. 4,000 ( „ )

»» >» 2,200 ,, ,, 3,000 ( „ )

„ „ 1,800 „ „ 2,200 ( „ )

„ „ 1,300 „ „ 1,800 ( „ )

A rediictiqn of 6d. ^ ton to be made for vessels employed beyond one
month and a further reauction of 6d. per ton for any period beyond two months.

Shelter deck accommodation provision as in (2).

Blinimum period one calendar month, to be r^uced where owners have been
able to employ their veesels if discharged before the expiry of one month.

Per gross ton per mordh.

s. d.

9 6

10 0
10 6
11 0
11 6
12 0
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TABLE No. 3. SHIPPING PROFITS

Earnings of. XR-'MP Steamers .Aggust ISU-Septemheii 1916. See

.^p. 114.

Period 1. Period 2. Period 3. Period 4.

Aug. 1914 Jan. 1916 July 1915 Jan. 1916
Fleet of 6j0004on d.w. stcatnem to to to to

net/) in July 1914. Dec. 1914. June 1916. Dec. 1915 Sept. 1916.
^30,000 d.w. (3 monihH). (6 months). {6 nn)nthg). {9 months).

Gamings during Period at average
time-charter i*ate for each £ £ £ £
period

Expenditure at £26 each steamer per
day . . . , .

34,375 104,850 136,4tW 287,260

19,890 23,530 23,920 36,620
Plus war insurance at £8 ptT cent,

per annum on average value

through period 5,468 9,200 12,9‘K) 19,944
Plus marine risk at £6 jier cent,

per annum on average value

through peritKl 5,125 8,625 12,9iK) 28 642

30.483 41,356 49,900 84,206

Net earnings 3,892 63,496 86,506 203,044
Average value through period, of each

steamer .... 41,000 .>7,500 86,600 127,300
Approximate value of each sUiamcT at

commencement of period 36,000 46,700 69,300 102,500

Approximate value of «5acli steamer at

end of peri/sl, allowing 3 per

cent, per annum for age 45,700 «i9,300 102,500 140,(M)0

Average time charter rate during

period 48. 2d. 13a. 18a. lid. 35a. oh
These ligures include allowance for following proportions of Heet under dovcrnment

requisition during each pi riod, rate of hire being taken as equal to 3(/. per ton d.w. per

month, and Government assuming War Risk on steamers during service. •

Period 1. One steamer for 5 months. Period 2. One steamer for 6 months.
Period 3. One steamer for 6 months Period 4. 'J’wo steamers for 9 months

and one for 1| months. and one for 3^ months.

Daily expenses of a Tramp»Stcarner of tonsd.w, under War conditions (1914-19IH).

Stores, maintenance, jirovisions

Management, &(:. .

Miscellaneous

Portage (wages)

£ 9. d.

8 0 0
6 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

26 0 0
To this must be added :

Marino Insurance on current value at £6 per cent, per annum.
War Risk at (say) £8 per cent, mr annum.

Depreciation is alluw^ for by a de<luction from the appreciating values of the steamers.

Insurance on freif^t is not s^ieciHcally allowed for as the insurance on the vessel is based

on full current sale prices of ships and would thus give a sum sufficient to give immediate
replacement.

In the case of requisitioned vessels the War Risk insuranco*has been eliminated as the

Government takes the risk.

The allowance for stores, maintenance and i^ovisions, management and miscellaneous

has been made at the same rate throughout ; it is ample as an average fur the whole period

August 1914-Se]]tember 1916.

The allowaice for requisitioned service is in accordance with the proportion of vessels

actually under requisition at the different periods.
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(

Taxation Payable (Excess Profits Duty and Income Tax) by the

Fleet of five 6,000*Ton D.W. Cargo Steamers.

(1) Period August 1914-June 1915 (11 months). ^ . £

• Gross earnings
^

. . 139,226
^

^

Less ex^nditure (including insurances on increased values) 71,838

Not earnings 67,387

Less depreciation at 4 per cent, per annum on capital value

of fleet (£180,000) 6,600

60,787

Less average profit for average of standard year . 33,000
* Excess Profits 27,787

Less Excess Profits Duty (at 50 per cent.) . . . 13,894

13 893

Less Income Tax : 1914 £892 @ Is. Sd. ; 1916 £46,001 @ 3s. 6^74

Taxes 20,868

(2) Period July 1916-Septcraber 1916 (16 months).

Gross earnings 423,666

Less expenditure (including insurances on increased values) 134,106

Net earnings 289,660

Loss depreciation 4 per cent, per annum on capital value

of fleet (£180,000) 9,000

280,660

Less average profit for average of standard years . . 45,000

E.xces8 Profits 235,660

Less Excess Profits Duty (frt) 60 per cent.) . . . 141,330

94,220

Less Income Tax : 1915 £43,962-4@ 3s. ; 1916 £95,257-6@ 5s. 30,409

Taxes 171,739

20,868

Total Taros 26 months . . 192,607

TABLE No. 4. IMPORT STATISTICS 1913-17

United Kingdom.

Co7nviodity,

Cereals, human consumption
Cereals, animal consumption
Peas, beans and dried vegetables

Sugar

^
Meat .......
Oils ^ and fats

Other foodstuffs

Iron ore

Pyrites

Iron affiK steel, other metals and ores, guns, ammuni<
tions, &c

Nitrates, chemicals, tanning substances, &o. .

Mineral oils and lubricating oils not imported in

tankers

Wool
Cotton . . ....
Flax, hemp, jute, silk, and textile manufactures
Timber and manufactures . .

'
.

Hides, leather and skins ....
Tobacco . ,

Paper and ^per-making materials

Miscellaneous, including certain munitions, Ac,

which camiot be separated in Trade Returns

Total

> Includes castor oil.

(0.

1913.

Ini'ports

1916. 1917.

Tons, Tons. Tons.

8,094 7,632 7,003

3,000 2,000 1,533

176 106 no
1,969 1,637 1,391

1,186 1,175 986

1,904 1,724

2,924

1,283

3,602

7,665

2,010

6,2057,004

782 951 864

.3,624 3,606

681
4,261

636 692

267 327 427

434 306 334

971 969 736

756 631 433

11,684 6,373 3,012

208 203 182

76 77 22

1,873 1,280
,

686

4,087 2,923 2,467

62,793 42,326 34,417
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Italy.

Imports in 1,000 Ions.

Commodittf.

Cereals for human consumption .

Cereals for animal consumption .

Peas, beans and drietl vegetables

Sugar
Meat
Oils and fats

Other foodstuiTs

Castor oil . ...
Mineral oils .

Iron ore . . . . • .

Pyrites ... ...
Iron and steel and other metals and ores, guns

ammunition, &c. . .

Nitrates, chemicals, tanning sidwtunces, &c. .

Coal and coke ......
Wool
Cotton . . . . .

Flax, hemp, jute, silk, and textile manufactures

Timber and manufactures ....
Hides, leather and skins ....
Tobacco . . . •

PaiMir and paper-making lUiiterialH

Miscellaneous ......
Fh.ANCK.

Itnporis in 1.000 tona.

Commodlli/. Tons. 'Itni.i. Inn.'*,

Cereals and pulses
“

Cereals for animal consnmptif.ii .... — ~

~ m
Oils and fats

,

Other foodstu If.’"
...••• " »

Castor oil
__

Iron ore ""

Pyrites ‘

Iron and steel and other metals and ores, guns,

ammunition,
Nitrates, chemicals, tanning substances, &c. . .

— —
Coal and coke

" ”
Wool

- “ j,:*

Cotton . . . • • • *
* o/iH

Flax, hemp, jute, silk, and textile manufactures .
— ~

Timber and manufactures ,
Hides, leather and skins . . . • •

“
Tobacco "

__ ‘>Qu

Paper and paper-making materials ... —
Miscellaneous ,

,• Total 43,500 ‘ 39,000 ‘ 32,202

* Totals taken from Ministdre des Finances Documents Statistiques but Iq Commerce

la France, Pecemljer 1916, but oil fuel has been deducted.

1660.33 A a
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TABLE No. 5

Table siiowini; Total Estimated Weight of British Imports monthly
FROM July 1917 to October 1918 with Monthly Average.

Esiimakd weight in thousands of to/w.

Total including

Month and Food^ drink

f

Raw Manufactured miscellaneous

year. and tobacco. materials. articles. and unclassified.

mi
July . 1,004 1,607 203 3,418

August 1,261 1,765 347 3,382

September . 957 1,590 312 2,868

October 808 1,743 313 2,887

November . 817 1,722 370 2,944

December . 599 1,401 304 2,308

Total . 0,046 9,828 1,849 17,807

Monthly average . 1,008 1,638 308 2,968

1018
January 094 1,736 339 2,779

Fobniary ^ 779 1,510 266 2,559

March . 810 1,644 310 2,772

April . 1,233 1,509 339 3,087
May . 1,396 1,627 328 3,354

June . 915 1,659 226 2,700

Total . 5,833 9,585 1,808 17,251

Monthly average . 972 1,598 301 2,875

1918

July . 822 1,759 402 2,986

August 1,002 1,871 372 3,247

September . 855 1,540 3,55 2,756

October*' 1,005 1,627 484 3,018

Total . 3,684 6,697 1,613 12,007

Monthly average , 921 1,674 403 3,002
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TABLE No. 0

War Losses of Merchant Vessels ok Allied and Neltuai- Nations •

ArorsT 1914 to Novemheii lOlS. I.osses of all ('lasses of

Vessels in Gross Tonna(;e in each Month.

1914

A ugmt. »SV/4( mbi r. October. Not'f hiIm r. Jh cult hi r. Total.

America — _ — —
Belgium 34 — — — 34

Brazil .
— — — — — —

British Einpire 40,(103 79,708 83,(351 15,730 20,590 252,738

Cuba — — — — — —
France .

— 2 221 5,183 7,010 14,414

Greece . 40 013 U802 7 2;402

Italy — 48 — ~ -- 48

Japan .
— — — — —

"T
Peru — — — — -* —
Portugal — — — — —
Roumania — 285 — ,

—

# 285

Russia . 717 — 3,377 4,094

Uruguay — — — — .

Argentine — — — — —
Denmark 0,808 1,270 — 580 2,458 11,170

Hollan.l 5,388 3,894 1,127 200 1,455 11,974

Norway 5,102 1,234 094 1.507 3,305 11,902

Pei*sia .
— — 758 — — 758

Spain .

Sweden .

—
2,534 1,052 2,595 3,(»94 9,875

Total 1914 (34,752 89,580 95,282 25,802 43.978 319,400

A a 2
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TABLE No. .7

Italian Coal.

Execution March WlS-Febmciry 1919.
.

Shipments
British coal

by long sea

route.

British coal

passing

Italian

frontier.

,
• French coal

passing

Italian

frontier.

French coal

on hoard

at Mediter-

ranean ports. Total

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Programme 150,000 • 100,000 170,000 180,000 600,000

Mar. 15-Apr. 14 .

Am. 15-May 14 .

May 15-Juno 14 .

227,372 161,135 132,109 104,802 625,418

246,545

161,104

123,973 137,082 88.169 695,769

108,913 108,122 111,943 490,177

June 15-July 14 . 281,600 116,931 104,962 111,665 614,958

July 16-Aug. 14 . 302,839 93,994 107,459 124,439 628,731

Aug. 15-Sopt. 14 . 295,804 97,932 104,578

91,335

105,000 603,314

Sept. 15-Oct. 14 . 289,492

402,986

88,137 93,971 562,936

Oct 16-Nov. 14 . 85,175 68,383 80,479 637,023

Nov. 16-Dec. 14 . 378,406 69,250 21,188 34,932 503,776

Dec. 16-Jan. 14 . 267,118 45,265 8,423 25,476 346,282

Jan. 16-Feb. 14 . 628,296 16,201 4,339 14,899 663,736

Total 11 months 3,"481,652 l,006~9ri 887.980 895,676 6,^2^18
Programme,

1 1 months 1,650,000 1,100,000 1,870,000 1,980,000 6,600,000

In addition to the above quantities, a Bpecial military allocation of 150,000 tons of

British coal was despatched to Italy.

French Coal.

Execution March J91S-February 1919,

Tons,

Programme per month . . 1,740,000

April .... . 1,495,000
May .... . 1,530,000
June .... . 1,260,000
July .... . 1,489,000
August . 1,394,000
September . . 1,244,000
October . 1,251,000
November . . 1,262,000
December . . 1,164,000
January . 1,217,000

Total 10 months . . . . 13,296,000

Programme 10 months , . 17,400,000

Belgian Relief. •

Execution June 1918-November 1918.

Month. Programme. Execution.

June-August . 360,000 334,070
September 122,600 80,170
October . 161,000 163,940
November 111,800 116,500

Total . 756,^' 691,680'®
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TABLE

Summary, by Months and Quarters, of Losses (War and Marine Causes

1st January ti

Seagoing Steam Merchant Vessel

(All figures in thousand

Italy. France. United Kingdom.

Total Total
Net

Jjoss or Total Total

Net
Loss or Total Total

Net
Loss or

Period, homes. Gains. Gain. 1j)SSC9, Gains. Gain. Losses, Gains, Gain.

January - 20 S - 21 40 - 40 320 108 -212
February 38 3 - 35 10 - 10 302 137 -225
March 04 8 - 58 23 - 23 310 263 - 66

Ist Quarter - 131 19 -112 79 - 79 1,001 508 -493

April 5 11 + 0 30 - 30 341 155 -186
May 28 13 - 15 24 - 24 312 281 - 31
June 5 17 + 12 25 - 25 i 247 200 - 47

2nd Quarter - 38 41 + 3 79 - 79
1 9bo 636 -264

July - . - 34 S - 20 20 - 20 249 231 - 18
August • 32 - 32 ' 238 221 - 17
September 3 - ’3

11 i) - 2 226 232 + 6

8rd Quarter - 37 8 - 29 63 9 - 54 , 713 684 - 29

October - - -
! 11 - 11 13 - 13 : 121 227 + 106

Tota) for' Period - -i 217 68 -149 234 9 -225 2,735 2,055

Note,— ‘ Losses ‘ Gains and ‘ Net Loss or Gain ’ in this table are exclusive
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No. J18

AND Gains in Allied and Neutral Tonnage for the Period fhom

31ST October 1918.

of 500 Gross Tons and over,

of deadweight tons.)

United States. 1

1

1

Other Allies. N( utrals. Total.

Net Net Net Vrf

Total Total Loss dr Total Total loss or Total Total Jjoss or Total Total Ijoss or

losses. Gains.. Gain. Losses. Gaiiui. Gain. LofiSi s. Gains. Gain. lA)sses. Gains. Gain.

8 96 + 88 42 60 + 8 57 24 ^ 33 502 286 216

21 237 + 116 25 60 + 25 69 24 - 45 625 361 — 174

24 282 + 168 45 60 + 5 83 24 - 59 558 627 — 31

63 415 + 362 112 150 + 38 209 72 -187 1,585 1,164 - 421

27 292 + 164 25 20 - 5 27 41 + 14 455 418 ’ 37

54 283 + 229 11 96 + 84 32 12 - 20 461 684 + 223

60 302 + 262 8 80 + 72 48 63 + 5 383 662 + 269

131 776 645 44 195 + 161 107 106 - 1 i;299 1.754 + 455

44 270 + 226 33 63 + 30 24 6 - 18 40*1 678 + 174

70 346 + 275 48 210 + 62 49 19 - 30 437 696 + 258

46 386 + 340 30 78 + 48 28 26 - 3 344 730 + 386

160 1,001 + 841 111 251 + 140 101 50 - 61 1,185 2,003 + 818

44 429 + 385 30 76 + 46 38 35 - 3 267 767, + 510

388 2,621 + 2,233 1 297 672 + 375 455 263 -192 4,326 5,688 0+ 1,362

changes in tonnage due to transfers of flag and sundry adjustments.
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TABLE No. .14
‘ * •

Import Programmes. Sept.-Dec. 1918 .

Requiremenls and Arrivals. Position as on 16th November 1918.

Arrival. ArrivcUs

Require-

ments.

Sept.-

Dec. Sept.

Actual.

Oct. Nov.

Estimated

(or tonnage

arranged).

Dec. Total.

expressed,

as of
require-

ments.

(yoreals 2,050,000

United Kingdom.

590,732 064,688 692,284 500,926 2,344,630 114-4

Moats 400,000 118,251 103,537 98,723 119,276 439,786 109-9

Fats 180,000 52,046 41,147 33,462 32,436 159,681 88-7

Bliscellancous foods—
Class A 140,000 28,850 45,906 40,206 40,648 166,610 IIM
Sugar - 380.000 98,139 140,794 67,645 102.609 409,187 107-6

Misoollanoous foods

—

Class B . 24,900 5,892 1,355 3,639 36 10,922 43-8

Seeds and oils 400,000 90,654 92,781 133,447 96,601 413,443 103-4

Total - 3,500,000 991,104 1,080,208 069,396 892,491 3,933,259 110-6

«

Cereals 840,000 303,190

France.

266,770 150,201 136,309 922,.590 109-8

Moats 100,000 29,160 30,936 34,218 63,289 153,603 96-0

Fats 60 43 — —
. 99 —

Miscellaneous foods

—

Class A 40,000 1,668 2,817 1,225 3,600 9,210 23-0

Sugar . 160,000 22,243 34,332 49,957 34,863 141.395 94-2

Miscdlaneous foods—
Class B 40,000 3,873 3,439 976 1,000 9,288 23-2

.Seeds and oils 200,000 10,223 20,637 61,329 80,259 162,448 81-2

Total 1,430,000 430,413 364,974 293,966 309,280 1,398,633 97-8

r

Cereals ’
- 995,000 222,180

Italy.

300,0<{5 257,669 197,393 1,037,213 104-2

Moats - - - - 145,000 16,328 33,806 27,289 . 40,235 116,658 80-4

Fats . . • - 10,000 818 2,034 1,759 2,723 7,334 24-4

Miscellaneous foods

—

Class A 46,000 3,298 3,374 2,335 1,905 10,912 24-2

Sugar - 16,000 3,843 1,860 4,840 6,171 16,714 111-4

Miscmlaneous foods

—

Class B — — — — — — —
Seeds and oils 60,000 — 282 — 6,147 6,429 12-8

Total - 1,260,000 246,473 401,421 293,792 264,674 1^195,260 94-8

Note.—This table shows the shipping actually arranged at the time of the Armistice in execution of

the new food programme for tlie cereal year beginning in September 1918. It wij^bo seen that the cereal

tonnage required had been fully provided for every countrj', and that though the arra^ementa were leas

complete for other fqodstuffs (for which Allied responsibility was more recent), the maximum total deficit

for any country waa less than 6 per cent. See p. 232.



Neutral

Pool

Tonnage

in

various

Services

as

allocated

under

direction

of

THE

Allied

Maritime

Transport

Executive

at

the

end

of

each

month

from

81st

May

1918

to

81st

October

1918

(see

p.

287).
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ABBREVIATED INDEX

(The reader will probably find the Table of Contonta on pp. xvii-xxiii more uBoful

than this Index.)

Admiralty Arbitration Board, 43.

Agreements, shipping, 138, 148, 223, 3,32

Air-raids, 119.

Allied Maritime Transport Council

Part IV, Table of Contents) :

constitution, 176.

establishment, 161.

personnel, 298.

work (summary). 231, 239.

Allied Maritime Transport Executive {set

Part IV)

:

constitution, 177.

personnel, 298.

work, 189, 231.

Allocation of shipping, 61.

America

:

control system, 142.

effect of entry into war, 80, 101,

shipbuilding, 82.

American Shipping Board, 83.

Angary, law of, 107.

Austrian tonnage, 224, 227.

Babington Smith Committee (Imports

Restriction Committee), 75.

Belgian Relief, 171, 236.

Blockade, 98.

Blue Book rates, 43.

Board of Trade, 39, 96.

British shipping, 8, 9.

British shipping control, 38-86.

Brussels Financial Conference, 275.

Building, 81.

Bunker control, 104.

Bunker depots, 104.

Bunker supplies, 63.

Chronolomcal Table, 36.

Coal, see i^nce (coal), Italy (coal), &c.

Conunission Internationale de Ravitaille-

ment, 134.

Committed principles for use of, 259.

i^mmodities, control of, 88

Control syste^ 15, 88, 97.

Convoy, 12Z^
Covenant of League, 264, 267.

B

j

Danish tonnage, 102.

!
Dazzle painting. 119.

I Defensive armament, 118.

I Documents, 281.

Dutch tonnage, 102.

I

Duties of l.ieague, 267.

j

Finance, 16.

I Franco :

coal, 161, 2.35. 360.

control system, 141.

food, 23i 368.

munitions, 233.

shipping control, 141.

Freight Committee, 185.

Freight market, 11.

Freights, 45, 48, 69.

Freights and profits, 109.

German tonnage, 22.3. 228, 230

Imports :

prohibition and licensing of, 25.

tables, 362-3.

Imports Restriction (k)mmitlee, 75.

Inter-Allied Shipping Committee, 140

International administration, 243.

Italy

:

coal, 160, 234, 360.

control system, 141.

food, 232, 368.

munitions, 233.

shipping control, 141.

Japan, 209.

League of Nations, 264.

Licensing, 25.

Liner requisitioning, 72.

Liners, 9.

Losses, 355-6'i^

Meat and Fats Executive, 93.

Minos, 47.

Ministry of Food, 92,

Ministry of Munitions, 93.

Ministiy of Shipping, 70.

b2
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Nentialfl, 102.

Neutral tonnage, 102, 108.

Norwegian tonnage, 107.

(Moiala and shipowners, 73.

Ore, 107.

Overseas Prize Disposal Committee, 45.

Paris Conference, 151.

Pool tonnage (neutral), 170, 237, 296, 369.

Port Conditions, 53, 218.

Port and Transit Executive Committee,
53.

Private enterprise, 15.

Prizes, 45.

Profits, shipping, 109, 113, 114, 351.

Programme committees

:

list, 183, 326.

objects, 181.

relations with A.M.T.C., 301.

Prohibition of imports, 25.

Proportionate requisitioning, 69.

Protected approach areas, 120.

Rationing, 90, 92.

Rationing policy, 100.

Release, conditional, 62.

Reprisi^ order, lOOj .

Requisitioi^ (Carriage of Foodstufb)
Committee; 51.

Requisitioning system; 39, 55, 57, 61.

Ruaiian supp^ needs, 140

Shipbuilding, 81.

Ship Lioensmg Committee, 49.

Shipowners *and officials, 73.

Shipowners and profits, 110.

Shipping of the world, 7, 8.

Shipping conferences, 9.

Shipping Control Committee, 64.

Shipping position at different periods, 84.

Statistics, 348-09.

use of, 185.

Submarines, 116.

Sugar Commission, 90.

Supreme Council, 265.

Supreme Economic Council, 221.

Tonnage, see Shipping.

TonnaM ^ority Committee, 75.

Trade Division of Admiralty, 42.

Transport Department, 39.

Wheat Executive, 91.
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I

EDITORIAL BOARDS
(Further arrangements to be announced later.)

Cheat Britain

Sir William Beveridge, K.C.B., Chainnan,

Mr. H. W. C. Davis, C.B.E.

Professor E. C. K. Conner, C.B.E.

Mr. Thomas Jones.

Mr. J. M. Keynes, C.B.

Mr. F. W. Hirst,

Professor W. R. Scott.

Professor James T. Shotwell, ex officio,

France

Professor Charles Gidc, Chairvian,

M. Arthur Fontaine, Vice-Chairman,

Professor Henri Hauser, Secretary,

Professor Charles Rist.

Professor James T. Shotwell, ex officio,

Belgium

Dr. H. Pirenne, Belgian Editor.

Austria-Hungary

Professor James T. Shotwell, ex officio, Chairman,

Professor Dr. Friedrich von Wieser, Honorary Secretary,

Professor Dr. Clemens von Pirquet, Umwrary Treasurer,

Dr. Custav Cratz.

Dr. Richard Riedl.

^ir. Richard Schtiller.
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Italy

Professor Luigi Einaudi, Chairman.

Professor Pasquale Jannaccone.

Professor Umberto Ricci.

Professor James T.-Shotwell, officia.

The Baltic Countries

Professor Harald Westergaard (Denmark), Chairman.

Professor Eli Heckscher (Sweden).

Mr. N. Rygg (Norway).

Professor James T. Shotwell, ex officio.

The Netherlands

Professor H. B. Greven, Editor for the Netherlands.

MONOGRAPHS IN COURSE OF PREPARATION

(This list includes only those at present in course of preparation, and will

be added to from time to time.)

Great Britain

British Archives in Peace and War, by Dr. Hubert Hall.

Manual of Archival Administration, by Captain Hilary Jenkinson.

Bibliographical Survey, by Dr. M. E. Bulkley.

The War Govqi’iimcnt of Great Britain and Ireland with special i^^fcrence

to its economic aspects, by Professor W. G. S. Adams, C.B.

War Government in the Dominions, by Professor A. B. Keith, D.C.L.

The Mechanism of Certain State Controls, by Mr. E. M. H. Lloyd.

Rationing and Food Supply, by Sir William Beveridge, K.C.B., and
Professor E. C. K. Gonner, C.B.E.

Prices and Wages in the United Kingdom during the War, by Professor

^
A. L. Bowley.

Food Statistics of the War Period, by Professor E. C. K. Gonner, C.B.E.

Taxation during the War, by Sir J. C. Stamp, K.B.E.
The General History of British Shipping during the War, by Mr. E. Ernest

Fayle.

Allied Shipping Control ; an Experiment in International Administration,

by Mr. J. A. Salter, C.B.

The British Coal Industry during the War, by Sir Richard Redmayne,
K.C.B.

The British Iron and Steel Industries during the War, by irfr. W. T.

Layton, C.H., C.B.E.

The Wool Trade during the War, by Mr. E. F. Hitchcock.



The Cotton Control Board, by Mr. H. D. Henderson.
Food Production,' by Sir Thomas Middleton, K.B.E.

'

English Fisheries during the War, by Professor W. A. Herdman, C.B.E.

The Labour Unions ; TransTOrt trade unions (excluding railways^

Mining* tiftde unions. Workshop orgaiiMtion, l^lway trade unions

Relation of skilled and unskilled workpeople
;
by the Labour Reseazph

Department (Mr. G. D. H. Cole).

Lab^r Supply and Regulation, by Mr. Humbert Wolfe, C.B.E.

The Agricultural Labourer during the War, by Mr. Arthur Ashby.

The Health of the Civilian Population during the War, by Dr. A. W. J.

Macfadden, £.B.

The Clyde Valley during the War, by Professor W. R. Scott and Mr. J. Cun-

nison.

Scottish Agriculture during the War, by Mr. H. M. Conachcr.

Scottish Fisheries during the W’ar, by Mr. D. T. Jones.

Scottish Textiles (jute) during the War, by Dr. J. P. Day and Dr. R. C.

Rawlley.

Source Materials of Relief Organizations in Scotland, by Miss N. Scott.

The Effects of the War on the Economic and Industrial Development of

Ireland, by Professor Charles II. Oldham.

France

Bibliographical Guide to the Literature concerning France for the

Economic History of the War, by Dr. Camille Bloch.
*

Administrative and Constitutional Changes caused by the Economics of

the War in France, by M. Chardon.

French Industry during the War, by M. Arthur Fontaine.

The Organization of War Industries, by M. Albert Thomas.

Government Control—National and International, by M. Etienne Clementcl.

Rationing and Food Control, by M. Adolphe Pichon.

Price Fixing, by Professor Charles Gide.

Statistical Study of Prices during the War, by M. March.

French Commercial Policy during the War, by Professor Ilcnri Hauser.

The Blockade, by M. Denys-Cochin.

Changes in French Commerce during the War, by Professor Ckarles Rist.

French Merchant Shipping during the War, by M. Paul Grunebaum-

Ballin.

Internal Waterways, Freight Traffic, by M. Pocard dc Kcrvilcr.

Reorganization of French Ports, by M. Georges Hersent.

French Railroads during the War, by M. Marcel P^schaud.

Supply ofjCoal and Petroleum, by M. Peyerimhof.

Jifetallurgy and Mining, by M. Pinot.

The Chemi^ Industries, by M. Maucl^re.

AeronautJflndustries, by Colonel Dhc.
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The Development of Hydraulic Power, by Professor Raoul Blanchard.

Forestry and the Timber Industry during the War, by General Ghevali^.

French Agriculture during the War, by M. Auj^-Larib6.^ •

liabour during the War, by MM. Oualid and Picquenard.

Unemployment during the WSt, by M. Orfiiange:

Women in Industry under War Conditions, by M. Frois.

Syndicalism, by M. Roger Picard.

Foreign and Colonial Labourera in France, by M. Nogaro.

Problem of Housing during the War, by M, Sellier.

Statistics of Population, by M. Huber.

The Cost of the War to France, by Professor Charles Gidp.

War Costs ; Direct Expenses, by Professor C. Jeze.

War Finances, by M. Truchy.

The Money Market and French Banks, by M. Aupetit.

The Movement of Exchange, by M. Decamps.

Questions of Public Health and Hygiene, by Professor Leon Bernard,

The Economic Redivision of France (Regionalism), by Professor Hevm
Hauser.

The Invaded Territory of France, by M. Demangeon.

The Refugees, by M. P. Caron.

The Organization of Labour in the Invaded Territories, by M. Boulin.

The Economic History of French Cities during the War, by MM. Sellier

(Paris), Herriot (Lyon), Brenier (Marseille), Levainville (Rouen), etc.

The Colonies, by M. Giraud.

Northern Africa, by M. Aug. Bernard.

The Allied Armies in France, by M. Dolleans.

Alsace-Lorraifle, by G. Delahache.

Belgium

Tlie History of Belgium after the Armistice, by Dr. H. Pirenne.

Jhe Deportation of Belgian Workmen and the Forced Labour of thl

Civilian Population during the German Occupation of Belgium, 1^

M. Fernand Passelecq.

The Food Supply of Belgium during the German Occupation, by M. Alb^
Henri. /

German Legislation with Reference to the Occupation of Belgium,

M. M. Vauthier and M. J. Pirenne.

Unemployment in Belgium during the German Occupation, by Profesui^

Ernest Mahaini.
*

The Social History of Belgium during the German Occuplition, lljf

M. J. Pirenne.

Destruction of Belgian Industry by the Germans, by Count Rbichove
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Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungaiy

:

. ,

Bibliography ‘ofPrinted Blaterials, by Dr. Othmar Spann.

Survey ofthe JBconomic^ituatkgi in Austp%.at the Outbreak of the Waf
by Dr.* Richard Schtdler.

War Government in Austria-Hungary, by Professor Dr. Joseph Redlich.

The Economic Use of Occupied Territories : Russia and Roumania, by
*®T. Gustav Gratz and Dr. Richard SchUUer.

The Economic Use of Occupied Territorite : Serbia, Montenegro, Albania,

by General Kerchnawe.
‘ Mittel-Europa’*: the Preparation of a new Joint Economy, by Dr, Gratz

and Dr. SchiUler.

The Exhaustion and Disorganization of the Hapsburg Monarchy, by
*

Professor Dr. Friedrich von Wieser.

The Break-up of the Monarchy, by Dr. Richard Schtiller.

Empire of Austria

:

The Economic SituUtion of Austria before the War, by Dr. G. Stolper.

Regulation of Industry in Austria during the War, by Dr. Richard Riedl.

Food Control and Agriculture in Austria during thrWar, by Dr. H. Lbwen-

feld-Russ. ^

Kingdom of Hungary

:

General History of the War Economics of Hungary, by Dr. Gustav Gratz.

Publk Health and the War in Austria-Hungary

:

General Survey, by Professor Dr, Clemens von Pirquet.

Military Survey, by Colonel Georg Veith.

(Others to follow.)

The United States

Guide to American Sources for the Economic History of the Warj by

Mr. Waldo G. Leland and Dr. N. D. Mcreness.














